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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Flaring Alternative Technology
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:59:57 AM
Attachments: Crusoe Informational Presentation 2.2020.pdf


Crusoe DFM Case Studies.pdf


From: Andrew Likens <andrew@crusoeenergy.com>
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2020 2:46 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Flaring Alternative Technology
 
Hello there,


Crusoe Energy Systems would like to recommend the addition of Digital Flare Mitigation
(DFM) to the chart of flaring alternative technologies as listed on page 172 of the MAP
Technical Report from December of 2019. 


Name & Description: Digital Flare Mitigation (DFM) is the deployment of modular,
mobile, energy-intensive data centers directly into the oilfield. DFM consumes the
otherwise wasted gas on-site to fuel electrical generation, which powers the data
centers.
Availability: More than 10 deployments across ND, MT, WY, CO operating with multiple
upstream companies, including private and public operators. Project sizes range from
hundreds of thousands to millions of cubic feet per day.
Feasibility: Commercially and technologically proven in the field today. Scalable,
effective, creates on-site electricity demand for gas power generation. Can utilize full
gas stream coming out of the separator by deploying rich burn generators or be used
downstream of liquids recovery on dry gas. Currently operating on wells with BTU
content ranging from 1,200 to 1,700 MMBTU/mcf
Cost Range: Low. On-site monetization of electricity allows for one of the lowest cost
structures of any flare reduction technology.


We would also like to suggest a concept for the tax code to incentivize flare reduction
technologies of all kinds: 


Companies utilizing flare mitigation technology would be exempt from
severance/production taxes on the volumes that would have otherwise been flared.
Coupled with the other proposed mechanisms in the draft report, this minor tax
incentive would continue to incentivize companies to leverage the technologies that
exist today and help offset the associated costs. It also removes a potential barrier to
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The Digital Flare Mitigation Solution



❖ Crusoe converts “stranded” natural gas into electricity for energy-intensive computing on 



the well site



❖ Digital Flare Mitigation solves critical regulatory challenges for oil and gas companies by 



achieving beneficial use and reducing emissions



Crusoe’s Objective: help operators flow oil volumes by satisfying the 



regulatory challenges of associated gas



Why Crusoe?



✓Crusoe’s system is the most cost-



effective solution in flare mitigation



✓Modular design allows for rapid 



turnkey deployment and mobilization



✓Highly scalable up to multiple mmscfd



✓High reliability with few failure points



NEW TECHNOLOGY CONVERTS WASTED NATURAL GAS INTO COMPUTING
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DEPLOYMENTS COMPLETED IN JUST DAYS
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Easy Integration, Compact Footprint



Step 1:



Connection Point



Operator provides simple 



manifold and valve to 



existing gas line 



Typically, manifold directly 



onto line leading to flare



Step 2:



Generator



Crusoe provides 



generator system, 



delivered on portable 



trailer or skid



Step 3:



Compute Module



Computing modules 



delivered by truck



Satellite antennae 



installed and aligned after 



delivery



Step 4:



Startup



Computers connected to 



generator



Generator start up



Flare becomes back-up 



gas plan



1-2 Days 1 Day 1-5 Days 1 Day
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Superior gas-capture alternative for producing wells that 



are currently flaring



Gas offtake plan for future wells to be drilled outside 



existing infrastructure



ACHIEVE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE WITHOUT MIDSTREAM INFRASTRUCTURE
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Digital Flare Mitigation Use Cases 



Existing Flare Gas Development Flexibility



USE CASES



✓ Producing wells without midstream 



infrastructure



✓ Delayed pipeline arrival



✓ Extended gas plant downtime



✓ Pipeline capacity challenges



✓ Joint power generation 



USE CASES



✓ Drilling exploratory or step-out wells ahead 



of pipeline build



✓ Satisfy expiring leases outside of existing 



infrastructure service areas



✓ Delineate acreage prior to formal 



midstream agreement, avoid or postpone 



minimum drilling commitments
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OPTIMIZE YOUR POWER GENERATION CAPACITY
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Joint Power Generation 



Purchase electricity directly from Crusoe on a kWh 



basis at a fraction of the cost of rental generators
Monetize consistently underutilized power 



generation capacity by selling electricity to Crusoe



Crusoe as Power Provider Excess Power Capacity



✓ Crusoe utilizes large volumes of stranded gas to 
power generator(s), 1MMcfd+



✓ Operator pays only for electricity used to run ESPs or 



other well site needs on a kWh basis



✓ Remainder of power utilized for energy-intensive 



computing



✓ Large generators like ones used for electric frac 
fleets consistently underutilize capacity 



✓ Crusoe’s trailer-mounted compute modules follow 
turbines and pay on a kWh basis



✓ Operator monetizes spare capacity while maintaining 



stable load regime
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Crusoe’s Background



✓ Operating since 2018



▪ 14 Digital Flare Mitigation systems operating in Powder 



River Basin (WY), Williston Basin (ND and MT) and DJ 



Basin (CO and WY)



▪ Ongoing simultaneous multi-basin operations



✓ Zero injuries or environmental incidents to date



✓ Approved MSAs with multiple publicly traded oil 



and gas companies



▪ ISN & PEC third party verification of safety procedures 



and training policies



✓ Crusoe consults with leading regulatory, 



permitting and public relations firms to ensure 



positive stakeholder management



✓ Operations & business development teams 



assembled from high-quality E&P and service 



companies:



THE CRUSOE TEAM



❖ Chase Lochmiller, CEO



▪ Blockchain and AI trading and investing experience



❖ Cully Cavness, President



▪ E&P, midstream and power generation finance 
background



❖ Ken Parker, VP Facilities Engineering,



Operations & Safety Manager



▪ 25 years of midstream, compression and facilities 



experience domestically and internationally



▪ Lifetime safety record: EMR of 0.2 vs. industry 
average of ~0.6-2.0



❖ Andrew Likens, VP Business Development



▪ Former Land Manager, facilitated several multi-rig 
development programs



❖ Nick Corredor, Field Operations Manager



▪ Field operational leadership roles within oilfield 
service companies













Digital Flare Mitigation Case Studies
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Scalability: Digital Flare Mitigation 
Flaring Situation Overview



• Privately held upstream operator producing several multi-well pads 



producing from the Bakken Formation in Montana



• Operating in an area with limited pipeline infrastructure; flaring due to 



constraints in third party midstream infrastructure



• Desired a flare mitigation solution with:



• Scalability to millions of cubic feet per day



• Zero up-front cost 



• Able to reduce flaring of total gas stream including liquids and dry gas



• Rapidly deployable



Crusoe Solution Summary



• Crusoe initially deployed a 300 mcfd Digital Flare Mitigation (DFM) 



system with options to expand capacity with additional modules



• System operated successfully through harsh winter conditions 



including snow and temperatures often below -10° Fahrenheit



• Crusoe subsequently invited to supplement the operators’ 



limited midstream capacity to support future drilling plans



• Provides operator greater operational flexibility without flaring risks



• Facilitates operator’s acreage development goals



• Scalable to millions of cubic feet per day as production climbs











C A S E  S T U D Y



Modular Flexibility: Digital Flare Mitigation 
Flaring Situation Overview



• Publicly traded E&P client operating a multi-well pad producing from 



horizontal wells in the Bakken Formation in North Dakota



• Unable to access gas pipeline infrastructure due to a combination of 



economic and surface constraints 



• Previously utilized on-pad gas refrigeration options for partial flare 



reduction, but desired new features including: 



• Lower cost 



• Ability to reduce flaring of total rich gas stream (liquids and dry gas)



• Operator has strong internal corporate goals around flare mitigation, 



environmental excellence and technology adoption



1 5 0  M C F D 3 0 0  M C F D 4 5 0  M C F D 3 0 0  M C F D



Crusoe Solution Summary



• Crusoe deployed a single 150 mcfd Digital Flare Mitigation (DFM) 



module as a demonstration project 



• Allowed the operator to gain comfort at no up-front cost



• After approximately one month of continuous operation, the operator 



discontinued gas refrigeration and deployed a second and third DFM 



module, raising capacity to 450 mcfd



• As gas production from the wells declined, the operator was able to 



release one of the three DFM modules 



• Operation highlights Crusoe’s modularity and adaptability over time











C A S E  S T U D Y



Exploration & Step Out Wells: Digital Flare Mitigation 
Flaring Situation Overview



• Privately held upstream operator preparing to drill an ambitious 



exploratory well in Wyoming (location and formation confidential)



• Gas pipeline connectivity would be uneconomic due to distance and 



lack of production data to underwrite infrastructure financing



• Desired a flaring solution with:



• Scalability to 1 million cubic feet per day



• Support in permitting process to inform regulators on DFM solution



• Schedule flexibility around rapidly-evolving development plans



Crusoe Solution Summary



• Crusoe attended the operators’ hearing at the Wyoming Oil and Gas 



Conservation Commission (WOGCC)



• Provided a detailed presentation to commissioners explaining the 



operators’ flare mitigation plans and Crusoe’s technology



• Answered technical questions from the commission to facilitate 



understanding and comfort with Digital Flare Mitigation



• Operators’ plan was unanimously approved, and commissioners 



commented positively on the operator’s efforts to:



• Mitigate flaring



• Bring new technology to Wyoming



• Explore and develop a new resource play located ~50 miles from the 



nearest horizontal well, which could benefit Wyoming’s economy



• Operator subsequently drilled and completed the exploration well, 



and Crusoe deployed a DFM system to the location after IP



• Crusoe continues to mitigate flaring for the operator with a system 



sized to consume up to 100% of the produced gas



• Facilitating the discovery and compliant development of a new 



horizontal resource play











Learn more at: www.crusoeenergy.com
Email: info@crusoeenergy.com





http://www.crusoeenergy.com/









adoption of flare reducing technologies, because operators will have comfort that they
will not face additional or unexpected taxes or costs related to flare mitigation.


I have also attached our informational presentation and case studies to give you more context
on the technology. Please let me know if I can provide any further information.


Thanks,
Andrew


-- 
Andrew Likens
VP of Business Development
Crusoe Energy Systems Inc.
949-422-9339 | www.crusoeenergy.com 


The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by the
recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure,
copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful.



https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/0wfVCXD0KjInLG4DCV-IvO?domain=crusoeenergy.com






From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Methane signatures
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:48 PM


________________________________________
From: Joan Brown,osf <joankansas@swcp.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 9:59 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Methane signatures


Please accept these signature comments in support of strong methane rules.


Peace,
Sr. Joan Brown,
New Mexico Interfaith Power and Light
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Create STRONG controls for methane
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:03:04 PM


________________________________________
From: Sandra Wheeler <retakeclimateaction@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 11:57 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Create STRONG controls for methane


A new study shows that human activity likely accounts for 40% more methane in the atmosphere than previously
thought.


Methane should be targeted more urgently than CO2 because it’s initial warming effects are so much greater.


We need the relevant departments to have the resources, including inspectors, to monitor compliance with the new
standards.


Please share information on the harm from methane with the legislature, especially relevant legislative committees,
so they are more likely to support the need to protect us, not oil and gas.


Ban companies out of compliance from new drilling until repairs are made—within 90 days.


I live in Farmington, and while I don’t have a direct connection to oil and gas, if this regulation harms the local
industry, I’ll be affected indirectly.  I don’t care.  We don’t have more time to fool around.


Thank you.


Sandra Wheeler
402 N Behrend
Farmington, NM 87401


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: ColdStream Energy Comments on MAP Venting and Flaring Report
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:56:02 AM
Attachments: image001.png


MAP-Venting-and-Flaring-Topic-Paper-1-5-121019 - CSE Comments to NMED and EMNRD FINAL.pdf
New Mexico NM MAP 2020.pdf


From: Sandoval, Adrienne, EMNRD
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 10:56 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: FW: ColdStream Energy Comments on MAP Venting and Flaring Report
 
 
 


From: Gerald Meinecke <gmeinecke@coldstreamenergy.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2019 10:28 AM
To: Sandoval, Adrienne, EMNRD <Adrienne.Sandoval@state.nm.us>; Ely, Sandra, NMENV
<Sandra.Ely@state.nm.us>; Kuehn, Elizabeth, NMENV <Elizabeth.Kuehn@state.nm.us>
Subject: [EXT] ColdStream Energy Comments on MAP Venting and Flaring Report
 
Please find attached our comments on the MAP Venting and Flaring Topic report.  Also, I’ve attached
an updated .ppt with additional information.  I will reach out to schedule time with you after the first
to review our comments in more detail.  Thank you and Happy Holidays!
 
Gerald Meinecke
President and CEO
 


 


ColdStream Energy, LLC
8150 North Central Expressway, Suite 1550
Dallas, TX  75206
 
(direct)  (972) 362-8600
(cell)      (713) 304-9794
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Date: December 19, 2019 



To: NMED/EMNRD Methane Advisory Panel 



Sandra Ely 
Environmental Protection 
Division Director 
New Mexico Environment 
Department 
1190 St. Francis Drive 
PO Box 5469 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 
(505)827- 2820 Office 
(505)629-6307 Cell 
Sandra.Ely@state.nm.us 



Adrienne Sandoval 
Oil Conservation Division 
Director 
1220 S. St. Francis Dr. 
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
(505)476-6441 
Adrienne.Sandoval@state.nm.us 
 



Liz Bisbey-Kuehn 
Bureau Chief 
New Mexico Environment 
Department 
Air Quality Bureau 
525 Camino de los Marquez, 
Suite 1 
Santa Fe, NM 87505-1816 
Office: (505) 476-4305 
Cell: (505) 670-9279 
Elizabeth.Kuehn@state.nm.us 
 



Re: Venting/Flaring – Comments 



 



Commentary to the MAP Venting and Flaring Topic Report dated November 15, 2019 is provided below: 



Page 34, Natural Gas Liquids Skids 



Paragraph 1, “It is only possible . . .” – ColdStream Energy routinely and successfully works with O&G 
producers to develop site plans that adequately address the constrained space referenced herein.  
ColdStream Energy is not aware of any projects that our technology has been considered for that were 
discontinued on the basis of pad space.  



Paragraph 2, “NGL Skids will not . . .”  – NGL Skids are generally deployed on multi-well pads or sites.  
Maximum turndown is typically 100 Mcfd. 



Page 35, Natural Gas Liquids Skids (continued from Page 34) Paragraph 1, “Furthermore, as 
referenced . . .”  – North Dakota’s 2013 performance data on NGL Skids does not reflect current 
performance levels.  ColdStream Energy and its competitors routinely offer service availability 
guarantees with substantial financial penalties for downtime attributable to the service provider.  It is 
noteworthy that ColdStream Energy was not even active in the Bakken in 2013.   



Paragraph 2, “Due to . . .”  – This understates the potential economic value associated with using NGL 
Skids.  Low NGL prices may contribute to challenging economics if driven only by that metric.  However, 
one must recognize and acknowledge that substantial incremental oil production is achieved under Title 
V or PSD permits by using NGL skids than would otherwise be accomplished.   
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The following table shows two annualized examples based on actual 30-day runs of deployed units.  As 
noted on the table, revenue benefits of incremental oil production and sale of NGLs and unstabilized 
condensates are quite conservative. 



 



Paragraph 3, “Liquid recovery equipment . . .”  – NGL Skids do operate effectively in “interruptible 
service”.  As with other such services, i.e. gas compression, power generation, etc., NGL Skid service 
providers contractually commit to 24/7 service and have callout processes and personnel in place to 
respond to production upsets, typically within 1-2 hours. 



Paragraph 4, “In addition to requiring . . .”  – Although a “constant gas supply” is ideal, it is much more 
typical that NGL Skid providers see inconsistent gas supplies.  Through a combination of remote 
monitoring, PLC controls, and on-site personnel, adjustments to settings are routinely made to adjust for 
varying pressures and volumes.  NGL Skid services do indeed rely upon “trucking to remove liquids”.  To 
date, we have not encountered a situation wherein the various local marketing services or the O&G 
producer’s internal marketing groups have failed to find an acceptable market for the NGLs.  
Furthermore, we have not been required to curtail processing due to the inability to find such a local 
outlet for NGLs trucked from the site. 



Page 36 



Paragraph 3, “NGL recovery is . . .” - Residue gas from NGL Skids typically is ideal for manufacturing 
either CNG or LNG on-site.  Numerous such deployments are operating today, including in New Mexico.  
If such use of the NGL skid’s residue gas is not available, then the residue gas would enter a pipeline or 
be flared.  Gas volume shrinkage of “5% to 21% . . .” understates what we routinely see as shrinkage 
associated with the extraction of NGLs from rich associated gas streams.  The table below reflects 
environmental benefits and shrinkage from two actual deployments. 
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Additionally, the residue gas from NGL Skids is typically an ideal fuel for natural gas fueled engines and is 
typically used for compressors and generators in the NGL Skid’s own system and for others on-site. 



In regard to reduction of VOCs on site, please see the tables below: 



 



 



As compared to flaring with a combustor: 



• Without CNG mfg. on-site – VOCs reduced 600 TPA or 80.5% (excluding NGL Skid system 
emitters) 



• With CNG mfg. on-site - VOCs reduced 730 TPA or 98% (excluding NGL Skid system emitters) 



Paragraph 4, “With respect to . . .” – Moving NGL Skids from site-to-site has become standard practice 
with O&G producers using this technology.  Regarding the noted “cost of transport”, this is readily offset 
by easily-moved modular pipe racks and the aforementioned economic benefits of incremental oil 
production under either Title V or PSD permits. 



Page 38-39, Costs of Methane Reductions – The economic value calculations used are based on old data 
from EERC analysis conducted in 2013 which we believe to understate the improved efficiencies 
achieved since that time and, again, does not consider incremental oil production attributable to the use 
of NGL Skids. 



 



Requests for additional information may be directed to: 



Gerald Meinecke 
ColdStream Energy, LLC 
8150 N. Central Expressway, Suite 1550 
Dallas, TX 75205 
Phone: (972) 362-8600 
Email:  GMeinecke@ColdStreamEnergy.com 
Website:  https://www.coldstreamenergy.com/  
 



Without Beneficial Use VOC Tons/Yr.
Total inlet gas rate - 4 MMSCFD
MRU Inlet 745
Reduction (%) 79%
Power Generation/Compression (pre-combustor) 12
Residue Gas (pre-combustor) 145
Net Reduction for NGL Skids 600



With Beneficial Use of On-Site CNG Mfr. VOC Tons/Yr.
MRU Inlet 745
Reduction (%) 79%
Power Generation/Compression (pre-combustor) 12
Residue Gas (pre-combustor) 145
Net Reduction for CNG Manufacturing 19%
Net Reduction for NGL and CNG Manufacturing 730                   
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Overview
Remote Gas Capture – MRU Technology



 As Air Emissions Compliance Partners, we enable optimal oil 
production.



 The 3 largest competing companies comprise 90+% of the remote 
gas capture sector using MRU technology with nameplate 
capacity of ~250 MMscfd.



 Market segments include:
 O&G producers - flare mitigation, regulatory compliance, eFrac, ESG initiatives



 Midstream - early production, peaking, meeting pipeline specs, fuel gas 
conditioning



 Central Tank Batteries – tank vapor processing, EPA non-attainment 
compliance
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Mechanical Refrigeration Systems and Beneficial Uses of the MRU residue 
gas are a part of the solution. 











 VOCs are typically reduced by 50 – 80%.



 GHG is reduced proportionately to VOCs at a typical approximate 
ratio of 3:1.



 Flare volumes (shrinkage) are reduced up to 45%.



 Residue gas is ideal for “beneficial use” for site fuel gas, CNG/LNG or 
GTL (Gas-to-Liquids).



 Costs to O&G producers are offset through NGL recovery and 
incremental oil production.
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Overview
Benefits of MRU Technology











 Portable, modular Mechanical Refrigeration Unit (MRU) systems provide short-term 
processing of natural gas volumes of 100 Mscfd - 10 MMscfd at well sites or tank 
batteries with constrained gas takeaway, due to lacking infrastructure or pipelines 
already filled to capacity. 



 This rich gas might otherwise be directly flared which (1) emits into the atmosphere 
and (2) risks prematurely reaching federal PSD permit levels after which all production 
may require curtailment.
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Description of MRU Services
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Current Activity in New Mexico
eFrac Application



Benefits of eFrac vs. Traditional Frac Fleets:  
• Reduced emissions as compared to diesel drivers
• Beneficial use of waste gas
• Reduced cost to O&G producers
• Reduced number of frac trucks











 CSE recently deployed in Eddy County on an eFrac application.
 CSE will process site gas that was previously shut in.
 Recovered NGLs will be commercialized.
 The residue gas will be the inlet gas for CNG manufacturing.
 CNG will fuel large turbine generators (~30 MW typically).
 Turbine generators will provide power to a fleet of electric 



(rather than traditional diesel-powered) frac pumps.
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Current Activity in New Mexico
Deployment Information











MRU Well Site Deployment
Typical
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Condensate and 
NGL Storage Tanks



Inlet Compression



Generator



Mechanical 
Refrigeration 



Unit











Another Site Example
New Mexico
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Inlet Compression



Mechanical 
Refrigeration 



Unit



Generators



Condensate and 
NGL Storage Tanks



NOTE: Much 
compressed 
site footprint











Another MRU Site Example
Lower Capacity; Smaller Footprint



 Equipment not available from ColdStream Energy
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NGL Storage Tank



Mechanical 
Refrigeration 



Unit



Generator











• CNG for both dual fuel and eFrac services



• Active in Permian, Delaware, Eagleford and Marcellus



• 23 CNG terminals in N.A.



• 12 MMcf/d per terminal - capable of displacing 100,000 gallons 
of diesel per day (1 in Orla, TX)



• <250 miles is targeted transport/delivery radius



• 490 CNG trailers



• < 520 Mcf each



• Source gas +400 PSI
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CNG Production
A Ready Solution from One Supplier











 Annualized results based on 30-day runs on actual deployments.



 Significant economic value achieved through the incremental oil 
produced by reducing VOCs when extracting NGLs and avoiding the 
risk of exceeding PSD permit limits of 250 Tons/Yr.
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MRU System Data
Commercial Benefits



Annualized 
Processing



Annualized 
Economic Value



Annualized 
Processing



Annual 
Economic Value



Inlet Gas Composition BTU/SCF 1,500                 1,440                 
Total Gas Volume Processed MSCF 417,960            9,322,272         
Unstabilized Condensate Recovered gallons 610,152            61,015$            1,118,880         111,888$          
NGLs Recovered and Hauled gallons 1,112,472         222,494$          26,193,168       5,238,634$       
Greater bbls Oil Prod. (to avoid PSD) bbls. 949,834            18,996,680$    612,172            12,243,440$    
Sum of Economic Value $ 19,280,190$       17,593,962$       



NOTE: Using $20/bbl. for oil, $0.20/gallon for NGLs, and $0.10/gallon for Unstabilized Condensates



Field Performance Data



Central Tank BatteryWell Pad











 Annualized results based on 30-day runs on actual deployments.



 Significant emissions reductions achieved when extracting NGLs 
from natural gas that might otherwise be flared.
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MRU System Data
Environmental Benefits



Central Tank 
Battery



Annualized Annualized



Inlet Gas Composition BTU/SCF 1,500              2,480              
Total Gas Volume Processed MSCF 417,960          262,428          
VOC Reduction % 74% 91%
VOC Reduction TPY 288                  564                  
Equivalent GHG Avoided (appendix) TPY 864                  1,692              
Gas Volume Reduction MSCF 99,000            110,424          
Gas Shrinkage % 24% 42%



Field Performance Data
Well Pad











 Inlet gas compression, power generation and the glycol reboiler are sources of incremental site 
emissions which are more that offset (see table below) by VOC reduction when extracting NGLs 
from the gas stream.



 As compared to flaring with a combustor:



 Without CNG mfg. – VOCs reduced 600 TPA or 80.5% (excluding NGL Skid system emitters)



 With CNG mfg. on site – VOCs reduced 730 TPA or 98% (excluding NGL Skid system emitters)



 Varying site-specific inlet gas conditions may require different sizes of equipment.
14



MRU System Data
Typical Net Site Emissions Impact (Actual Deployment)



Without Beneficial Use VOC Tons/Yr.
Total inlet gas rate - 4 MMSCFD
MRU Inlet 745
Reduction (%) 79%
Power Generation/Compression (pre-combustor) 12
Residue Gas (pre-combustor) 145
Net Reduction for NGL Skids 600



With Beneficial Use of On-Site CNG Mfr. VOC Tons/Yr.
MRU Inlet 745
Reduction (%) 79%
Power Generation/Compression (pre-combustor) 12
Residue Gas (pre-combustor) 145
Net Reduction for CNG Manufacturing 19%
Net Reduction for NGL and CNG Manufacturing 730                   



Make Model 100% HP NOx CO Other Total NOx CO Other Total
Engine Caterpillar 3516 1340 2.00 1.86 3.56 7 26 24 46 96
Generator 1 PSI Heavy-Duty D219L 507 0.7 2 0.7 3 3.4 9.8 3.4 17
Generator 2 PSI Heavy-Duty D219L 507 0.7 2 0.7 3 3.4 9.8 3.4 17
Ethylene Glycol Exhaust - - - - - - 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.3



g/bhp-hr TPA (Tons/year)NGL Skid System Emitters











 Commercialization of NGLs 



 Peaking when cryo plants/lines are full



 Early production/pre-cryo plant 



 Central tank batteries which rely upon VRUs and combustors



 CNG/LNG - eFrac or Dual Fuel High-pressure injection 



 Fuel gas conditioning for compressor stations and other equipment 
on site



 Gas-to-Liquids (GTL) – diesel, methanol, etc.
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Beneficial Uses of MRU Residue 
Gas











MRU Deployment Challenges
Challenges and Misconceptions



 Too expensive to install – often $250-500,000; $0 installations are 
now available.



 Monthly fees are too expensive - must include associated economic 
benefits of enabling incremental oil production.



 Financial modeling demonstrates economic justification on 
incremental oil production.



 Contract terms are misaligned with rapid decline rates and 
midstream infrastructure capacity may not be guaranteed to 
producers.



 Units can be readily redeployed to other producer sites, 
especially if equipped with pipe rack skids for rapid re-
installation.
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The ASK



We respectfully ask that new performance standards for stranded gas 
include remote gas capture as a technology solution.
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Summary
Reasons to Consider our Technology as a Key Part of the Solution



 Advocacy -Although providing turnkey solutions, we are not considered a 
midstream company and are excluded from most advocacy or lobbying efforts 
directed towards policy development or rule-making.



 Economics – Although NGLs may not, of their own merit, economic justify 
MRU technology, incremental oil production achieved under existing air 
permits clearly adds sufficient value.



 Beneficial Use – The many use cases have compounding impacts on VOC and 
GHG reduction by often displacing diesel fuel which has higher emissions.



 Compliance – Title V or PSD permitting thresholds are often avoided via VOC 
reduction from MRU gas processing, thereby allowing for significantly greater 
amounts of oil production without exceeding permitted levels. 



 Stakeholder benefits– Air emissions are reduced, more oil is produced, NGLs 
are commercialized, more royalties are paid, and more taxes are collected.
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Comment on Methane Advisory Panel Draft Technical Report
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:18 PM
Attachments: Kleinberg New Mexico 200217.docx


From: Robert Kleinberg <robert@robertkleinberg.com>
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2020 5:40 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Comment on Methane Advisory Panel Draft Technical Report
 
Please find attached a comment on “Report of Methane Advisory Panel, Fall, 2019, Convened by
New Mexico Environment Department and New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources
Department”, dated 19 December 2019. This comment is being submitted as per instructions at
https://www.env.nm.gov/new-mexico-methane-strategy/methane-advisory-panel/
 
Feel free to contact me if you desire any further information.
 
Robert L. Kleinberg, Ph.D.
Cambridge, Massachusetts
 
Member of the National Academy of Engineering
 
Senior Research Scholar
Center on Global Energy Policy
Columbia University
 
Senior Fellow
Institute for Sustainable Energy
Boston University
 
Board on Earth Sciences and Resources
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
 
robert@robertkleinberg.com
 
 
 
 
 



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us

mailto:Maddy.Hayden@state.nm.us
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Comment on Report of


METHANE ADVISORY PANEL


Fall, 2019


Convened by


New Mexico Environment Department


and


New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department





https://www.env.nm.gov/new-mexico-methane-strategy/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2019/08/MAP-Technical-Report-December-19-2019-FINAL.pdf 





--------------------------


The Methane Advisory Panel draft technical report is open for public review and comment through Feb. 20, 2020. Comments may be submitted to nm.methanestrategy@state.nm.us or mailed to: 1190 St. Francis Dr., Santa Fe, NM 87505, Attn: Sandra Ely.


https://www.env.nm.gov/new-mexico-methane-strategy/methane-advisory-panel/ 


--------------------------





I am writing with respect to the above-named Report.  I recently retired after a forty year career in the oil and gas industry, having worked at both an operating company – Exxon – and at an oilfield services company – Schlumberger.  My job was to invent apparatus and methods to make oil and gas exploration and production safer and more efficient.  My professional record is reflected in more than 100 scientific and technical publications, and 41 U.S. patents.  In recognition of my expertise and achievements, I have been elected to the National Academy of Engineering.





I have for some time been concerned that federal OOOOa leak detection and repair rules, referenced in Section 2 of the Report, tend to discourage technological innovation.  This issue is addressed in the Report in Section 2.5 LDAR PATH FORWARD, specifically at:





2.3  Include a robust alternative compliance pathway in rules that would allow operators to request approval to use an alternative leak detection technology or method to an IR camera or Method 21.





Entry 2.3 references Colorado guidance document 5 C.C.R. 1009‐1 § XII.L.8.a(ii)(I); CDPHE, Alternative AIMM Guidance and Procedures, p. 1 (May 31, 2018).  The provided link is broken, but this document, updated to 31 October 2019, is found at:


https://environmentalrecords.colorado.gov/HPRMWebDrawer/RecordView/1214912


I strongly support adoption of provisions comparable to the Colorado guidance.





The only approved methods for methane leak detection and repair (LDAR) specified in the federal 2016 OOOOa regulation are optical gas imaging (OGI) and Method 21. These component-level methods are inefficient and in some circumstances ineffective. Given the vast number of components and connections in natural gas production and transmission systems dispersed over large areas in New Mexico, which must be inspected periodically, I believe it is desirable to permit Alternative Approved Instrument Monitoring Methods (AIMM) to make methane leak detection and repair more efficient, thereby reducing the cost of compliance.





Moreover, one underlying motivation for methane regulations is the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions at the state or national level, see for example “Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Proposed Reconsideration of the Oil and Natural Gas Sector, Emission Standards for New, Reconstructed, and Modified Sources”, EPA-452/R-18-001, September 2018, Section 3.3.  Although the OOOOa provisions were written to be site-specific, greenhouse gas emissions assessed in the Regulatory Impact Analysis have state and national impact.  Therefore, an explicit goal of the New Mexico regulation should be reduction of greenhouse gas emissions at the state or national level.





The authors of the Report are to be commended for their review of new insights into the nature of fugitive methane, particularly with respect to intermittent sources and super-emitters.  New Mexico regulations should honor these findings by permitting detection systems that detect the largest sources of fugitive methane, not the smallest sources, which are the focus of Method 21 and OGI techniques.





As a hypothetical, consider a methane detection system based on national technical means of verification, e.g. earth-orbiting satellites capable of locating methane emission anomalies.  Such satellites are already in operation (e.g. GHGSat, TROPOMI), though not yet necessarily capable of usefully directing repair efforts.  Foreseeable improvements may lead to satellite-based detection of super-emitters – sources of unusually large quantities of vented or fugitive methane – which may be responsible for the bulk of methane emissions (see e.g. Ravikumar et al., Environ. Sci. Technol. (2017) 51 718, Supporting Information).  





Satellite or aircraft surveillance is not capable of locating super-emitters at the component level, but it can eliminate facilities or groups of facilities from suspicion.  Thus component-level leak detection can be focused on limited areas defined by the spatial resolution of the overhead measurement. Sites which overhead surveillance shows do not host super-emitters can be exempted from component-level inspection.  The efficacy of such methods, at various levels of detection sensitivity, can be evaluated using methods described on page 62 of the Report, and in paragraph 10 of the Colorado Alternative AIMM guidance document cited above.





I contend that the detection and repair of super-emitters, with on-site component-level inspection triggered by overhead surveillance, may come to constitute a more effective means of mitigating anthropogenic methane emissions than sole reliance on methods specified by the 2016 OOOOa regulation, while materially  reducing the costs of compliance.  





Note that space-based and overflight means of surveillance are clearly outside the scope of the federal OOOOa rule, including its provision for Alternative Means of Emission Limitation (AMEL).





Development and testing of new, more cost effective, methane detection paradigms and methodologies are likely to require significant research and development expenditures.  In order for innovators to make these investments, they must see the possibility of market access beyond individual sites (as specified by federal regulations) or even producing basins.  Thus, regulations that permit only site-specific or even basin-specific comparison with OGI and Method 21 measurements are very likely to inhibit development of some classes of technologies that could lead to larger state- and national-level methane emission reductions at lower cost.  Therefore I propose allowing methods to be judged based on their state and national impact on LDAR efficacy.  State- and national-level efficacy cannot be based only on site-specific component-level field test results, but must also include other test data, and mathematical and statistical modeling, as cited above.





The benefit of this state- and national-level approach over the site specific method specified by federal regulations is, among other things, a clear path to wide-spread commercialization.  This encourages innovators to invest the research and development resources required to bring genuinely new and more effective measurement paradigms and methodologies to market.  





Respectfully submitted,





Robert L. Kleinberg, Ph.D.





Center on Global Energy Policy, Columbia University


Institute for Sustainable Energy, Boston University


Member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers


Member of the National Academy of Engineering





The opinions expressed herein are those of the author, and do not necessarily represent the views of the institutions with which he is affiliated. 










From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: Comments Submission to Methane Advisory Panel Draft Technical Report dated December 19, 2019 -


Scepter Inc.
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:38 PM
Attachments: 20200220 New Mexico Methane Strategy Comments.pdf


From: Kathleen Nielsen <knielsen@scepterair.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 7:40 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Cc: Jon Jacobs; Gary Start
Subject: [EXT] Comments Submission to Methane Advisory Panel Draft Technical Report dated
December 19, 2019 - Scepter Inc.
 
Dear New Mexico Advisory Panel Team:
On behalf of Scepter Inc., we respectfully submit the attached containing comments in support
of identifying Technology Alternatives and Cross-Cutting Paths Forward in methane monitoring. 
Regards,
Kathleen


Kathleen M. Nielsen
Scepter Inc.



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us

mailto:Maddy.Hayden@state.nm.us
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February 20, 2020 
 
New Mexico Environment Department 
New Mexico Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department 
Methane Advisory Panel 
Attention: Sandra Ely 
1190 St. Francis Drive, Santa Fe, NM 87505 
nm.methanestrategy@state.nm.us  
 
Re: Comments on Methane Advisory Panel Draft Technical Report dated December 19, 2019 
 
Dear all: 
 
In Executive Order 2019-03, Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham directed the New Mexico 
Environment Department (NMED) and Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department 
(EMNRD) to “…jointly develop a statewide, enforceable regulatory framework to secure 
reductions in oil and gas sector methane emissions and to prevent waste from new and 
existing sources and enact such rules as soon as practicable.”  Scepter, Inc. (“Scepter”), a 
Delaware corporation with offices in San Francisco, California welcomes the opportunity to 
provide comments on the Methane Advisory Panel’s (MAP) Technical Report, particularly 
Section 2’s Technology Alternatives (pages 52-53) and Section 10’s 2.10.1 Cross-Cutting Path 
Forward (pages 288-289). 
 
Scepter is a next generation U.S. commercial earth-observing and data analytics company 
planning to launch a constellation of 24-26 suitably instrumented, low-earth-orbit small 
satellites tasked with globally monitoring air pollution including methane. Scepter's 
constellation will provide global coverage with near real-time data (hourly) downlinking and 
reporting of a broad range of air pollution and carbon species. Scepter’s satellite constellation 
is augmented by terrestrial and aerial (UAVs and planes) data sources to create actionable 
information following innovative integration and analysis services.   
 
As described in the executive summary attached to these comments as Appendix B, Scepter’s 
patented global atmospherics monitoring platform, which we call ScepterAir, is uniquely 
situated to accurately detect, measure, monitor, and report emissions in real-time from the oil 
and gas industry including methane and other GHGs.  ScepterAir provides coverage across 
emission points or equipment in ways not previously possible, e.g., real-time, geographically 
(from facility to regional to national coverage), and through the entire air column.  Scepter will 
deliver its analytic results in a range of formats depending upon New Mexico’s needs. 
 
Scepter has developed an ecosystem of corporate partners such as L3Harris and Lockheed 
Martin to collaborate on our strategy and combine our capabilities to provide real-time 
actionable information derived / transformed from atmospheric / air pollution data. Scepter's 
patented approach integrates existing ground-based sensor networks with its own space-
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based sensors to provide a unique 3D view of the atmosphere, a perspective not being 
provided by anyone today.  Its technology is designed to detect pollutants including methane 
and is capable of pinpointing fugitive emissions.   
 
Scepter believes that methane monitoring and measurement challenges can be greatly 
mitigated if a global, independent, real-time measurement system were in place to provide 
reliable data. This in turn would lead to actionable insight and smarter, more effective and 
targeted emission reduction implementation strategies. Such a reliable, independent and 
timely monitoring and measurement mechanism would also generate cost savings, 
actionable insights and other benefits to regulated industry sectors.  
 
As a U.S. company working together with our U.S. based eco-system partners, Scepter hopes 
to advance our respective technological capabilities to assure both compliance and 
accountability with domestic and global air quality and sustainability requirements and 
standards. We strongly believe that the measurement mechanism offered by our patented 
ScepterAir platform will accomplish current and future requirements for independent, 
accurate and timely atmospheric pollutant monitoring, including methane. And the time to 
act on measurement capability is now given the rapid increase in emissions and degradation 
of human health.  
 
Scepter's capabilities make it an ideal contributor to improvements to the LDAR strategies 
employed by the NM Environment Department, Air Quality Bureau to mitigate methane leaks.  
Detection from satellite-based instruments can be a very-low-cost solution, obviating the 
need for onsite visits for purposes of leak detection.  Furthermore, with the frequent overhead 
passage of satellites, long intervals of non-detection of new leaks are avoided.  Rather, leaks 
can be located and identified as soon as they begin to occur, further lowering the cost of 
mitigation.   
 
We look forward to the MAP’s review, action and response. We also welcome additional 
questions regarding this submission and our contact information is listed in Attachment A to 
this document.  But most importantly Scepter looks forward to working with the Air Quality 
Bureau to design and implement a low-cost LDAR solution as well as general air pollution 
monitoring and reporting beneficial to New Mexico communities impacted by fugitive 
emissions of methane and other VOCs. 
 
Respectfully Submitted,  
 
Scepter Inc. 
 
 
 
Attachments A (contact information) and B (Executive Summary) 
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Attachment A 
Scepter Contact Information  



 
 



Philip 
Father 



CEO pfather@scepterair.com 



Jon D. 
Jacobs 



Advisor, 
Government 
Relations 



jjacobs@scepterair.com 



Kathleen 
M. 
Nielsen 



Corporate 
Secretary, 
Governance 
and 
Compliance 



knielsen@scepterair.com 
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Attachment B 
Scepter Executive Summary 



 
Executive Summary: Scepter Inc. was founded to provide global-to-local, real time 
atmospheric monitoring and analysis by capturing data throughout the entire vertical air 
column. To this end, Scepter is launching its own Low Earth Orbit constellation of smallsats 
outfitted with hyperspectral and infrared sensors as a key part of its 
efforts and has developed an ecosystem of corporate partners to 
assist in providing other necessary capabilities to help meet 
customer demand for actionable information derived / 
transformed from atmospheric / air pollution data. Scepter's 
patented approach integrates existing ground-based sensor 
networks with its own space-based sensors to provide a unique 3D 
view of the atmosphere, a perspective not being provided by 
anyone today. The Company in turn, distills complex atmospheric 
ecosystems into robust BigData sets that, when fused with other 
relevant data such as health research, wind and weather, provide 
comprehensive situational awareness for commercial and 
government customers to lower their costs, increase revenues and / or empower strategic 
decision making. 
 
Timely Innovation: Scepter’s timely and innovative approach leverages multiple benefits 
afforded by new technologies in the New Space economy, including sensor and BigData 
capabilities, to tackle a grave, global threat – real-time monitoring of air pollution. It’s impact 
on world heath, food supply and climate change is the single largest environmental 
problem today. Because there is no capability planned or in existence that can monitor, 
measure, and forecast the full array of atmospherics and criteria pollutants and their impact 
on a real-time, global basis, Scepter sought patent protection to its approach and 
intellectual property. Scepter holds issued patents in the U.S. and China and has a portfolio 
of additional global patent applications pending. 



 
Products and Services: Scepter offers initial products and services utilizing currently 
available terrestrial and other sensor sources. Our services will reach global-to-local, real time 
as our own space-based sensors are launched and integrated with additional sensor and 
other data sources over time. Below is a Compliance Service example relevant to COP25. 
More product and service descriptions are available upon request for such use cases as: Air 
Alert, Commercial Transport/Seaport Monitoring, GHG - CO2 Sequestration, and 
Methane Well Monitoring. 
 
Monitoring & Compliance Service Description: Scepter’s Compliance Service provides 
atmospheric concentration maps of key pollutants affecting air quality and climate change 
such as O3, PM2.5, CO, SO2, CO2, CH4, and N2O.  
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Targeted Pollutants:  O3, PM2.5, CO, SO2, CO2, 
CH4 and N2O. 
o Derived using requirements from UN and 
national environmental agencies for key criteria 
and climate pollutants emission limitations.  
o Monitoring maps include aggregate grids 
cells of 2 km x 2km or smaller and are visualized in 
Web and Mobile APPs.   
o Configured to look for absolute or change in 
pollutant concentrations over specific areas and 
includes emitter attribution.  
o The regulatory product can be configured as a 
background or compliance monitoring product 
that allows emission thresholds for alerts to be 
optimized for each user.  
o Utilizes sensors from satellites, including the 
Scepter constellation, and integrates with existing 
local industry or regulator terrestrial and/or 
airborne sensors. 
o Both point/volume and regional source 
capabilities available to satisfy local or regional 
monitoring uses.  
o Services and products are applicable to 
individuals, healthcare, industrial facilities, 
insurance providers, air quality monitoring and 
compliance entities at the local, regional, state, 
and national levels of government. 













From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] We’re vastly undercounting methane emissions from fossil fuels, scientists say – and that means a


chance to stop climate change faster
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:41 PM


From: Karen Nelson <kcn12@me.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 10:36 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Cc: Sharon Shoemaker
Subject: [EXT] We’re vastly undercounting methane emissions from fossil fuels, scientists say – and
that means a chance to stop climate change faster
 
To: NMED
Re: Methane Regulations
February 19, 2020. 


Thank you for the opportunity for public comment on the Methane Regulation Process. 


My request is that Regulations to be created will take into account the latest studies and
reports on Methane Emissions (like the one from today‘s Post below) even though the
Methane Panel’s work has ended.  
The article reports new findings published in Nature on how vastly undercounted the scope of
the human-caused atmospheric methane issue is. 
We know that New Mexico is an epicenter of the Methane Problem: Strong, precise
regulations are needed.  Above all, the regs need to be enforceable and enforced. 


Thank you,
Karen C Nelson, PhD
Santa Fe, NM


From: The Washington Post <email@washingtonpost.com>
Date: February 19, 2020 at 9:49:13 AM MST


Subject: Environment Alert: We’re vastly undercounting methane emissions
from fossil fuels, scientists say – and that means a chance to stop climate
change faster
Reply-To: The Washington Post <email@washingtonpost.com>



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us
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The Washington Post


Democracy Dies in Darkness


 


 Environment Alert Feb 19, 11:48 AM 


 


We’re vastly undercounting methane emissions
from fossil fuels, scientists say – and that means
a chance to stop climate change faster
New research suggests scientists may have to bump up their estimates
for present day leakage from oil and gas drilling by 25 to 40 percent.
That’s actually not terrible news. If oil and gas field are leaking more than
we thought, that means stopping it could slow global warming and buy
time right when the Earth needs it most.


Read more »


ADVERTISEMENT


You received this email because you signed up for news alerts from The Washington
Post.
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Privacy Policy | Help


©2020 The Washington Post, 1301 K St NW, Washington DC 20071
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Comments for the NM Methane Advisory Panel White Paper
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:35 PM
Attachments: MPA comments 2.20.20.docx


From: Barbara Webber <barbara@healthactionnm.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 11:55 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Comments for the NM Methane Advisory Panel White Paper
 
Please find comments submitted by Health Action New Mexico.


-- 


Barbara K. Webber
Executive Director


505.508. c6531 (cell)
505.322.2152 (main office)    
bkwebber@twitter.com
www.HealthActionNM.org
www.NMdentaltherapists.org
www.facebook.com/dentaltherapynm/  


PROTECT OUR CARE, #keepNMcovered 


Support bi-partisan solutions to improve the ACA and the US healthcare system.  


Health Action NM is a non-profit, statewide consumer advocacy organization that works to ensure that
all NM communities have access to quality, affordable and accountable medical/dental care.
Dental therapists are locally trained dental professionals who provide quality, affordable, preventive and
routine dental care services, and bring jobs and economic opportunities to all communities
You can also find us on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.


"Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health care is the most shocking and inhumane."
                                                                               Martin Luther King



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us

mailto:Maddy.Hayden@state.nm.us

mailto:bkwebber@twitter.com
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                                  Mailing:   3700 Osuna Rd NE


	Suite 504			


									Albuquerque, NM 87109


Tel: 	(505) 322-2152			


Fax: 	(505) 322-2155	


		


Email: 	info@HealthActionNM.org


Website: 	www.HealthActionNM.org





                              























February 20, 2020





RE:  NM Methane Advisory Panel White Paper


 


Health Action New Mexico is the lead heath advocacy organization in New Mexico.  We have operated in New Mexico for  25 years. 





We are very concerned about the high methane levels in our state and the attendant ozone pollution.  We consider this a major public health issue in New Mexico.  There is a large body of evidence regarding the serious consequences on the health of people impacted by methane and ozone pollution. The EPA summarized much of this research in its 2013 Integrated Assessment for Ozone, the EPA concluded that a “very large amount of evidence spanning several decades supports a relationship between exposure ozone and a  broad range of respiratory effects”.  2013 Integrated Assessment for Ozone and related Photochemical Oxidants/EPA/600-R-10/076 F at 1-6.





Other studies have shown both short and long term effects especially for vulnerable populations like children, persons with disabilities and older adults.  Effects include stroke, cancer, neurological effects. New Mexico has a higher rate of asthma than the national average and methane is known to exacerbate asthma. 





We urge in considering the important NM Methane Advisory Panel White Paper,  regulations be developed that include strong, proven approaches to limit human exposure to harmful oil and gas pollution.








Sincerely,











Barbara K. Webber, MS


Executive Director
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Re: Sierra Club Methane Advisory Panel Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:03:51 PM
Attachments: Sierra Club Comments on MAP Report (Final).pdf


From: David Baake <david@baakelaw.com>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 12:12 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Cc: Camilla Feibelman
Subject: [EXT] Re: Sierra Club Methane Advisory Panel Comments
 
Dear Director Ely:


As you can see, I took the 11:59pm deadline very literally.  The version I sent you then
contained a few remaining typos, and I hope you will exercise your discretion to consider this
version as our final comments.


Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the White Paper and for the opportunity
to sit on the Methane Advisory Panel.  I look forward to continuing to participate in this
rulemaking.


Regards,


David Baake


On Thu, Feb 20, 2020 at 11:59 PM David Baake <david@baakelaw.com> wrote:


-- 


David R. Baake
New Mexico Bar #150522
California Bar #325087
Las Cruces, New Mexico
www.baakelaw.com



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us
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2215 Lead Ave SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 * 505.243.7767 * www.riograndesierraclub.org 



 



February 20, 2020 



Sandra Ely 



Director of Environmental Protection Division 



New Mexico Environment Department (“NMED”) 



1190 St. Francis Dr. 



Santa Fe, NM 87505 



Via Email to: nm.methanestrategy@state.nm.us 



Dear Director Ely: 



On behalf of the Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra Club (the “Chapter”), thank you for the 



opportunity to comment on the Methane Advisory Panel’s Draft Technical Report (the “Report”).  The 



Chapter is a volunteer-led organization representing more than 10,000 members in New Mexico and 



West Texas.  Our mission is to explore, enjoy, and protect the planet, and we prioritize protecting our 



climate, air, water, wildlife and public lands in New Mexico and West Texas. 



We appreciated the opportunity to participate on the Panel and contribute to the Report.  The 



Report constitutes an important step towards achieving nationally-leading methane emission limits, a 



key priority of Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham.  The Governor set forth this policy in an executive 



order issued during her first month in office.  See Executive Order On Addressing Climate Change And 



Energy Waste Prevention, E.O. 2019-003 (Jan. 29, 2019) (“Order”).  Among other things, the Order 



explained: 



● Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, 84 times more effective at trapping heat than 



carbon dioxide over a 20-year timeframe. 



● The oil and gas industry is the largest industrial source of methane emissions. 



● Emissions, venting, flaring, and leaks of natural gas by New Mexico’s oil and gas industry 



result in the waste of an important source of domestic energy to the tune of an estimated 



$244 million per year. 



● Oil and gas production growth in the New Mexico Permian Basin resulted in an 17% 



increase in venting and flaring volumes during the first seven months of 2018 compared 



to 2017 according to official state statistics. 



● Efforts to reduce methane emissions throughout New Mexico will have a significant 



climate benefit as well as prevent the waste of energy resources. 





http://www.riograndesierraclub.org/
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● Science, innovation, collaboration, and compliance efforts can prevent waste, methane 



emissions and improve air quality while creating jobs for New Mexicans. 



The Order goes on to direct NMED and the Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department 



(“EMNRD”) to “jointly develop a statewide, enforceable regulatory framework to secure reductions in 



oil and gas sector methane emissions and to prevent waste from new and existing sources and enact rules 



as soon as practicable.” 



Since the Order was issued, devastating wildfires in Australia, the Amazon, and the Arctic have 



underscored the urgency of responding to the climate crisis.1  Meanwhile, new studies have shown that 



emissions from New Mexico’s oil and gas industry continue to increase and that these emissions have 



been greatly underestimated.  For example: 



● Rystad Energy reported that venting and flaring in the Permian Basin reached a new all-



time high in the third quarter of 2019, averaging more than 750 million cubic feet per 



day.2 



● The Environmental Defense Fund (“EDF”) published a study showing that in 2017, New 



Mexico oil and gas operations emitted 1,016,000 metric tons of methane—more than five 



times the total reported by industry.3 



● A study published in Nature reported that “anthropogenic fossil [methane] emissions are 



underestimated by about 38 to 58 teragrams . . . per year, or about 25 to 40 per cent of 



recent estimates.”4 



We trust you understand the gravity of this issue and will rise to the occasion in drafting 



nationally-leading regulations that will pave the way towards a zero-emission future.  This rulemaking 



is addressed to the greatest environmental crisis facing our state and our species.  It may very well be 



the most important thing any of us work on in our professional lives. 



Our comments begin by emphasizing the importance of crafting a rule that will drive continuous 



emission reductions, not just in this decade, but into the future, until the oil and gas industry achieves 



the only acceptable level of emissions—zero tons per year.  We then provide our recommendation that 



the rule contain as few exemptions as possible to ensure that it is fair, transparent, and effective.  Finally, 



we offer certain “source-specific” comments, highlighting important recommendations from our partner 



organizations and adding a few thoughts of our own. 



 



 
1 Fires Set Stage for Irreversible Forest Losses in Australia, AP (January 20, 2020); Fires in Amazon Forest Rose 30% in 



2019, REUTERS (January 8, 2020); “Unprecedented:” More than 100 Artic Wildfires Burn in Worst Ever Season, THE 



GUARDIAN (Jul 26, 2019) 



2 Permian Gas Flaring Reaches Yet Another High, RYSTAD ENERGY (Nov. 5, 2019)  



3 EDF, New Mexico Oil and Gas Data, available at https://www.edf.org/nm-oil-gas/emissions 



4 Hmiel, B., Petrenko, V.V., Dyonisius, M.N. et al., Preindustrial 14CH4 Indicates Greater Anthropogenic Fossil CH4 



Emissions, 578 NATURE 409 (2020) 





https://apnews.com/c3e021b8fd5569360680fc7373ea77b5


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-amazon-fires/fires-in-amazon-forest-rose-30-in-2019-idUSKBN1Z804V


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-amazon-fires/fires-in-amazon-forest-rose-30-in-2019-idUSKBN1Z804V


https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jul/26/unprecedented-more-than-100-wildfires-burning-in-the-arctic-in-worst-ever-season


https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/press-releases/permian-gas-flaring-reaches-yet-another-high/


https://www.edf.org/nm-oil-gas/emissions


https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-1991-8


https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-1991-8
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DISCUSSION 



I. THE RULE SHOULD SET A TARGET FOR “NET ZERO” EMISSIONS. 



In order to prevent warming in excess of 1.5°C, global net anthropogenic CO2 emissions must 



fall to zero by around 2050.5   Methane emissions must also be reduced dramatically during the same 



time-frame.  In order to be viable in a carbon constrained world, the oil-and-gas industry must eliminate 



net greenhouse gas emissions within a matter of decades.  The industry is increasingly realizing this.  In 



fact, one large oil-and-gas company recently made a commitment to achieve net zero emissions by 2050.6 



Just as Governor Lujan Grisham and the legislature have passed legislation establishing a goal 



of achieving zero emissions from the electric power sector by 2045, this rule should establish a goal of 



achieving net zero emissions from the oil and gas industry by the same date.  Such a target, even if not 



strictly binding, will shape the conversation going forward, by putting industry on notice that continuous 



progress in reducing emissions will be expected.  There should be no doubt that the emission standards 



set forth in the rule are a starting point, based on what is achievable in 2020, not an acceptable ending 



point.  NMED7 should make clear that it can and will continue to strengthen these standards as 



technology improves, until such point as there are no net emissions. 



 NMED should include two additional provisions to give “teeth” to this target.  First, it should 



require oil and gas operators to submit a comprehensive status report every 2 years, updating the agency 



on their progress towards this net zero emission target.  Independent operators could be allowed the 



option to submit a joint progress report (e.g., through an industry trade association) in lieu of company-



specific reports.  This reporting requirement would not create significant costs for the industry, as it 



would not directly require any change in operations.  Yet it could lead to significant emission reductions 



by helping to change the culture within the industry and creating public pressure for continuous emission 



reductions.  Right-to-know laws—which similarly work by changing industry culture and creating public 



pressure—have in many cases brought about dramatic reductions in emissions at very low cost.8  



 Second, NMED should provide for periodic review and revision of the emission standards, to 



ensure that they always reflect the maximum level of emission reduction achievable with the latest 



technology.  Provisions of this sort are common in environmental law.9 



II. THE RULE SHOULD CONTAIN AS FEW EXEMPTIONS AS POSSIBLE. 



 A developer who constructs a new apartment building must wait until the building is hooked up 



to water, sewer, and electricity before allowing tenants to move in.  For too long, the oil-and-gas industry 



 
5 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Summary for Policymakers at 12, in GLOBAL WARMING OF 1.5 ºC, (2018). 



6 BP’s New CEO Pledges Net Zero Emissions by 2050, CNN (Feb. 12, 2020). 



7 Throughout this comment, any reference to NMED should be understood to refer to NMED and/or OCD, as appropriate. 



8 See Bradley C. Karkkainen, Information as Environmental Regulation: TRI and Performance Benchmarking, Precursor to 



a New Paradigm?, 89 GEO. L.J. 257, 259 & n.1 (2001).  Right-to-know laws are, of course, not a substitute for binding 



emission limits, but are often an appropriate supplement to these regulations. 



9 See 42 U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(B) (requiring EPA to “review and, if appropriate, revise” new source performance standards for 



industrial sources of air pollution every 8 years); id. at § 7411(d)(6) (same requirement for hazardous air pollutant emission 



standards). 





https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/spm/


https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/12/business/bp-net-zero/index.html.
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has played by a different set of rules.  If they are delayed in getting the “sewage line” set up, they let the 



tenants move in, dump the sewage on the street, and claim that it was “technically infeasible” or 



“economically impracticable” to wait to do things the right way. 



 This attitude needs to change.  NMED should make clear that operators must either do things the 



right way, or not do them at all.  If it is not possible to get electricity or gathering lines at a well site, that 



well site should not be considered viable.  If a well is “marginal” and cannot make a profit without 



skirting the rules, that well should not be in operation.  We don’t exempt “marginal” restaurants from 



food safety regulations, and we shouldn’t exempt marginal wells from pollution standards. 



There will be significant benefits to establishing emission limits that apply across the board.  



Such an approach will significantly reduce the administrative burden of implementing the rule.  It will 



ensure that operators willing to skirt the rules and emit more methane cannot gain a competitive 



advantage over those who insist on playing by the rules.  And it will greatly increase transparency and 



the effectiveness of the rule. 



The “technical feasibility exemption” contained in EPA’s green completion rule is an example 



of the type of exemption that must be avoided in this rule.  EPA allows operators to obtain an exemption 



from green completion requirements on technical infeasibility grounds, even when the operator knows 



in advance that it can’t comply with these requirements (e.g., because there are not gathering lines in 



place) and decides to push ahead anyway.  It is pure fiction to say that it is technically infeasible to 



comply with the green completion rule in such a case.  There is an elegantly simple, technically feasible 



alternative to polluting in that instance: delay the operation until it can be done the right way. 



 The rule should not allow operators to commence operations unless they demonstrate that they 



can do so without wasting methane.  Operators should be required to comply with green completion 



requirements unless a health, safety, or environmental emergency arises during the operation that makes 



compliance impossible.  Moreover, drilling companies should be required to coordinate with midstream 



operators, to ensure that a new well can be brought online without overloading takeaway capacity.  If a 



drilling operation will overwhelm the midstream operator and lead to venting or flaring, NMED should 



not permit the operation.  Accord Earthworks Comments at 8 (“applications for permits to drill (APD) 



approvals should be deferred or denied if takeaway capacity plans are inadequate”).   



Similarly, we urge NMED to reject any request to exempt “marginal wells” from emission 



control requirements.  We recognize that there may be legitimate technical limits on the ability to 



implement green completion or other requirements in certain cases (e.g., low-pressure wells).  But a low-



profit margin should never be deemed a valid basis for obtaining an exemption from a pollution control 



requirement.  Marginal restaurants must still comply with food safety regulations, and marginal farming 



operation must still pay their workers the minimum wage.  The oil and gas industry must be made to 



understand that controlling emissions is an essential cost of doing business. 



IV. SOURCE-SPECIFIC COMMENTS. 



Equipment Leaks.  We join EDF and Earthworks in calling for NMED to require leak detection 



and repair (“LDAR”) on a quarterly basis, at a wide range of inspection locations, including well sites, 



compressor stations, processing plants, metering and regulating stations, and pigging stations.  See EDF 



Comments at 4–5; Earthworks Comments at 5–6.  There should be no exemptions for marginal wells, 



although lower-cost detection techniques could be used in particular cases. 
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Pneumatics.  We join EDF and Earthworks in calling for a phase-out of continuous bleed 



pneumatic controllers and pneumatic pumps.  See EDF Comment at 5–6; Earthworks Comments at 4.  



We encourage NMED to pay close attention to California’s regulations, which flatly prohibit the use of 



pneumatic pumps that vent to the atmosphere.  



Venting and Flaring.  We join EDF’s call for a strict prohibition on routine venting or flaring 



of associated natural gas.  EDF Comments at 10–11.  We urge NMED to pay close attention to footnote 



73 of these comments, which explains how Alaska virtually eliminated flaring by instituting such a 



prohibition.  We also join Earthworks’ recommendation that New Mexico regulators should (a) “not 



approve additional well site permit applications that would result in gas flaring or venting,” (b) require 



the use of “auto igniters instead of intermittent or continuously burning flare pilots,” and (c) require 



third-party audits to determine flare combustion efficiency.  Earthworks Comments at 9–12.  We join 



WELC’s recommendation that NMED establish overall limits, without exceptions, for flaring by each 



operator, which would begin at 95% and ratchet up to 99% over five years.  WELC Comments at 7.  This 



recommendation is especially appropriate given that four of the top-ten oil producers have already 



managed to limit venting to less than 1% of their gas production.  Id. at 4.  We also agree with WELC 



that there must be “automatic consequences” if an operator flares or vents more than the limit (e.g., a 



fine that corresponds to the amount of gas vented in excess of the limit).  Id. 



Liquids Unloading.  We join EDF’s recommendation that operators remain onsite during liquids 



unloading activities, in order to minimize venting.  EDF Comments at 7.  We agree that there are 



numerous techniques for creating differential pressure to minimize the need for venting during 



unloading.  We think it is appropriate for NMED to establish presumptive limits on the amount of venting 



that can occur during a liquid unloading event, which should be specific to the size and type of well.  



There should be automatic consequences if the operator vents at levels that exceed the presumptive limits 



(e.g., a fine that corresponds to the amount of gas vented in excess of the limit). 



Completions and Recompletions.  NMED should codify EPA’s green completion requirements, 



while eliminating the ability of operators to claim that compliance with these requirements is “technically 



feasible” based on circumstances that were known in advance.  NMED should require operators to 



remain on site during completions and recompletions, to minimize venting.  NMED should require 



operators to provide advance notice of any completion, recompletion, or stimulation, so that the agency 



can conduct appropriate oversight to ensure that venting and flaring is minimized, not only at the well 



stream but upstream as well.  As with liquids unloading, we think it is appropriate for NMED to establish 



presumptive limits on the amount of venting that can occur during a completion, recompletion, or 



stimulation, which should be specific to the size and type of well.  Violation of this presumptive limit 



would result in automatic consequences, such as a fine corresponding to the excess emissions.  



Tanks.  We join EDF in calling for operators to reduce emissions from storage tanks by capturing 



vapor and routing to a vapor recovery unit, or, if that is not feasible, to combustion.  EDF Comments at 



8.  We urge NMED to carefully consider Colorado’s recent decision to lower the control threshold from 



6 tons per year to 2 tons per year.  We also join Earthworks in calling for NMED to mandate improved 



training and inspections to prevent leaks caused by human error (e.g., open thief hatches).  Earthworks 



Comments at 13.  Other options discussed in the Report—including converting the water tank blanket 



from natural gas to produced carbon dioxide, and painting tanks white to increase their albedo and reduce 



evaporation—deserve careful consideration as well. 



Compressors.  We join EDF in calling for NMED to prohibit any venting from new wet seals 



compressors.  See EDF Comments at 9.  As EDF notes, Mexico and California already prohibit venting 
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from new compressors.  With respect to reciprocating compressors, we agree that gas should be captured 



and routed for productive use.  Id.  NMED should also require regular maintenance and inspection to 



minimize leakage from these units.  We join Earthworks in calling on NMED to address releases that 



occur during compressor blowdowns—for example, by requiring operators to keep compressors fully 



pressurized when offline.  Earthworks Comments at 7. 



Dehydrators.  The Report identifies numerous technical options for completely eliminating 



emissions from dehydrators.  For example, solid desiccant dehydrators—which rely on salt crystals with 



large surface areas to attract water molecules—are already in use in the industry.  These dehydrators do 



not require an external source of power and are capable of reducing emissions by 99 percent.10  Zero-



emission dehydrators—which combine flash tanks, electric pumps, and electric control valves—are 



another option, capable of virtually eliminating emissions.11  Numerous other strategies, including 



optimizing glycol circulation, installing flash tank separators, and routing recovered gas to the vapor 



recovery unit—can also deliver substantial emission reductions.12 



 Given the variety of options, we believe this rule should establish a presumption that new 



dehydrators will be zero emission, and that existing dehydrators will be retrofitted or replaced with zero-



emission technology within three years.  If it is not possible or advisable to use a particular zero-emission 



option (e.g., a zero-emission dehydrator cannot be used because electricity is not available at the site), 



the operator should be required to obtain a waiver from NMED.  Operators should be required to explore 



the possibility of using on-site solar panels or diesel generators to power electric dehydrators at sites that 



are not connected to the grid and, unless use of on-site generation is proven to be impossible, no waiver 



should be granted.  If an operator obtains a waiver and it subsequently becomes possible to switch to a 



zero-emission option, the operator should be required, by permit, to make the switch. 



 In parallel to this unit-by-unit review, NMED should establish a fleet-wide average emission 



reduction requirement.  We concur with EDF that operators should be required to demonstrate 98% 



control efficiency, averaged across their entire fleet of dehydrators.  See EDF Comments at 11.  Violation 



of this emission reduction requirement would result in automatic consequences, such as a fine 



corresponding to the excess emissions. 



CONCLUSION 



 Thank you again for the opportunity to sit on the MAP and for the opportunity to comment on 



the Report.  We look forward to continuing to work with you to develop nationally-leading methane 



regulations that will help mitigate the climate crisis, protect New Mexicans from harmful air pollution, 



and prevent waste of a valuable resource. 



 



 



 



 



 



 
10 See Report at 76–77. 



11 See id. at 76. 



12 See id. at 77–79. 
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Respectfully, 



 



/s/ David Baake 



David R. Baake 



Baake Law, LLC 



Las Cruces, NM 



P: (575) 343-2782 



E: david@baakelaw.com 



 



Counsel for the Sierra Club 





mailto:david@baakelaw.com
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2215 Lead Ave SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106 * 505.243.7767 * www.riograndesierraclub.org 



 



February 20, 2020 



Sandra Ely 



Director of Environmental Protection Division 



New Mexico Environment Department (“NMED”) 



1190 St. Francis Dr. 



Santa Fe, NM 87505 



Via Email to: nm.methanestrategy@state.nm.us 



Dear Director Ely: 



On behalf of the Rio Grande Chapter of the Sierra Club (the “Chapter”), thank you for the 



opportunity to comment on the Methane Advisory Panel’s Draft Technical Report (the “Report”).  The 



Chapter is a volunteer-led organization representing more than 10,000 members in New Mexico and 



West Texas.  Our mission is to explore, enjoy, and protect the planet, and we prioritize protecting our 



climate, air, water, wildlife and public lands in New Mexico and West Texas. 



We appreciated the opportunity to participate on the Panel and contribute to the Report.  The 



Report constitutes an important step towards achieving nationally-leading methane emission limits, a 



key priority of Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham.  The Governor set forth this policy in an executive 



order issued during her first month in office.  See Executive Order On Addressing Climate Change And 



Energy Waste Prevention, E.O. 2019-003 (Jan. 29, 2019) (“Order”).  Among other things, the Order 



explained: 



● Methane is a powerful greenhouse gas, 84 times more effective at trapping heat than 



carbon dioxide over a 20-year timeframe. 



● The oil and gas industry is the largest industrial source of methane emissions. 



● Emissions, venting, flaring, and leaks of natural gas by New Mexico’s oil and gas industry 



result in the waste of an important source of domestic energy to the tune of an estimated 



$244 million per year. 



● Oil and gas production growth in the New Mexico Permian Basin resulted in an 17% 



increase in venting and flaring volumes during the first seven months of 2018 compared 



to 2017 according to official state statistics. 



● Efforts to reduce methane emissions throughout New Mexico will have a significant 



climate benefit as well as prevent the waste of energy resources. 





http://www.riograndesierraclub.org/
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● Science, innovation, collaboration, and compliance efforts can prevent waste, methane 



emissions and improve air quality while creating jobs for New Mexicans. 



The Order goes on to direct NMED and the Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department 



(“EMNRD”) to “jointly develop a statewide, enforceable regulatory framework to secure reductions in 



oil and gas sector methane emissions and to prevent waste from new and existing sources and enact rules 



as soon as practicable.” 



Since the Order was issued, devastating wildfires in Australia, the Amazon, and the Arctic have 



underscored the urgency of responding to the climate crisis.1  Meanwhile, new studies have shown that 



emissions from New Mexico’s oil and gas industry continue to increase and that these emissions have 



been greatly underestimated.  For example: 



● Rystad Energy reported that venting and flaring in the Permian Basin reached a new all-



time high in the third quarter of 2019, averaging more than 750 million cubic feet per 



day.2 



● The Environmental Defense Fund (“EDF”) published a study showing that in 2017, New 



Mexico oil and gas operations emitted 1,016,000 metric tons of methane—more than five 



times the total reported by industry.3 



● A study published in Nature reported that “anthropogenic fossil [methane] emissions are 



underestimated by about 38 to 58 teragrams . . . per year, or about 25 to 40 per cent of 



recent estimates.”4 



We trust you understand the gravity of this issue and will rise to the occasion in drafting 



nationally-leading regulations that will pave the way towards a zero-emission future.  This rulemaking 



is addressed to the greatest environmental crisis facing our state and our species.  It may very well be 



the most important thing any of us work on in our professional lives. 



Our comments begin by emphasizing the importance of crafting a rule that will drive continuous 



emission reductions, not just in this decade, but into the future, until the oil and gas industry achieves 



the only acceptable level of emissions—zero tons per year.  We then provide our recommendation that 



the rule contain as few exemptions as possible to ensure that it is fair, transparent, and effective.  Finally, 



we offer certain “source-specific” comments, highlighting important recommendations from our partner 



organizations and adding a few thoughts of our own. 



 



 
1 Fires Set Stage for Irreversible Forest Losses in Australia, AP (January 20, 2020); Fires in Amazon Forest Rose 30% in 



2019, REUTERS (January 8, 2020); “Unprecedented:” More than 100 Artic Wildfires Burn in Worst Ever Season, THE 



GUARDIAN (Jul 26, 2019) 



2 Permian Gas Flaring Reaches Yet Another High, RYSTAD ENERGY (Nov. 5, 2019)  



3 EDF, New Mexico Oil and Gas Data, available at https://www.edf.org/nm-oil-gas/emissions 



4 Hmiel, B., Petrenko, V.V., Dyonisius, M.N. et al., Preindustrial 14CH4 Indicates Greater Anthropogenic Fossil CH4 



Emissions, 578 NATURE 409 (2020) 





https://apnews.com/c3e021b8fd5569360680fc7373ea77b5


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-amazon-fires/fires-in-amazon-forest-rose-30-in-2019-idUSKBN1Z804V


https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-amazon-fires/fires-in-amazon-forest-rose-30-in-2019-idUSKBN1Z804V


https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jul/26/unprecedented-more-than-100-wildfires-burning-in-the-arctic-in-worst-ever-season


https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/press-releases/permian-gas-flaring-reaches-yet-another-high/


https://www.edf.org/nm-oil-gas/emissions


https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-1991-8


https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-1991-8
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DISCUSSION 



I. THE RULE SHOULD SET A TARGET FOR “NET ZERO” EMISSIONS. 



In order to prevent warming in excess of 1.5°C, global net anthropogenic CO2 emissions must 



fall to zero by around 2050.5   Methane emissions must also be reduced dramatically during the same 



time-frame.  In order to be viable in a carbon constrained world, the oil-and-gas industry must eliminate 



net greenhouse gas emissions within a matter of decades.  The industry is increasingly realizing this.  In 



fact, one large oil-and-gas company recently made a commitment to achieve net zero emissions by 2050.6 



Just as Governor Lujan Grisham and the legislature have passed legislation establishing a goal 



of achieving zero emissions from the electric power sector by 2045, this rule should establish a goal of 



achieving net zero emissions from the oil and gas industry by the same date.  Such a target, even if not 



strictly binding, will shape the conversation going forward, by putting industry on notice that continuous 



progress in reducing emissions will be expected.  There should be no doubt that the emission standards 



set forth in the rule are a starting point, based on what is achievable in 2020, not an acceptable ending 



point.  NMED7 should make clear that it can and will continue to strengthen these standards as 



technology improves, until such point as there are no net emissions. 



 NMED should include two additional provisions to give “teeth” to this target.  First, it should 



require oil and gas operators to submit a comprehensive status report every 2 years, updating the agency 



on their progress towards this net zero emission target.  Independent operators could be allowed the 



option to submit a joint progress report (e.g., through an industry trade association) in lieu of company-



specific reports.  This reporting requirement would not create significant costs for the industry, as it 



would not directly require any change in operations.  Yet it could lead to significant emission reductions 



by helping to change the culture within the industry and creating public pressure for continuous emission 



reductions.  Right-to-know laws—which similarly work by changing industry culture and creating public 



pressure—have in many cases brought about dramatic reductions in emissions at very low cost.8  



 Second, NMED should provide for periodic review and revision of the emission standards, to 



ensure that they always reflect the maximum level of emission reduction achievable with the latest 



technology.  Provisions of this sort are common in environmental law.9 



II. THE RULE SHOULD CONTAIN AS FEW EXEMPTIONS AS POSSIBLE. 



 A developer who constructs a new apartment building must wait until the building is hooked up 



to water, sewer, and electricity before allowing tenants to move in.  For too long, the oil-and-gas industry 



 
5 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Summary for Policymakers at 12, in GLOBAL WARMING OF 1.5 ºC, (2018). 



6 BP’s New CEO Pledges Net Zero Emissions by 2050, CNN (Feb. 12, 2020). 



7 Throughout this comment, any reference to NMED should be understood to refer to NMED and/or OCD, as appropriate. 



8 See Bradley C. Karkkainen, Information as Environmental Regulation: TRI and Performance Benchmarking, Precursor to 



a New Paradigm?, 89 GEO. L.J. 257, 259 & n.1 (2001).  Right-to-know laws are, of course, not a substitute for binding 



emission limits, but are often an appropriate supplement to these regulations. 



9 See 42 U.S.C. § 7411(b)(1)(B) (requiring EPA to “review and, if appropriate, revise” new source performance standards for 



industrial sources of air pollution every 8 years); id. at § 7411(d)(6) (same requirement for hazardous air pollutant emission 



standards). 





https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/spm/


https://www.cnn.com/2020/02/12/business/bp-net-zero/index.html.
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has played by a different set of rules.  If they are delayed in getting the “sewage line” set up, they let the 



tenants move in, dump the sewage on the street, and claim that it was “technically infeasible” or 



“economically impracticable” to wait to do things the right way. 



 This attitude needs to change.  NMED should make clear that operators must either do things the 



right way, or not do them at all.  If it is not possible to get electricity or gathering lines at a well site, that 



well site should not be considered viable.  If a well is “marginal” and cannot make a profit without 



skirting the rules, that well should not be in operation.  We don’t exempt “marginal” restaurants from 



food safety regulations, and we shouldn’t exempt marginal wells from pollution standards. 



There will be significant benefits to establishing emission limits that apply across the board.  



Such an approach will significantly reduce the administrative burden of implementing the rule.  It will 



ensure that operators willing to skirt the rules and emit more methane cannot gain a competitive 



advantage over those who insist on playing by the rules.  And it will greatly increase transparency and 



the effectiveness of the rule. 



The “technical feasibility exemption” contained in EPA’s green completion rule is an example 



of the type of exemption that must be avoided in this rule.  EPA allows operators to obtain an exemption 



from green completion requirements on technical infeasibility grounds, even when the operator knows 



in advance that it can’t comply with these requirements (e.g., because there are not gathering lines in 



place) and decides to push ahead anyway.  It is pure fiction to say that it is technically infeasible to 



comply with the green completion rule in such a case.  There is an elegantly simple, technically feasible 



alternative to polluting in that instance: delay the operation until it can be done the right way. 



 The rule should not allow operators to commence operations unless they demonstrate that they 



can do so without wasting methane.  Operators should be required to comply with green completion 



requirements unless a health, safety, or environmental emergency arises during the operation that makes 



compliance impossible.  Moreover, drilling companies should be required to coordinate with midstream 



operators, to ensure that a new well can be brought online without overloading takeaway capacity.  If a 



drilling operation will overwhelm the midstream operator and lead to venting or flaring, NMED should 



not permit the operation.  Accord Earthworks Comments at 8 (“applications for permits to drill (APD) 



approvals should be deferred or denied if takeaway capacity plans are inadequate”).   



Similarly, we urge NMED to reject any request to exempt “marginal wells” from emission 



control requirements.  We recognize that there may be legitimate technical limits on the ability to 



implement green completion or other requirements in certain cases (e.g., low-pressure wells).  But a low-



profit margin should never be deemed a valid basis for obtaining an exemption from a pollution control 



requirement.  Marginal restaurants must still comply with food safety regulations, and marginal farming 



operation must still pay their workers the minimum wage.  The oil and gas industry must be made to 



understand that controlling emissions is an essential cost of doing business. 



IV. SOURCE-SPECIFIC COMMENTS. 



Equipment Leaks.  We join EDF and Earthworks in calling for NMED to require leak detection 



and repair (“LDAR”) on a quarterly basis, at a wide range of inspection locations, including well sites, 



compressor stations, processing plants, metering and regulating stations, and pigging stations.  See EDF 



Comments at 4–5; Earthworks Comments at 5–6.  There should be no exemptions for marginal wells, 



although lower-cost detection techniques could be used in particular cases. 
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Pneumatics.  We join EDF and Earthworks in calling for a phase-out of continuous bleed 



pneumatic controllers and pneumatic pumps.  See EDF Comment at 5–6; Earthworks Comments at 4.  



We encourage NMED to pay close attention to California’s regulations, which flatly prohibit the use of 



pneumatic pumps that vent to the atmosphere.  



Venting and Flaring.  We join EDF’s call for a strict prohibition on routine venting or flaring 



of associated natural gas.  EDF Comments at 10–11.  We urge NMED to pay close attention to footnote 



73 of these comments, which explains how Alaska virtually eliminated flaring by instituting such a 



prohibition.  We also join Earthworks’ recommendation that New Mexico regulators should (a) “not 



approve additional well site permit applications that would result in gas flaring or venting,” (b) require 



the use of “auto igniters instead of intermittent or continuously burning flare pilots,” and (c) require 



third-party audits to determine flare combustion efficiency.  Earthworks Comments at 9–12.  We join 



WELC’s recommendation that NMED establish overall limits, without exceptions, for flaring by each 



operator, which would begin at 95% and ratchet up to 99% over five years.  WELC Comments at 7.  This 



recommendation is especially appropriate given that four of the top-ten oil producers have already 



managed to limit venting to less than 1% of their gas production.  Id. at 4.  We also agree with WELC 



that there must be “automatic consequences” if an operator flares or vents more than the limit (e.g., a 



fine that corresponds to the amount of gas vented in excess of the limit).  Id. 



Liquids Unloading.  We join EDF’s recommendation that operators remain onsite during liquids 



unloading activities, in order to minimize venting.  EDF Comments at 7.  We agree that there are 



numerous techniques for creating differential pressure to minimize the need for venting during 



unloading.  We think it is appropriate for NMED to establish presumptive limits on the amount of venting 



that can occur during a liquid unloading event, which should be specific to the size and type of well.  



There should be automatic consequences if the operator vents at levels that exceed the presumptive limits 



(e.g., a fine that corresponds to the amount of gas vented in excess of the limit). 



Completions and Recompletions.  NMED should codify EPA’s green completion requirements, 



while eliminating the ability of operators to claim that compliance with these requirements is “technically 



feasible” based on circumstances that were known in advance.  NMED should require operators to 



remain on site during completions and recompletions, to minimize venting.  NMED should require 



operators to provide advance notice of any completion, recompletion, or stimulation, so that the agency 



can conduct appropriate oversight to ensure that venting and flaring is minimized, not only at the well 



stream but upstream as well.  As with liquids unloading, we think it is appropriate for NMED to establish 



presumptive limits on the amount of venting that can occur during a completion, recompletion, or 



stimulation, which should be specific to the size and type of well.  Violation of this presumptive limit 



would result in automatic consequences, such as a fine corresponding to the excess emissions.  



Tanks.  We join EDF in calling for operators to reduce emissions from storage tanks by capturing 



vapor and routing to a vapor recovery unit, or, if that is not feasible, to combustion.  EDF Comments at 



8.  We urge NMED to carefully consider Colorado’s recent decision to lower the control threshold from 



6 tons per year to 2 tons per year.  We also join Earthworks in calling for NMED to mandate improved 



training and inspections to prevent leaks caused by human error (e.g., open thief hatches).  Earthworks 



Comments at 13.  Other options discussed in the Report—including converting the water tank blanket 



from natural gas to produced carbon dioxide, and painting tanks white to increase their albedo and reduce 



evaporation—deserve careful consideration as well. 



Compressors.  We join EDF in calling for NMED to prohibit any venting from new wet seals 



on compressors.  See EDF Comments at 9.  As EDF notes, Mexico and California already prohibit 
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venting from new compressors.  With respect to reciprocating compressors, we agree that gas should be 



captured and routed for use as fuel or for another useful purpose.  Id.  NMED should also require regular 



maintenance and inspection to minimize leakage from these units.  We join Earthworks in calling on 



NMED to address releases that occur during compressor blowdowns—for example, by requiring 



operators to keep compressors fully pressurized when offline.  Earthworks Comments at 7. 



Dehydrators.  The Report identifies numerous technical options for completely eliminating 



emissions from dehydrators.  For example, solid desiccant dehydrators—which rely on salt crystals with 



large surface areas to attract water molecules—are already in use in the industry.  These dehydrators do 



not require an external source of power and are capable of reducing emissions by 99 percent.10  Zero-



emission dehydrators—which combine flash tanks, electric pumps, and electric control valves—are 



another option, capable of virtually eliminating emissions.11  Numerous other strategies, including 



optimizing glycol circulation, installing flash tank separators, and routing recovered gas to the vapor 



recovery unit—can also deliver substantial emission reductions.12 



 Given the variety of options, we believe this rule should establish a presumption that new 



dehydrators will be zero emission, and that existing dehydrators will be retrofitted or replaced with zero-



emission technology within three years.  If it is not possible or advisable to use a particular zero-emission 



option (e.g., a zero-emission dehydrator cannot be used because electricity is not available at the site), 



the operator should be required to obtain a waiver from NMED.  Operators should be required to explore 



the possibility of using on-site solar panels to power electric dehydrators at sites that are not connected 



to the grid and, if use of on-site solar is possible, no waiver should be granted.  If an operator obtains a 



waiver and it subsequently becomes possible to switch to a zero-emission option, the operator should be 



required, by permit, to make the switch. 



 In parallel to this unit-by-unit review, NMED should establish a fleet-wide average emission 



reduction requirement.  We concur with EDF that operators should be required to demonstrate 98% 



control efficiency, averaged across their entire fleet of dehydrators.  See EDF Comments at 11. 



CONCLUSION 



 Thank you again for the opportunity to sit on the MAP and for the opportunity to comment on 



the Report.  We look forward to continue working with you to develop nationally-leading methane 



regulations that will help mitigate the climate crisis, protect New Mexicans from harmful air pollution, 



and prevent waste of a valuable resource. 



Respectfully, 



 



David R. Baake 



Baake Law, LLC 



P: (575) 343-2782 



E: david@baakelaw.com 



 



 
10 See Report at 76–77. 



11 See id. at 76. 



12 See id. at 77–79. 
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Counsel for the Sierra Club 













From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] FW: Methane Rules
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:45 PM


From: Ray Willis <rayw@dfn.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 12:44 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Cc: jimwinchester@ipanm.org
Subject: [EXT] FW: Methane Rules
 
 
 
N.M.Oil Conservation
Proposed Methane Rules
 


Hanson Operating had it's humble beginning in 1946 as a one man operation.  Ernest A. Hanson was the son of an
immigrant family from Sweden who resigned from the U.S. Geological Survey to begin acquiring prospective oil
and gas leases.  Over the years Hanson Operating has grown in size and scope to manage producing properties in
the Rocky Mountain, Gulf Coast, and Permian Basin regions from the corporate office located in Roswell New
Mexico.  The successor owners of Hanson Operating and affiliated entities still make there homes and reside in New
Mexico.


New Mexico is home to 57,868 producing oil and gas wells, of which 37,952 (66%) are marginal producing wells as
defined by the producing rate of 10 barrels of oil equivalent per day or less.  The average marginal oil well
producing rate is 2.5 barrels of oil per day and the average marginal well gas rate is 23.3 million cubic feet per
day.  These producers employee a large amount of oil and service industry employees, provide for a stable New
Mexico income and producing tax base, and also provide a stable royalty income for New Mexico.  This segment of
the industry is also unique in that it is also the highest cost production in the state with the thinnest of profit margins
which also has the lowest, sometimes nonexistent, methane emission profile.


Individual well economics come into play when it comes to capital investment on a wellsite or other emissions source,
in particular marginal wells. It is important to note that when methane reduction regulations are developed and
implemented it will in most cases require capital investment for the operator to comply. There is a point of
diminishing returns in terms of the reduction of methane emissions that can be achieved. It is critical that a threshold
for compliance be appropriately set in the regulation to avoid the overburdening of marginal production and clearing
the hurdle of diminishing returns for methane reduction.  It is important for the state and the operators of these well
that the NMOCD and NMED develop and implement a balanced and flexible regulatory framework to reduce
methane emissions in the oil and gas sector. If the regulations are not balanced and flexible it could cause operators
to prematurely plug and abandon marginal wells, costing the state revenue in the form of jobs, taxes, and royalties.


For this reason, we recommend a tiered compliance schedule for LDAR of a one time LDAR survey for properties that
produce 15 tons or less per year of VOC's, and an annual LDAR survey for properties that produce greater than 15
tons per year.  We recommend allowing for flexibility of LDAR technology such as gas imaging, Method 21, laser
spectrometry, operator routine duties, drones, etc.  Furthermore we recommend an appropriate compliance
threshold for tank emission controls of greater than 15 tons per year of VOC's, and that vapor recovery units, flash
towers, and process equipment in general should not be considered emissions control equipment.



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us
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Ray Willis
President
Hanson Operating Co. Inc.
McBride Oil and Gas Corp.








From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: Methane Draft Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:45 PM


From: John Alexander <John.Alexander@duganproduction.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 1:58 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Methane Draft Comments
 
Attached are my comments on the draft version of the Methane Advisory Panel.
 
Ms. Sandra Ely
nm.methanestrategy@state.nm.us 
 
Ms. Ely:
 
In General:
Dugan Production Corp submits the following comments for the proposed methane regulations. 
Regulation of methane emissions for a state that is on the forefront of hydrocarbon production is a
monumental task to say the least.  The battle lines appear to be drawn for two very differing
viewpoints.  These viewpoints seem to be mostly in opposition to each other.  The so called
“environmentalists” want to phase out oil and gas production completely.  The oil and gas industry
points to the economic benefits of hydrocarbon production.  The environment is more inclusive the
natural occurrences.  The environment must include all things that surround us, nature, quality of
life, financial stability, and security (of all types).  To focus only on health, climate, air and water,
while obviously important, limits the impacts of other environmental aspects.  Some espouse the
low hanging fruit of solutions, stop all hydrocarbon production, “NOW”.  Others would point to the
absolute folly of such a suggestion.  The adversarial nature of this confrontation consumes resources
that can be used for better purposes.  Technology is available that can potentially use natural gas for
heating, electric generation, numerous raw material manufacturing processes, and lower the CO2
emissions.  New technology to accomplish these same advances will become available when
economically viable.  The same is true of new technology for crude oil.  Let’s use the existing
hydrocarbon infrastructure that now exists to deal with the climate issue to all our advantage.  Let’s
make this practical and not political.  Many aspects of the regulations addressed in the draft
proposal are already practiced good operating procedures.  To codify these practices places control
in the hands of regulators and not the owner of the equipment where it belongs.
 
Specific Comments:
 
Pneumatic controllers are common for safe operation of the numerous situations referenced in the
report.  We have used low bleed controllers for a long time.  We do not every use high bleed devices
for new installations.  We consider the amount of gas vented by these devices when selecting
equipment.  When electric devices become reliable, they will be one of the items for consideration



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us
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in equipment selection.
 
Leak detection and repair is very important aspect of this proposed regulation.  A methane molecule
is 0.388 nanometers in diameter.  This is pretty small to prevent its escape form any screwed
connection.  While welding all connections could potentially prevent the escape of such a small
particle, that is extremely impractical in many surface installations.  We have two employees; who’s
primary job is to inspect all our gas transporting and handling installations on a regular basis.  The
frequency of inspection depends on the volume and pressure of each installation.  All our employees
are trained to recognize and repair or report any active or potential leak.  Some accommodation of
this regulation must be made to mitigate inspections based on the potential to loss natural gas due
to leaks.   We are in the business of selling gas, when it escapes all parties lose.  There needs to be
cost/benefit guidance in this regulation.  Drafting regulations that apply to all wells in both major
producing regions in New Mexico is difficult and will potentially lead to economic burdens mostly for
small operators.
 
Prudent workover practices always keep the well under control.  To attempt regulation that limits
gas venting during such operations is dangerous to those on location who are responsible for safety
concerns.  Well conditions need to dictate how liquid and gas unloading is handled on a case basis.
 
Separators and storage vessels are present on most oil and gas production locations.  These devices
are sized to the location and well character.  Storage vessels may be small pits for separator dumps
to large tanks that contain oil or water.  The separators dump fluids to these storage vessels either
by pneumatic or gravity flow.  The frequency of dumping depends on the volume being produced. 
Emissions from these devices need to have an appropriate limit below which control need not be
applied.  I suggest that emissions below 15 tons/year for a storage vessel are not controlled. 
Required control of low emissions will cause the installation of equipment that is too expensive for
the return on investment causing premature abandonment of the well.  All parties lose in this
instance.
 
Compressors are necessary to move gas from the well to the consumer.  We use both reciprocating
and centrifugal compressors.  Most of our compressors have run status paging.  This allows leaks to
be addressed quickly.  Proper maintenance of seals and piping which is normal practice will mitigate
most issues.  Compressors moving less than 75 mcfd need not be subject to regulation.
 
Infrastructure planning will always be important in oil and gas well operations.  Proper facility design
for gathering systems allows operators to sell more gas, minimize maintenance and limit potential
for leaks.  This will require ROW restrictions that encourage collection of facilities to reduce the
expense of having to tie individual wells to sales lines.  Good planning will lower well and facility
pressures and reduce the potential for leaks.
 
The visible effects of flaring cause this operation to be a point of contention.  We flare only when
flowing back our foam fracs.  The nitrogen (N2) component of the foam stimulation cannot be
placed in gas sales line because gathering system operators do not allow inert gas in their lines. 
These flow backs last only a few hours and vent/flare very small volumes of methane.  We have a
capture plan in place which causes us to lay gas production lines to location prior to







completion/stimulation of the well.  To cause operators to spend large sums of money to prevent
the esthetics of short flow back periods is wasteful.  Extended flaring periods based on the well
situation needs to be address on a case basis.
 
Well stimulation in the low-pressure reservoirs that exist in the San Juan Basin generally require that
completion fluids be lightened with nitrogen to allow more complete recovery of load fluids. 
Nitrogen is inert and pipelines do not allow inert gases to displace natural gas int their systems.  The
need to flare the methane that is mixed with the inert gas is necessary.  We install gas sales lines
prior to completing our wells.  Not to allow the flaring of gas containing inert compounds makes
completion of these well practically impossible.  An exemption of low-pressure reservoirs form
excessive flaring restrictions is critical to continued development of the valuable natural gas
resource.
 
 
Sincerely,
John Alexander
Vice President
Dugan Production Corp.
john.alexander@duganproduciton.com
 
 
Thanks
 
John Alexander
Vice President
Dugan Production Corp
PO Box 420
Farmington, NM 87499
(505) 325-1821 ext. 1013 office
(505) 320-1935 cell
john.alexander@duganproduction.com
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Methane Rules
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:57:49 AM


From: Deborah Dennard <d.dennard@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Sunday, January 5, 2020 5:07 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Methane Rules
 
The need for intelligent and fact based methane control in New Mexico is in your hands. The facts are
plain. Methanes must be controlled. Why?


Drive up towards Chaco Canyon and the surrounding Navajos can report an alarming rate of lung
disease, even cancer. Why? Methane pollution. At night one can see the methane being burned away.
Why? Because the fossil fuel companies are happier wasting this valuable fuel source while polluting the
air. What else? The so called produced water from fracking and methane waste cannot safely be
consumed by humans. Proposals to use the water for crops is totally reckless as no studies tell us if that
is safe or another method of poisoning the earth.


More still, the ares of northwest New Mexico are already vastly overleaped for fossil fuel. Why destroy not
only the people, but the landscape, the indigenous cultural heritage and archaeological sites, the water
and everything else involved with methane.


Please do your job without putting money first. Instead, regulate methane with an eye on the evidence
that shows how methane is a waste and a true and present danger.


Thank you


Deborah and Robert Dennard
4 Taylor Mountain
Santa fe, NM  87508
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Methane Comments Signatures
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:34 PM
Attachments: petition signatures 2.pdf


petition signatures.pdf
Manual Signatures.pdf


From: Maria Chavez <maria@cavu.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 7:15 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Methane Comments Signatures
 
Good evening, 


Here are the comments and signatures that we have collected. I have attached the files for
online and manual comments and signatures. 


Please let me know if you have any questions. 


Thank you!


-- 
Maria Chavez
Community Coordinator
505-363-6828
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Methane Petition Signatures



# Date Name Comments



1 2/12/2020 20:28 Carlos Navarro Carlos Navarro



2 2/13/2020 0:48 David Robertson



3 2/13/2020 2:15 John Dickel



4 2/13/2020 3:29  Joan Brown



5 2/13/2020 3:30 Marlene Perrotte



6 2/13/2020 3:34 Annette OConnor



7 2/13/2020 5:08 Sister Sheila Smith I am a native New Mexican, having grown up in Farmington, NM...at that time, El PASO NATURAL GAS was bringing in a lot of employees...since our family owned a department store (clothing, shoes, fabrics - and -  "10 gallon hats"), and because of the influx of people to work for El Paso Natural gas, business was great.  It's only as I read your request that I'm beginning to realize that what seemed to be "prosperity" to us at the time  might also have been just what you are describing...a real waste as well as a danger to the environment.  With this new insight, I am signing your petition, and am hoping that many others will, also. I am now a member of the Order of St. Ursula (OSU), a teaching order of sisters based in Maple Mount, KY, but I'm still very concerned about my home state...as well as concerned for environmental WASTE and POLLUTION in ANY part of the country.  Also, having grown up with many Native American classmates, it infuriates me that these practices are taking place on tribal lands..., while New Mexico's education system has never been well funded.   May God bless you in your efforts to protect our land and air.



8 2/13/2020 14:52 Stefanie Watkins



9 2/13/2020 16:40 Damian Suarez-Reidy



10 2/14/2020 2:12 Geri Rhodes



11 2/14/2020 22:13 Teresa Hall



12 2/14/2020 22:19 Ann Instead of familiar old solutions, think outside the box.  Affecting public education & environmental protection to move this agenda forward-  a lack of innovation.



13 2/14/2020 22:21 Liz McMaster



14 2/14/2020 22:22 Dr Brenda Cole If we're already producing the gas, let's make a profit off it and not pollute the environment.



15 2/14/2020 22:26 Deborah Reade



16 2/14/2020 22:26 Stephanie Varoz



17 2/14/2020 22:30 Mary Jo Picha



18 2/14/2020 22:35 Heidi Brooks I just came from an economic forum where it was reported that venting and flaring of excess gas is routine in SE NM. This has to stop!



19 2/14/2020 22:57 Pamela Shepherd Taos United Community Church



20 2/14/2020 22:58 Christina Spahn Why would NM not want to avoid waste and better protect the environment?



21 2/14/2020 22:59 Marta Guttenberg



22 2/14/2020 23:13 Patricia Malcolm



23 2/14/2020 23:18 Pam Fraser-Walters Risen Savior Catholic Church and  NM Interfaith Dialogue



24 2/14/2020 23:19 Joseph Vojtech



25 2/14/2020 23:19 Stephen Picha After making a visit to the Permian Basin area to see the raping and pillaging that is happening to the land and the people - as a person of Faith, I have to say that this cannot go on. We are a better people than this.



26 2/14/2020 23:20 Dorothy Bowen I am a member of the Earth Care Fellowship of Las Placitas Presbyterian Church.



27 2/14/2020 23:21 Dorothy Calvani



28 2/14/2020 23:36 Stephen Sachs



29 2/14/2020 23:36 Niame Adele



30 2/14/2020 23:36 Virginia Myers St. John the XXIII Catholic Community



31 2/14/2020 23:45 joy casey



32 2/14/2020 23:59 Sara Otto-Diniz 



33 2/14/2020 23:59 Janet Krakow



34 2/15/2020 0:36 Christine Ng



35 2/15/2020 0:42 Robert Juarez



36 2/15/2020 0:44 Jean Stevens



37 2/15/2020 0:49 Richard Stille Silver City United Church of Christ



38 2/15/2020 1:58 Cheryl Foote



39 2/15/2020 2:15 Catherine Clemons Whatever we can do to protect, and give reverence and respect to the beautiful creation God has given us, let's do it! Sr. Catherine



40 2/15/2020 2:19 Tara Bloyd This is crucial for New Mexico!



41 2/15/2020 2:31 Neil Norby Santa Fe Friends Meeting 



42 2/15/2020 2:34 joan Robins



43 2/15/2020 2:36 steve scheld



44 2/15/2020 2:38 Abbot Joel Garner



45 2/15/2020 2:56 Eunice Esparza



46 2/15/2020 3:01 David Gick



47 2/15/2020 3:24 Esther Abeyta People of faith and conscience are concerned for health of our communities and sacred creation. We support a state directive to end wasteful practices like venting, leaking and flaring of methane gas in the oil and gas industry because this is a moral concern with many implications for creation and communities. This practice wastes up to $244 million in salable gas every year and tens of millions more in tax and royalty revenue that could be invested in New Mexico’s education system. Methane is also a potent natural gas that contributes to climate change and pollution. In the last 4 years New Mexico has produced half of the US methane waste on federal and tribal lands and 93% of the waste was AVOIDABLE.



48 2/15/2020 3:29 Stephen Hay



49 2/15/2020 3:34 Marlys Lesley



50 2/15/2020 3:34 Marilyn Stoops I am a member of St. Andrew Presbyterian Church in ABQ and we support Climate change.



51 2/15/2020 3:47 Ellen Buelow Our water and air need protection from methane



52 2/15/2020 4:07 Jackie Dulle Member of Santa Maria de la Paz, Santa Fe, NM



53 2/15/2020 4:20 Elaine Brightwater



54 2/15/2020 5:10 Mary Jane Zimmerman



55 2/15/2020 5:12 Martha Novak



56 2/15/2020 5:32 Javier Aceves



57 2/15/2020 6:14 Karen Bonime There is no time to waste. we must stop the venting, leaking and flaring of methane, immediately.



58 2/15/2020 6:46 Ralph Wrons Climate Reality Northern New Mexico Chapter



59 2/15/2020 7:37 Kris Harden



60 2/15/2020 12:30 Michael Degner The air pollution must be stopped. 



61 2/15/2020 12:45 Deborah Golden Member of First Unitarian Albuquerque



62 2/15/2020 12:50 Seth Burgess 



63 2/15/2020 13:12 George Muedeking Please stop the polluting of our bodies, communities, and atmosphere, especially when not necessary and is done only for profit.



64 2/15/2020 13:57 Giovanna Brennan This is the very definition of Win-Win!



65 2/15/2020 13:58 Ana Carolina Abe Romero



66 2/15/2020 14:29 Claudia Klesert



67 2/15/2020 14:39 Donna Bruzzese



68 2/15/2020 14:57 susan mess



69 2/15/2020 15:21 Timothy McCullough thank you 



70 2/15/2020 15:25 Kay E Huggins



71 2/15/2020 15:26 Ken Jones The amount of leaked methane gas is unconscionable.  



72 2/15/2020 15:27 Eleanore Voutselas



73 2/15/2020 15:34 Kathyrn Anderson



74 2/15/2020 15:44 Sue Joiner



75 2/15/2020 15:45 Alfonso Manzanares



76 2/15/2020 16:18 Nancy Singham 350 New Mexico



77 2/15/2020 17:06 SUZANNE graham



78 2/15/2020 18:25 Joan Alessi



79 2/15/2020 18:33 Joyce Limbaugh-Smith Saint Francis Episcopal Church of Rio Rancho



80 2/15/2020 20:29 Gwen T Samuels



81 2/15/2020 20:36 Joyce Kolberg 



82 2/15/2020 20:55 Anne Silva
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83 2/16/2020 4:12 Christina M Garcia 



84 2/16/2020 5:02 mildred langston Christ United Methodist.  It makes sense to stop this waste.  Thanks Sister Joan.



85 2/16/2020 16:56 Peter Norby Long overdue!



86 2/16/2020 17:48 Danny Ruppert It is our state governments duty to protect our environment



87 2/17/2020 0:01 Roger Kulp



88 2/17/2020 4:12 Kelly Giese



89 2/17/2020 4:36 David Dennedy-Frank



90 2/17/2020 5:01 Sierra Genne I'm a member of Christ United Methodist Church and hope to see positive changes happening for our environment.



91 2/17/2020 5:03 Bill Franco



92 2/17/2020 15:26 Brendan Kuncel



93 2/17/2020 15:37 Anne
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Name (First) Name (Last) Email (Enter Email) Address (Street Address) Address (City) Address (State / Province) Zip Code Submit Your Own Comment (optional)



Valencia Hall hisway04@msn.com 309C Harris Ln Ruidoso Downs New Mexico 88346



Guy Wood woodhaus@newmex.com P.O. Box 215 Angel Fire, New Mexico 87710



Melissa Homann Melissachile@msn.com 11013 elvin ave ne Albuquerque New Mexico 87112



Ed Baker abqbakers@hotmail.com 10308 Camino Del Oso NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87111



Norman Thornton nthornton001@Mac.Com 436 Pinon Creek Rd SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87123



Charles Day cdavidday@terradesigns.org 1913 Gabaldon ct. n.w. Albuquerque New Mexico 87104 Please regulate methane



Marlene Aucoin Pennysayspeace@gmail.com 6227 S. Thomason Rd. Carlsbad New Mexico 88220 My husband and I have had to deal with flares 300 feet from our bedroom walls for over a year. There was not just one but two. There are also several more less than a mile from our home. My hubby just had a cancer scare, because he is gaging and choking on his food so the VA Hospital did a biopsy on the big tumor on the back of his tongue. They thought he had Lymphoma. The man has never smoked or chewed and cancer doesn't run in his family. Thankfully it was not cancer, but it was consistent with living in a high pollution area with constant irratation. You the state, allowed big industry to move in next to us putting my husband's health at risk. It's time to own up to your responsibilities.



Peggy Nelson pjnelson@taosnet.com P.O. Box 158 San Cristobal New Mexico 87564



DENISE FORT fortde@law.unm.edu 2610 Caminito Carlitos Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Mary Palmer maryanna50@yahoo.com 1505 Valle Alto Ct NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87107



LISA YOURKO PTHREE00@GMAIL.COM 2307 N GRAND AVENUE ROSWELL New Mexico 88201 Thank you Governor.



Samuel Navarro iemailsamuel@gmail.com 624 Agua Fria St Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



William Midcap bill.midcap@rmfu.org 2 Arquero Road Santa Fe New Mexico 87508 Please help clean up our air for future generations.  Rules to regulate the watseful flow of Methane needed to be in place decades ago.



Ellen Pinsky dodge611@icloud.com 50 Vista del Sol Tijeras New Mexico 87059



Suzanne stone suzbpolo@gmail.com 730 46th Ave. San Francisco California 94121



bonnie poloner bonpolo@comcast.net New Mexico 88046



Dixie Parker ddmcadams@msn.com 26 Via Getruditas Loop Pecos New Mexico 87552



Audrey Urbano amurbano@comcast.net PO Box 1103 El Prado New Mexico 87529



Bill Haggard billhaggard@yahoo.com 315 Pinon Creek Rd SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87123



Amy Immel smilepath22@yahoo.com 315 Pinon Creek Rd SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87123



DEBORAH MALDONADO djmaldonado2@yahoo.com 1249 Summer Ave NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87104



Martha Rivas mrivas5416@gmail.com PO Box 45 Aztec New Mexico 87410



Chris Burns onordom@hotmail.com PO BOX 652 Abiquiu New Mexico 87510



Mitchell Rekow mrekow@hotmail.com 7420 San Benito St. NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Ed Baker abqbakers@gmail.com 10308 Camino Del Oso NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87111



Anne Lambert annelambert@cableone.net 525 2nd St SW Rio Rancho New Mexico 87124



Anne Lambert annelambert@cableone.net 525 2nd St SW Rio Rancho New Mexico 87124



David L. Craft follow.your.bliss@comcast.net 7604 Richmond Hill Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



David Morrison david_505_smile@yahoo.com 205 Pueblo Solano Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87107



Carol Martin richard.martin101@att.net 56 T - T  Dr Silver City New Mexico 88061 Thanks for fighting for the environment that affects all of us



Don Parsons tdparsons@msn.com 498 Christine Dr. Las Vegas New Mexico 87701



Paul Wilson pablo-w-1@hotmail.com P.O. Box 1619 Silver City New Mexico 88062



Diane Jouppi degj0825@gmail.com 7217 Carson Trail Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



I. Engle 1ieengle@gmail.com 605 Bosque St. Village of Tularosa New Mexico 88352 Climate Change is Priority #1, if you want to continue to Live.



Rosemary Busterna rgbusterna@hotmail.com 6812 Largo Vista Street NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Rebecca Procter rprocter@msn.com 21 Aster Way Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Linda Zatopek lindaz@pobox.com 126 Axle Canyon Rd Silver City New Mexico 88061



Jennifer johns jennifersjohns@comcast.net 9513 Villa Del Rey NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87111 Thank you for the many ways you are supporting the people, climate and economy of our state. I appreciate you so much.



Tauno Palomaki tapalomaki@gmail.com 213 Hermosa Dr NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87108



Marcia Kellam marciakellam@hotmail.com 4123 Big Sky Rd Santa Fe New Mexico 87507



sarah parker sal5550@aceweb.com 23 longview rd sandia park New Mexico 87047



Victoria Linehan valinehan@gilanet.com 43 Hollimon Rd Glenwood New Mexico 88039



joy casey joycecasey@gmail.com 104 camino del campo Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Richard Beery rainbow10@q.com 11 autumn ct Edgewood New Mexico 87015



Mary Orr mvorr01@gmail.com PO Box 4585 Espanola New Mexico 87533 Fight for clean air and no methane emissions.



Donna Reina reina.artist@gmail.com 72 Atalaya Rd Arroyo Hondo New Mexico 87513



James Williams jhwconsulting@juno.com 4 Avenida Malaguena Santa Fe Santa Fe New Mexico 87506



Rita Glasscock ritalink9@gmail.com 1000 Cordova PL Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 I had Methane Gas POISONING and it almost KILLED me but at least I'm still alive. I have spent years now going to countless doctors and adjusting my life to live with a disability. DON'T LET ANYONE TELL YOU METHANE GAS is HARMLESS !!  It is NOT and as one of the TOP 3 OIL and GAS PRODUCING states in the U.S., we HAVE TO PUT STRONG REGULATIONS in place to BE SAFE !!



Alan Carson adcarson@hotmail.com 2150 Rivers Edge Rio Rancho New Mexico 87144



Rebecca Lyon offtrail44@gmail.com 2412 Camino del Oso Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Danny Benally danbenally10@gmail.com PO Box 405 Sanostee, New Mexico 87461



Mark Gall gmarmot1@hotmail.com 530 Camino Del Bosque NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87043 Climate change is the most serious hazard to human civilization that we have ever faced. Please limit methane emissions!



Edward LeBlanc el2@twenty15.com 531A Dolores St. Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Kathryn Kaffer kathrynkaffer@gmail.com 1020 Patton Drive Gallup New Mexico 87301 As an asthmatic, I strongly support clean air.



Jana Theis jmtheis3@att.net 33 Avenida Frijoles Santa Fe New Mexico 87507



katherine nydes knydes@outlook.com 58 Camino Nevoso santa fe New Mexico 87505 I support our governors efforts to stop and reverse climate change



Malcolm Merenda mmerenda48@peoplepc.com 9901 Nacimiento St. N.W. Albuquerque New Mexico 87114



Judith Gore travlin2jg@msn.com 6111 Marta Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87114



Constance Tuggle samarpita@centurylink.net New Mexico 87507



Andrea Castellanos acastell2@earthlink.net PO Box 3193 Los Lunas New Mexico 87031



nancy king nanking1224@earthlink.net New Mexico 87501 Oil and gas drilling should not pollute our water, air, and earth.



Heidi Brooks heiditoppbrooks@mac.com 4280 Indian Springs Dr. NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87109 Thanks for all you're doing to combat climate change. When considering the steps to take on methane, please choose the policy that offers the maximum possible safeguards against waste and pollution. This is an important issue to me, to our state, and to the entire climate that is affected by our massive methane emissions.



Crystal Wolf cawolf79@gmail.com 40 Carissa Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Rachel Hart itnbs8@protonmail.com 4311 San Pedro Dr. NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87109 I completely supoport the Governor Grisham in reducing methane wate and pollution from oil and gas development! 



It is time for humanity, to take responsibility and be good stwewards of the precious earth that supports our life. 



We need to evolve beyond momentary gratification and greed, to think for how we impact our planet, which impacts our lives and the future of our children and their children.



Roger Southward jnr200396@yahoo.com 165 Camino Barranca Placitas New Mexico 87043



karen Milstein midbarnm@gmail.com 13 Blue Jay Drive Santa Fe New Mexico 87506



Anthony Reis tonyreis@comcast.net 613 Old Taos Hwy Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Blaine Wimberly hbwimberly@aol.com New Mexico 87507



Todd Monson Pacauate@gmail.com 1127 Narcisco St. NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87112



Carol Vigil chvigil@windstream.net PO Box 343 Espanola New Mexico 87532



Michael Payton lmichaelpayton@gmail.com 8 Anasazi Meadows Court Placitas New Mexico 87043 I’m with Gov. Lujan Grisham!



stephen crozier scrozier@tierrarealty.com po box 8270 Santa Fe New Mexico 87504



Geoff McCool geomcc7@hotmail.com 1139 Marigold Albuquerque New Mexico 87122



Kristina Fisher kristinagrayfisher@gmail.com 1608 Camino la Canada Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Sheridan Phillips sheridan.phillips@mac.com 369 Montezuma Ave Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Tony Chiaviello chiavielloa@uhd.edu 206 N Combs St Silver City New Mexico 88061 Methane must be monetized and added to the natural gas stock as a transition fuel to reduce greenhouse gases enroute to ending primary reliance on fossil fuels.



Stan Bass stanjbass@msn.com 1545 S. Esperanza Street Las Cruces New Mexico 88001 You kept your word, and more. Thank you for being the outstanding governor that you are. When you run for President in 2024, assuming we will still be a democracy, Margaret and I will be there to support you.



Raj Inder Khalsa rikkhalsa@yahoo.com PO Box 1288 santa cruz New Mexico 87567



Audrey Ginn audreyginn@me.com 720-17 Tramway Lane NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87122



Victoria Chatfield vickihmcguire@hotmail.com 1703 Park Ave Alamogordo New Mexico 88310



Jan McCreary mccrearyjan27@gmail.com POB 3042 Silver City New Mexico 88062



Bettemae Johnson bj0009721@gmail.com 420 DeSoto St. SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87123



Robert Ingliss bobingliss1@yahoo.com 21B Sudeste Pl Santa Fe New Mexico 87508 I'd like my kids to live in a better world.



Mia Kalish mkalish@nmsu.edu 109 Camunez Rd, Box 342 San Miguel New Mexico 88058 I absolutely support you in this, Governor Lujan Grisham. I spent several years both living on and travelling to the Navajo Reservation, and I know from real experience that this is a significant problem that needs... no DEMANDS... significant action.



ada rippberger arippberger@yahoo.com 1721 kit carson ave sw albuquerque New Mexico 87104



Deborah Klaus dklaus6@gmail.com 121 1/2 Lansing Dr. SW Albuquerque New Mexico 87105 I appreciate your concern for the survival of our environment.  Please do EVERYTHING you can to reduce (eventually eliminate) methane emissions.  Thank you.



Glenn Yocum gyocum@whittier.edu 426 Valverde Commons Dr. Taos New Mexico 87571



Erik Jirgens 052saki@gmail.com 2930 Rivera RD SW Deming New Mexico 88030



p schooley patrice.schooley@comcast.net New Mexico 87043



Peggy Giltrow pgiltrow@cybermesa.com 216 Alta Vista St Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 New Mexico can take the lead in rules to reduce methane waste and oil and gas pollution.  The governor agrees.  We support her stand, and advocate a strict methane regulatory system.



Susan Homer 33slhomer@comcast.net 5000 sequoia rd nw albuquerque New Mexico 87120



K Keeney Bewell1122@gmail.com New Mexico 87010 Please continue your urgent efforts to end methane pollution and its deadly effects. Thank you!



Natalie dake nataliedake@yahoo.com New Mexico 87514



Maggie Burgess burgess.margaret@ymail.com 11 Calle Cienega Placitas New Mexico 87043 We must take steps to curtail methane gas - to do this we will need the oil and gas to step up and take action.  I realize it Is most likely they will have to be forced to help in this effort — of saving our planet.



alix bjorklund dralix@dralixbjorklund.com 2000 Zozobra Lane Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Signe Stuart jmsmstuart@q.com 18 Gavilan Rd Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Marianne Lappin mariannelappin@gmail.com 4580 Nogal Canyon Road Las Cruces New Mexico 88011



Erin Cone nap18@erincone.com 6 Eldorado Way Santa Fe New Mexico 87508 Please continue to fight for a livable planet for our children. We are at a crossroads: green future or no future. Please stand up to oil and gas special interests that put their profit ahead of clean water, breathable air and a stable climate. We are counting on you.



Chemen Ochoa chemenochoa@msn.com 1 Altura Drive Santa Fe New Mexico 87508 We must stop all Methane gas leaks in our state.  Our health, children’s health, our lives are being threatened by such leaks.



People over Profit!



James Ross jj@pwross.com PO Box 16258 Las Cruces New Mexico 88004 Our family totally supports taking all steps necessary in reducing Methane.  The energy sector must be regulated in such a way as to reduce their impact on our State.



jon spar jsparkkuli@yahoo.com.au 1408 lobo ct ne alb New Mexico 87106



Irene Johnson icjcpapc@gmail.com 619 S Cedar Ave Roswell New Mexico 88203



Anne Harris anha24@comcast.net 9636 Vista Casitas Dr NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87114



Diane MacInnes storyscapes@cybermesa.com 110 Calle Paisano Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 In addition, we must not allow industry to take our water resources, irreversibly contaminate them, then sell them back to us as minimal filtered produced water From fracking. No produced water on our crops, for our livestock, or in our drinking water. The scientists studying the feasibility of this are connected to the industry, even though the NMED promised they wouldn’t be. If you are honest, follow the money and read!!!



Susan Kutz catloversusan@gmail.com 4822 Camino Dos Vidas Las Cruces New Mexico 88012



Anne Harris anha24@comcast.net 9636 Vistas Casitas Dr NW Alnuquerque New Mexico 87114



Anne Harris anha24@comcast.net 9636 Vistas Casitas Dr NW Alnuquerque New Mexico 87114



Nicki Marx Nickimarx@gmail.com 204 Paseo Del Canon E Taos New Mexico 87571



Allen Gaarden ggaarden4@q.com 205 Cerro de Ortega SE Rio Rancho New Mexico 87124



Marilyn Rose mlwr46@centurylink.net 6624 High Ridge Pl NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87111



Elvia Linn seanlinn@msn.com 6100 Chayote Rd NE Rio Rancho New Mexico 87144 Protect mother earth!



Jonathan Nimitz jnimitz@comcast.net 3300 Mountain Rd NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87106



Jacqueline Cardona jpcardona2016@gmail.com 1700 Agua Fria St Santa Fe New Mexico 87505
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Joann Morris morrisjseb@hotmail.com New Mexico 87114 We MUST act now to help NM, and pave the way for other states to take action too.



Dr. Dianne Strauss delise9999@aol.com New Mexico 87504



Troy Guglielmina troy@omsande.com 400 S Compress Las Cruces New Mexico 28806 Solar is the path forward for NM!  Capture and cap all the leaking methane and no new drilling or fracking!! Transition to renewables while protecting workers in fossil fuels with just transition policies



Les Roberts hobo17pollie@gmail.com PO Box 199 Serafina New Mexico 87569



Brian Otto beotto7@gmail.com 4319 Calle Amarilla Las Cruces New Mexico 88011



Jacqueline Beam jacquelineybeam@gmail.com 7 Mimosa Rd. Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Michael LaBrecque jmmlsolar@comcast.net 5515 Ciento Vistas Las Cruces New Mexico 88011 New Mexico needs to continue moving forward in transition to cleaner alternative power sources. Meanwhile we must cap & capture the outrageous amount of methane leaking from existing systems. We do not need more drilling and fracking, we need smarter thinking in the utilizing the plentiful, cleans sources of energy New Mexico has an abundance of, wind and solar.



Teri Micco terimicco@mac.com 32 Bosque Loop Santa Fe New Mexico 87508 What would Love do?



Rebecca Walding studio50@swcp.com 50 Main Street Cerrillos New Mexico 87010 New Mexico should be leading the way towards a renewable future... we have the sun, we have the wind, and we have trainable people that need good jobs.



Jayne Stewart journeyhorse56@gmail.com 1600 4th Street NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87107 We have to do everything we can asap to address all climate change issues and this one in particular?



Kristin Ulibarri kristinulibarri@gmail.com 422 Valverde Commons Dr Taos New Mexico 87571



Julie Sando juliesando@embarqmail.com 26088 E US HWY 64 Taos New Mexico 87571



Sheridan Phillips sheridan.phillips@mac.com 369 Montezuma Ave. Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Kirsten Lear learkirsten@gmail.com 219 Anita Place Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 Addressing Rising Asthma rates and having Clean air Matter!



Peter Roche sunmtnsft@aol.com 2916-C Avenida Alamosa Santa Fe New Mexico 87507



Cheryl Nelson nelsoncheryl2@yahoo.com 1971 Las Cruces New Mexico 88011 Keep Going!  Move ahead knowing that you are in the Right!  New Mexico never needed you more....!



Eugene Abravanel abravae314@comcast.net 3012 Broadmoor Dr. Las Cruces New Mexico 88001



Sarah Andrews sa1321@msn.com 1321 Mountain Valley Rd. Sandia Park New Mexico 87047 If we have we have extra money, let's use it to save our state and planet!



James Hyder jehyder@aol.com New Mexico 87547



Ann Moore annmoore@cnsp.net New Mexico 87505



Elaine Kelly elaine8808@hotmail.com 8808 Yankee Dr. NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87109



Justin Sweet dulce1021@hotmail.com New Mexico 87106



Robert Fischoff robertfischoff@gmail.com PO Box 2743 Silver City New Mexico 88062



Chantal Fidanza chantal11@protonmail.com New Mexico 87508 YES! For reducing methane waste and protecting New Mexicans form this unnecessary pollution and harm to the world we all live in.



Sally Bryan sabryan999@gmail.com 6 Melado Drive Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Jill Joseph jjoseph2533@gmail.com 2533 Lazo Ct Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Nate Faust natefaustshucker@gmail.com New Mexico 87112



Judith Allen judyluallen@comcast.net 14 Placitas New Mexico 87043 Can we not figure out how to capture the methane for use?



Marla Valdez marlavaldez@hotmail.com New Mexico 87505



Bob MacPherson, PhDnr1mrm1@gmail.com 34 Coyote Mountain Road Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 I'm a scientist.  We must contain methane!



Theresa Hadden-Martinezhadden@expertiva.com 3 Sombra del Monte Rd Placitas New Mexico 87043



Allyson Jaenson allymowbark6@gmail.com 3650 Morningstar Dr Las Cruces New Mexico 88011



Lawrence Borok l.borok@outlook.com PO Box 156 Tesuque New Mexico 87574



Samantha Furgason sam@artworkinternational.com 1816 San Felipe Circle Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 My family has been here for 4 generations. Clean air and and a environmental protection are very important to me.



Gloria L Hacker gildacat9@gmail.com 4443 Los Arboles Drive Las Cruces New Mexico 88011



Suzanne Stamatov stamatov22@gmail.com 24 Bosque Azul Santa Fe New Mexico 87507 We try to reduce our carbon footprint every day.  But it feels hopeless when we see the photos of methane gas being burnt off and wasted.  It's such a potent greenhouse gas.  We need government to step in to regulate these companies that only think of their profit margins not the health of the planet nor the people nor the animals.



Rachel Moore rachiemoo21@gmail.com New Mexico 32605



Stephen McGuire StephenMMcGuire80@gmail.com 32934



Emily Wolf emily.kwolf26@gmail.com New Mexico 87501



Margaret Alley mawgiealley@hotmail.com 624 E Alameda #6 Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



OSCAR SIMPSON oscarsimpson3@yahoo.com 3320 12TH ST NW ALBUQUERQUE New Mexico 87107



Melissa Houser missa.houser@gmail.com 130 Valley Drive Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Glenn Schiffbauer glennschiffbauer@gmail.com PO Box 2796 Santa Fe New Mexico 87504



Dwight Sims dsims@sonic.net 1832 San Felipe Circle Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 Methane is a valuable fuel and should not be turned into CO2 in the atmosphere without making use of its BTUs.



Jane Schreiber devilsspringranch@gmail.com 9610 US 64 Blanco New Mexico 87412



Kelly Hitchcock kellyleemarie@mail.com c/o 5854 Gillette Road, c/o 5854 Gillette RoadCicero New York 13039



Susan Kutz catloversusan@gmail.com 4822 Camino Dos Vidas Las Cruces New Mexico 88012



Onishea Aguilera onisheaaguilera@yahoo.com 107 Avenida Del Sol Lordsburg New Mexico 88045



Walt Pinto waltpinto@me.com 8805 Albuquerque New Mexico 87112



Arifa Goodman goodkaz@newmexico.com PO Box 66 San Cristobal New Mexico 87564



Claudia Medina claudiaelenamedina@gmail.com1224 Princeton NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87106



Don Schreiber vivarioarriba@gmail.com 9610 US 64 Blanco New Mexico 87412 As rural New Mexicans living with the oil & gas impacts of 122 gas wells on and around our San Juan Basin ranch...



We see this as a golden moment in time to put in place new methane pollution & waste prevention rules...



And to finally change the industry-dominated regulations that have caused our state to become the worst in the nation for methane pollution & waste.



We can be the best. Let's do it.



Melynda Murphy syndeemurphy@gmail.com 902 E. Center Street Tucumcari New Mexico 88401 We need legislation in place to protect our air & the environment... I can't even enjoy visiting my relatives in NW NM, due to gases being expelled into the air. #cutmethane #protectourmotherearth #protectourchildren



karen Milstein midbarnm@gmail.com 13 Blue Jay Drive Santa Fe New Mexico 87506 There is nothing more necessary or valuable than a safe and healthy environment, which obviously includes a livable climate.



Steven Smith ssmith9604@yahoo.com 54 Road 2896 Aztec New Mexico 87410



Karen Boehler karen_boehler@yahoo.com 33 Mark Road Roswell New Mexico 88201



Carlotta Minter Panamap6@gmail.com New Mexico 87964



Martha Rivas mrivas5416@gmail.com PO Box 45 Aztec New Mexico 87410



Amilia Elliott eggplantelliott@hotmail.com Po Box 672 Tierra Amarilla New Mexico 87575



Cinda Graham grahamcinda@gmail.com P.O. Box 934 Abiquiu New Mexico 87510



Charles Fox cfox@aviandesign.net 119 W Berger St Apt 3 New Mexico 87505-2702



Wendy Dolci Wwdolci@gmail.com New Mexico 87549 New Mexico should lead the clean energy revolution!



Barbara Turner barbaraturner9@yahoo.com PO BOX 261 El Rito New Mexico 87530 I live in the Rio Chama Watershed and I have recently looked at an Environmental Defense Council methane map. The methane cloud from the 4 corners is now affecting the air watershed! Please do something about this!



David Morrison david_505_smile@yahoo.com 205 Pueblo Solano Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87107



Martha Ennis marthaleeennis@gmail.com 209 Dartmouth, NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87106



Rey Deveaux devotaos@gmail.com 27 Cerrito Colorado Road Valdez New Mexico 87580 I worked on the gas fields. and quit because of the carelessness and mindless damage the drilling companies did to the beautiful countryside.The release of methane was only a second thought and most was released to the atmosphere.They didn't care.



Joyce Cousino meanolebat47@msn.com 607 Sunday Dr. Deming New Mexico 88030 You are doing a great job, keep it up.



Moira O'Hanlon moiraohanlon@gmail.com 507 Hondo Seco Rd Arroyo Seco New Mexico 87514 Don't waste methane it is a resource.



Elisabeth Porter betsyporter505@gmail.com 14 Bosque Azul Santa Fe New Mexico 87507 PLEASE save our beautiful state!



Alexander Grunberg ajgrunberg@gmail.com PO Box 355 Arroyo Hondo New Mexico 87513



Mark Nolan mnstretch@gmail.com 6517 Zimmerman Ave NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87110



Edward LeBlanc el2@twenty15.com 531A Dolores St. Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Alan Carson adcarson@hotmail.com 2150 Rivers Edge Rio Rancho New Mexico 87144



Mary Harrison mary.harrisono@gmail.com 34 la Csnada Rd El Prado New Mexico 87529



Nicki Marx Nickimarx@gmail.com 204 Paseo Del Canon E Taos New Mexico 87571



Mary Hale maryjohnell@gmail.com 201 Vassar Dr SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87106



Stuart Watts acuaoma@aol.com 13170 B Central Ave SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87123 We need to do all we can to save the planet.  I'm glad that your administration is working towards that.  If there is anything I can do, to support that more, please let me know.



Jana Theis jmtheis3@att.net New Mexico 87507



Diane Paolazzi dechenS108@gmail.com 2313 Callejon Hermoso Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Theresa Hadden-Martinezhadden@expertiva.com 3 Sombra del Monte Rd Placitas New Mexico 87043 We cannot undo the damage we are doing now. We need to stop the damage now.



JoAnn V. Bethel jvbethel@mac.com 4305 Dancing Ground Rd. Santa Fe New Mexico 87507



Betty Nuanes bmnuanes@me.com 1332-C2 HWY 304 Veguita New Mexico 87062



Don Parsons tdparsons@msn.com 498 Christine Dr. Las Vegas New Mexico 87701



Deborah Klaus dklaus6@gmail.com 121 1/2 Lansing Dr SW Albuquerque New Mexico 87105



I. Engle 1ieengle@gmail.com 605 Bosque St. Village of Tularosa New Mexico 88352



margaret hennessey mags@cnsp.net 129 Candelario St santa fe New Mexico 87501



Glenn Yocum gyocum@whittier.edu 426 Valverde Commons Dr. Taos New Mexico 87571



Marcia Kellam marciakellam@hotmail.com 4123 Big Sky Rd Santa Fe New Mexico 87507



Glenn Yocum gyocum@whittier.edu 426 Valverde Commons Dr. Taos New Mexico 87571



Steve Ryan skryan@comcast.net 1008 CALLE DORTHIA Santa Fe New Mexico 87506



Victoria Linehan valinehan@gilanet.com 43 Hollimon Rd Glenwood New Mexico 88039



k bensusen benduzzi@gmail.com New Mexico 87529 It's been clear for many years that methane is a danger to our communities.  It shouldn't take so long to ban it.  Please do it right away



catherine czaja dancercathi@hotmail.com 793 tramway lane albuquerque New Mexico 87122



Stan Bass stanjbass@msn.com 1545 S. Esperanza Street Las Cruces New Mexico 88001



Rosenda Hernandez rosendahernandez@yahoo.com 202 Las Lomitas Dr Sunland Park New Mexico 88063



Terry Rich richworks@mac.com 22 Via La Puente Galisteo New Mexico 87540-9780



marianna versteeg m_versteeg@msn.com 74 Quartz tr santa fe New Mexico 87505



Karen Halderson halderson@thuntek.net 3301 Monroe Street, NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87110



Carrie Thompson carriebugthompson@gmail.com135 earthship way tres piedras New Mexico 87577



Nan Rush nan.rush9@gmail.com 2212 Lester Dr Ne Apt 251 Albuquerque New Mexico 87112



Harvey Rosen HROSEN@HARVEYROSENLAW.COM2500 SAWMILL RD APT 1412 Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Marta Curbelo HROSEN@HARVEYROSENLAW.COM2500 SAWMILL RD APT 1412 Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Ruben Ramirez rubenramirea@yahoo.com 903 Bronze Hill Ave. Santa Teresa New Mexico 88008



Rachel Ramirez rachelramirez1@yahoo.com 903 Bronze Hill Ave. Santa Teresa New Mexico 88008



Elizabeth Morales moreli710@aol.com PO BOX 1918 Sunland Park New Mexico 88063



Chemen Ochoa chemenochoa@msn.com 1 Altura Drive Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Maria Aragon aragon64@yahoo.com 2507 Stanford Ave Alamogordo New Mexico 88310



Sydnae Steinhart ssteinhart@comcast.net 7058 Calle Estancias Las Cruces New Mexico 88007



Rebecca Hallgarth rhallgarth2@gmail.com P.O. Box 252 Hillsboro New Mexico 88042-0252Strongly support!



Jan McCreary mccrearyjan27@gmail.com POB 3042 Silver City New Mexico 88062



Vicki Spanogle vicki@spanogle.net P.O. Box 672 Tijeras New Mexico 87059



John Tischhauser jacktisch@gmail.com 10409 Toltec Rd. NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87111
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Rita Gugliotta wclavender@live.com 30 Southfork Santa Fe New Mexico 87508 This needs to be done as well as funding more renewable energy....



Juie Valdez julievaldez1@hotmail.com PO Box 154 Alcalde New Mexico 87511



Evey Jones eveyjones@gmail.com PO Box 543 Placitas New Mexico 87043



Henry Lanman lanmanclan@q.com 86 Principe De Paz Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Chip Leavitt chip@lumiere-editions.com 4510 Olympus St Silver City New Mexico 88061



Ross Ulibarri rossulibarri@gmail.com 422 Valverde Commons Drive Taos New Mexico 87571 Keep breaking through walls!



Patricia Michaels pattymichaels@me.com 107 Thundercloud Rd. Santa Fe New Mexico 87506



Paul Wilson pablo-w-1@hotmail.com P.O. Box 1619 Silver City New Mexico 88062



Robert Fischoff robertfischoff@gmail.com PO Box 2743 Silver City New Mexico 88062



Annadane Spencer danespencer923@comcast.net 223 N Guadalupe St #543 Santa Fe New Mexico 87501 The cost of using fossil fuels need to be directly tied to the cost of the energy produced so that we can make enlightened decisions about which energy sources are most economical.  Just because it is expensive does not mean it’s okay to flare methane (etc.) and require the public to bear the cost & burden of health issues.



Barbara Rosensimon brokenkneehiker@gmail.com 2001 Northlands Albuquerque New Mexico 87123 Do not in any manner pollute New Mexico. That means put a cap on methane waste and pollution.



Kristin Ulibarri kristinulibarri@gmail.com 422 Valverde Commons Dr Taos New Mexico 87571



Ria Burnett ria_burnett@msn.com New Mexico 87557



Diane Bethune dbethune647@gmail.com 1711 Medio St Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Tom Gorman gormantd@gmail.com 31 Coyote Springs New Mexico 87508-8083



Penny Duncklee pendunck@centurylink.net 1201 Second St Las Cruces New Mexico 88005



Diane Scena dscena@earthlink.net 1514 HARVARD CT. NE ALBUQUERQUE New Mexico 87106



Nancy Bush nmbush@sbcglobal.net 63 Camino San Lucas Lamy New Mexico 87540



Tatiana Druffel jbdtmk@yahoo.com 1416 N Mississippi St Silver City New Mexico 88061



Mary Westerlund westmmjs2@hotmail.com New Mexico 87109



Arabelle Luckhardt arabellesfe@comcast.net New Mexico 87507 Climate change is our greatest challenge.  If we don’t deal with it, the others won’t matter.



I have experienced the cloud over the Four Corners.  It is a dreadful pollution in our otherwise clean air.



Mark Gall gmarmot1@hotmail.com 530 Camino Del Boisque NW ALBUQUERQUE New Mexico 87114 As a person who worked for over 4 years with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and directly in meteorology with the U.S. Army, I know that New Mexico is contributing large quantities of methane to the atmosphere. This gas causes vast amounts of warming, and this warming could lead to humans downfall. We can voluntarily stop this, or nature will stop us. It's our decision.



Ed Baker abqbakers@hotmail.com 10308 Camino Del Oso NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87111



Ronald Grinage ronaldgrinage@hotmail.com 2126 Calle de Sebastian Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 I strongly support Governor Lujan-Grisham's bold agenda to help avert a climate crisis in my lifetime! Thank you!



lucy lippard flip14@centurylink.net 14 avenida vieja Galisteo New Mexico 87540



Debra Salopek dsalopek@icloud.com New Mexico 87510



Jean Stevens jeanstevens@hotmail.com PO Box 1212 Ranchos de Taos New Mexico 87557



Mike Madden mikemadden52@gmail.com 30 Stagecoach Trail Sandia Park New Mexico 87047



Gail Powell gailpowellart@gmail.com New Mexico 87507



Laura Stewart yogini850@gmail.com 8 Vista Precioso Santa Fe New Mexico 87507



Rebecca Walding studio50@swcp.com 50 Main Street Cerrillos New Mexico 87010 For sure, cleaning up the methane that is flowing into the air would be a huge step forward.  It seems that making New Mexico green has to include ending oil and gas drilling once and for all. Which means we need to mean figuring out how we are going to pay for our schools and employ those people in the effected industry.



Jon Klingel jon@klingel.name 47 Star Vista Rd. Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Audrey Ginn audreyginn@me.com 720-17 Tramway Lane NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87122



signe stuart jmsmstuart@q.com 18 Gavilan Rd Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Kathryn Young kyoungmd@hotmail.com 2117 Father Sky St NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87112-3701



Gretel Follingstad gretelfollingstad@yahoo.com 714 Franklin Ave Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Peggy Nelson pjnelson@taosnet.com 146 Camino del Medio San Cristobal New Mexico 87564



Angelina D aaddhc@gmail.com New Mexico 87108



Don Codding desertfox1650@yahoo.com 6301 Amberside Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Carol Kuykendall ann.nm@gmx.com New Mexico 87196



Marianne Lappin mariannelappin@gmail.com 4580 Nogal Canyon Road Las Cruces New Mexico 88011



Donald Smith dhs1958@hotmail.com PO Box 1344 Capitan New Mexico 88316



Andrea Castellanos acastell2@earthlink.net PO Box 3193 Los Lunas New Mexico 87031



Rosemary Busterna rgbusterna@hotmail.com 6812 Largo Vista Street NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Sheridan Phillips sheridan.phillips@mac.com 369 Montezuma Ave. Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Ann Neef chris_neef@hotmail.com New Mexico 87144



Kristina Clark orangesporanges@gmail.com 3508 Pitt St NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87111



Todd Monson Pacauate@gmail.com 1127 Narcisco St. NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87112



Brian Otto beotto7@gmail.com 4319 Calle Amarilla Arc Las Cruces New Mexico 88011



Peter Rannells prannells42@comcast.net 2700 Vista Grande Dr NM Unit 108Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Diane Alley dalleymom2@gmail.com 2520 Calle de Rincon Bonito Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Jerome and SusanBernstein bernsteinjerome@gmail.com 1661 Cerro Gordo Rd Unit B Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Jacqueline Sauerman jackisauerman@msn.com po box 1328 edgewood New Mexico 87015



Carol Vigil chvigil@windstream.net New Mexico 87532



Irene Johnson icjcpapc@gmail.com 619 S Cedar Ave Roswell New Mexico 88203



Sean Solowiej solowiejs@gmail.com 1104 10th Street SW Albuquerque New Mexico 87102



Karen Milstein midbarnm@gmail.com 13 blue Jay  drive Santa fe New Mexico 87506



Don Kurtz donkurtz7@gmail.com New Mexico 88003



David Sternberg davealan42@hotmail.com 730 Comanche Rd SE Rio Rancho New Mexico 87124



K Keeney Bewell1122@gmail.com New Mexico 87010 This is critical. Please do not these efforts be delayed or watered down.



Marie Morgan marie@merchantmorgan.com 215 W Alicante Rd santa fe New Mexico 87505



Malcolm Merenda mmerenda48@peoplepc.com 9901 Nacimiento St. N.W. Albuquerque New Mexico 87114



Rita Grano rmg1949@msn.com 2313 Lomas Place Clovis New Mexico 88101



ken hughes nahatadzil@gmail.com 230 alameda santa fe New Mexico 87507



Jennifer Edwards jennmedwards@yahoo.com 9019 Vistas Dr. NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87113



Suzanne Stamatov stamatov22@gmail.com 24 Bosque Azul Santa Fe New Mexico 87507 Methane is one of the worst green house gases.  After reading an article in the New Mexican today about water in the fracking process, I feel that we are in for trouble.  Why is our precious resource going into the fracking process?  Do what you can now to prevent methane gas emissions.  Water can be next.



Robert Wofford woffordbob@hotmail.com 4915 Desert Walk Ct Las Cruces New Mexico 88011



Joanne McEntire jomcen@msn.com New Mexico 87112 Methane capture technology should be encouraged while it remains an industrial and agricultural pollutant.



Charlotte Smith abqnurse44@gmail.com 228 Calle Del Rey SW Albuquerque New Mexico 87121



Brent Thompson DOCKRS21@gmail.com 1513 Gadwall Rd NE RIO RANCHO New Mexico 87144



Denton McCullough dentonmccullough@hotmail.com920 N. Richard St Carlsbad New Mexico 88220



Cate Cabot catecabot@gmail.com 514 Alicia St Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



John Traceski jjtrace@msn.com 1605 Anderson Pl SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87108



John Wood JCJNWOOD@msn.com 11640 Nambe Ave NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87123



Theresa Hadden-Martinezhadden@expertiva.com 3 Sombra del Monte Rd Placitas New Mexico 87043



Idolia Hawkins idoliahawkins@gmail.com 7701 Winter NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87110



Rev StephanieHarmon s_m_harmon@yahoo.com 1813 Westridge Rd Carlsbad New Mexico 88220



Susan Breyer susanbreyer@gmail.com 608 Avenida Villa Hermosa Santa Fe New Mexico 87506



Melissa Houser missa.houser@gmail.com 130 Valley Drive Santa Fe New Mexico 87501



Teri Micco terimicco@mac.com 32 Bosque Loop Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Elizabeth Rice ear-1@att.net New Mexico 87508



Madison McClintock madumcc@gmail.com 2905 Santa Monica Ave SE Albuquerque New Mexico 87106



janet snowden snowflower@cybermesa.com New Mexico 87501



Katie Bruell ktbruell@gmail.com 3550 Ridgeway Dr Los Alamos New Mexico 87544



Fran Mayfield cfmayfield@gmail.com 333 Canyonview Dr. Farmington New Mexico 87401



Ron Faich ronfaich@comcast.net 9400 Albuquerque New Mexico 87112



Karen Boehler karen_boehler@yahoo.com 33 Mark Road Roswell New Mexico 88201



Sarah Stout sarahclaudia.s@gmail.com 1317 Luana St. Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



David Morrison david_505_smile@yahoo.com 205 Pueblo Solano Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87107



Ronald Rivera roramarcha@centurylink.net 920 Benjamin Ct SE Rio Rancho New Mexico 87124



Michael Lawler oeillist@gmail.com 1324 Boatright Dr NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87112



John Thayer ranchorelaxonm@yahoo.com POB 124 Buena Vista New Mexico 87712



David Morrison david_505_smile@yahoo.com 205 Pueblo Solano Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87107



Karen Wilson kendeavorw@hotmail.com New Mexico 87120



Lonnie Rowell lrowell8881@gmail.com 6036 Redondo Sierra Vista NE Rio Rancho New Mexico 87144



Jennifer Viereck joviereck@gmail.com New Mexico 87510



Cynthia McNamara cynthia_mcnamara@yahoo.com New Mexico 87125



Nancy Woodward nancyw@cybermesa.com 1435 Santa Cruz Dr Santa Fe New Mexico 87505



Janet Snowden snowflower@cybermesa.com New Mexico 87501



Andrew Stone info@stone.com 2425 Teodoro Rd NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87107



Juanito Serna juanitoserna76@gmail.com 1931 Redondo Peak Dr. NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Avery Ainsworth aeainsworth@aim.com 87111



Jennifer Kreie jkreie@kreie.net 5425 Longview Ln Las Cruces New Mexico 88012



Blaine Wimberly hbwimberly@aol.com 3368 Governor Miles Rd. Santa Fe New Mexico 87507



David Neff davidpneff@yahoo.com 8305 Calle Soquelle NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87113



Cliff Dahm cdahm@unm.edu 5 Pine Road Placitas New Mexico 87043



Susan Brewster susancbrewster@yahoo.com 4520 Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Monica A mon.archuleta@gmail.com New Mexico 87507



k bensusen benduzzi@gmail.com 11 reyna rd el prado New Mexico 87529



Larry Borrego Larryborrego49@hotmail.com Cordova New Mexico 87523



Rod Guinn rodguinn@mac.com 12231 Mountain Haze Rd NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87122



Edwin Barker ebarker40@comcast.net 2 Fajada Wash Santa Fe New Mexico 87508



Jeff Gifford blu222a@gmail.com 11 Park St., Apt. 3 Brookline Massachusetts 2446



Jean Stevens jeanstevens@hotmail.com PO Box 1212 Ranchos de Taos New Mexico 87557



David Leach arkadia.film@gmail.com New Mexico 87508



Jennifer Scoggin jenniferscoggin11@gmail.com 5309 Valle Vista Dr. NW Albuquerque New Mexico 87120



Paula Donahue stevedonahue@q.com 812 Alvarado NE Albuquerque New Mexico 87108



Kenneth Barrett kenbarrett4@gmail.com 130 Foothills Drive Bozeman Montana 59718
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: Cimarex Energy MAP Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:56 PM
Attachments: Cimarex Energy MAP Comments Feb 2020.pdf


From: Stephen Flaherty <sflaherty@cimarex.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 3:52 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Cimarex Energy MAP Comments
 
Please see the attached comments. 
 
Stephen A. Flaherty
Vice President, Government/External Relations


Cimarex Energy
1700 Lincoln Street
Suite 3700
Denver, CO 80203-4537
303-335-1311 office
303-483-3355 cell
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] IPANM MAP Technical Report Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:20 PM
Attachments: 02_20_20_14_29_09.pdf


From: Ryan Davis <rdavis@merrion.bz>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 4:15 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] IPANM MAP Technical Report Comments
 
Director Ely,


Please find attached IPANM's comment on the MAP Technical Document posted Decemeber
19, 2019. Please let me know if you have any questions.


Thanks,


Ryan Davis                           
Operations Manager      


(W) 505-215-3292
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Kairos Aerospace MAP Report Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:59 PM
Attachments: Kairos Aerospace NMED MAP Comments 200220.pdf


From: Ryan Streams <ryan@kairosaerospace.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 8:00 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Kairos Aerospace MAP Report Comments
 
Hello,


Please find attached Kairos Aerospace's comments on New Mexico's MAP report. 


Sincerely,
Ryan Streams


-- 
Ryan Streams
Business Development Manager
Kairos Aerospace


Denver, CO
Direct: (435) 503-5392
ryan@kairosaerospace.com
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February 20, 2020 
 
New Mexico Environment Department 
New Mexico Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department 
Attn: Sandra Ely 
1190 St. Francis Dr.  
Santa Fe, NM 87505 
 
RE: New Mexico Methane Advisory Panel draft technical report  
 
Dear Director Ely: 
 
Kairos Aerospace appreciates the opportunity to comment on the draft Methane Advisory Panel             
technical report (“the Report”) produced by the stakeholder group convened by the New Mexico              
Environment Department and the New Mexico Energy Minerals and Natural Resources Department            
(“the Agencies”). As an alternative methane monitoring technology vendor, Kairos Aerospace is on the              
front lines of innovation. Since 2013, Kairos Aerospace has provided a range of aerial solutions to oil                 
and gas industry clients and stakeholders to better understand emissions and operational efficiency.             
Using the latest aircraft-based methane spectrometry, thermal infrared, and optical imaging           
technologies, Kairos’ proprietary data service identifies actionable opportunities for our customers to            
reduce emissions and improve field performance. To date, Kairos helped oil and gas operators reduce               
more than 4 billion cubic feet of methane emissions from oil and gas infrastructure in the United States                  
and Canada.  
 
Executive Summary 
As MAP panelists detail in the Report, traditional ground-based leak detection and repair (LDAR)              
techniques can impose significant costs on oil and gas facility operators. However, panelists also              
correctly identify that fugitive emissions from oil and gas facilities can be significant and are worthy                
targets of emission reduction efforts. It’s clear that what’s needed is a low-cost leak detection               
technique that can reduce emissions without imposing significant additional operating costs.  
 
Kairos’ airborne monitoring system achieves greater emission reductions than optical gas imaging            
(OGI) by finding large leaks earlier and at a fraction of the cost. With a single aircraft, Kairos surveys up                    
to 2,000 oil and gas facilities per day, compared to approximately 4-6 per day for a ground-based OGI                  
operator. However, without sufficiently flexible regulations that foster the use of new technologies,             
many oil and gas companies will default to OGI and forego the environmental benefits of airborne                
monitoring.  
 
We encourage the Agencies to adopt flexible regulations that address methane emissions and provide              
ample pathways for alternative technologies that can demonstrate effectiveness as emission reduction            
techniques. The Agencies must recognize the importance of super-emitters and the ability of new              
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monitoring methods to find them. A small number of large leaks cause the majority of fugitive                
emissions. This is often called a “fat-tail” or “super emitter” leak distribution. Finding and repairing a                
single super emitter accomplishes more, in terms of emission reductions and cost savings, than              
repairing a host of small leaks. While OGI and Method 21 are limited in their ability to find                  
super-emitters due to their relatively long inspection times, the technologies being developed today             
find large releases quickly by inspecting multiple facilities across large geographic areas, more             
frequently, and at lower cost.  
 
Rather than focusing on detection equivalence with traditional OGI and Method 21 technologies, we              
urge the agencies to evaluate methane mitigation strategies based on mitigation equivalence.            
Detection equivalence at an individual site is an outdated metric that sheds little light on whether new                 
monitoring technologies achieve emission reductions that are equivalent to OGI. The Agencies should             
instead evaluate whether the overall emission reductions achieved across many facilities are            
equivalent to those of OGI. 
 
Fugitive Emissions Are Significant and Worthy of Regulatory Oversight 
The Report correctly identifies that fugitive emissions can contribute significant methane emissions,            
particularly from sites commonly referred to as super emitters. Based on Kairos’ extensive experience              
in surveying approximately 30,000 oil and gas production facilities in southeast New Mexico, our data               
support the conclusion that a small number of facilities represent the majority of total methane               
emissions.  
 
In the course of surveying southeast New Mexico for methane emissions, Kairos identified 1,056              
emission sources out of the 30,000+ active wells and 10,000+ miles of gathering lines in the region. The                  
median emission size Kairos identified was 88 MCF per day, with a 90th percentile rate of 441 MCF per                   
day. In other words, Kairos found approximately 100 sources of emissions across the entire that were                
emitting more than 441 MCF per day, which indicates a relative handful of sites are strongly skewing                 
the total emissions for the basin.  
 
Our survey results reflect the broader consensus in the scientific community, which is referenced in the                
Report: a small number of sites are responsible for significant emissions and those sites appear to have                 
an element of randomness to them.  
 
That points to two important conclusions. First, there are sites in New Mexico today that are                
contributing significant methane emissions. Second, those sites are relatively uncommon but           
identifying them quickly can lead to very rapid emission reductions. In other words, it would take                
many, many equipment retrofits to achieve the same level of emission reductions that would be               
achieved by strategically identifying and eliminating all 100 sources that are emitting greater than 441               
MCF per day.  
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Fig. 1: Kairos 2019 survey results from the New Mexico Permian Basin 



 
The Report also references several scientific studies that point to the outsized impact super-emitters              
play in total emissions. Kairos has conducted similar comparisons to expected emissions based on              1



1 Papers cited include: Rella, Chris W., et al, (2015), “Measuring Emissions from Oil and Natural Gas Well Pads Using the 
Mobile Flux Plane Technique,” Environ. Sci. Technol., 2015, 49 (7), available at 
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.est.5b00099, See, e.g., Allen, D.T., et al., “Measurements of methane emissions at 
natural gas production sites in the United States,” Proc. Natl. Acad., 110 (44) pp. 17768–17773 (“Allen (2013)”), available at 
http://www.pnas.org/content/110/44/17768.full; ERG and Sage Environmental Consulting, LP, “City of Fort Worth Natural 
Gas Air Quality Study, Final Report” (“Fort Worth Study”) (July 13, 2011), available at 
http://fortworthtexas.gov/gaswells/default.aspx?id=87074 (finding that the highest 20 percent of emitting sites account for 
60–80 percent of total emissions from all sites; the lowest 50 percent of sites account for only 3–10 percent of total 
emissions); Zavala-Araiza, et al., (2015) “Toward a Functional Definition of Methane Super-Emitters: Application to Natural 
Gas Production Sites,” Environ. Sci. Technol., 49, at 8167−8174 (“Zavala-Araiza (2015)”), available at 
http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdfplus/10.1021/acs.est.5b00133 (finding that “functional super-emitter” sites represented 
approximately 15% of sites within each of several different “cohorts” based on production, but accounted for 
approximately 58 to 80% of emissions within each production cohort); Zavala-Araiza et al., (2015) “Reconciling divergent 
estimates of oil and gas methane emissions,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 112, no. 51, 15597 at 
15600 (finding that “at any one time, 2% of facilities in the Barnett region are responsible for 90% of emissions, and 10% are 
responsible for 90% of emissions.”) (“Barnett Synthesis”) 
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component-level emission measurements, and found that isolated large sources of emissions are likely             
responsible for the majority of methane being emitted in southeast New Mexico.  
 
For example, Kairos conducted a comparison with the University of Texas (UT) and Environmental              
Defense Fund’s (EDF) study of site-level emissions at 150 sites. Kairos compared the measured              2



number of leaks and emissions from those leaks in that study to the actual number of sites that Kairos                   
found to be emitting in New Mexico, and the emission rates measured by Kairos. Their study examined                 
489 wells at 150 sites, identifying 769 sources of emissions. Scaled basin-wide in New Mexico, that                
would translate to over 47,000 leaks from New Mexico’s 30,000 active wells. The study also calculated                
emission rates from its observed leaks. 
 
Kairos evaluated its own survey data and determined that approximately 2% of leaks (based on UT-EDF                
study leak frequency) are responsible for 73.5% of basin-wide methane emissions (based on UT-EDF              
study emission measurements.) In other words, Kairos data both confirms the existence of the fat-tail               
distribution of methane as well as provides an operational tool to find and address these very same                 
sites.  
 



 
 



Fig. 2: Count of emissions detected by Kairos vs. estimated overall emission contribution from those 
detections 



2 Adam, David, et al. “ Measurements of methane emissions at natural gas production sites in the United States.”  PNAS 
October 29, 2013 110 (44) 17768-17773 https://www.pnas.org/content/110/44/17768 
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Current Fugitive Emissions Monitoring Techniques Can Be Improved Upon 
As further support for the need for a technology like Kairos’ in the market, the authors of a 2016 paper                   



analyzed ~15,000 measurements from 18 prior studies and showed that “all available natural gas               
3



leakage datasets are statistically heavy-tailed, and that gas leaks are more extremely distributed than              
other natural and social phenomena. A unifying result is that the largest 5% of leaks typically                
contribute over 50% of the total leakage volume. (emphasis added)” The study authors concluded              



4



that “performance targets for novel detection technologies can be informed by the emission             
distributions synthesized here…[which] could possibly allow more efficient solutions to the problem            
(i.e., avoid ‘over-engineering’ of detector technologies.)” Rather than over-engineering an expensive,           
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sensitive instrument, we have built a technologically innovative solution that prioritizes efficiency by             
identifying these super-emitters quickly. 
 
As MAP panelists identified in the Report, traditional ground-based inspection techniques can be             
expensive and come with operating and capital expenses that need to be taken into account. While                
estimates vary, the cost of an OGI camera alone can be $85,000 to $120,000. Moreover, the time and                  
expense involved with site inspections is a factor to consider. As one commenter noted, “Though               
pricing can fluctuate, a 2014 study determined that average cost of hiring an external service provider                
to conduct OGI LDAR surveys was estimated to be $2,300 for a compressor station, $5,000 for a gas                  
plant, $1,200 for a multi-well battery, $600 for a single well battery, and $400 for a well site.” Rapid                   
aerial screening can cover more sites and therefore achieve economies of scale that may not be                
possible with reliance on more labor-intensive ground based techniques.  
 
However, many existing methane regulation schemes are geared toward using these traditional            
ground-based techniques, despite their cost and other limitations. Many alternative methods are            
therefore compared to a ground-based OGI program, which is an understandable but ultimately flawed              
way of thinking. If an alternative monitoring standard focuses on an instrument being able to detect                
the exact same emissions in the same way as an OGI camera, then that analysis undervalues other very                  
important considerations like speed and cost. For example, lower cost surveys can be conducted more               
frequently, and therefore may catch super-emitters faster, which the data show to be an important               
path to reducing emissions. Similarly, technologies that are able to rapidly inspect may shorten overall               
inspection times and deliver results faster. Sensitivity is not the only measure by which a technology                
should be evaluated. Traditional methods like OGI cameras also have technical weaknesses. For             
example, OGI camera quantification algorithms are in the early stages of development and are not yet                
reliable. Many emerging technologies, including LeakSurveyor, have more accurate quantification than           
current industry standard practices. Encouraging the use of new technologies will capture benefits             
beyond simply better resolution, faster surveying, and lower program costs.  
 



3 Brandt, Adam, et al. “Methane Leaks from Natural Gas Systems Follow Extreme Distributions.” Environ. Sci. Technol. Oct. 
14, 2016. URL: http://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/ 10.1021/acs.est.6b04303.  
4 Id. 
5 Id. 
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The key difference in what we suggest the Agencies consider in future rulemakings is between               
detection equivalence and mitigation equivalence. Conducting more frequent surveys would identify           
any potential fat-tail emission sources faster than a ground-based method, even if the detection              
sensitivity is lower. Cheaper, faster monitoring will provide mitigation equivalence or superior            
performance by more frequent targeting of super-emitters. 
 
New technologies like Kairos’ aerial methane imaging can find super-emitters much more efficiently             
than OGI. We urge the Agencies to orient any leak detection programs they develop away from narrow                 
inspections of individual facilities and toward broad inspections of many facilities. Any future rules              
should incorporate a mitigation equivalence determination rather than focusing on site-by-site           
detection equivalence. There is ample scientific evidence, as referenced above, showing the relative             
emission contribution of super-emitters. Developing a regulatory program that provides flexible           
pathways to efficiently identify and mitigate those sources will yield better outcomes for the Agencies,               
operators, and the environment. 
 
The Technology to Improve Fugitive Emissions Monitoring Programs Exists Today 
Our technology also fills technical needs in the marketplace. At the most basic level, we are filling a gap                   
between handheld gas imaging devices (which are sensitive but time-consuming and costly to use) and               
aerial air-sampling devices (which are better suited to scientific research than leak detection), creating              
an entirely new category class of detection technology: aerial methane imaging. Our technology is              
designed to efficiently and cost-effectively target super-emitters, which have been increasingly shown            
to be responsible for most of the volume of fugitive methane emissions. 



Kairos has demonstrated that new technology isn’t simply a promise on the horizon; it is being                
implemented with success by operators today. In 2019, Kairos surveyed 40,000 oil and gas wells along                
with thousands of miles of pipelines. The results of our work with industry speak for themselves. Kairos                 
customers eliminated 3.9 billion cubic feet of methane in 2019. This is not simply promising research                
that needs to be studied; Kairos and others have developed operational tools that already operate at                
scale. We urge the Agencies to provide a pathway for such technologies to be rigorously reviewed and                 
implemented in the field as soon as possible. 
 
With the proper framework in place, New Mexico can enact methane reduction strategies while              
minimizing the operational and financial impact to operators. We encourage the Agencies to think              
about these new tools as part of an overall strategy, not simply as a substitute of OGI or any other kind                     
of emissions monitoring technology.  
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Conclusion 
We appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback to the Agencies and we support many of the                
arguments laid out in the Report.  
 



● Based on the available scientific research and Karios’ own work, super emitters have an              
outsized impact on total methane emissions.  



● We believe that new technologies like Kairos that focus on rapid screening can complement the               
slower, more detailed ground-based techniques to improve upon the current state of leak             
detection programs. This can be done by focusing on mitigation equivalence over detection             
equivalence in leak detection regulatory schemes. 



● The technology to make the necessary changes we outlined exists today. Kairos and others              
have developed proven tools that are ready for field-wide deployment now.  



 
At Kairos Aerospace, we are excited to use our innovative methane monitoring technology to work               
with industry and the Agencies to reduce methane emissions faster and at a lower cost than traditional                 
monitoring technologies. We’ve identified and mitigated billions of cubic feet of emitted natural gas              
through aerial monitoring. We’ve also eliminated thousands of hours of vehicle trips and improved              
safety in the field for operations personnel. This has all been done on a voluntary basis and we believe                   
that if industry were able to use aerial monitoring as a regulatory compliance tool, the benefits would                 
be even greater. We look forward to being able to use our technology nationwide to help the oil and                   
gas industry quickly and safely reduce methane emissions.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Steve Deiker 
CEO 
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: Dugan Production Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:31 PM
Attachments: Methane Advisory Panel Comments.docx


From: Kevin Smaka <Kevin.Smaka@duganproduction.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Dugan Production Comments
 
 
 
Kevin Smaka
Regulatory Engineer
Dugan Production Corp.
505-486-6207
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Methane Advisory Panel Comments





These comments have been prepared and submitted on behalf of Dugan Production Corp.





As these rules and regulations are developed we wish to stress that marginal wells will be greatly impacted by a one size fits all regulation.  Whenever a regulation is implemented to cost to comply with the regulation for an older/marginal well becomes very burdensome to operators of marginal wells.  Consider the formula for basic time to payout:





As the time to payout becomes longer and longer the rate of return on the investment becomes quite literally nothing and in some cases is not an economically viable solution in any form.  We strongly urge that marginal wells are not forgotten when considering how to write and implement this regulation.  


While the topic of marginal wells is being addressed it is imperative that economics be considered and are factored into any new regulation.  The most basic definition for a marginal well is one that no longer produces volumes or oil and gas in large quantities.  As such it doesn’t make a lot of money.  If the cost of compliance becomes too large operators will have to choose between operating at a loss and prematurely abandoning resources.  This negatively impacts the state because those are minerals that could’ve been extracted, sold and the state would have been paid royalties. Instead resources will be permanently stranded and money that would’ve been paid as royalty to support programs like education will be lost forever.  Please do not lose sight on the negative consequences that can occur if a rule is created that operates on the assumption that every well in the state produces volumes of oil and gas that can readily absorb new regulation.


When considering high bleed pneumatic devices it is necessary that a practical time be put in place so that operators will have the time they need to get the needed parts to switch out the old devices and place the low bleed devices in service.  If a ludicrous timeframe is put in place no one will be able to comply with the rule simply because the devices haven’t been manufactured yet.


Leak detection and repair is a viable way to help eliminate waste and increase revenues and royalties.  On the surface it sounds like the most common sense and best way to reduce emissions but the cost of compliance here becomes an issue. If an operator is forced to use the latest and greatest technology to conduct LDAR surveys the cost will be crushing to small independent operators.  A FLIR type camera usually costs $100,000.00. When you plug that into the simple payout formula and are only getting a few dollars back it becomes plain to see forcing an operator into this kind of investment is practically criminal.  We strongly urge the state to allow operators the choice of what forms of LDAR technology we use to check our equipment for leaks.


In addition to the piece of equipment we use for LDAR inspections we also wish to discuss the frequency that inspections will take place.  Wells that are marginal more than likely have equipment that is leaking and need an LDAR inspection to correct the problems the well may have.  For wells that are marginal the only thing recurring LDAR inspections would do is speed all marginal wells to premature plugging.  For the purpose of minimizing emissions while not prematurely abandoning marginal wells we ask that operators be require to conduct annual inspections at facilities with VOC emissions greater than 15 tons per year and a 1 time inspection at facilities with emissions less than 15 tons per year.  In so doing the LDAR inspections will be able to greatly minimize emissions from the largest polluters while still maintaining a common sense approach to minimizing leaks from marginal wells.


It is our position that there is no need for a regulation pertaining to liquids unloading.  Certain wells have the ability to lift their liquids and remain productive simply by removing the liquids downhole without the installation of artificial lift equipment.  Having it suggested that artificial lift is a cure all is foolish.  In a perfect world where money doesn’t matter it is fair to suggest the installation of artificial lift will correct all gas vented due to liquid unloading.  Unfortunately that world does not exist, wells must be profitable and in certain, limited cases, wells must vent a little gas to sell gas.  There is no regulation or law that can be passed that will change the laws of physics or improve the economics of wells that vent gas during the unloading process.  It is not the governments place to tell an operator what pieces of lift equipment must be used or is permissible, unless it dangerous or blatantly wasteful.


It is Dugan’s opinion that tank emissions are minimal from marginal wells.  There simply isn’t that much gas being vented from wells that produce so little gas and oil.   As a threshold and tank emission controls are considered we strongly encourage the segment of this rule dedicated to tank emissions have a threshold of emissions greater than 15 tons per year be the limit that must be passed in order to require emission controls be installed on tanks.  By setting this threshold it will be allow marginal wells to avoid cost prohibitive regulation while eliminating the emissions from the tanks that will be the largest sources of tank emissions.


For the record vapor recovery towers are not emission control equipment.


Last of all we stress that low pressure exemption for Reduced Emission completions must remain in place.  During stimulation operations, wells are treated with nitrogen based gels and foams that are the primary component of the initial flow back.  This initial gas is not pipeline quality because it is mostly nitrogen.  Nitrogen does not burn.  The requirement to have a flare running at all times is foolish.  





After having addressed all issues seen in the MAP guidance we wish to further add to the discussion one point; why is the state making a rule when the EPA already has a methane reduction regulation in place?  In 40 CFR 60 NSPS OOOO and 40 CFR 60 NSPS OOOOa the EPA has set out requirements for pneumatic devices, pneumatic pumps, well completions, tank emissions, compressor emissions, LDAR inspections and quite literally everything being addressed in this rule making process.  By simply enforcing this rule you can skip the rule making process and all the waste associated with it.  


If this is about reducing methane enforce the existing rule.  If this is about pleasing constituents and politicking at its finest surely there are better ways to please the voter base than duplicating some rule, chopping off the effective date and declaring that reducing these emissions has saved the world from some kind of catastrophe.  The oil and gas industry is a blessing to our state.  Instead of creating rules that will harm that industry perhaps the state should spend its time finding ways to make the goose lay bigger golden eggs instead of poking that same goose with sticks.





Kevin Smaka


	










From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: Earthworks" comments on the draft MAP report
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:21 PM
Attachments: Earthworks NM Map Comments 2-20-20.pdf


From: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 9:18 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: Earthworks' comments on the draft MAP report
 
 
 
Maddy Hayden
Public Information Officer
New Mexico Environment Department
Office: (505)827-0314
Cell: (505)231-8800
Email: maddy.hayden@state.nm.us
Twitter: @NMEnvDep | #IamNMED
 


From: Ely, Sandra, NMENV <Sandra.Ely@state.nm.us> 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 9:07 AM
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV <Maddy.Hayden@state.nm.us>
Cc: Sandoval, Adrienne, EMNRD <Adrienne.Sandoval@state.nm.us>
Subject: Fwd: [EXT] Fwd: Earthworks' comments on the draft MAP report
 
Maddy-?Can you see why the email address on the MAP website is not taking comments on the
technical report? A lot of people will be filing today. 
 
Adrienne- I let people know they can submit comments until midnight tonight.
Get Outlook for iOS
 


---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Bruce Baizel" <bruce@earthworksaction.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 20, 2020 at 8:45 AM -0700
Subject: [EXT] Fwd: Earthworks' comments on the draft MAP report
To: "Ely, Sandra, NMENV" <Sandra.Ely@state.nm.us>, "Sandoval, Adrienne, EMNRD"
<Adrienne.Sandoval@state.nm.us>


Good morning Sandra and Adrienne,
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mailto:maddy.hayden@state.nm.us

https://aka.ms/o0ukef

mailto:bruce@earthworksaction.org

mailto:Sandra.Ely@state.nm.us
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February	20,	2020	
	
Sandra	Ely	
New	Mexico	Environment	Department	
1190	St.	Francis	Dr.	
Santa	Fe,	NM	87505	
Comments	submitted	by	email	to	methanestrategy@state.nm.us		
	
Dear	Ms.	Ely	and	the	Methane	Advisory	Panel:	
	
Thank	you	for	the	opportunity	to	submit	comments	on	the	New	Mexico	Methane	Advisory	Panel	
draft	technical	report	(issued	in	December	2019).	The	report’s	issuance	is	an	important	step	on	the	
path	toward	the	state’s	goal	of	curbing	climate	pollution,	including	from	the	oil	and	gas	industry.	
	
I	appreciated	being	part	of	the	panel	discussions	and	formulation	of	the	report.	On	behalf	of	
Earthworks,	I	am	submitting	the	following	comments	on	the	report.		
	
Earthworks	is	a	national	nonprofit	organization	committed	to	protecting	communities	and	the	
environment	from	the	impacts	of	mining	and	energy	development	while	seeking	sustainable	
solutions.	For	nearly	30	years,	we	have	fulfilled	our	mission	by	working	with	communities	and	
grassroots	groups	to	reform	government	policies,	improve	corporate	practices,	influence	
investment	decisions	and	encourage	responsible	materials	sourcing	and	consumption.		
	
Our	comments	are	informed	by	the	governor’s	mandate	to	NMED	and	EMNRD:	
	“...jointly	develop	a	statewide,	enforceable	regulatory	framework	to	secure	reductions	in	oil	and	gas	
sector	methane	emissions	and	to	prevent	waste	from	new	and	existing	sources	and	enact	such	rules	as	
soon	as	practicable.”		
	
In	2014,	Earthworks	started	the	Community	Empowerment	Project	(CEP)	because	oil	and	gas	
pollution	puts	people	and	the	climate	at	risk.	CEP	focuses	on	the	use	of	optical	gas	imaging	(OGI)	to	
make	visible	otherwise	invisible	pollution	caused	by	intentional	releases,	equipment	failures,	and	
operator	errors	in	oil	and	gas	fields.	CEP’s	primary	goals	are	to	support	frontline	communities;	
shine	a	spotlight	on	the	need	for	regulators,	legislators,	and	companies	to	reduce	pollution;	and	
promote	the	improvement	of	oil	and	gas	policies	and	regulations.		
	
One	of	our	strategies	is	to	file	complaints	with	regulatory	agencies	nationwide	in	order	to	drive	
industry	and	government	accountability	for	fixing	pollution	problems.	We	have	been	heartened	to	
see	the	New	Mexico	Environment	Department	(NMED)	recently	begin	to	use	Earthworks’	OGI	and	
complaints	as	valid	third-party	evidence	on	which	to	base	oil	and	gas	investigations.		
	
Such	efforts	are	particularly	critical	now	because	methane	pollution	is	86	times	more	damaging	to	
our	climate	than	carbon	dioxide	over	a	20-year	time	frame—which	is	only	twice	as	long	as	the	time	
that	scientists	say	we	have	to	avoid	the	most	catastrophic	effects	of	climate	change.		
	
Oil	and	gas	operations	also	release	volatile	organic	compounds	(VOCs)	that	cause	a	range	of	health	
problems,	including	benzene,	a	known	carcinogen,	and	nitrogen	oxide,	which	contributes	to	the	
formation	of	ozone.	This	directly	threatens	the	nearly	140,000	New	Mexico	residents	who	live	
within	a	half-mile	radius	of	active	oil	and	gas	facilities.		
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The	following	comments	focus	on	several	sections	of	the	report	and	Earthworks’	documentation	of	
oil	and	gas	pollution	through	OGI	and	Quantitative	Optical	Gas	Imaging	(QOGI),	as	well	as	our	
experience	with	methane	control	regulations	in	other	states.		
	
In	addition,	our	comments	are	supported	by	input	from	James	(Tim)	Doty,	President	of	TCHD	
Consulting	LLC,	with	whom	Earthworks	has	consulted	on	technical	matters	related	to	oil	and	gas	air	
pollution	and	OGI.	Mr.	Doty	is	a	former	air	scientist	with	the	Texas	Commission	on	Environmental	
Quality	(TCEQ).	He	oversaw	the	agency’s	Mobile	Monitoring	Team's	OGI	program	for	ten	years	and	
served	as	its	OGI	Program	Coordinator	and	certification	instructor	for	another	three	years	until	his	
retirement	from	state	service. 
	
1.	Emissions	are	likely	higher	than	operator	estimates	suggest	
A	growing	body	of	evidence	underscores	the	importance	of	states	like	New	Mexico	requiring	
operators	to	reduce	greenhouse	gas	emissions	even	more	than	their	self-reported	estimates	
suggest.	This	reality	should	underpin	any	future	guidance	on	control	technologies	and	practices,	as	
well	as	agency	monitoring,	in	order	to	help	meet	New	Mexico’s	stated	goal	of	reducing	greenhouse	
gas	emissions	statewide	by	at	least	45	percent	by	2030.	
	
The	MAP	report	correctly	states	(p.14)	that,	“Care	should	be	taken	in	estimating	emissions”	from	
the	US	Environmental	Protection	Agency	Greenhouse	Gas	Reporting	Program	(GHGRP).	Reasons	
cited	include	the	combination	of	multiple	states	into	Basin-wide	numbers	(i.e.,	New	Mexico	and	
Texas	into	the	Permian)	and	the	omission	of	countless	wells	and	smaller	facilities,	including	
producers	with	lower	volumes	of	reported	emissions	(under	25,000	metric	tons	per	year	of	carbon	
dioxide	equivalent,	or	CO2e).	Taken	together,	these	“smaller	sources”	can	cumulatively	have	a	
significant	impact	on	both	air	quality	and	climate.	By	EPA’s	own	estimates,	the	GHGRP	stated	
coverage	includes	only	about	half	of	all	greenhouse	gas	emissions	and	only	2,500	oil	and	gas	
facilities.	
	
The	report	also	reviews	(pp.	37-41)	studies	indicating	that	actual	measurements	using	a	“top-
down”	approach	show	significantly	higher	levels	of	methane	emissions	than	the	GHGRP,	which	is	
based	on	“bottom	up”	estimates	and	operator	self-reporting.	The	Panel	should	also	be	aware	of	a	
recently	released	study	from	Pennsylvania	State	University	comparing	actual	measurement	of	
methane	plumes	from	oil	and	gas	operations	in	the	south-central	US	to	the	GHGRP	inventory,	which	
found	that	emissions	are	nearly	twice	as	high	as	operators	report.		
	
Finally,	previous	research	by	Earthworks	on	gas	facilities	in	Pennsylvania	revealed	a	practice	by	
operators	of	“mixing	and	matching”	emissions	factors	for	the	purpose	of	applying	for	permits.	In	
particular,	the	selection	of	certain	emissions	factors	can	keep	Potential	to	Emit	numbers	low	and	
allow	for	the	classification	of	certain	facilities	as	“minor	sources”—when	the	selection	of	a	different	
emissions	factor	for	the	same	equipment	would	move	the	facility	into	the	major	source	category.		
	
2.	Earthworks’	field	observations	in	New	Mexico	
Earthworks’	field	investigations	have	documented	numerous	pollution	sources	nationwide	at	more	
than	800	sites	nationwide	and	internationally,	including	more	than	100	in	New	Mexico.	These	
comprise	components	and	processes	considered	to	be	part	of	“normal	operations”	(e.g.,	engines	and	
compressor	stacks)	and	those	that	indicate	operational	problems	and	leaks	(e.g.,	open	thief	hatches	
on	tanks	and	unlit	flares).		
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Since	2018,	Earthworks	has	filed	more	than	100	complaints	with	NMED	based	on	our	OGI	findings.	
Our	field	staff	and	certified	thermographers	conducted	inspections	largely	in	response	to	
community	requests	from	the	Four	Corners	and	Permian	regions.	We	found	significant	oil	and	gas	
emissions	at	all	types	of	sites—from	new	to	old,	large	to	small—and	on	both	public	and	private	
land.	We’ve	prioritized	complaints	based	on	the	size	of	the	emissions	plumes,	proximity	of	the	site	
to	residential	homes,	and	any	odors	or	other	health	impacts	detected	by	our	field	teams.	
	
Examples	of	OGI	videos	of	specific	components	are	included	in	the	relevant	sections	of	these	
comments;	a	complete	library	of	videos	filmed	in	New	Mexico	is	available	at	http://bit.ly/CEP-NM.	
The	distribution	of	OGI	observations	of	emission	sources	is	a	product	of	the	prevalence	of	problems	
found	in	the	areas	we	visit,	combined	with	proximity	and	location	factors	that	govern	Earthworks’	
field	activities.	The	tables	below	reflect	the	breakdown	of	observations	nationwide	and	in	New	
Mexico.	
	
Field	observations:	nationwide	



Emission source Count Percentage  



Tanks 508 30% 



Vent 263 16% 



Flare 272 16% 



Engine Stack 210 12% 



Leak 128 8% 



Unknown/Invisible 63 4% 



Other 70 4% 



Valve 43 3% 



Stacks 47 3% 



Compressor 34 2% 



Pig 2 <1% 



Pit 2 <1% 



Drilling 4 <1% 



Fracturing 4 <1% 



Vehicles 5 <1% 



Liquids Unloading 6 <1% 



Pneumatic 7 <1% 



Connector 22 <1% 



	
Field	observations:	New	Mexico	



Emission Type Count Percentage 



Tanks 103 40% 



Vent 52 20% 



Flare 31 12% 



Leak 31 12% 



Engine Stack 23 9% 



Valve 8 3% 
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Connector 6 2% 



Pneumatic 1 1% 



Other 3 1% 



	
	
3.	Pneumatic	controllers	(Section	1)	
In	light	of	our	comments	above	regarding	actual	emissions	versus	operator	estimates,	we	note	with	
some	surprise	that	the	MAP	report	indicates	(p.21)	that	a	high	proportion	(over	60	percent)	of	
emissions	are	attributable	to	pneumatic	controllers.	Both	Earthworks’	and	Mr.	Doty’s	field	
experiences	indicate	there	are	considerably	larger,	more	prevalent	oil	and	gas	emission	sources,	in	
particular	storage	tanks	and	flaring	and	venting	(discussed	below).		
 
Nonetheless,	current	pneumatic	controllers	clearly	represent	a	significant	source	of	emissions	that	
can	and	should	be	curtailed.	We	believe	that	no	equipment	should	be	allowed	to	vent	on	a	regular	
and	predictable	basis,	as	is	currently	the	case	with	pneumatic	controllers.		
	
OGI	surveys	and/or	Method	21	inspections	can	actively	pinpoint	mechanical	malfunctions	for	
future	repair	and	emissions	minimization.	However,	even	regular,	frequent	Leak	Detection	and	
Repair	(LDAR)	audits	may	not	result	in	the	reduction	of	emissions	from	pneumatics,	since	these	
components	will	often	be	deemed	to	be	functioning	as	designed,	i.e.,	to	emit.		
 
Given	this,	no	emissions	from	pneumatics	should	be	allowed.	Federal	New	Source	Performance	
Standards	(NSPS)	for	methane	and	VOC	control	encourage	the	replacement	of	continuous	bleed	
pneumatics.	We	recognize	that	newly	constructed	sites	are	more	likely	to	be	using	low	bleed	or	
intermittent	bleed	pneumatic	controllers.	However,	as	noted	in	the	MAP	report	(p.	21-22),	it	is	
possible	to	further	reduce	emissions	from	these	devices	by	requiring	zero-bleed	controllers.	
California	no	longer	allows	installation	of	any	continuous	bleed	pneumatic	controllers,	with	British	
Columbia	soon	to	follow	suit.		
  
We	suggest	that	for	all	venting	pneumatic	controllers,	a	situation	of	“zero	bleed”	could	be	attained	
by	routing	exhaust	back	to	the	gas	stream	or	to	an	enclosed	flare,	or	electrifying	the	unit.	The	MAP	
report	(pp.19-21)	indicates	that	electrification	is	technically	and	economically	feasible	for	all	
controllers,	but	a	lack	of	grid	electricity	at	well	sites	can	hamper	this	option.		
 
However,	this	analysis	does	not	consider	the	range	of	voltages	and	amps	that	would	be	required	for	
different	types	of	venting	pneumatic	controllers	if	they	were	to	be	electrified,	i.e.,	how	much	power	
is	required	for	various	controllers.	For	example,	solar-powered	generators	could	be	used	to	run	
pneumatics;	it	is	also	possible	that	even	a	gas-based	generator	could	result	in	lower	emissions	than	
continuous	pneumatic	releases.	We	therefore	suggest	that	MAP	revise	its	analysis	to	include	
electrical	requirements	for	a	range	of	controller	types	and	sizes	in	order	to	determine	
electrification	feasibility	at	off-grid	sites.	
  
Earthworks	has	observed	leaking	pneumatics	in	numerous	locations;	examples	of	OGI	videos	are	in	
the	table	below.	
	



Location Emissions Source OGI video 



San Juan County Pneumatic controller https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDFJ0BA13FU&feature=youtu.be 



San Juan County Pneumatic controller https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KS6RAq_2TcY&feature=youtu.be 
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Rio Arriba County Pneumatic controller https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buF3UGDwGhg&feature=youtu.be 



	
In	addition,	we	have	quantified	emissions	from	pneumatic	controllers	in	New	Mexico	using	the	
QL320	from	Providence	Photonics;	these	measurements	are	summarized	in	the	table	below.	
 



Location Emissions Source Proxy Parameter Leak rate (lbs/hr) 



San Juan County Pneumatic controller Methane 0.2 
San Juan County Pneumatic controller Methane 0.31 
Rio Arriba County Pneumatic controller Methane 0.38 
Rio Arriba County Pneumatic controller Methane 0.5 
San Juan County Pneumatic controller Methane 2.1 
San Juan County Pneumatic controller Methane 2.8 
	
	
4.	Leak	Detection	and	Repair	(LDAR)	(Section	2)	
Earthworks’	experience	with	OGI	in	oil	and	gas	fields	nationwide	has	paralleled	the	development	of	
LDAR	requirements	at	the	federal	and	state	levels.	As	the	MAP	report	describes	(p.	35),	OGI	is	
widely	considered	as	a	Best	System	for	Emissions	Reduction,	and	is	therefore	a	highly	effective	tool	
for	use	in	site	inspections	based	on	LDAR.		
	
In	turn,	LDAR	is	most	effective	as	an	emissions	reduction	strategy	when	it	is	conducted	on	a	regular	
basis	(e.g.,	quarterly	as	required	by	federal	law)	at	a	wide	range	of	inspected	locations	(well	sites,	
compressor	stations,	processing	plants,	metering	and	regulating	stations,	pigging	stations,	etc.).	
This	is	necessary	because,	as	the	MAP	report	points	out	(pp.	37-38),	leaks	can	be	heterogeneously	
distributed.	Even	seemingly	“small”	leaks	can	cause	significant	volumes	of	emissions	and	certain	
facilities	can	cause	a	disproportionate	volume	of	emissions.		
	
Earthworks’	field	observations	support	this.	On	many	occasions,	we	have	conducted	OGI	multiple	
times	at	the	same	sites	and	found	the	same	operational	problems	and	leaks,	many	of	which	appear	
“small”	but	can	release	dense,	long	plumes	of	pollution.	Any	emissions	source	that	can	be	detected	
with	OGI	should	be	repaired.	Similarly,	OGI	should	be	conducted	even	at	low-producing	wells	since	
equipment	and	maintenance	issues,	not	production	levels,	largely	determine	emission	levels.		
	
These	realities	underscore	the	conclusion	in	the	MAP	report	(p.	40)	that	continuous	vigilance	by	
operators	is	needed	to	discover	and	fix	leaks	promptly	so	that	they	don’t	persist	and	become	worse	
for	extended	periods	of	time.	There	is	precedent	for	LDAR	requirements	based	on	frequent	
inspections	and	prompt	repair	schedules.	Colorado	requires	monthly	LDAR	for	certain	major	
source	facilities.1	California’s	2017	greenhouse	gas	emission	standards	for	the	oil	and	gas	sector	
require	operators	to	conduct	repairs	and	replace	equipment	on	lower-volume	leaks	in	14	days	and	
on	larger-volume	leaks	in	as	little	as	2	days.2	
	
We	disagree	with	the	statement	in	the	MAP	report	(p.	34)	that,	“The	largest	sources	of	fugitive	
emissions	are	generally	detected	quickly	without	advanced	detection	tools.	These	events	are	
usually	detected	by	observable	changes	by	operators	conducting	routine	inspections	using	sight,	
sound	and	smell.”		
	
While	sensory	observations	are	a	critical	part	of	inspections,	this	is	certainly	not	the	typical,	nor	
most	reliable,	way	of	detecting	fugitive	emissions.	For	example,	there	are	severe	limitations	to	
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hearing	leaks	if	they	are	smaller	or	personnel	are	wearing	hearing	protection.	Similarly,	oil	and	gas	
sites	produce	many	smells	and	olfactory	fatigue	and	exposure	issues	can	limit	detection	of	leaks.		
	
We	support	the	point	in	the	MAP	report	(p.	46)	that	companies	can	hire	third	parties	to	conduct	
LDAR.	Regulators	could	also	partner	with	third	parties	such	as	private	consultants,	academic	
institutions,	and	non-governmental	organizations	to	detect	and	report	emissions	leaks	and	to	
complement	an	operator’s	required	LDAR	compliance	schedules.		
 
As	noted	in	the	report	(p.	55),	the	TCEQ	hires	contractors	for	its	helicopter	flyover	program,	
through	which	inspections	are	conducted	over	large	geographic	areas	that	include	oil	and	natural	
gas	activities.	TCEQ	then	creates	a	spreadsheet	with	GPS	coordinates	and	relevant	OGI	videos	
sorted	by	prioritization	for	action,	after	which	regional	offices	conduct	field	OGI	assessments	to	
compare	with	aerial	findings.		
	
Earthworks	takes	issue	with	some	of	the	assertions	about	the	cost	of	conducting	OGI	as	part	of	
LDAR	programs	(pp.	45-47).	New	Mexico’s	primary	goal	should	be	requiring	operators	to	comply	
with	current	and	future	regulations,	not	to	skirt	them	because	of	purportedly	high	cost.	 
 
Following	initial	acquisition	of	an	OGI	camera,	the	cost	of	inspections	can	be	quite	low	if	they	occur	
in	conjunction	with	regular	site	inspections	(e.g.,	for	maintenance)	or	are	done	by	on-site	
personnel.	In	other	words,	operators	can	avoid	the	long	distances	and	high	cost	of	travel	for	a	
single,	specific	OGI	trip	cited	in	the	MAP	report	(p.27)	through	proper	planning	and	coordination.	
Any	financial	impact	analysis	should	consider	LDAR	not	just	as	a	“stand-alone”	activity,	but	as	an	
ongoing	part	of	regular	work.	
 
In	addition,	since	operators	tend	to	own	the	majority	of	sites	in	a	given	region,	they	should	be	
capable	of	conducting	LDAR	at	many	locations	in	a	short	period	of	time.	Earthworks’	OGI	
experience	underscores	this;	in	a	single	trip,	our	staff	have	been	able	to	inspect	as	many	as	25	sites	
within	a	15-mile	radius	in	a	single	day.	We	often	encounter	industry	workers,	even	at	remote	
locations—yet	they	do	not	have,	nor	seem	familiar	with,	OGI	cameras.		
		
Also	with	regard	to	the	cost	considerations	related	to	LDAR,	the	MAP	report	states	(p.46	and	p.63)	
that	OGI	cameras	need	to	be	calibrated	annually.	However,	annual	recalibrations	are	not	required	
for	Forward	Looking	Infrared	(FLIR)	gas	finding	cameras,	the	preeminent	brand	of	OGI	equipment. 
Annual	calibrations	are	not	required	for	FLIR	OGI	cameras	unless	the	instrument	is	needed	to	
collect	accurate	quantitative	temperature	measurements.  
 
In	addition,	the	report	(p.60)	states	the	high	expense	of	conducting	LDAR	at	marginal	wells;	
however,	the	costs	listed	are	based	on	OGI	technical	services,	not	Traditional	Method	21	
alternatives	of	sniffer	instruments	and	soap	bubble	assessments,	which	could	be	options. 
	
Finally,	the	report	incorrectly	states	(pp.34-35)	that,	“the	most	commonly	used	leak	detection	
equipment	is	an	optical	gas	imager.”	Although	federal	regulations	state	that	OGI	is	a	BSER,	it	is	clear	
that	many	companies	still	“officially”	use	sniffer	instrumentation	for	LDAR	activities	rather	than	
OGI.	This	is	often	the	case	because	no	video	documentation	is	required	via	Traditional	Method	21,	
and	the	timeline	to	complete	maintenance	activities	is	more	flexible.	In	these	cases,	many	oil	and	
natural	gas	representatives	appear	to	use	OGI	as	a	backup	for	maintenance	protocols.		
	
5.	Compressors	and	Engines	(Section	4)	
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The	MAP	report	correctly	emphasizes	(p.92)	that	emissions	from	compressor	stations	reported	to	
the	GHGRP	represent	only	a	fraction	of	the	likely	actual	emissions	due	to	a	lack	of	reporting	for	
many	smaller	facilities.	This	underscores	the	importance	of	additional	reporting	and	measurement	
by	the	state	and	operators	at	facilities	that	are	large	sources	of	both	combusted	and	leaked	
emissions.	



The	MAP	report	states	(p.84)	that,	“The	primary	source	of	methane	emissions	from	compressors	
are	from	seals	around	the	piston	rod	of	a	reciprocating	compressor	and	around	the	spinning	shaft	
of	a	centrifugal	compressor,”	as	well	as	(p.89)	fugitive	emissions	from	piping	components.		



It	is	certainly	important	that	all	components	and	seals	be	maintained	to	prevent	leaks	and,	as	the	
MAP	report	indicates	(p.103,	section	4.2)	that	wet	seals	be	replaced	with	dry	seals	whenever	
feasible	to	reduce	emissions.	Cost	should	not	be	the	driving	factor	behind	this	decision.	
 
NMED	and	EMNRD	should	also	address	the	intense	releases	from	compressor	stations	that	result	
from	venting	events,	or	blowdowns—whether	scheduled	to	relieve	pressure	or	unscheduled	due	to	
operational	problems.		



The	oil	and	gas	industry	has	acknowledged	that	emissions	can	greatly	increase	during	events	such	
as	blowdowns,	which	can	last	for	several	hours	but	be	most	intense	during	the	first	30-60	minutes.3	
In	addition	to	releasing	significant	volumes	of	emissions,	episodic	emission	events	such	as	
blowdowns	have	been	confirmed	by	environmental	health	research	to	cause	health	impacts	
immediately	or	in	as	little	as	1-2	hours,	largely	because	toxicity	is	determined	by	the	concentration	
of	the	chemical	and	intensity	of	exposure.4	
	
We	recommend	the	consideration	of	measures	requiring	that	no	gas	from	compressor	blowdown	
vents	be	emitted	to	the	atmosphere	and	that	all	blowdown	gas	be	rerouted	to	a	vapor	recovery	
system	or	combustion	device.	According	to	the	Natural	Gas	Star	program,	another	mechanism	of	
reducing	emissions	is	to	keep	compressors	fully	pressurized	when	offline.5		
	
6.	Infrastructure	planning	(Section	5)	
Earthworks	strongly	supports	advancements	in	requirements	for	planning.	As	the	MAP	report	
acknowledges	(p.	126),	“a	front-end	investment	in	planning	would	presumably	lead	to	additional	
natural	gas	capture	and	thus	boost	sales	and	profits.”	Planning	for	gas	capture	is	in	turn	necessary	
to	avoid	flaring	and	venting,	as	discussed	below.		



Earthworks	takes	issue	with	the	statement	(p.	108)	that,	“over	time,	the	necessary	midstream	and	
downstream	infrastructure	will	ultimately	be	developed	to	accommodate	long	term	production	
trends,	but	not	without	encountering	periods	marked	either	by	bottlenecks	or	by	excess	capacity.	
Bottlenecks	or	capacity	constraints	are	particularly	relevant	to	and	may	result	in	periodic	increases	
in	flaring.”		



This	statement	is	both	inaccurate	and	backward-looking,	reflecting	the	way	the	industry	has	
operated—not	how	the	industry	could	operate	under	a	regulatory	framework	predicated	on	the	
minimization	of	waste	and	significant	curtailment	of	methane	emissions.	



Further,	this	statement	suggests	that	takeaway	capacity	is	based	upon	expected	production	
volumes.		However,	industry	practice	indicates	the	opposite:	that	takeaway	capacity	is	based	upon	
market	demand,	first,	and	only	secondarily	on	expected	well	production	capacities.	Particularly	in	
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the	associated	gas	context,	this	has	meant	that	bottlenecks,	and	resulting	venting	or	flaring,	are	the	
expected	outcome,	as	producers	are	focused	on	oil	or	liquids	production,	and	not	the	development	
and	sale	of	gas.	This	view	is	confirmed	by	the	discussion	on	p.	112	of	the	MAP	report.	



In	addition,	the	MAP	report	notes	(p.	113)	that	planning	by	midstream	companies	can	inform	
producers	of	existing	capacity,	projected	capacity	additions,	and	capacity	constraints.	This	can	
allow	producers	to	respond	proactively,	such	as	by	locating	and	timing	development	to	coincide	
with	projected	available	gathering	capacity,	or	by	pausing	or	slowing	production.	



To	ensure	that	gathering	capacity	and	production	volumes	of	gas	are	generally	matched	requires	
more	certainty	in	permit	applications	that	takeaway	capacity	will	be	available	when	new	wells	
begin	production,	i.e.,	through	documentation	of	contracts	or	agreements	indicating	that	the	
operator	has	obtained	firm	takeaway	capacity	from	a	midstream	company.		



Earthworks	recommends	that	to	enhance	compliance,	applications	for	permit	to	drill	(APD)	
approvals	should	be	deferred	or	denied	if	takeaway	capacity	plans	are	inadequate.	To	address	
changed	circumstances,	operators	should	also	be	required	to	update	such	plans	when	material	
changes	occur,	such	as	if	drilling	is	delayed	or	more	information	becomes	available	about	well	
characteristics.		



We	also	note	that	the	system	of	“well-by-well”	permitting	has	created	a	planning	gap	with	all	other	
wells	in	the	vicinity	of	the	proposed	well,	including	existing	wells	that	may	be	venting	or	flaring	and	
new	wells	that	are	planned	to	be	developed	by	the	operator.	This	gap	should	be	addressed	by	
requiring	operators	to	package	into	a	single	application	all	planned,	foreseeable	drilling	and	
infrastructure	approval	requests	anticipated	over	a	6-	to	12-month	time	period	within	a	given	field	
or	unit	based	on	geographic	proximity	or	potential	use	of	shared	infrastructure	such	as	gathering	
systems,	compressor	stations,	or	processing	facilities.		



The	U.S.	Bureau	of	Land	Management	tried	this	approach	through	Master	Development	Plans	
(MDPs),	which	demonstrate	the	utility	of	moving	from	well-by-well	permitting	to	multi-well	
permitting	in	a	developing	field.	Earthworks	participated	in	such	a	process	in	southwest	Colorado,	
and	found	the	framework	to	be	a	workable	one.	Whenever	and	wherever	new	operations	are	
allowed,	states	should	require	operators	to	put	forth	comprehensive	drilling	plans	in	order	to	avoid	
redundant	infrastructure,	which	in	turn	can	yield	tremendous	benefits	in	pollution	reduction.		



Earthworks	has	also	participated	in	a	Colorado	Rule	216	process	that	provided	for	“Comprehensive	
Drilling	Plans”	and	was	intended	to	identify	foreseeable	oil	and	gas	activities	in	a	defined	
geographic	area,	facilitate	discussions	about	potential	impacts,	and	identify	measures	to	minimize	
adverse	impacts	to	public	health,	safety,	welfare,	and	the	environment,	including	wildlife	resources,	
from	such	activities.		This	included	consideration	of	such	factors	as	the	timing	of	well	drilling,	
pipeline	and	processing	plant	locations,	and	emissions	reduction	technologies	to	be	used	for	
development	proposals	involving	over	50	wells.		



Earthworks	supports	the	concept	identified	in	the	MAP	report	(p.	130)	that	under	the	Oil	and	Gas	
Act,	(N.M.	Stat.	§	70-2-3)	“surface	waste”	(i.e.,	emissions)	management	of	gas	is	placed	on	an	equal	
footing	with	“underground	waste”	management.	This	could	be	accomplished	by	requiring	oil	and	
gas	lessees	and	operators	to	identify	infrastructure	investment	and	other	actions	they	will	take	to	
prevent	surface	waste	(e.g.,	emissions	released	through	venting	and	flaring),	in	both	their	proposals	
for	new	well	spacing	and	density	and	applications	to	increase	well	density	and	spacing.	This	would	
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provide	a	basis	for	the	Oil	Conservation	Division	to	consider	and	impose	conditions	to	minimize	
surface	waste	in	association	with	spacing	and	density	decisions.		



As	noted	in	the	MAP	report	(p.115),	depending	on	size,	midstream	facilities	(e.g.,	most	compressor	
stations,	gas	plants,	or	oil	terminals)	require	NMED	air	permits	and	any	excess	emissions	during	a	
routine	or	predictable	startup,	shutdown,	or	scheduled	maintenance	event	must	be	reported	
(20.2.7.7	D.	&	20.2.7.110	NMAC).		



We	support	an	expansion	of	this	minimal	regulation	to	ensure	that	operators	plan	their	
maintenance	activities.	By	definition,	a	processor	knows	that	planned	maintenance	activities	are	
scheduled	at	compression	stations	or	a	processing	plant	or	another	permitted	facility.	A	review	of	
excess	emissions	reporting	databases	in	Texas,6	and	more	recently	in	New	Mexico,7	indicates	that	
some	facilities	release	excess	emissions	for	planned	maintenance.	Therefore,	we	suggest	that	the	
agencies	look	at	adding	required	technology	upgrades	for	such	facilities	(see	our	points	on	
compressor	station	blowdowns	above).	



The	MAP	report	includes	a	number	of	potential	examples	of	such	technology.	For	example,	the	
report	references	the	Synapse	report	(p.	126),	which	discusses	technology	for	Transmission	Station	
Venting	-Redesign	Blowdown	Systems/ESD	Practices.		



We	support	additional	emission	reduction	measures	described	on	pp.	140-141.	In	particular,	these	
include	Pennsylvania’s	requirement	for	the	use	of	a	pigging	device	with	95%	control	if	emissions	
are	200	tpy	of	methane,	or	2.7	tpy	of	VOCs;	if	emissions	are	less	than	these	thresholds,	operators	
must	use	best	management	practices	to	minimize	liquids	and	emissions.	In	Ohio,	operators	must	
use	an	add-on	pigging	control	which	includes	flare	or	vapor	recovery	to	limit	VOC	emissions	to	0.27	
tpy,	on	average,	over	a	rolling	12-month	period.		



Finally,	the	EPA’s	Natural	Gas	STAR	program	recommends	saving	the	gas	from	compressors	and/or	
pipeline	segments	that	are	taken	out	of	service	for	operational	or	maintenance	purposes,	thereby	
reducing	methane	emissions	by	depressurizing	to	a	connected	or	nearby	low-pressure	fuel	or	
product	system.		



7.	Flaring	and	venting	(Section	6)	
In	the	course	of	extensive	field	work,	Earthworks	has	documented	numerous	instances	of	unlit	
flares	at	well	sites	in	New	Mexico	(as	well	as	on	the	Texas	side	of	the	Permian	Basin).	These	
observations	are	in	line	with	growing	awareness	among	regulators,	policymakers,	and	
environmental	advocates	of	increasing	rates	of	flaring	and	venting	by	operators.	As	the	MAP	report	
makes	clear	(p.112),	these	rates	outpace	growth	in	oil	and	gas	production	in	New	Mexico.		
	
According	to	the	most	recently	available	data	posted	in	the	US	Environmental	Protection	Agency’s	
pollutant	speciation	database,	natural	gas	flares	can	consist	of	over	60	percent	methane,	as	well	as	
ethane	(also	a	greenhouse	gas),	propane,	and	a	mix	of	other	volatile	organic	compounds	(VOCs).8		
Any	state	seeking	to	rein	in	greenhouse	gas	and	VOC	emissions	must	prohibit	flaring	and	venting	by	
operators;	exceptions	can	be	considered	in	limited	cases	where	immediate	safety	to	workers	and	
surrounding	residents	is	a	concern.		
	
Operators	continually	assert	that	insufficient	takeaway	capacity	“forces”	them	to	flare	natural	gas	
co-produced	with	oil.	If	this	is	indeed	the	case,	it	underscores	the	need	for	producers	and	
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midstream	companies	to	do	a	far	better	job	of	coordinating	well	site	and	infrastructure	planning	(as	
discussed	above).		
	
At	the	same	time,	a	series	of	recent	studies	focusing	on	the	Permian	Basin	in	Texas	indicate	that	
operators	are	releasing	significant	volumes	of	gas	that	they	view	as	a	“waste	product.”	This	is	
ostensibly	because	it’s	easier	and	cheaper	to	flare	gas	off	that	to	capture,	transport,	and	sell	it	at	
currently	low	prices—which	is	itself	a	consequence	of	lack	of	planning	and	overproduction.	It	is	
possible	that	operators	in	New	Mexico	are	taking	this	same	“burn	it	because	it’s	cheap”	approach.	
	
Energy	Intelligence,	a	global	energy	industry	and	policy	think	tank,	published	findings	of	a	
comprehensive	review	of	records	from	both	the	Texas	Railroad	Commissions	(RRC)	and	operators	
on	flaring	and	venting.	In	short,	RRC	has	been	fast-tracking	drilling	permits	and	has	never	denied	an	
operator’s	request	to	increase	flare	(despite	laws	ostensibly	limiting	the	practice).	
	
A	study	by	Texas	A&M	University	researchers	compared	emissions	from	flaring	and	venting	in	
Texas	RRC	records	with	National	Oceanic	and	Atmospheric	Administration	(NOAA)	records	from	
satellites	detecting	the	practice.	Both	data	sets	show	a	rapid	increase	in	emissions	from	the	practice	
in	recent	years,	but	the	NOAA	data	indicates	levels	double	those	claimed	by	operators.	The	
researchers	attribute	this	in	part	to	a	loophole	allowing	operators	to	skip	reporting	pollution	from	
certain	production	practices.		



Similarly,	market	research	giant	S&P	Global	has	identified	wide	discrepancies	in	emissions	from	
flaring	between	operator	self-reported	data	and	satellite	measurements	taken	by	federal	agencies.	
A	key	S&P	conclusion	is	that	operators	may	be	deliberately	under-reporting	pollution	from	flaring	
so	they	can	keep	producing	oil	unhindered	by	regulations	that	seek	to	rein	in	methane	releases.			



Earlier	this	year,	an	Environmental	Defense	Fund	(EDF)	analysis	of	reported	versus	measured	
flaring	emissions	concluded	that	twice	as	much	natural	gas	is	wasted	in	the	Texas	Permian	Basin	as	
industry	claims.	According	to	EDF,	“Permian	oil	and	gas	operators	burned	enough	gas	to	serve	all	
the	heating	and	cooking	needs	of	the	state’s	seven	largest	cities.”	



If	NMED	and	EMNRD	truly	aim	to	reduce	methane	and	VOC	pollution,	they	should	not	accept	a	lack	
of	planning	by	operators	as	an	excuse	for	more	flaring	and	venting.	If	takeaway	capacity	is	truly	the	
reason	for	additional	flaring	and	venting,	then	the	agencies	should	not	approve	additional	well	site	
permit	applications	that	would	result	in	gas	flaring	or	venting.	We	support	New	Mexico’s	
requirement	that	operators	develop	gas	capture	plans,	and	recommend	that	they	also	be	required	
to	ensure	that	gas	capture	is	considered	during	infrastructure	planning	(discussed	above). 
	
Such	stringency	is	critical	because	of	the	likelihood	of	underreported	emissions	data	related	to	
flaring	and	venting,	as	the	MAP	report	emphasizes	(pp.	116-121).	According	to	the	report,	some	
operators	may	claim	zero	waste	due	to	“reporting	discrepancies,”	which	could	potentially	cause	
total	volumes	flared	and	vented	to	appear	lower	than	in	actuality.	NMED	should	clarify	this	
discrepancy	and	be	vigilant	about	any	unusually	low	reported	volumes	when	considering	both	
restrictions	on	flaring	and	venting	and	more	comprehensive	reporting	requirements.		
	
Poor	operator	tracking	and	reporting	could	also	mean	that	the	gap	between	the	rate	of	flared	and	
vented	gas	and	growth	in	gas	production	(p.116)	is	even	larger	than	it	seems—in	turn	posing	even	
greater	challenges	for	the	state	in	addressing	unnecessary	releases	of	methane	and	other	
pollutants.	
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Earthworks’	field	observations	of	unlit	flares	also	point	to	the	likelihood	that	higher	levels	of	
emissions	are	being	released	than	reported	through	malfunctioning	flares	that,	because	they	are	
unlit,	effectively	serve	as	vent	stacks.	Examples	of	OGI	videos	of	unlit	flares	in	New	Mexico	are	in	the	
table	below.	
	



Location Emissions Source OGI video 



Eddy County Unlit flare https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2yYXfuekDU&feature=youtu.be 



Lea County Unlit flare https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5i9yI0xfZ5Y&feature=youtu.be 



Eddy County Unlit flare https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QF8xwNeKSss&feature=youtu.be 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZZsQBfXoPI 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRe6zsv7Ta4 



	
	
In	addition,	we	have	quantified	a	significant	volume	of	emissions	from	unlit	flares	in	New	Mexico	
and	Texas	(Permian	Basin)	using	the	QL320	from	Providence	Photonics;	these	measurements	are	
summarized	in	the	table	below.	
 



Location Emissions Source Proxy Parameter Leak rate (lbs/hr) 



San Juan County, NM Unlit flare Methane 25 



San Juan County, NM Unlit flare Methane 41 



Rio Arriba County, NM Unlit flare Methane 120 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 38.52 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 38.52 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 49.82 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 63.43 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 67.38 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 70.25 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 76.59 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 90.36 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 101.75 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 110.95 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 127.85 



Reeves County, TX Unlit flare Methane 150.55 



	
	
The	prevalence	of	unlit	flares	begs	the	question	of	why	operators	are	unable	to	ensure	proper	
operation	of	their	equipment.	Flares	are	complex	combustion	devices	that	must	be	properly	sized,	
operated,	and	maintained	to	ensure	maximum	combustion	efficiency	and	minimal	methane	and	
VOC	releases.	
	
As	the	MAP	report	indicates	(p.175),	an	important	measure	would	be	the	use	of	auto	igniters	
instead	of	intermittent	or	continuously	burning	flare	pilots,	as	well	as	the	installation	of	sensors	to	
both	determine	if	the	pilot	flame	is	extinguished	or	burning	and	to	shut	off	the	flow	of	gas	when	the	
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pilot	is	extinguished.		
	
In	addition,	it	is	critical	that	when	gas	is	transported	to	the	flare	header,	that	the	flare	ignites	for	
proper	combustion.	If	the	pilot	lights	do	not	remain	lit,	combustion	will	not	occur—resulting	in	the	
flare	functioning	as	a	vent	stack	with	minimal	or	even	zero	percent	combustion	(i.e.,	consistent	with	
Earthworks’	field	observations).	It	is	critical	that	the	flare	is	properly	sized,	maintained,	and	
operated	for	the	optimal	98	percent	combustion	efficiency	that	can	and	should	be	expected	of	the	
technology.	
	
We	suggest	that	NMED	and	EMNRD	look	to	the	TCEQ	for	additional	guidance	in	addressing	the	
flaring	and	venting	issue.	TCEQ	formed	a	Flare	Task	Force	in	2009,	based	in	large	part	on	the	
agency’s	OGI	program	and	the	ability	of	OGI	camera	operators	to	generally	assess	the	combustion	
efficiency	of	flares.	Following	technical	meetings	with	refinery	and	petrochemical	industry	
representatives	and	flare	operators,	TCEQ	conducted	a	flare	study	that	provided	scientific	evidence	
that	improper	flare	operations	and	inattentive	flare	operators	can	negatively	affect	flare	
combustion	efficiency.		
	
The	study	led	to	the	creation	of	a	flare	training	course	developed	by	TCEQ,	the	University	of	Texas,	
and	industry	and	flare	operator	representatives.	Both	the	TCEQ	Flare	Study	and	subsequent	
training	modules	can	be	used	to	train	relevant	technical	staff	on	general	flare	operations	and	
ensuring	proper	flare	combustion.	 
	
We	also	suggest	that	NMED	and	EMNRD	consider	requiring	third-party	audits	to	determine	flare	
combustion	efficiency	at	oil	and	gas	sites,	which	would	in	turn	help	operators	identify	mechanical	
problems	(e.g.,	flare	tip	damage).		A	hand-held	OGI	camera	assessment	could	be	used	by	operators	
to	check	for	general	flare	combustion	efficiency,	or	a	more	exact	determination	could	be	made	with	
additional	instrumentation	(e.g.,	Providence	Photonics’	Mantis	Flare	Monitor).	Since	many	oil	and	
natural	gas	companies	are	required	to	use	OGI	cameras	to	conduct	Leak	Detection	and	Repair	
(LDAR,	discussed	above),	they	could	also	add	on	field	assessments	of	flares.		
	
Such	measures	would	be	consistent	with	a	comment	in	the	MAP	report	(p.	194,	section	6.14)	that	
remote	sensing	be	used	to	track	decreases	in	methane	emissions;	it	would	be	appropriate	to	add	
the	use	of	OGI	cameras	to	determine	the	prevalence	of	flare-related	pollution	plumes.	This	process	
could	work	in	conjunction	or	independently	of	a	related	concept	in	the	MAP	report	(p.	194,	section	
6.15),	which	states	that	operators	should	routinely	inspect	flares	monthly	to	ensure	proper	
operation.		
	
8.	Storage	tanks	(Section	8)	
Because	tanks	are	designed	to	store	ostensibly	usable	and	valuable	products	(e.g.,	condensate	and	
oil)	as	well	as	products	required	by	regulation	to	be	properly	handled	(e.g.,	produced	water),	the	
assumption	is	that	they	will	remain	in	a	leak-free	condition.		
	
Federal	and	some	state	regulations	are	predicated	on	the	assumption	that	tanks	are	“low	emitters;”	
NSPS	for	storage	tanks	apply	only	to	those	that	have	emissions	greater	than	or	equal	to	6	tons	per	
year	(tpy)	of	VOCs.	Notably,	Pennsylvania’s	draft	oil	and	gas	existing	source	rule	sets	a	lower	
threshold	for	many	sites	(2.7	tpy),	and	because	California’s	methane	rules	are	based	on	leak	
concentrations,	they	apply	to	most	storage	tanks.	
	
However,	while	multiple	smaller	tanks	at	a	site	could	be	exempt	from	regulation,	taken	together	
(i.e.,	as	part	of	a	single	well	site	battery)	they	could	emit	significant	volumes	of	pollution.	For	
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example,	just	five	tanks	emitting	5	tpy	together	would	cross	the	threshold	for	qualifying	as	a	
“major”	emissions	source	in	states	classified	as	in	severe	non-attainment	for	ozone.	
	
As	the	MAP	report	indicates	(p.	226	and	232),	an	open	thief	hatch	results	from	operator	neglect	to	
close	it	after	truck	loading	or	measurement—a	condition	that	could	be	remedied	through	proper	
training	and	inspections.	The	report	also	emphasizes	(p.	235)	that,	“potential	methane	emission	
sources”	include	thief	hatches,	valves,	and	vents.	However,	the	report	neglects	to	mention	that	in	
order	to	contain	emissions,	not	only	do	these	sources	need	to	be	functioning	properly,	but	the	
physical	integrity	of	the	storage	tanks	themselves	must	be	maintained.		
	
Metal	corrosion	and	failure	of	welded	seams	are	additional	places	for	leaks	to	occur.	In	addition,	
tank	lid	seals	must	be	inspected	to	ensure	that	weather	and	chemical	exposure	haven’t	
compromised	their	physical	integrity	and	in	turn	resulted	in	leaks.	Additionally,	pressure	relief	
valves	need	to	be	properly	maintained,	including	but	not	limited	to	maintaining	pressure	relief	
device	set	points.		
	
In	light	of	these	factors,	the	volumes	of	methane	emissions	from	tanks	included	in	the	MAP	report	
are	likely	to	be	significantly	underestimated.	The	report	states	(p.236)	that	these	figures	include,	
“flashing,	breathing	and	working	losses,	but	do	not	include	emissions	from	tank	thief	hatches	or	
other	system/VRU	malfunctions.”	Yet	such	conditions	appear	to	be	widespread	in	oil	and	gas	fields,	
and	require	continual	inspection	and	maintenance	to	remedy.	In	addition,	the	report	acknowledges	
(p.240)	that	there	are	data	gaps	in	measurement	of	emissions	from	tanks,	particularly	those	
without	remote	monitoring	or	controls.		
 
As	indicated	above,	storage	tanks	represent	the	largest	proportion	(40	percent)	of	the	emission	
sources	that	Earthworks	has	observed	with	OGI	in	New	Mexico.	Earthworks’	field	observations	of	
emissions	from	storage	tanks	indicate	the	prevalence	of	venting	(potentially	from	relief	valves	or	
pipes)	and	thief	hatches	that	have	been	left	open.	A	few	examples	are	included	in	the	table	below.	
	



Location Emissions Source OGI video 



Eddy County Tanks https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2hLjr2aa4QU&feature=youtu.be 



Eddy County Tanks https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iyCGW5WPIpU&feature=youtu.be 



Eddy County Tanks https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nflrYEhqJpQ&feature=youtu.be 



	
In	addition,	Earthworks	has	quantified	emissions	from	tanks	in	New	Mexico	and	the	Permian	Basin	
area	of	Texas	using	the	QL320	from	Providence	Photonics;	these	measurements	are	summarized	in	
the	table	below.	
	



Location Emissions Source Proxy Parameter Leak rate (lbs/hr) 



San Juan County Tanks Methane 0.02 
San Juan County Tanks Propane 0.18 
San Juan County Tanks Methane 0.65 
San Juan County Tanks Methane 1.06 
San Juan County Tanks Methane 1.37 
San Juan County Tanks Propane 1.64 
San Juan County Tanks Propane 1.64 
San Juan County Tanks Propane 1.64 
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San Juan County Tanks Methane 2.4 
San Juan County Tanks Methane 2.5 
Eddy County Tanks Methane 7.48 
San Juan County Tanks Methane 8.6 
Eddy County Tanks Methane 23.79 
San Juan County Tanks Methane 24 
Eddy County Tanks Methane 35.85 
Eddy County Tanks Methane 40.92 
Eddy County Tanks Methane 43.3 
Eddy County Tanks Methane 52.44 



Reeves County, TX Tanks Methane 15.01 



Reeves County, TX Tanks Methane 24.49 
	
	
9.	Conclusions	and	the	path	forward	
Earthworks	supports	the	MAP’s	identification	of	cross-cutting	issues	outlined	at	the	end	of	the	draft	
report.	In	particular,	NMED	and	EMNRD	should	consult	with	Tribes	to	ensure	that	any	policies	and	
regulations	consider	environmental	justice	aspects	and	do	not	disproportionately	impact	native	
communities.		
	
We	also	support	the	call	for	industry	to	improve	its	monitoring	and	reporting	mechanisms	in	order	
to	narrow	the	gap	between	the	limited	volumes	of	emissions	that	are	estimated	and	self-reported	
by	operators,	and	the	far	greater	emissions	that	are	measured	and	reflect	actual	field	conditions.	
Without	an	accurate	picture	of	current	and	projected	emission	levels,	there	is	a	risk	that	state	
action—no	matter	how	strong—will	inevitably	be	too	little,	too	late	to	reach	New	Mexico’s	climate	
goals.	
	
Although	the	focus	of	the	MAP	and	related	processes	is	methane	and	climate	change,	reducing	
controlling	emissions	throughout	the	oil	and	gas	development	chain	would	also	reduce	health	
impacts	by	lowering	levels	of	VOCs	and	hazardous	air	pollutants.	We	strongly	support	a	focus	on	
these	co-benefits	as	a	cross-cutting	issue,	and	encourage	NMED	and	EMNRD	to	consider	
requirements	designed	to	protect	health.		
	
This	approach	would	mirror	recent	progress	in	Colorado.	The	passage	of	SB-181	statutorily	directs	
state	agencies	to	prioritize	public	health	and	safety	over	oil	and	gas	companies’	private	interests.	
This	will	require	shifts	in	the	regulatory	system	to	ensure	that	it	serves	the	public	and	responds	to	
community	input,	including	through	a	transparent	complaint	process.		
	
State	leaders	and	rulemakings	by	the	Colorado	Air	Quality	Control	Commission	are	increasingly	
emphasizing	public	health	and	safety	and	the	need	to	respond	to	impacted	community	concerns	
and	recommendations.	For	example,	beginning	calendar	year	2020,	many	“low	emitting”	well	
operators	located	within	1,000	feet	of	an	occupied	area	will	have	to	inspect	components	for	leaks.	
	
In	light	of	the	proposed	rollbacks	of	federal	NSPS	emission	control	measures,	the	time	for	strong	
state	action	has	never	been	greater.	Given	this,	Earthworks	applauds	the	climate	goals	put	forth	by	
Governor	Lujan-Grisham,	as	well	as	NMED’s	recent	measures	to	strengthen	oil	and	gas	
enforcement.	
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Thank	you	again	for	the	opportunity	to	participate	in	the	MAP	and	to	comment	on	the	draft	report.	
Earthworks	looks	forward	to	continued	dialogue	with	NMED,	EMNRD,	and	the	stakeholders	whose	
engagement	will	pave	the	way	for	strong,	comprehensive,	and	effective	methane	control	rules	for	
New	Mexico.	
	
Sincerely,	



	
Bruce	Baizel	
Energy	Program	Director,	Earthworks		
PO	Box	1102	
Durango,	CO	81302	
Tel:	970-799-3552	
bruce@earthworksaction.org	
	



 
1	Colorado	Department	of	Public	Health	and	the	Environment.	Fact	sheet,	“Revisions	to	Colorado	Air	Quality	
Control	Commission’s	Regulation	Numbers	3,	6,	and	7.”	
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/AP_Regulation-3-6-7-FactSheet.pdf	
2	California	Code	of	Regulations,	Title	17,	Division	3,	Chapter	1,	Subchapter	10	Climate	Change,	Article	4.	
Tables	2	and	4,	“Repair	time	periods.”	
3	TransCanada.	“Blowdown	notification.”	
http://www.transcanada.com/docs/Our_Responsibility/Blowdown_Notification_Factsheet.pdf	
4	David	Brown,	Beth	Weinberger,	Celia	Lewis	and	Heather	Bonaparte,	“Understanding	exposure	from	natural	
gas	drilling	puts	current	air	standards	to	the	test,”	Rev.	Environ.	Health	2014,	available	at	
http://www.environmentalhealthproject.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/reveh-2014-0002-Brown-et-
al.pdf	
5	EPA	Natural	Gas	STAR	Program,	“Reducing	emissions	when	taking	compressors	off-line,”	
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-06/documents/ll_compressorsoffline.pdf	
	
6	State	of	Texas	Environmental	Electronic	Reporting	System,	https://www3.tceq.texas.gov/steers/	
	
7	NMED,	Excess	Emissions	Reporting,	https://www.env.nm.gov/air-quality/excess-emissions-
reporting/	
 
8	US	EPA	SPECIATE	database,	profiles	based	on	David	Allen	and	Vincent	Torres,	2010	Flare	Study,	final	report	
for	the	Texas	Commission	on	Environmental	Quality,	
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/assets/public/implementation/air/rules/Flare/2010flarestudy/2010-flare-
study-final-report.pdf.		
	












I am sending our comments directly to you as the email address listed was not able to receive email.
 
Thanks
 
Bruce


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Bruce Baizel <bruce@earthworksaction.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 20, 2020 at 8:43 AM
Subject: Earthworks' comments on the draft MAP report
To: <methanestrategy@state.nm.us>
 


Hello Sandra and Adrienne,
 
Attached please find Earthworks' comments on the draft MAP report.
 
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
 
Thank you.
 
Bruce Baizel
 
--
Bruce Baizel
Director
Energy Program, Oil & Gas Accountability Project
Earthworks
970-799-3552 (mobile)
970-259-3353 (office)
bruce@earthworks.org
www.earthworks.org
www.ogap.org


 
--
Bruce Baizel
Director
Energy Program, Oil & Gas Accountability Project
Earthworks
970-799-3552 (mobile)
970-259-3353 (office)
bruce@earthworks.org
www.earthworks.org
www.ogap.org
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Methane Mitigation Through Enclosed Combustion
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:38 PM


From: Ritchie Stagg <rsstagg@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 12:39 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Methane Mitigation Through Enclosed Combustion
 
Good afternoon,
 
Current and pending regulatory changes in western Canada and a number of US states have resulted
in producers looking to implement strategies to reduce their methane emissions or face monetary
sanctions.
 
One recognizes that waste gas management is a critical part of oil and gas exploration, development
and processing.  Assuming this gas is not economic to conserve, it has been demonstrated that
managing produced gas through enclosed combustion is the least impactful on the environment, can
ensure a quantifiable reduction in GHG/CO2 emissions and in many cases  is more cost effective
than flaring.
 
In addition to being able to effectively manage problematic waste gas streams, the use of a well
designed enclosed combustor system better ensures regulatory compliance, optimal performance
and a cost that permits the continued production of hydrocarbon resources.
_________________________________________________________________
Emission Rx Ltd. (ERx) provides high efficiency waste gas combustors (emission control devices) for
use in the effective management of methane emissions.  Prior to our establishment in 2017, the ERx
team had spent the last five years developing combustion systems for Colorado producers in a
number of applications including flowbacks, truck loading facilities and the management of tank
vapors.
 
Ritchie Stagg
Director of Sales/Partner
Emission Rx Ltd.
587-969-3071
rstagg@emission-rx.com
www.emission-rx.com
 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Methane Reduction
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:03 PM


From: Peter Barlow <taosdoor@taosnet.com>
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 5:13 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Methane Reduction
 
Dear folks, 


   I would like to express my support of methane reduction in the San Juan and Permian Basin.
I was unable to read and understand the entire draft document, but it seemed very clear it is
headed in the right direction. The disappointing lack of federal leadership will have to be
overcome by state panels like yours. Thank you. 


Peter Barlow
Taos Door & Hardware Co. 
Ph. 575 758 1357  
Cell 575 770 3083
www.taosdoor.com
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] What to do about methane contamination of our environment in NM
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:35 PM


From: mick nickel <cosmicecologist48@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 6:36 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] What to do about methane contamination of our environment in NM
 
Dear NMEMNR -  I strongly urge you to do all of the following within the next six months.


Make sure that responsible departments have sufficient resources to
monitor and enforce current and new rules that are established.
Hire enough inspectors to cover the thousands of wells and require
regular inspections
Establish new regulations for  Oil and Gas companies that require
regular inspections and maintenance and require documentation.
Establish regulations that repairs must be completed no later than 90
days after identification. 
Take a stand with all companies drilling in New Mexico and insist that
appropriate technology is utilized to prevent/limit emissions 
Prevent all new drilling until repairs and installation of technology to
that eliminates methane leakage/waste
San Juan Basin is hottest spot in the country in terms of toxin
emissions so establish that area at priority for emission and leak
control. 
Increase fees/royalties that are commensurate with other states to
apply to all oil and gas companies with a portion going to address
environmental degradation and health impact in any area that has at 
least 250 wells. 
Provide relevant legislative committees with  clear data on the cost of
oil and gas emissions in terms of the environment and healthcare
impacts from toxins including downstream costs in terms of job and
school performance. 


I have read your MAP report from cover to cover.  I have studied air pollution and its impacts
on biological life extensively.  You must act now and show the other 49 states that the public
has the clout to rein in private industry and its profligate ways.  Without uyou, we will have to
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revert to more drastic measures.


Mick Nickel








From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Comments on MAP Report by Ross Lockridge
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:24 PM
Attachments: Lockridge--Comments on MAP Report.pdf


________________________________________
From: Ross Lockridge <murlock@raintreecounty.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 4:31 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Comments on MAP Report by Ross Lockridge


Attached are my comments on the MAP Report.
Thank you.


Best,


Ross Lockridge
POB 22
Cerrillos, NM 87010
ph. 471-9182  (message)
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Comments on the METHANE ADVISORY PANEL Report of Fall, 2019
By Ross Lockridge
POB 22
Cerrillos, NM 87010



I've read the Methane Advisory Panel Report and feel it's a very comprehensive and 
impressive document. However, the urgency of accomplishing Leak Detection and Repair 
(LDAR) of “methane emissions ... as soon as practicable” does not express the urgency of the 
need. Below I briefy remind us of the urgency, and add some comments concerning marginal 
wells, arguing that we can no longer give cost / beneft the predominant consideration as we 
seek LDAR.  



Urgency



The science has laid bare the vast importance that the New Mexico effort to contain such 
methane releases succeed, and within the very short time period as noted by the scientists 
behind the IPCC Special Report's warnings. But the timeliness of fxing (LDAR) such complex 
plumbing problems in the Permian Basin are immense, as the MAP Report clearly reveals.



I started systematically compiling information on the breakdown of the climate back in 
November of 2016 upon reading an article entitled: “The North Pole is an insane 36 degrees 
warmer than normal as winter descends”. I have since tracked the release of scientifc 
papers, read books on the subject, to yesterday's (February 19, 2020) article in the New York 
Times: 



"Fossil fuels are to blame for soaring methane levels, study shows". “The fndings, 
published in the journal Nature, add urgency of efforts to rein in methane emissions 
from the fossil fuel industry, which routinely leaks or intentionally releases the gas into 
air.”  



Item: “The extra heat that we trap near the planet because of the carbon dioxide we've 
spewed is equivalent to the heat of 400,000 Hiroshima-sized bombs every day, or four each 
second.”  --From Falter / Has the Human Game Begun to Play Itself Out, Bill McKibben, page 
22.



And this: “[J]ust marvel at the magnitude: the extra carbon released today, if it could be 
amassed in one place, would form a solid graphite column 25 meters in diameter that would 
stretch from here to the Moon.” --Falter, page 22 



It is clear that we are passing climatic tipping points, as is well documented with the example 
of the loss of refective snow and ice in the Arctics: a loss of the albedo effect needed to 
diminish the sun's heating radiation.



Marginal Wells 



Within the MAP Report, there is a considerable push by the industry against administrative 
requirements and reporting and consequent LDAR requirements pertaining to marginal or 
stripper wells—wells nearing the end of their economically useful life. The industry basically 
wishes to be allowed to forgo such reporting and LDAR to boost some last economic viability, 
as they wish to extract last hydrocarbons without offcial confrmations of environmental 
safeguards from leaks.



"Marginal oil and gas wells... make up 66% of all wells in New Mexico….The indirect 
administrative and reporting costs are not included [in this analysis], but would further 
reduce marginal well proftability. This would have the effect of rendering some 
marginal wells uneconomic, and increasing the abandonment producing rate on all 











marginal wells creating a situation of premature abandonment and underground waste 
of resource.” p60



Sixty-six% is a lot of wells, many thousands. To allow an economically conficted industry to 
have a near-complete discretion over the venting of, or treatment of methane along with 
expected leaks would be naively foolish.



Given the gravity of the climate emergency, abandonment of such wells should be 
considered, with proper shutting / plugging.  Otherwise the issue of marginal wells could 
become a gaseous loophole for the industry. 



Under #5, “Completions... Path Forward”, here is the suggested solution which we should 
amplify to other situations than just this particular example concerning EPA's green 
completion requirements (due to lack of gathering lines) etc.  “[T]here is a technically feasible 
alternative to wasting the gas: delay drilling until it is technically feasible to perform a green 
completion.”  p 281  



I think that given the emergency, there should be a moratorium on new wells, & fracking, until 
the industry shows great reductions in methane emissions from existing wells, accomplished 
via Leak Detection and Repair.













From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Natural gas Abundance
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:26 PM


From: Tim Miller <tim@abo-empire.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 10:15 AM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Natural gas Abundance
 
To Whom It may Concern,
Natural gas is very abundant in the southeastern and the northwestern part of New Mexico. It
is disconcerting that the New Mexico legislature does not realize that this cheap resource
could be utilized to help its population in electrical power generation, heating, and cooking. It
is all, so to speak, in our backyard and is probably the cheapest resource out there. This could
energize the economy even more especially in counties like Chaves and Roosevelt which has
been left out of the drilling boom which has been ongoing in oil rich Eddy and Lea counties.
Chaves and Roosevelt have a lot of untapped natural gas reserves but no one wants to drill for
it because the price is so low. New Mexico should take advantage of this low priced resource
by opening up pathways for natural gas pipelines from Eddy, Lea, Chaves, and Roosevelt
counties into the  bigger cities of  Las Cruces, Albuquerque, Sante Fe, Clovis, Roswell, and
Hobbs. By possibly doing this, the incentive might be there for companies to drill for natural
gas vertically which would be cheaper than horizontal drilling knowing that a local market is
available via pipelines The natural gas flaring that is on going in Eddy and Lea counties because
of the horizontal drilling boom for oil could be alleviated with pipeline access. Adding more
rules on methane emissions that are already in place hurts the one industry that has helped
pull New Mexico out of the red and enabled it to improve it finances to aid its population in
education, health care, and transportation.


Tim Miller
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: EDF MAP comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:43 PM
Attachments: EDF MAP Comments.pdf


APCD_PHS_Reg7_EIA.pdf


From: Jon Goldstein <jgoldstein@edf.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 1:34 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] EDF MAP comments
 


Dear Ms. Ely,
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on New Mexico’s draft Methane Advisory Panel white
paper. Attached are comments from Environmental Defense Fund.
 
We also wanted to share two other documents that might be useful:
 


1. Link to final Colorado Regulation 7 oil and gas rules, contained in 5 C.C.R. 1001-9, Reg. 7,
Part D., https://drive.google.com/file/d/16qTQLSTX1T49DYWp3voXRNl4_g-vbhQT/view


 
2. PDF of final Colorado Economic Impact Analysis in support of December 2019 revisions to


AQCC Regulation 7 (attached)
 


Please let us know if any of this raises additional questions and we look forward to working with you
and the state as this regulatory effort moves forward.
 
Thank you,
 
Jon
 
Jon Goldstein
Director, Regulatory & Legislative Affairs


Environmental Defense Fund
2060 Broadway, Suite 300
Boulder, CO 80302
T 303-447-7204
C 505-603-8522
jgoldstein@edf.org
Twitter: @jonwgoldstein
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November 5, 2019 Economic Impact Analysis (Final) for Reg 7 Page 1 of 42 
 



ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS 
(Final Analysis) 



 
Item Title:  Regulation Number 7 
 
Meeting Date: December 17-19, 2019 
 
 
ISSUE 
 
The Air Pollution Control Division (Division) is proposing revisions to the Air 
Quality Control Commission (AQCC)’s Regulation Number 7 to address Senate 
Bill 19-181, as well as ozone, streamlining and updating the regulation, and 
making any necessary typographical, grammatical, and formatting corrections. 
The Division proposes to include several revisions in Colorado’s State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) as streamlining, clarifications, SIP strengthening, 
and concerning reasonably available control technology (RACT) provisions for 
major sources of volatile organic compounds (VOC) and/or nitrogen oxides 
(NOx). 
 
Two elements of this proposal include recommendations from the Statewide 
Hydrocarbon Emissions Reduction (SHER) team, formed in response to the Air 
Quality Control Commission’s November 2017 directive to form a stakeholder 
process to make recommendations on state-wide hydrocarbon emissions 
reduction strategies for the oil and gas sector. Notably, these SHER team 
recommendations on addressing emissions from pneumatic controllers and the 
transmission segment are being made in advance of the January 2020 timeline. 
 
Senate Bill 19-181: Minimizing emissions from the oil and gas sector 
 
During the 2019 legislative session, Colorado’s General Assembly adopted 
revisions to several Colorado Revised Statutes in Senate Bill 19-181 (SB 19-181) 
(Concerning additional public welfare protections regarding the conduct of oil 
and gas operations) that include directives for both the Oil and Gas 
Conservation Commission and the AQCC. This proposed rulemaking focuses on 
the AQCC directives in § 25-7-109, Colorado Revised Statutes (CRS), which 
bolster the AQCC’s existing authority to “minimize emissions of methane and 
other hydrocarbons, volatile organic compounds, and oxides of nitrogen” from 
all the “natural gas supply chain.” Further, SB 19-181 identifies specific 
provisions the AQCC should consider including semi-annual leak detection and 
repair inspection requirements at well production facilities, transmission 
pipeline and compressor station inspection requirements, continuous methane 
emission monitoring requirements, and pneumatic device requirements. This 
proposed rulemaking addresses many of the specific provisions for 
consideration, though not continuous methane monitoring, and is expected to 
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be the first of several rulemakings brought before the AQCC to implement SB 
19-181. 
 
Therefore, the Division requests that the AQCC consider proposed revisions to 
Regulation Number 7 to further minimize emissions from the oil and gas sector. 
The Division proposes to increase certain leak detection and repair (LDAR) 
inspection frequencies, expand inspection requirements for pneumatic 
controllers, revise the thresholds at which a storage tank is subject to control, 
expand the well emissions best management practices (BMP) requirements, 
require new storage tanks to use an automatic tank gauging system, require the 
control of emissions from storage tank unloading, and establish a performance 
based emission reduction program for the downstream transmission segment. 
The Division is also proposing annual emissions inventory and reporting 
requirements for the oil and gas sector. 
 
Ozone reclassification 
 
On May 4, 2016, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published a 
final rule that determined that Colorado’s Marginal ozone nonattainment area 
failed to attain the 2008 8-hour Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard 
(NAAQS) of 75 parts per billion (ppb). EPA, therefore, reclassified the Denver 
Metro North Front Range (DMNFR) to Moderate and required attainment of the 
NAAQS no later than July 20, 2018. On August 15, 2019, EPA proposed to 
reclassify the DMNFR to Serious, after 2015-2017 ozone data failed to show 
attainment, requiring attainment of the 2008 ozone NAAQS no later than July 
20, 2021.  
 
Separately, EPA has also designated the DMNFR as Marginal nonattainment for 
the 2015 ozone NAAQS of 70 ppb, with an attainment date of August 3, 2021. 
 
Colorado must act aggressively to attain both of these standards and submit the 
necessary revisions to its SIP to address both the Clean Air Act’s (CAA) more 
rigorous Serious ozone nonattainment area requirements, as set forth in CAA §§ 
172 and 182(c) and the final SIP Requirements Rule for the 2008 Ozone NAAQS 
(See 80 Fed. Reg. 12264 (March 6, 2015)). A serious SIP revision must include 
Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) requirements for major 
sources of VOC and/or NOx (i.e., sources that emit or have the potential to 
emit 50 tons per year (tpy) or more) and for each category of VOC sources 
covered by a Control Technique Guideline (CTG) for which Colorado has sources 
in the DMNFR.  
 
To address the CAA RACT SIP requirements for Serious nonattainment areas, 
the Division requests that the AQCC consider proposed revisions to Regulation 
Number 7 to include RACT requirements in Colorado’s ozone SIP for 50 tpy 
major sources of VOC and/or NOx including expanding the combustion 
equipment requirements currently applicable to major sources over 100 tpy 
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VOC and/or NOx, incorporating specific New Source Performance Standards 
(NSPS) or National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutant (NESHAP) 
requirements, a categorical rule concerning general solvent use, and adopting 
a requirement that specific sources submit RACT analyses to the Division. 
 
Other revisions 
 
In an effort to improve the organization and thus usability of Regulation 
Number 7, the Division is proposing to reorganize Regulation Number 7 into five 
parts. The Division has provided a crosswalk, attached to this proposal packet, 
to assist in understanding the reorganization.  
 
As a SIP clean-up effort, the Division requests that the AQCC consider proposed 
revisions to Regulation Number 7, Part B, Sections IV. and VII. and Appendix E 
to update the gasoline transport truck testing and associated recordkeeping 
requirements and update and clarify the vapor system requirements. 
 
The Division also proposes clean-up corrections to the requirements for major 
source combustion equipment adopted in July 2018.  
 
The Division may also make typographical, grammatical, and formatting 
corrections throughout Regulation Number 7. 
 
The proposed revisions to Regulation Number 7 are SIP revisions, with the 
exception of revisions to State Only requirements in Part D, Sections II. and III. 
 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS (EIA) 
 
Section 25-7-110.5(4)(a), C.R.S. sets forth the requirements for the initial and 
final Economic Impact Analysis, as stated below: 
 



Before any permanent rule is proposed pursuant to this section, an 
initial economic impact analysis shall be conducted in compliance with 
this subsection (4) of the proposed rule or alternative proposed rules.  
Such economic impact analysis shall be in writing, developed by the 
proponent, or the Division in cooperation with the proponent and made 
available to the public at the time any request for hearing on a proposed 
rule is heard by the commission.  A final economic impact analysis shall 
be in writing and delivered to the technical secretary and to all parties 
of record five working days prior to the prehearing conference.  If no 
prehearing conference is scheduled, the economic impact analysis shall 
be submitted at least ten working days before the date of the rule-
making hearing.  The proponent of an alternative proposal will provide, 
in conjunction with the Division, a final economic impact analysis five 
working days prior to the prehearing conference.  The economic impact 
analyses shall be based upon reasonably available data.  Except where 
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data is not reasonably available, or as otherwise provided in this section, 
the failure to provide an economic impact analysis of any noticed 
proposed rule or any alternative proposed rule will preclude such 
proposed rule or alternative proposed rule from being considered by the 
Commission.  Nothing in this section shall be construed to restrict the 
Commission's authority to consider alternative proposals and alternative 
economic impact analyses that have not been submitted prior to the 
prehearing conference for good cause and so long as parties have 
adequate time to review them. 



 
Per Section 25-7-110.5(2), CRS, the requirements of Section 25-7-110.5(4) shall 
not apply to rules which: (1) adopt by reference applicable federal rules; (2) 
adopt rules to implement prescriptive state statutory requirements where the 
AQCC is allowed no significant policy-making options; or, (3) adopt rules that 
have no regulatory impact on any person, facility or activity. 
 
Section 25-7-110.5(4)(c), C.R.S. further provides that: 
 



The proponent and the division shall select one or more of the following 
economic impact analyses. The commission may ask affected industry to 
submit information with regard to the cost of compliance with the 
proposed rule, and, if it is not provided, it shall not be considered 
reasonably available.  The economic impact analysis required by this 
subsection (4) shall be based upon reasonably available data… 



 
For the purposes of this Initial Economic Analysis the Division has chosen to use 
the methodology set forth in § 25-7-110.5(4)(c)(I), CRS. 
 
COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
 
The Division’s assessment of the costs and benefits for each of the proposed 
strategies is set forth below. For each strategy, these assessments identify the 
cumulative costs for the affected industry, the estimated air pollution 
reduction, and the projected cost per unit of air pollution reduced. The 
Division also assessed whether any of the proposed strategies would impose a 
direct cost on the general public to comply, and determined that based on the 
available data there will be no direct costs on the general public for any of the 
proposed requirements. Finally, the Division considered whether there would 
be any additional costs for the Division to implement the proposed 
requirements beyond current expenditures and determined that the proposed 
revisions could be implemented using existing resources. 
 
I. Controls for Petroleum Storage Tanks 
 
Colorado has adopted numerous control requirements to reduce emissions from 
storage tanks at oil and gas exploration and production and other facilities. The 
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Division is proposing several new regulatory provisions aimed at reducing VOC, 
methane, and other hydrocarbon emissions from this category of sources. For 
the purposes of this analysis the Division assumes that operators will use 
enclosed flares to control emissions from storage tanks. 
 



A. General Cost Estimates for Flares 



In Table 1, the Division has estimated the annualized cost of an enclosed flare, 
ancillary equipment, pilot fuel, installation along with operation and 
maintenance based on identified costs from a 2008 oil and gas cost study1 
adjusted for inflation2. Based on this information, the estimated annualized 
cost of a flare control device with auto-igniter3 is about $6,488. 



Table 1: Flare Control Device with Auto Igniter –  Annualized Cost 
Analysis* 



Item 
Capital 



Costs (one 
time) 



Non-Recurring 
Costs (one 



time) 



O&M Costs 
(recurring) 



Annualized 
Total Costs 



Flare $19,245    
Freight/Engineering  $1,745  
Flare Installation  $7,393  
Auto Igniter $1,745   
Pilot Fuel**   $642 
Maintenance   $2,327 
Subtotal Costs $20,990 $9,138 $2,969 
Annualized 
Costs*** 



$2,909 $609 $2,969 $6,487.7 



*   All the flare control device costs were escalated by 16.35% to reflect CPI-U 
increases that have occurred since the 2008 rulemaking. 
**  Pilot fuel costs based on $2.85/MMBtu (Henry Hub Spot Price average 
January - April 2019) 
*** Annualized costs are over a 15 year period assuming a 5% rate of return 
 



B. Replace the 90%/70% system-wide condensate storage tank control 
program in the DMNFR with a discrete threshold-based control 
requirement for storage tanks > 2 tons per year (tpy) of uncontrolled 
actual VOC emissions. 



 
Despite significant population growth and increased economic activity, the 
DMNFR region has seen gradual improvement in ozone levels over the past 20 



                                                 
1 See “Oil & Gas Emissions Reduction Strategies Cost Analysis and Control Efficiency Determination,” 
Lesair Environmental, Inc., June 2008.  Information from this study was previously submitted to the AQCC 
as part of the 2008 Ozone Action Plan process. 
2 Inflation adjustment over the period 2008-2018 was estimated at 16.35 % using US Department of Labor 
CPI-U annual data. 
3 Currently all flares in the state are required to have auto-igniters. 
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years, largely from significant reductions in ozone precursor emissions.  
However, ozone levels remain above the 2008 and 2015 National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards (NAAQS) and the DMNFR is facing a pending reclassification 
to a “Serious” nonattainment area for the 2008 standard. Despite significant 
decreases in emissions since 2004, presently, condensate tanks remain the 
largest single source of VOC emissions in the DMNFR. Given the region’s ozone 
problems, and the administrative complexity of the current regulatory 
program, the Division proposes to transition from the current system-wide 
approach of controlling VOC emissions to a more stringent control program 
requiring control of all storage tanks with uncontrolled actual emissions of 
greater than or equal to 2 tpy. 
 
Presently, Colorado’s ozone SIP specifies in Section XII.D.2 of Regulation 
Number 7 that owners and operators of all condensate tanks emitting ≥ 2 tpy 
meet a 90% system-wide control requirement on a weekly basis during the 
summer ozone season May 1st through September 30th. During the remainder of 
the year, operators must meet a 70% control requirement. The regulation 
provides exemptions from the system-wide control program to small operators 
with total company-wide emissions under 30 tpy.  Operators are required to 
submit semi-annual reports to the Division detailing the number of tanks, 
condensate production, the presence of a control device on the individual tank 
(or tank battery), and the operational status. While many of the condensate 
tanks in the DMNFR are already controlled pursuant to the existing system-wide 
control program and a state-wide program requiring controls on storage tanks 
with uncontrolled actual emissions greater than or equal to 6 tpy, the 
transition to a 2 tpy tank control threshold will require operators to install 
additional controls. 
 



1. Condensate Tank Count 



All non-exempt operators in the DMNFR are required to submit system-wide 
control reports to the Division semi-annually. Based on operator reported data 
for 2017, Table 2 shows there are 5,028 condensate tank batteries4 in the 
DMNFR that are subject to Regulation 7 system-wide requirements. At the 
proposed tank control threshold of ≥ 2 tpy, there are 65 condensate tanks that 
do not have emission controls. 



Table 2: Condensate Tank Count Based on Reg. 7 System-wide Control 
Reports 



Tank Battery Size* Count of NAA 
Tanks 



Count of NAA 
Tanks 



w/Controls** 



Count of NAA 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 
≥ 4 tpy 1,812 1,803 9 



                                                 
4 In the DMNFR, owners and operators of condensate tanks with total actual uncontrolled VOC emissions 
less than 30 tpy are exempt from system-wide control requirements and therefore are excluded from the 
above listed total. Analysis of these currently exempt tanks is addressed below. 
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≥ 3 tpy to < 4 tpy 285 265 20 
≥ 2 tpy to < 3 tpy 409 373 36 



Subtotal 2,506 2,441 65 
    



≥ 1 tpy to < 2 tpy 703 571 132 
≥ 0 tpy to < 1 tpy 1,219 959 260 



= 0 tpy 600 - - 
Subtotal 2,522 1,530 392 



    
Grand Total 5,028 3,971 457 



 
* Tank battery size is based on annual reported uncontrolled VOC emissions 
** Tanks with zero emissions do not report whether facility has flare controls. 
 



2. Emission Reductions From Controlling DMNFR Condensate Tank ≥ 2 
TPY  



Using the Regulation Number 7 system-wide reports for 2017, there are a 
potential 65 condensate storage tanks without emission controls at the 
proposed ≥ 2 tpy storage tank control threshold in the DMNFR. The Division 
assumes that 100 percent of the flash gas in the storage tank is captured and 
routed to a control device through the implementation of Storage Tank 
Emissions Management (STEM) system requirements.5 As reflected in Table 3, 
controlling emissions from these tanks will reduce VOC emissions by 188.93 tpy 
using an assumed 95 percent control device effectiveness6. 



Table 3: Condensate Tank Emission Reductions 



Tank Battery Size 
Count of NAA 



Tanks 
w/Controls 



Count of NAA 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 



VOC Reduction 
from Added 



Controls (tpy) 
≥ 4 tpy 1,803 9 40.78 



≥ 3 tpy to < 4 tpy 265 20 66.00 
≥ 2 tpy to < 3 tpy 373 36 82.15 



Total 2,441 65 188.93 
 



3. Cost Effectiveness 



 



Table 4 provides the annualized cumulative cost of installing 65 flare control 
devices is about $421,700 dollars with an average cost effectiveness of about 
$2,232 per ton of VOC reduced. For the smallest category of tanks (2-3 tpy) the 
                                                 
5 See Regulation Number 7, Section XVII.C.2 “Capture and monitoring requirements for storage tanks that 
are fitted with air pollution control equipment as required by Sections XII.D. or XVII.C.1.” 
6 Generally flares can achieve a destruction efficiency of 98 percent, but the Division assumes 95 percent 
control to account for some downtime. 
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incremental cost of controls on 36 tanks is estimated at $2,843 per ton of VOC 
reduced. 



 



Table 4: Incremental Control Cost Estimates for Flare Control Devices on Tanks 
≥ 2 tpy 



Tank Battery 
Size 



Count of 
Tanks 
w/out 



Controls 



Each Flare 
Annualized 



Cost7 



Total 
Annualized 



Costs 



VOC 
Reductio
n (tpy) 



Average 
Control 
Costs 



($/ton) 
≥ 4 tpy 9 $6,487.7 $58,389 40.78 $1,432 



≥ 3 tpy to < 4 tpy 20 $6,487.7 $129,754 66.00 $1,966 
≥ 2 tpy to < 3 tpy 36 $6,487.7 $233,557 82.15 $2,843 



All tanks 65 $6,487.7 $421,700 188.93 $2,232 
 



In order to preserve flexibility in controlling smaller storage tanks that may 
have very low VOC concentrations that potentially may not be controlled if 
supplemental firing of natural gas is necessary to control emissions, the 
Division is proposing to establish in the SIP a control requirement for storage 
tanks ≥ 4 tpy.  At the ≥ 4 tpy threshold, 91.5% control is achieved, thus no SIP 
backsliding occurs because VOC emission reductions exceed the required 90% 
system-wide control requirement by 1.5%  The control requirement for storage 
tanks ≥ 2 tpy but < 4 tpy are proposed as “state-only”. 



 
C. Remove the Part E, Section I.A.7 exemption (associated with the 



system-wide control program) for owners or operators of condensate 
tanks with total actual uncontrolled VOC emissions less than 30 tpy. 



 
Regulation Number 7 provides for an exemption from the system-wide control 
requirement for small condensate tank operators with total VOC emissions less 
than 30 tpy. Since these operators are exempt from system-wide reporting and 
Air Pollutant Emissions Notice (APEN) reporting is infrequent, it is difficult to 
ascertain how many tanks are using the exemption. Based on 2019 COGCC data, 
there are 67 operators reporting tank operations in Weld County. If the 
operators reporting to system-wide in Weld County are removed, there are 
about 46 operators reporting oil production that may have condensate tanks 
above the proposed 2 tpy VOC emission control threshold that would lose the 
30 tpy exemption from control. The 46 operators also include 17 operators that 
report zero oil production for the first six months of 2019, but who could 
presumably produce condensate at some point in the future. 
 
The Division assumes that any condensate tanks previously exempted from 
control would fall into an uncontrolled VOC tank size range between ≥ 2 to < 6 
                                                 
7 See Table 1 for estimated annualized cost of flare controls. 
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tpy because all storage tanks statewide must be controlled if the emissions ≥ 6 
tpy. The estimated number of condensate tanks potentially impacted by the 
proposed ≥ 2 tpy threshold control requirement could be as high as 690 tanks 
assuming all 46 operators were just below the 30 tpy exemption threshold and 
all had 15 tanks equal to the 2 tpy threshold. A lower number of tanks 
potentially impacted by the proposed ≥ 2 tpy threshold control requirement is 
about 230 tanks assuming all 46 operators were just below the 30 tpy 
exemption threshold and all had 5 tanks just below the 6 tpy threshold. It is 
more likely that most operators have a few tanks and some will have no tanks 
above the ≥ 2 tpy threshold. If the Division assumes that all 46 operators have 
at least three tanks > 2 tpy, the number of tanks subject to control is 
estimated at 138 tanks. Operators with condensate tanks below the 2 tpy 
threshold would not incur any additional control costs. 
 
Although the Division is currently unable to establish the exact number of 
condensate tanks impacted by the proposal to remove the 30 tpy exemption for 
condensate tanks, the control costs should be similar to the incremental 
control cost estimates presented in Table 4. The Division has previously 
requested more information from operators impacted by the removal of the 30 
tpy condensate tank exemption but has yet to receive any such information. 
 



D. Require controls on crude oil and produced water tanks in the DMNFR 
with uncontrolled actual emissions of 2 tpy VOC or greater. 



 
Currently, in Part D, Section I (formerly Section XII) of Regulation Number 7 
only condensate tanks ≥ 2 tpy are subject to the system-wide emission control 
requirement. Other storage tanks (crude oil and produced water) are subject to 
controls in Part D, Section II (formerly Section XVII) of Regulation Number 7, 
and then only if the uncontrolled actual VOC emissions ≥ 6 tpy. Consequently, 
there are a number of crude oil and produced water tanks over the proposed ≥ 
2 tpy threshold that are not currently required by Regulation Number 7 to have 
controls in the DMNFR. 



Based on most recently available Regulation Number 7 APEN reported data (for 
2018) on crude oil and produced water tanks, Table 5 shows there are 605 
crude oil and water tank batteries8 in the DMNFR. At the proposed storage tank 
control threshold of ≥ 2 tpy, there are 175 tanks that are reported as not 
having emission controls that will need to install controls. 



Table 5: DMNFR Crude Oil & Produced Water Tank Battery Analysis 
(2018 APEN Data) 



Tank Battery Size* Count of NAA 
Tanks 



Count of NAA 
Tanks 



w/Controls** 



Count of NAA 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 
                                                 
8 Crude oil and water tanks are determined by screening by respective source classification codes 
404003012 and 4040003015. 
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≥ 4 tpy 417 371 46 
≥ 3 tpy to < 4 tpy 58 25 33 
≥ 2 tpy to < 3 tpy 130 34 96 



Total 605 430 175 
 
* Tank battery size is based on annual reported uncontrolled VOC emissions 
** Tanks with zero emissions do not report whether facility has flare controls. 
 



Table 6 shows the estimated 611.4 tpy VOC emission reduction associated with 
the proposed control requirements on 175 crude oil and produced water tanks ≥ 
2 tpy in the DMNFR. 



 



Table 6: DMNFR Emission Reductions from Crude Oil & Produced Water 
Tank Controls 



Tank Battery 
Size 



Count of NAA 
Tanks 



w/Controls 



Count of NAA 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 



VOC Reduction9 
from Added 



Controls (tpy) 
≥ 4 tpy 371 46 269.8 



≥ 3 tpy to < 4 
tpy 



25 33 108.0 



≥ 2 tpy to < 3 
tpy 



34 96 233.6 



Total 430 175 611.4 
 



For crude oil and water tanks in the DMNFR, Table 7 provides the estimated 
annualized cost of installing 175 flare control devices at about $1.14 million 
dollars with an average cost effectiveness of about $1,857 per ton of VOC 
reduced. For the smallest category of tanks (2-3 tons/year) the incremental 
cost of controls on 96 tanks is estimated at $2,666 per ton of VOC reduced.  
Produced water tanks generally have lower hydrocarbon concentrations, which 
could limit flare control effectiveness and may require supplemental fuel to 
support effective combustion of the hydrocarbon vapors. The Division 
requested more information about the level of hydrocarbon concentrations 
triggering the use of supplemental fuel and quantity of supplemental fuel used 
but has not yet received such information. 



 



Table 7: DMNFR Control Cost Estimates for Crude Oil & Produced Water 
Tanks ≥ 2 tpy 



                                                 
9 The VOC emission reduction is calculated assuming the use of enclosed flare control operating at 95% 
control effectiveness. 
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Tank Battery 
Size 



Count 
of 



Tanks 
w/out 



Controls 



Each Flare 
Annualized 



Cost10 



Total 
Annualized 



Costs 



VOC 
Reduction 



(tpy) 



Average 
Control 
Costs 



($/ton) 



≥ 4 tpy 46 $6,487.7 $298,434 269.8 $1,106 
≥ 3 tpy to < 4 



tpy 
33 $6,487.7 $214,094 108.0 $1,982 



≥ 2 tpy to < 3 
tpy 



96 $6,487.7 $622,819 233.6 $2,666 



All tanks 175 $6,487.7 $1,135,348 611.4 $1,857 
 



E. Lower the existing statewide control requirement threshold for 
condensate, oil and produced water storage tanks from ≥ 6 tpy to ≥ 2 
tpy of uncontrolled actual VOC emissions and increase the approved 
instrument monitoring method (AIMM) inspection frequency from annual 
to semi-annual for storage tanks with VOC emissions > 6 to < 12. 



 
Based on APEN reports for the most recent complete data year (2018), the 
Division evaluated the number of condensate, crude oil, and produced water 
tanks that may need to install controls for areas outside of the DMNFR (referred 
to herein as the “remainder of the state (ROS)”) including the areas north and 
east of the DMNFR. The Division acknowledges that the APEN reporting system 
allows flexibility in reporting (up to every 5 years), which may produce 
inaccurate counts for each tank battery size tier, particularly if well production 
has declined since the most recently filed APEN report has occurred.  
Accordingly, the actual number of tanks without controls evaluated in this 
proposal may differ from the APEN reported data. The Division requested more 
information about the number of statewide uncontrolled storage tanks that 
may impacted by this rulemaking proposal but has yet to receive such 
information. 



Table 8 shows there are about 588 crude oil and produced water tank 
batteries11 in the ROS. At the proposed storage tank control threshold of ≥ 2 
tpy, there are 202 tanks that are reported as not having emission controls. 



Table 8: ROS Crude Oil & Produced Water Tank Battery Analysis (2018 
APEN Data) 



Tank Battery Size* Count of ROS 
Tanks 



Count of ROS 
Tanks 



w/Controls** 



Count of ROS 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 
≥ 4 tpy 392 320 72 



≥ 3 tpy to < 4 tpy 83 33 50 



                                                 
10 See Table 1 for estimated annualized cost of flare controls. 
11 Crude oil and water tanks are determined by screening by respective source classification codes 
404003012 and 4040003015. 
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≥ 2 tpy to < 3 tpy 113 33 80 
Total 588 386 202 



 
* Tank battery size is based on annual reported uncontrolled VOC emissions 
** Tanks with zero emissions do not report whether facility has flare controls. 
 



Table 9 shows the estimated 866.7 tpy VOC emission reduction associated with 
the proposed control requirements on the 202 crude oil and produced water 
tanks ≥ 2 tpy in the ROS. 



 



Table 9: ROS Emission Reductions from Crude Oil & Produced Water Tank 
Controls 



Tank Battery 
Size 



Count of ROS 
Tanks 



w/Controls 



VOC Reduction 
from Existing 
Controls (tpy) 



Count of ROS 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 



VOC 
Reduction 



from Added 
Controls (tpy) 



≥ 4 tpy 320 26,905.3 72 506.2 
≥ 3 tpy to < 4 



tpy 
33 197.7 50 167.4 



≥ 2 tpy to < 3 
tpy 



33 110.5 80 193.1 



Total 386 27,092.9 202 866.7 
 



For crude oil and water tanks in the ROS, Table 10 provides the estimated 
annualized cost of installing 202 flare control devices at about $1.31 million 
dollars with an average cost effectiveness of about $1,512 per ton of VOC 
reduced. For the smallest category of tanks (2-3 tons/year) the incremental 
cost of controls on 80 tanks is estimated at $2,688 per ton of VOC reduced. 



Produced water tanks generally have lower hydrocarbon concentrations, which 
could limit flare control effectiveness and may require supplemental fuel to 
support effective combustion of the hydrocarbon vapors.  Generally, the firing 
of supplemental fuel in a flare control device defeats the fundamental purpose 
of the control device, which is to reduce emissions and not increase them.  
Accordingly, the Division is proposing to allow operators to submit a technical 
demonstration showing that supplemental fuel is necessary for safe and 
effective combustion of the hydrocarbon vapors in situations where a tank has 
very low hydrocarbon vapor concentrations. The Division requested more 
information about the safety associated with combusting very low hydrocarbon 
vapor streams, the hydrocarbon concentration threshold triggering the use of 
supplemental fuel and quantity of supplemental fuel necessary for safe and 
effective combustion but has yet to receive such information. 
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Table 10: ROS Control Cost Estimates for Crude Oil & Produced Water 
Tanks ≥ 2 tpy 



Tank Battery 
Size 



Count 
of 



Tanks 
w/out 



Controls 



Each Flare 
Annualized 



Cost12 



Total 
Annualized 



Costs 



VOC 
Reduction 



(tpy) 



Average 
Control 
Costs 



($/ton) 



≥ 4 tpy 72 $6,487.7 $467,114 506.2 $923 
≥ 3 tpy to < 4 



tpy 
50 $6,487.7 $324,385 167.4 $1,938 



≥ 2 tpy to < 3 
tpy 



80 $6,487.7 $519,016 193.1 $2,688 



All tanks 202 $6,487.7 $1,310,515 866.7 $1,512 
 



In addition to crude oil and produced water tanks, there are about 874 
condensate tank batteries13 based on 2018 APEN reported data in the ROS.  At 
the proposed storage tank control threshold of ≥ 2 tpy, Table 11 shows there 
are about 444 tanks that are reported as not having emission controls. 



 
Table 11: ROS Condensate Tank Battery Analysis (2018 APEN Data) 



Tank Battery Size* Count of ROS 
Tanks 



Count of ROS 
Tanks 



w/Controls** 



Count of ROS 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 
≥ 4 tpy 522 369 153 



≥ 3 tpy to < 4 tpy 140 24 116 
≥ 2 tpy to < 3 tpy 212 37 175 



Subtotal 874 430 444 
 
* Tank battery size is based on annual reported uncontrolled VOC emissions 
** Tanks with zero emissions do not report whether facility has flare controls. 
 



Table 12 shows the estimated 1,715.2 tpy VOC emission reduction associated 
with the proposed control requirements on the 444 condensate tanks ≥ 2 tpy in 
the ROS. 



 



Table 12: ROS Emission Reductions from Condensate Tank Controls 



Tank Battery 
Size 



Count of ROS 
Tanks 



w/Controls 



Count of ROS 
Tanks w/out 



Controls 



VOC Reduction from 
Added Controls 



(tpy) 



                                                 
12 See Table 1 for estimated annualized cost of flare controls. 
13 Condensate tanks are determined by screening by source classification code 404003011. 
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≥ 4 tpy 369 153 929.9 
≥ 3 tpy to < 4 



tpy 
24 116 382.3 



≥ 2 tpy to < 3 
tpy 



37 175 403.1 



Total 430 444 1,715.2 
 



For condensate tanks in the ROS, Table 13 provides the estimated annualized 
cost of installing 444 flare control devices at about $2.88 million dollars with 
an average cost effectiveness of about $1,679 per ton of VOC reduced.  For the 
smallest category of tanks (2-3 tons/year) the incremental cost of controls on 
175 tanks is estimated at $2,817 per ton of VOC reduced. 



 



Table 13: ROS Control Cost Estimates for Condensate Tanks ≥ 2 tpy 



Tank Battery 
Size 



Count 
of 



Tanks 
w/out 



Controls 



Each Flare 
Annualized 



Cost14 



Total 
Annualized 



Costs 



VOC 
Reduction 



(tpy) 



Average 
Control 
Costs 



($/ton) 



≥ 4 tpy 152 $6,487.7 $992,618 929.9 $1,068 
≥ 3 tpy to < 4 



tpy 
116 $6,487.7 $752,573 382.3 $1,969 



≥ 2 tpy to < 3 
tpy 



175 $6,487.7 $1,135,348 403.1 $2,817 



All tanks 444 $6,487.7 $2,880,539 1,715.2 $1,679 
 
 
Storage tanks with emissions ≥ 2 and less than 6 tpy will have to conduct AVO 
and visual inspections every 7 to 31 days. The Division is also proposing to add 
to the visual inspection requirements inspections of dump valves and liquid 
knockout vessels. These proposed requirements are based on the storage tank 
guidelines developed by the Division and industry, and are generally assumed 
to be conducted by most operators already.  
 
The Division is also proposing semi-annual AIMM inspections of storage tanks 
with emissions greater than or equal to 2 and less than 6 and to increase the 
AIMM inspection frequency from annual to semi-annual for storage tanks with 
emissions greater than or equal to 6 and less than or equal to 12 tpy. These 
inspections are intended to align with the leak detection and repair (LDAR) 
inspections, discussed below. 
 



                                                 
14 See Table 1 for estimated annualized cost of flare controls. 
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II. Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) for well production facilities and 
natural gas compressor stations  



 
In 2014, the AQCC adopted LDAR requirements for well production facilities 
and natural gas compressor stations. Recently adopted Colorado Senate Bill 19-
181 requires that the AQCC review its rules for oil and gas well production 
facilities and compressor stations and specifically consider adopting more 
stringent provisions including increasing the well production facility LDAR 
inspection frequency to a minimum of semi-annual. In recognition of SB 19-181, 
the Division is proposing to increase the frequency of AIMM inspections at well 
production facilities and compressor stations. In addition to proposing semi-
annual LDAR inspections, the Division is proposing to require semi-annual AIMM 
inspections for storage tanks at these facilities so that the inspection schedules 
for tanks and components continue to align. Since operators will be conducting 
LDAR inspections at these facilities, the additional cost of an AIMM inspection 
on the tanks at that facility should be minimal. Accordingly the Division has not 
separately assessed the costs of increasing the AIMM inspections for storage 
tanks  



Consistent with the 2014 Oil and Gas Rulemaking15 the Division is using an 
identical multi-step process to calculate the estimated costs and benefits 
associated with the proposed leak detection and repair requirements. First, the 
Division calculated an hourly inspection rate based on the total annual cost for 
each inspector divided by an assumed 1,880 annual work hours.16 To calculate 
the total annual cost for each inspector, the Division included salary and fringe 
benefits for each inspector, annualized equipment (including an infrared 
camera) and vehicle costs, and add-ons to account for supervision, overhead, 
travel, record keeping, and reporting.  Based on the assumptions set forth in 
the Divisions’ 2014 Final Economic Impact Analysis, the total annual cost for 
each inspector is estimated at $193,629, which equates to an hourly inspection 
rate of $103. The Division adjusted the hourly inspection rate by 5.53% to 
account for cost increases since 2014. The 2019 “In-house” hourly inspection 
rate rounded to the nearest dollar is $109. 
 



Table 14: Leak Detection and Repair (LDAR) Inspector – Annualized Cost 
Analysis 
Item Capital Costs 



(one time) 
Annual Costs Annualized 



Total Costs 
FLIR Camera $122,000    
FLIR Camera 
Maintenance/Repair 



 $7,500 



                                                 
15 See the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Air Pollution Control Division Final 
Economic Impact Analysis for proposed revisions to Colorado Air Quality Control Commission Regulation 
Number 7 (5 CCR 1001-9), dated January 30, 2014. 
16 This assumes a 40 hour work week with ten holidays, two weeks of vacation, and one week of sick 
leave. 
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Photo Ionization 
Detector 



$5,000  



Vehicle (4x4 Truck) $22,000  
Inspection Staff  $75,000 
Supervision (@ 20%)  $15,000 
Overhead (@10%)  $7,500 
Travel (@15%)  $11,250 
Recordkeeping (@10%)  $7,500 
Reporting (@10%)  $7,500 
Fringe (@30%)  $22,500 
Subtotal Costs $149,000 $153,750 
Annualized Costs* $39,879 $153,750 $193,629 
 2014 Annualized “In-house” 



Hourly Rate 
$103 



 2014 Annualized “Contractor” 
Hourly Rate** 



$134 



   
 2019 Annualized “In-house” 



Hourly Rate*** 
$109 



 2019 Annualized “Contractor” 
Hourly Rate 



$142 



 
* Annualized over 5 year period at 6% rate of return 
** Contractor rate 30% higher than In-house rate 
*** Adjusted by 5.53% to account for inflation since 2014 
 
In the 2014 Oil and Gas Rulemaking, the Division analyzed both “in-house” and 
“contractor” options for conducting LDAR inspections. The Division recognizes 
that in-house inspections would be the lowest cost option for larger operators 
since it would not involve additional profit to be paid to a contractor.  
However, for smaller companies that cannot fully utilize an IR camera, 
conducting inspections in-house may not be the most cost effective option.  To 
account for these differences, the Division assumed a 30% profit margin for 
contractors, which is added to the calculated hourly rate in instances where it 
appeared that contractors would be used to conduct the inspection ($142 per 
hour).  Considering the complex mix of large and small oil and gas operations, 
impacted by this proposal, including some potentially exempted from previous 
regulatory requirements in the DMNFR, the Division is using the contractor cost 
option to simplify the analysis.  Despite using the higher hourly cost ($142), the 
foregoing analysis shows that the proposed increase in inspection frequency 
and repair is shown to be cost effective. 
 
Second, the Division calculated the average amount of time that it would take 
to conduct a Method 21 inspection at compressor stations and well production 
facilities based on the number of components to be inspected and assuming 
that a component could be inspected every 30 seconds.  The proposed rule also 
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allows owners and operators to use IR cameras either as the sole inspection 
tool, or as a screening tool to identify potential leaking components followed 
by a Method 21 inspection.  An IR camera inspection or IR Camera/Method 21 
hybrid inspection can be conducted more quickly than a Method 21 inspection 
of each component.  While the Division does not currently have actual data 
regarding how much faster an inspection could be completed using an IR 
camera, for the purpose of this analysis the Division assumed that an IR camera 
based inspection would, on average, take 50% of the time required for a 
Method 21 inspection.17  In its role as staff to the AQCC, the Division requests 
additional information on the time and costs associated with conducting IR 
camera based inspections. 
 
For compressor stations, the Division used APEN reported component counts for 
the ≤ 12 tpy inspection tier identified in Table 15.  Based on these counts, and 
the inspection times per component discussed above, the Division calculated 
the following total inspection time per compressor station facility at the ≤ 12 
tpy inspection tier: 



Table 15: Calculated Inspection Time Compressor Station Leak 
Inspections 



Component Leak 
Uncontrolled Actual 



VOC Emissions 
Area Method 21 



Inspection 



IR Camera/ 
Hybrid 



Inspection 
≤ 12 tpy Rest of State 23.1 hours 11.6 hours 



 
For well production facilities, the Division has limited APEN data on the number 
of components per facility.  Based on this limitation, the Division did not 
attempt to calculate a separate inspection time for each of the proposed 
facility tiers, and instead used the overall average component count.  Based on 
the limited available data, however, there does appear to be a distinction 
between component numbers at well production facilities in the DMNFR and 
well production facilities in the ROS.  Accordingly, the Division calculated 
separate inspection times for well production facilities by area as set forth in 
Table 16. 



Table 16: Calculated Inspection Times for Well Production Facility Leak 
Inspections 



Area Method 21 Inspection IR Camera/ Hybrid 
Inspection 



DMNFR 12.2 hours 6.1 hours 
Remainder of the State 6.8 hours 3.4 hours 



 



                                                 
17 Based on the Division’s own IR camera inspections, and reports from various parties during the 2014 
stakeholder and prehearing process it appears that the Division’s assumption may significantly overstate 
the actual time needed to conduct an IR camera inspection. 
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In addition to the travel costs that are built into the hourly inspection rate as 
set forth in Table 16, the Division also assumed an additional three hours in 
travel time for each inspection in the ROS.  This assumption reflects the fact 
that certain well sites in basins in the ROS area may be remote, requiring 
additional travel. 
 
Third, the Division calculated the projected inspection costs for both 
compressor stations and well production facilities.  To make this calculation 
the Division used industry reported APEN emission data to determine the 
number of facilities that will be subject to semi-annual inspections to 
determine the total number of inspections for each tier, and multiplied these 
inspections by the calculated inspection time and projected hourly inspection 
rate.  For both compressor stations and well production facilities the Division 
assumed that all inspections would be conducted by 3rd party contractors.  
Since owners and operators of both compressor stations and well production 
facilities are already subject to recordkeeping and reporting, the Division 
believes that any additional recordkeeping and reporting costs will be nominal 
relative to the overall cost of the LDAR program. 
 
In the assessment of repair costs the Division also estimated product savings 
from conducting leak detection activities.  To calculate repair costs, the 
Division used EPA information regarding leaking component rates, component 
repair times, and hourly repair rates.  Specifically, the Division assumed a 
$74.95 hourly rate18 to repair components, and an average repair time of 
between 0.17 hours and 16 hours, depending on the both type of component 
and the complexity of the repair.19 To calculate the number of leaking 
components the Division used industry reported component counts and assumed 
a 1.48% leaking component rate for facilities subject to semi-annual 
inspections.  To calculate the value of the additional product captured, the 
Division converted the amount of VOC and methane/ethane reduced to 
thousand cubic feet (“MCF”) of natural gas, with a price of $2.92/MCF.  With 
respect to re-monitoring, the Division determined that because of the small 
number of components that will require repair and the fact that re-monitoring 
can be undertaken at the same time as repair, any additional costs associated 
with re-monitoring are negligible. The subsequent LDAR cost analysis is based 
on the above methodology. 



Since Colorado’s leak detection and repair program has been in place for a 
number of years, some industry stakeholders have questioned if a lower leak 
frequency or leaking component rate should be used in the LDAR technical 
analysis. Presently, the Regulation Number 7 LDAR inspection reports show the 
number of facilities inspected and number of leaks found, but no information 
                                                 
18 The $66.24 hourly rate adjusted by 13.15% to account for inflation since 2009 
19 See “Equipment Leak Emission Reduction and Cost Analysis for Well Pads, Gathering and Boosting 
Stations, and Transmission and Storage Facilities Using Emission and Cost Data From the Uniform 
Standards,” Bradley Nelson and Heather Brown, April 17, 2012; “Analysis of Emissions Reduction 
Techniques for Equipment Leaks,” Cindy Hancy, December 21, 2011. 
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on the number of components. One important observation from the Regulation 
Number 7 LDAR inspection reports is that more site visits results in the 
identification and repair of more leaks. In light of limited data, the Division 
used EPA data that indicated an annual leak frequency of 1.18%. Since this 
Regulation Number 7 proposal involves more inspections (i.e. moving from 
annual LDAR to semi-annual LDAR), the Division is using a scaled semi-annual 
leak frequency of 1.48%. In response to questions on whether a lower leak rate 
should be used, the Division evaluated the effect of a lower leak frequency. If 
the leak frequency is reduced by half (i.e. 0.74%) the total net LDAR cost 
decreases because the resulting costs of leak detection stay the same but the 
costs of leak repair go down because fewer leaks are needing to be repaired. 



 



A. Increase the LDAR inspection frequency at well production facilities: 
from annual to semi-annual for well production facilities in the 
DMNFR with VOC emissions > 2 tpy to < 6 tpy; from one-time to 
semi-annual for well production facilities outside the DMNFR with 
VOC emissions > 2 tpy to < 6 tpy; and from annual to semi-annual 
for well production facilities outside the DMNFR with actual VOC 
emissions > 6 tpy to < 12 tpy. 



 



Under Regulation Number 7, LDAR frequency at well production facilities with 
storage tanks is based on the uncontrolled actual VOC emissions of the largest 
emitting storage tank at the facility. To calculate the number of facilities that 
will be subject to additional LDAR inspections at well production facilities the 
Division used a combination of Regulation Number 7 system-wide operator 
reported data and 2018 APEN data for storage tanks.  Table 17 lists the number 
of well production facilities throughout the state and the current inspection 
frequency along with the proposed changes to the inspection frequency for the 
various facility tiers. 



 



Table 17: Storage Tank Battery Analysis for LDAR at Well Production Facilities  
Uncontrolled 



VOC at Storage 
Tank Battery 



Tier 



O & G Basin* 
Current 



Inspection 
Frequency 



Proposed Changes to 
Inspection Frequency 



Total Number of 
Facilities 



> 0  to < 1 
tpy 



DMNFR One-time  1,294 



≥ 1 to < 2 
tpy 



DMNFR Annual  915 



≥ 2  to < 6 
tpy 



DMNFR Annual Semi-annual 1,384 



> 6 to < 12 
tpy 



DMNFR Semi-annual  718 
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   Subtotal:  4,311 
      



> 0  to  < 2 
tpy 



ROS One-time  466 



≥ 2  to  < 6 
tpy 



ROS One-time Semi-annual 809 



≥ 6 to < 12 
tpy 



ROS Annual Semi-Annual 193 



   Subtotal: 1,468 
     
   Total 5,779 



*  ROS = Remainder of State 



 



In the DMNFR, Regulation Number 7 requires owners and operators of well 
production facilities with uncontrolled actual VOC emissions >1 tpy to < 6 tpy 
to conduct an annual LDAR inspection and those > 6 tpy to < 12 tpy to conduct 
a semi-annual LDAR inspection.  For the ROS, owners and operators of well 
production facilities with emissions > 2 tpy to < 6 tpy must conduct a one-time 
LDAR inspection and those ≥ 6 tpy to < 12 tpy must conduct an annual LDAR 
inspection.  The LDAR inspection requirement specifies that owners and 
operators must conduct periodic inspections using EPA Reference Method 21 or 
IR camera and repair leaks within a prescribed time frame.  In Table 18, the 
Division estimates the increase in inspection frequency at some well production 
facilities will result in an additional 3,195 inspections at a cost of about $2.8 
million dollars. 



 



Table 18: Well Production Facility Leak Inspection Costs Using IR Camera/Method 21 
Hybrid 
Uncontrolled 



VOC at 
Storage 



Tank Battery 
Tier (tpy) 



O&G 
Basin* 



Number of 
Facilities 



Change in 
Annual 



Inspection 
Frequency 



Total 
Number of 



New 
Inspections 



Inspection 
Time Per 
Inspection 



(hours) 



Total 
Annual 



Inspection 
Cost 



Contractor Inspections at $142/hour 
> 0  to  < 



1 
DMNFR 1,294 0 0 0 - 



≥1 to <2 
tpy 



DMNFR 915     



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



DMNFR 1,384 1 1,384 6.1 $1,198,821 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



DMNFR 718 0 0 0  



Subtotal: 4,311  1,384  $1,198,821 
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Contractor Inspections at $142/hour 



> 0  to  < 
2 



ROS 466 0 0 0 - 



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



ROS 809 2 1,618 6.4** $ 1,470,438 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



ROS 193 1 193 6.4** $175,398 



Subtotal: 1,468  1,811  $1,645,836 
       



Total (Contractor Inspections): 3,195  $2,844,657 



*  ROS = Remainder of State 



**  ROS inspection time includes additional 3 hours for travel time 



Based on the average leak rate, repair time, and hourly repair rate discussed 
above, the Division calculated that leak repair costs resulting from the 
proposed new LDAR inspection frequency will total about $2.2 million dollars as 
reflected in Table 19. 



 



Table 19: Well Production Facility Leak Repair Costs 



Uncontrolled 
VOC at 
Storage 



Tank Battery 
Tier (tpy) 



O&G 
Basin 



Number of 
Tanks 



(Facilities) 



Total 
Leak 



Repair 
Time per 
Facility 
(hours) 



Total Annual Repair 
Cost 



> 0  to  < 
1 



DMNFR 1,294   



≥1 to <2 
tpy 



DMNFR 915   



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



DMNFR 1,384 14.8 $1,535,216 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



DMNFR 718   



Subtotal: 4,311  $1,535,216 
     



> 0  to  < 
2 



ROS 466   



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



ROS 809 9.6 $582,092 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



ROS 193 9.6 $138,867 



Subtotal: 1,468  $720,959 
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  Total: $2,256,175 



 



In Table 20, the Division estimates the total value of recovered natural gas 
from the repair of leaks based on the newly required inspections at about 
$676,256 dollars. 



Table 20: Well Production Facility Recovered Natural Gas Value from Leak Repairs 



Uncontrolled 
VOC at 
Storage 



Tank Battery 
Tier (tpy) 



O&G 
Basin 



Number of 
Facilities 



Total 
Recovered 



Natural 
Gas per 
facility 



(tons/year) 



Value 
of 



Natural 
Gas 



($/MCF) 



Conversion 
Factor 



(MCF/ton) 



Total Annual Value 
of Recovered 
Natural Gas 



> 0  to  < 
1 



DMNFR 1,294     



≥1 to <2 
tpy 



DMNFR 915     



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



DMNFR 1,384 1.16 $2.92 35.8 $167,826 



> 6 to < 
12 



DMNFR 718     



Subtotal: 4,311    $167,826 
       



> 0  to  < 
2 



ROS 466     



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



ROS 809 5.74 $2.92 35.8 $485,430 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



ROS 193 1.14 $2.92 35.8 $23,000 



Subtotal: 1,468    508,430 
       



    Total: $676,256 
 



Table 21 summarizes the estimated costs from increasing the frequency of 
LDAR at well production facilities.  The overall cost is estimated at about $4.4 
million dollars. 



Table 21: Well Production Facility –Net Leak Inspection and Repair Costs 
Uncontrolled 



VOC at 
Storage Tank 
Battery Tier 



(tpy) 



O&G 
Basin 



Total Annual 
Inspection Cost 



(Contractor) 



Total Annual 
Repair Cost 



Total Annual 
Value of 



Recovered 
Natural Gas 



Net Annual 
Leak 



Inspection and 
Repair Costs 



> 0  to  < 1 DMNFR     
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Table 21: Well Production Facility –Net Leak Inspection and Repair Costs 
Uncontrolled 



VOC at 
Storage Tank 
Battery Tier 



(tpy) 



O&G 
Basin 



Total Annual 
Inspection Cost 



(Contractor) 



Total Annual 
Repair Cost 



Total Annual 
Value of 



Recovered 
Natural Gas 



Net Annual 
Leak 



Inspection and 
Repair Costs 



≥1 to <2 
tpy 



DMNFR     



≥ 2  to  < 6 DMNFR $1,198,821 $1,535,216 $167,826 $2,566,211 
> 6 to < 12 DMNFR     



Subtotal: $1,198,821 $1,535,216 $167,826 $2,566,211 
      



> 0  to  < 
2 



ROS     



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



ROS $1,470,438 $582,092 $485,430 $1,567,100 



≥ 6 to < 12 ROS $175,398 $138,867 $23,000 $291,265 
Subtotal: $1,645,836 $720,959 $508,430 $1,858,365 



      
Total: $2,844,657 $2,256,175 $676,256 $4,424,576 



 



The estimated emission reductions from increasing the frequency of LDAR at 
well production facilities is about 2,306 tpy of VOC and 4,164 tpy of 
methane/ethane. 



 
Table 22:  Well Production Facility Leak Inspection Emission Reductions 



Uncontrolled 
VOC at Tank 
Battery Tier 



(tpy) 



Number 
of 



Facilities 



Incremental 
LDAR 



Program 
Reduction % 
(one-time 



or annual to 
semi-



annual) 



Fugitive 
VOC 



Emissions 
Reduction 
for each 
facility 
(tpy) 



Total 
VOC 



Reduction 
(tpy) 



Fugitive 
Methane-
Ethane 



Emissions 
for each 
facility 
(tpy) 



Total 
Methane-
Ethane 



Reduction 
(tpy) 



DMNFR 
> 0  to  < 



1 
1,294      



≥1 to <2 
tpy 



915      



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



1,384 10% 0.46 636.6 0.70 968.8 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



717      
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Subtotal: 4,311   636.6  968.8 
       



ROS 
> 0  to  < 



2 
466      



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



809 50% 1.97 1,593.7 3.77 3,049.9 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



193 10% 0.39 75.3 0.75 144.8 



Subtotal: 1,468   1,669.0  3,194.7 
       
   Total: 2,305.6  4,163.5 



 
 
Based on these reductions, Table 23 summarizes the cost effectiveness of 
conducting ongoing instrument based inspections at well production facilities 
to be about $1,919/ton VOC and $1,063/ton methane/ethane. 
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Table 23:   Well Production Facility Leak Cost-Effectiveness Using IR 
Camera/Method 21 



Uncontroll
ed VOC at 



Tank 
Battery 



Tier (tpy) 



Numbe
r of 



Tanks 



Total Net 
Annual 
Leak 



Inspection 
& Repair 



Cost 



Increment
al LDAR 
Program 



Reduction 
% (one-
time or 



annual to 
semi-



annual) 



Total 
VOC 



Reductio
n (tpy) 



VOC 
Contro
l Cost 
($/ton



) 



Total 
Methane-
Ethane 



Reductio
n (tpy) 



Metha
ne-



Ethane 
Contro
l Cost 
($/ton



) 



DMNFR 
> 0  to  < 



1 
1,294       



≥1 to <2 
tpy 



915       



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



1,384 $2,566,21
1 



10% 636.6 $4,031 968.8 $2,64
9 



> 6 to < 
12 



718       



Subtotal: 4,311 $2,566,21
1 



 636.6 $4,031 968.8 $2,64
9 



        
ROS 



> 0  to  < 
2 



466       



≥ 2  to  < 
6 



809 $1,567,10
0 



50% 1,593.7 $983 3,049.9 $514 



≥ 6 to < 
12 



193 $291,265 10% 75.3 $3,868 144.8 $2,01
1 



Subtotal: 1,468 $1,858,36
5 



 1,669.0 $1,113 3,194.7 $582 



        
 Total: $4,424,5



76 
 2,305.



6 
$1,91



9 
4,163.5 $1,06



3 
 
The Division received field gas sample data from the Colorado Oil and Gas 
Association (COGA) suggesting a lower field gas VOC content for 6 well 
production facilities (about 7.9%) and 6 compressor stations (about 8.6%). 
COGA recommended the Division use this data in the final EIA LDAR analysis for 
the ROS. In the initial EIA, the Division used producer submitted APEN Form 203 
data that showed an average 20.3% VOC content (based on 20 samples) for well 
production facilities and 14.6% VOC content (based on 12 samples) for 
compressor stations to estimate the ROS facility fugitive emissions. 
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Unfortunately the Division is unable to use the COGA information because 
insufficient supporting documentation was provided on the well production 
facility location, gas sample gathering location, laboratory conducting the 
analysis and there were only a limited number of samples. 



 
B. Increase the LDAR inspection frequency from annual to semi-annual 



for compressor stations outside the DMNFR with actual VOC 
emissions > 0 tpy to < 12 tpy. 



 
 



For the DMNFR, all compressor stations must conduct quarterly LDAR 
inspections.  Thus, only compressor stations < 12 tpy outside the DMNFR need 
to increase inspection frequency to semi-annual. 



The Division determined there are a total of 238 compressor stations20 in the 
state based on operator provided LDAR reports, which also include inspection 
frequency.  The estimated number of compressor stations in the ROS is based 
on subtracting the known number of DMNFR compressors stations21 that were 
identified through Pneumatic Controller Task Force.  Based on the estimated 
compressor station inspection time estimates in Table 17, the Division 
estimates the total cost of conducting LDAR inspections is about $141,659 
dollars. 



 



Table 24: Compressor Station Leak Inspection Costs Using IR Camera/Method 21 
Hybrid  



Compressor 
Station 



Fugitive VOC 
Tier (tpy) 



Number of 
ROS 



Compresso
r Stations 



Change 
in Annual 
Inspectio



n 
Frequenc



y 



Time per 
IR Camera 
Inspection 



(hours) 



Total Annual 
Inspection 



Time  
(hours) 



Total Annual  
Inspection Cost 



≤ 12 tpy  86 1 11.6 997.6 $141,659 
>12 to ≤ 50 
tpy 



91     



> 50 tpy 11     
Total: 188   997.6 $141,659 



 



The repair costs associated with these inspections are set forth in Table 25 and 
fuel savings associated with these repairs are set forth in Table 26. 



 



                                                 
20 The total number of compressor stations statewide excludes 2 compressor stations in the DMNFR that 
use compressed air to drive pneumatic devices. 
21 The total number of compressor stations in the DMNFR NAA is 50, but 2 compressor stations that use 
compressed air to drive pneumatic devices are excluded. 
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Table 25: Compressor Station Leak Repair Costs 
Compressor 



Station 
Fugitive VOC 



Tier (tpy) 



Number of 
ROS 



Compressor 
Stations 



Leak Repair 
Rate ($/hr) 



Total Leak Repair 
Time per 



Compressor Station 
(hours) 



Total Annual 
Repair Cost 



≤ 12 tpy  86 $74.95 32.6 $210,130 
>12 to ≤ 50 
tpy 



91    



> 50 tpy 11    
Total: 188   $210,130 



 



Table 26: Compressor Station Recovered Natural Gas Value from Leak Repairs 



Compressor 
Station 



Fugitive VOC 
Tier (tpy) 



Number of 
ROS 



Compressor 
Stations 



Total 
Recovered 
Natural Gas 



per 
Compressor 



Station 
(tons/year) 



Value of 
Natural 



Gas 
($/MCF) 



Conversion 
Factor 



(MCF/ton) 



Total Annual 
Value of 



Recovered 
Natural Gas 



≤ 12 tpy  86 2.93 $2.92 35.8 $26,341 
>12 to ≤ 50 
tpy 



91     



> 50 tpy 11     
Total: 188    $26,341 



 



The total net costs for compressor station LDAR are set forth in Table 28. 



 



Table 27: Compressor Station Net Leak Inspection and Repair Costs 



Compressor 
Station 



Fugitive VOC 
Tier (tpy) 



Number of 
ROS 



Compressor 
Stations 



Total 
Annual 



Inspection 
Cost 



Total 
Annual 
Repair 
Cost 



Total Annual 
Value of 



Recovered 
Natural Gas 



Net Annual 
Leak 



Inspection 
and Repair 



Costs 
≤ 12 tpy  86 $141,659 $210,130 $26,341 $325,448 
>12 to ≤ 50 
tpy 



91     



> 50 tpy 11  - - - 
 Total: $141,659 $210,130 $26,341 $325,448 



 



The estimated emission reductions from increasing the frequency of LDAR at 
compressor stations in the ROS is about 78.3 tpy of VOC and 173.7 tpy of 
methane/ethane. 
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Table 28:  Compressor Station Leak Inspection Emission Reductions 



Compressor 
Station 



Fugitive VOC 
Tier (tpy) 



Number of 
ROS 



Compress
or 



Stations 



Increment
al LDAR 
Program 



Reduction 
% (annual 
to semi-
annual) 



Fugitive 
VOC 



Emissions 
Reductio



n for 
each CS 



(tpy) 



Total 
VOC 



Reductio
n (tpy) 



Fugitive 
Methane-
Ethane 



Emissions 
for each 
CS (tpy) 



Total 
Methane-
Ethane 



Reduction 
(tpy) 



≤ 12 tpy  86 10% 0.91 78.30 2.02 173.70 
>12 to ≤ 50 
tpy 



91      



> 50 tpy 11      
   Totals: 78.30  173.70 



 
Based on these reductions, Table 29 summarizes the cost effectiveness of 
conducting ongoing instrument based inspections at compressor stations to be 
about $4,156/ton VOC and $1,874/ton methane/ethane. 
 
Table 29:   Compressor Station Leak Cost-Effectiveness Using IR Camera/Method 
21 



Compressor 
Station 



Fugitive VOC 
Tier (tpy) 



Numbe
r of 
ROS 



Comp. 
Statio



ns 



Total Net 
Annual 
Leak 



Inspectio
n & 



Repair 
Cost 



Increment
al LDAR 
Program 



Reduction 
% (annual 
to semi-
annual) 



Total 
VOC 



Reductio
n (tpy) 



VOC 
Contro
l Cost 
($/ton



) 



Total 
Methane
-Ethane 
Reductio
n (tpy) 



Metha
ne-



Ethane 
Contro
l Cost 
($/ton



) 
≤ 12 tpy  86 $325,448 10% 78.3 $4,156 173.7 $1,87



4 
>12 to ≤ 50 
tpy 



91       



> 50 tpy 11       
 Totals



: 
$325,44



8 
 78.3 $4,15



6 
173.7 $1,87



4 
 
III. Natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers 
 
The Division is proposing to expand the current pneumatic controller inspection 
and enhanced response program applicable in the DMNFR to owners or 
operators of natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers at well production 
facilities and natural gas compressor stations statewide. Under the proposed 
revisions, owners or operators of natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers at 
well production facilities and natural gas compressor stations in the ROS must 
inspect their pneumatic controllers for proper operation during their LDAR 
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approved instrument monitoring method (AIMM) inspections (i.e., with IR 
camera or EPA Method 21). 
 
The Division estimates there are approximately 2,600 well production facilities 
and 190 natural gas compressor stations in the ROS that may now have to 
inspect their pneumatic controllers for proper operation. Based on data 
collected by the Pneumatic Controller Task Force (PCTF) at two natural gas 
compressor stations in the DMNFR22, compressor stations have an average of 11 
natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers. The PCTF also collected data on the 
number of natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers at well production 
facilities23 and determined averages based on the barrel per day (bbl/day) 
production of the facility. Well production facilities producing greater than or 
equal to 250 bbl/day had an average of 98 natural gas-driven pneumatic 
controllers per facility. Well production facilities producing greater than or 
equal to 10 bbl/day but less than 250 bbl/day had an average of 34 natural gas-
driven pneumatic controllers per facility. Well production facilities producing 
greater than or equal to zero bbl/day but less than 10 bbl/day had an average 
of 9 natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers per facility. Looking at the 
COGCC’s 2018 annual production data, the Division estimates that there are 5 
facilities in the counties completely outside of the DMNFR with production 
greater than or equal to 250 bbl/day, 569 facilities with production greater 
than or equal to 10 bbl/day but less than 250 bbl/day, and 17,061 facilities 
with production greater than or equal to zero bbl/day but less than 10 bbl/day, 
resulting in an estimate of 173,385 natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers at 
well production facilities in counties wholly outside of the DMNFR. This 
pneumatic controller estimate is based on average estimates of pneumatic 
controllers at operations in the DMNFR, and developed through the PCTF study. 
The Division requests that owners or operators of natural gas-driven pneumatic 
controllers outside of the DMNFR provide data on the number of natural gas-
driven pneumatic controllers at their facilities. 
 
The proposed revisions build upon the statewide LDAR program in Regulation 
Number 7 and the Division assumes that owners or operators will incorporate 
the pneumatic controller inspections into their well production facility and 
natural gas compressor station LDAR programs. Therefore, the Division believes 
that the inspection and recordkeeping costs are likely minimal.  
 
There may also be costs related to activities necessary to return a pneumatic 
controller to proper operation. In 2017, the Division considered information 
from pneumatic controller manufacturers about pneumatic controller repair 
options and potential emission reductions data in EPA’s Oil and Gas CTG, NSPS 
OOOOa TSD, and Natural Gas Star Options for Reducing Methane Emissions from 
Pneumatic Devices in the Natural Gas Industry to determine that returning 



                                                 
22 See Division Pneumatic Controller Task Force presentation to the Air Quality Control Commission (February 21, 2019) 
at https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13Wy4shXktxtR--UjW6XMbQZm-67bLYGD. 
23 Id. 
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pneumatic controllers to proper operation was cost-effective. The PCTF 
continues to gather data related to the costs of inspections and repair.24 
Preliminary data indicates that the incremental labor and material costs, costs 
above those related to the aligned LDAR inspection, are variable and range 
from insignificant to $600 per facility per year. The Division requested that 
owners or operators of natural gas-driven pneumatic controllers provide 
Colorado specific cost information concerning the proposed revisions and has 
not yet received such data. 
 
IV. Storage Tank Automatic Tank Gauging and Truck Loadout 



 
A. Automatic Tank Gauging 



 
The Division is proposing to require the owners or operators of new facilities 
and certain storage tanks use an automatic tank gauging system to measure 
and sample (i.e. gauge) the liquid in the storage tank, which will reduce 
emissions resulting from blowing down the tank and opening the thief hatch to 
gauge the tank. Based on the Division’s permitting inventory, the Division 
estimates that from 2016 through 2018 an average of 140 well production 
facilities per year received permits for this process. It is unknown how many 
new facilities install automatic tank gauging systems either voluntarily or due 
to permit or other requirements (e.g. compliance orders). Costs related to an 
automatic tank gauging system may include the gauge, temperature and water 
level sensors, control panels, transmitters, and management software. The 
American Petroleum Institute (API) has published the Manual of Petroleum 
Measurement Standards Chapter 18.2 Custody Transfer of Crude Oil from Lease 
Tanks Using Alternative Measurement Methods (July 2016), which provides 
standards for sampling, temperature determination, calculating volume, and 
quality testing during custody transfer of crude oil from tanks to a transport 
vehicle without requiring direct access to the tank thief hatch.   
 
An operator could also install a lease automated custody transfer (LACT) unit 
that provides for the automatic measurement, sampling, and transfer of 
liquids. LACT units can be used at facilities that unload liquids to a transport 
truck as well as facilities that transfer liquids directly to a pipeline. In addition 
to reducing emissions resulting from opening the thief hatch, facilities that use 
a LACT unit prior to transfer to a pipeline also reduce emissions from vehicle 
traffic related to storage tank unloading and emissions from decreased flare 
combustion. For this EIA, the Division has not been able to quantify these co-
benefits (i.e. the reduced NOx from vehicle traffic and avoided combustion), 
and requests information from stakeholders. 
 
The Division has received some limited information from operators currently 
using an automatic tank gauging system as a result of a compliance order. The 



                                                 
24 The PCTF will make any recommendations on its findings in a report to the Commission, due May 1, 2020. 
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Division has reviewed cost and emission estimates from these operators, with 
data varying based on cost and emission calculation methodologies. Estimates 
of emissions reduced from using an automatic tank gauging system to monitor 
and sample liquids, thereby eliminating emissions from opening the thief 
hatch, vary by facility and operation. A tank must be blown-down (i.e., gas is 
vented) before opening the thief hatch to gauge the tank. Assuming VOC 
emissions of 0.0011 tons per blow down event (which the Division believes is a 
low estimate and may vary based on the tank level, pressure, temperature, 
etc) and 100 blow-down events per year (which again, is a low figure), emission 
estimates include a 0.28 tpy VOC reduction per tank system by using an 
automatic tank gauging system. Estimates range from 0 to 4.91 tons of VOC 
emissions reduced, based on the amount of production loaded out during auto-
gauging when thief hatches would otherwise have been open. Estimates range 
from $29,180 to $66,500 per system, reducing emissions by 55.2 tons for all 
systems installed. Estimates from the use of LACT units ($350,000 initial and 
$800 monthly) or auto-gauging systems ($17,000 initial and $100 monthly) 
range $2,120 to $7,094 cost per ton of VOC reduced. Other estimates provided 
concerning the use of LACT units reflected an average 2.8 tons of VOC reduced 
from a system costing on average $1,693,256 and an average 3.46 tons from a 
system costing an average $1,265,774. As far as the Division is aware, none of 
these cost estimates took into account the savings from manual gauging errors. 
 
Equipment costs will likely be less for owners or operators who already use 
automatic gauging systems at other facilities. In addition, automatic gauging 
systems and LACT units offer an increased level of accuracy, which will 
payback over time.25 Emission reductions will depend on how frequently the 
storage tank is gauged or sampled. There may also be costs due to associated 
recordkeeping requirements, though the Division’s proposal is minimal.  
 



B. Truck Loadout of Hydrocarbon Liquids 
 
The Division is proposing to require owners or operators of hydrocarbon liquid 
storage tanks with uncontrolled actual VOC emissions greater than or equal to 2 
tpy control emissions from the loadout of hydrocarbon liquids from the storage 
tank into a transport vehicle. Owners or operators must use submerged fill and 
may use either a vapor collection and return system, air pollution control 
equipment, or both to control emissions. The Division estimates there are 
approximately 3,600 storage tanks with emissions greater than or equal to two 
tpy. The Division also estimates an average of 140 new well production 
facilities per year, and assumes that all storage tanks will have emissions 
greater than or equal to two tpy. Based on COGCC’s 2018 annual production 
data (355,697,624 barrels of oil produced) and assuming that all production was 
loaded to a transport vehicle instead of to a pipeline, the Division estimates 



                                                 
25 See Best Practices for Custody Transfer Using API MPMS 18.2 (October 2017), 
https://www.emerson.com/documents/automation/white-paper-best-practices-for-custody-transfer-rosemount-en-
1730756.pdf. 
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that loadout emissions range from 18,496 to 41,972 tpy (0.104 lb VOC/bbl 
crude oil loaded and 0.236 lb VOC/bbl condensate loaded26). This is an 
overestimate as some facilities direct some, if not most, of the product to a 
pipeline instead of a transport vehicle (although even at those facilities, for 
example, LACT units can be out of service and operators will need to loadout 
by truck). In the 2017 oil and gas area source inventory, the Division estimated 
that emissions from truck loadout of condensate liquid in the DMNFR was 7.5 
tons per day (tpd) (2,737 tpy). 
 
Loadout emissions calculations vary based on the hydrocarbon liquid being 
loaded into the transport vehicle. Using the Division’s default emission factor 
for condensate loadout, the estimated emission reductions anticipated per tank 
from a 95% loadout control requirement are listed in Table 30 below. Instead of 
relating loadout emissions to storage tank emissions, Table 30 uses throughput 
to estimate potential emission reductions. Further, the Division acknowledges 
that the default emission factors were developed for gasoline transport trucks 
loading from dedicated loading racks at refineries. Thus, these emissions 
estimates do not include emission sources such as the blow-down of the tank or 
from the opening of the thief hatch, and as a result, the loadout emissions may 
actually be higher.  
 
Table 30: Estimated loadout uncontrolled emissions and potential emission 



reductions, per tank battery 
 



Storage tank 
throughput 
(bbl/yr) 



Loadout 
uncontrolled 
emissions (tpy) 



Loadout 
emissions 
controlled at 95% 
(tpy) 



Estimated VOC 
reduction from 
loadout control 
(tpy) 



2,000 0.24 0.01 0,22 
10,000 1.18 0.06 1.12 
20,000 2.36 0.12 2.24 
30,000 3.54 0.18 3.36 
40,000 4.72 0.24 4.48 
50,000 5.90 0.30 5.61 



 
 
Costs will also vary, depending on facility configuration and control system 
installed. EPA estimates the cost of purchasing additional connections to route 
a transport vehicle vent to a useful outlet at $1,000 (estimated implementation 
cost) and additional operating costs to connect the lines at $200 (incremental 
operating cost).27 EPA also estimates that recovering these vapors can payback 
in two years depending on the frequency of loading, load volumes, and the 



                                                 
26 See APCD PS Memo 14-02: Oil and Gas Industry Hydrocarbon Liquid Loadout General Permit GP-07 Regulatory 
Definitions and Permitting Guidance.  
27 EPA Natural Gas Star – Recover Gas During Condensate Loading (2011) at 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-06/documents/recyclelinerecovers.pdf. 
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value of the gas.28 In most cases, the storage tank will already be controlled as 
required by the Regulation Number 7 storage tank control programs; therefore, 
the additional costs to control the transport vehicle emissions may only be 
related to the installation of vapor return lines to the storage tank such that 
transport vehicle emissions are then routed to the existing control device. 
Under the proposed storage tank revisions described above, all storage tanks 
statewide with uncontrolled actual emission equal to or greater than two tpy 
must control emissions. However, some operators may choose to install a air 
pollution control system dedicated to controlling the loadout process, which 
would have increased costs, though this scenario is not likely for new facilities. 
The Division is continuing to assess other appropriate applicability thresholds. 
Lastly, there may be costs associated with the equipment inspection and 
recordkeeping requirements.   
 
The Division has reviewed cost and emission estimates from several operators, 
with data varying based on the costs of systems and equipment installed and 
emission calculations. Estimates provided by operators range from 0.48 to 
21.94 tons of VOC emissions reduced, based on the production after the truck 
loading controls were implemented. Other estimates range from 0.8 to 2.47 
tons of VOC emissions reduced, with a loadout system costing $11,250. 
Estimates for dedicated air pollution control equipment range from $48,500 to 
$45,000 per loadout control system, with commensurate reduction in loadout 
emissions of 195 tpy (95% control). Yet other cost estimates range from $12,200 
to $14,000 per system, with emission reductions of 25.95 tons VOC. And, other 
estimates from tank loadout controls ($15,000 each system) range $7,333 to 
$8,420 cost per ton of VOC reduced.  
 
The Division requested that owners or operators of potentially impacted 
operations provide Colorado specific cost information concerning the proposed 
revisions. The Division has received some such information from industry and 
continues to evaluate and discuss both the automatic tank gauging and truck  
loadout proposed requirements.  
 
Industry provided cost information based on three potential loadout control 
scenarios: (1) the addition of a vapor line to existing infrastructure without 
requiring vapor control system upgrades or updates; (2) the addition of a vapor 
line to existing infrastructure and requiring vapor control system upgrades or 
updates; and (3) the addition of a dedicated loadout control system. Industry 
provided a range of costs for each scenario, as listed in the table below. 
Additionally, industry identified the likely percentage of facilities that would 
full under each scenario. 
 
 
 



                                                 
28 Id. 
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Table 31: Industry provided loadout control system cost estimates 
 
Scenario Capital cost Annual 



maintenance cost 
Percentage of 
facilities 



1 $3,000-$29,000 $1,000-$5,000 50% 
2 $11,000-$34,000 $2,800-$3,600 12% 
3 $21,000-$83,000 $1,500-$8,600 38% 



 
Using the average of the estimated capital and annual costs, amortized over 
five years, the cost per ton of VOC reduced is listed in the table below. Using 
the industry cost estimates, the Division believes that controlling loadout 
emissions is generally cost-effective. 
 



Table 32: Estimated cost per ton to control loadout emissions 
 
Annual 
throughput 
(bbl/yr) 



2,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 



Annual VOC 
emission 
reduction 
(tpy) 



0.22 1.12 2.24 3.36 4.48 5.61 



 
Scenario Average 



annual 
cost 



Cost of emission control per ton of VOC reduced per 
annual throughput category 



($/tpy VOC) 
  2,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 
1 $6,200 $28,182 $5,536 $2,768 $1,845 $1,384 $1,105 
2 $7,700 $35,000 $6,875 $3,438 $2,292 $1,719 $1,373 
3 $14,550 $66,136 $12,991 $6,496 $4,330 $3,248 $2,594 



 
The Division continues to evaluate and discuss both the automatic tank gauging 
and truck loadout proposed requirements. 
 
V. Well Emissions  
 
The Division is proposing to expand the current requirement for owners or 
operators to use best management practices (BMPs) to minimize emissions 
associated with well maintenance and liquids unloading to also require 
operators use BMPs to minimize emissions associated with well plugging 
activities. During the plugging of a well, emissions may be released from the 
well to the atmosphere.  
 
According to COGCC data, from 2016 through 2018, an average of 1,854 wells 
per year were plugged and abandoned. Due to the variability of BMPs that 
could be employed to minimize emissions, the specific costs and quantity of 
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emissions that will be reduced by the proposed revision are unknown. Because 
the proposal only requires use of best management practices, which takes into 
account the cost of the practices in a given situation, the Division assumes that 
the proposed strategy will be cost effective. 
 
The Division is also proposing additional recordkeeping and reporting 
requirements. There is uncertainty around the emissions from these activities 
as well as when and which BMPs may be used to minimize emissions. There may 
be additional costs in maintaining records and submitting reports to the 
Division. The additional records and report will address some of these 
uncertainties and inform potential, future emission reduction strategies.  
 
The Division requested that owners or operators of potentially impacted oil and 
gas wells provide Colorado specific cost information concerning the proposed 
revisions but did not receive such cost information. 
 
VI. Downstream Transmission 
 
The Division is proposing a new performance based program for the 
downstream transmission segment, as a result of a recommendation from the 
SHER team. The downstream transmission segment includes pipelines, 
compressor stations, aboveground and underground storage facilities, and other 
equipment transporting or storing natural gas downstream of the natural gas 
processing plant and prior to the natural gas distribution segment. In Colorado, 
this segment consists of six owners or operators operating 56 facilities and 
miles of pipelines. Under the proposed program, a Steering Committee will be 
established to develop a methane emissions intensity target and evaluate 
progress against this target. Additionally, downstream transmission owners or 
operators will begin implementing company specific best management 
practices (BMP) plans in 2021; begin gathering emissions data in 2021, which 
will be used to establish the segment methane emissions intensity target; and 
achieve the segment methane emissions intensity target by 2025. Due to the 
variability of BMPs that could be employed to reduce emissions from these 
operations, the specific costs and quantity of emissions that will be reduced by 
the proposed revision are unknown. There will be additional costs associated 
with participating on the Steering Committee and compiling data through a 
third party contractor selected and funded by the transmission segment. There 
will also be costs related to data collection and associated recordkeeping and 
reporting requirements.  
 
The Division requested that owners or operators of downstream transmission 
facilities and other SHER team participants provide cost information concerning 
the proposed revisions but did not receive such cost information. The Division 
has, however, continued to work with the SHER team participants to finalize 
the proposed regulatory and statement of basis language. 
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VII. Oil and Gas Sector – Annual Emissions Inventory 
 
The Division is proposing an annual emissions inventory program for the oil and 
gas sector. Under the proposed inventory program, owners or operators of oil 
and gas operations and equipment will collect VOC, NOx, carbon dioxide (CO), 
methane, and ethane emissions data and submit an annual report to the 
Division. These reports may be partially duplicative of current air pollutant 
emissions notice (APEN) requirements. However, these reports may partially 
offset future information requests made by the Division to inform emission 
inventory development for ozone and other modeling efforts and measuring 
progress against new greenhouse gas reporting requirements of associated with 
Senate Bill 19-096 and House Bill 19-1261. The Division intends to consider in 
future rulemakings how to streamline these related reporting regimes. There 
will be costs related to data collection and associated recordkeeping and 
reporting requirements. 
 
The Division requested that owners or operators of engines, drilling operations, 
well production facilities, natural gas compressor stations, and downstream 
transmission operations provide cost information concerning the proposed 
revisions but did not receive such cost information. The Division continues, 
however, to work with stakeholders to draft an appropriate and effective 
emissions inventory program. 
 
VIII. Serious Area RACT Requirements for Major Sources 



 
The Division expects that EPA will reclassify the DMNFR as a serious ozone 
nonattainment area in late 2019. As a Serious nonattainment area, Colorado 
must revise its ozone SIP to include, among other things, provisions that 
provide for the implementation of RACT for each category of VOC sources 
covered by a CTG, for which Colorado has sources, and all other major 
stationary sources of VOC or NOx located in the DMNFR area. Under a Serious 
nonattainment area classification, major sources are sources that emit or have 
the potential to emit greater than or equal to 50 tons per year of NOx and/or 
VOC.  
 
The Division analyzed 31 major sources (> 50 tpy VOC or NOx) in the DMNFR. 
The Division did not analyze oil and gas sources with emissions between 50 and 
100 tpy as these sources are subject to the requirements adopted in 2017 that 
correspond to EPA’s Oil and Gas CTG and engine and other combustion 
equipment requirements in Regulation Number 7. The 31 sources are subject to 
various and numerous Regulation Number 7 RACT, RACT/beyond RACT/BACT, or 
NSPS or NESHAP requirements. However, while these requirements are included 
in federally enforceable permits and NSPS and NESHAP, some of the 
requirements are not currently included in Colorado’s SIP, as is required for a 
Serious nonattainment area. 
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Therefore, the Division is proposing to revise Regulation Number 7 to include 
requirements for general solvent use, to expand the combustion equipment 
requirements, to incorporate by reference specific NSPS or NESHAP 
requirements, and to require specific sources to submit a RACT analysis 
concerning the facility or specific point(s) to the Division.  
 



A. Solvents  
 
The Division is proposing to define RACT on a categorical basis for general 
solvent use operations. The proposed revisions would broadly apply to sources 
with a potential to emit 50 tons per year of VOC and whose solvent use 
emissions trigger permitting thresholds (i.e., 2 tons per year VOC on an 
uncontrolled actual basis in the ozone nonattainment area, or 5 tons per year 
in the rest of the state). At these thresholds, new work practice standards 
apply requiring that containers be covered, proper disposal of solvent waste, 
and use good air pollution practices (e.g., the use of low/no VOC solvent if 
possible, using only amounts needed, submerged fill pipes, closed loop 
systems, maintaining operations to be leak free). Additionally, in the DMNFR, if 
an applicable source’s solvent use operations have 25 tons per year VOC 
emissions on an uncontrolled actual basis, emissions must be reduced by 90% 
and additional control requirements, monitoring, performance testing, and 
recordkeeping requirements for general solvent use operations apply. The 
Division has identified at least two facilities in the DMNFR that may be subject 
to this proposal and believes there are likely other sources that may be 
subject, including marijuana and hemp solvent extraction facilities. There are 
potential costs related to all of these elements. 
 
The Division requested that owners or operators of equipment or activities that 
may be subject to these provisions provide cost information concerning the 
proposed revisions but did not receive such cost information. 
 



B. Combustion Equipment 
 
The Division is proposing to expand the combustion equipment requirements 
for boilers, turbines, and engines that the AQCC adopted in 2018 for sources 
with emissions greater than or equal to 100 tpy of NOx to sources with 
emissions greater than or equal to 50 tpy of NOx. 
 



1. Boilers 
 
The categorical RACT requirements for boilers include an emission limit of 0.2 
lb/MMBtu, associated monitoring and recordkeeping, and combustion process 
adjustment (tuning). The Division is proposing to lower the MMBtu/hr 
applicability for these boilers from 100 MMBtu/hr to 50 MMBtu/hr. The Division 
is also proposing to require only initial and periodic performance testing for 
these boilers instead of continuous emission monitoring systems (CEMS). 
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There are 24 boilers that may be subject to this categorical RACT standard. 
There are 10 boilers below the heat input applicability threshold of 50 
MMBtu/hr that are subject to the combustion process adjustment requirements 
but not the numerical standard.  
 
There are 14 boilers with a design heat input rating greater than or equal to 50 
MMBtu/hr that are potentially subject to the categorical RACT standard. The 
Division is not proposing to revise the low utilization capacity factor exemption 
and an owner could maintain the operation of a boiler below the capacity 
factor, which would exempt the boiler from the numerical standard. Such 
boilers would then only be subject to minimal recordkeeping requirements. For 
boilers subject to the numerical limit, the Division is proposing a periodic 
performance test requirement to ensure compliance with the limit. In 
developing the monitoring requirements for boilers at sources with NOx 
emissions greater than or equal to 100 tpy, the Division estimated that the cost 
for the installation, operation, and maintenance of a CEMS device range from 
approximately $150,000 to $200,000 (capital cost) and $26,000 to $49,000 
(annual cost).29 In contrast, for boilers at sources with NOx emissions greater 
than or equal to 50 tpy, the Division estimates the cost of a performance test 
at approximately $4,000 to $8,000 per test, depending on the contractor fee 
schedules and location with response to the source. These tests will be 
required every two years. Additional costs include costs related to the 
associated recordkeeping requirements. In addition, these boilers will be 
subject to period combustion process adjustment requirements. 
 



2. Turbines 
 
The categorical RACT requirements for turbines include compliance with NSPS 
GG for turbines constructed on or before February 18, 2005, and compliance 
with NSPS KKKK for turbines constructed after February 18, 2005, as well as 
associated monitoring and recordkeeping requirements.  
 
There are 8 turbines that may be subject to this categorical RACT standard. 
The Division believes the direct economic impact to owners or operators of 
affected turbines to be negligible since these turbines are already required to 
meet the limits and monitoring requirements of the applicable NSPS provisions.  
 



3. Engines 
 
The categorical RACT requirements for engines include an emission limit of 9.0 
g/bhp-hr for compression ignition engines with a maximum design power 
output greater than or equal to 500 hp. Engines that operator at less than 10% 
of the capacity factor are exempt from the numerical emission limit.  



                                                 
29 See July 19, 2018, AQCC rulemaking hearing establishing RACT for combustion equipment.  
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There are 17 engines that may be subject to this categorical RACT standard. As 
most of these engines are backup or emergency generators, the Division 
anticipates that the economic impact of the proposal on owners and operators 
will be negligible since the engines are likely to operator under the capacity 
factor exemption and therefore be subject to minimal recordkeeping 
requirements. However, the engines may continue to be subject to the 
combustion process adjustment requirements, applicable to engines with 
uncontrolled actual emissions greater than or equal to 5 tpy.  
 



4. Kilns, dryers, furnaces 
 
The categorical RACT requirements for kilns, dryers, and furnaces currently 
apply to lightweight aggregate kilns and process heaters. Therefore, the 
Division is proposing to expand the combustion process adjustment 
requirements to ceramic kilns, dryers, and furnaces.  
 
There are five facilities that may be subject to this proposed requirement, with 
kilns ranging from 0.9 MMBtu/hr to 10 MMBtu/hr, dryers ranging from 3 
MMBtu/hr to 44.1 MMBtu/hr, and furnaces ranging from 17 MMBtu/hr to 32 
MMBtu/hr. There may be costs where the owner is not currently conducting a 
regulatory, voluntary, or manufacturer specified tuning or combustion 
adjustment due to the time to conduct the adjustment and potential costs of 
any necessary replacement equipment components.  
 
The Division requested that owners or operators or equipment or activities that 
may be subject to these provisions provide cost information concerning the 
proposed revisions but did not receive such cost information. The Division has, 
however, worked with stakeholders to refine the combustion equipment 
requirements for ceramic kilns. 
 



C. Incorporation By Reference of NSPS/NESHAP 
 
The Division proposes to include RACT requirements through incorporating by 
reference certain NSPS and/or NESHAP requirements for specific sources. There 
may be costs for sources associated with including these RACT requirements in 
the SIP due to the process and timeframe for a source seeking to amend an EPA 
approved SIP provision. However, incorporating NSPS or NESHAP requirements 
for these specific sources does not add additional implementation costs 
because these requirements are already federally enforceable. 
 



D. Requirements for RACT Analysis Submittal 
 
The Division proposes to require owners or operators of some major sources or 
specific points at major sources to submit a RACT analysis concerning the 
facility or specific point(s) to the Division. The proposed revisions may involve 
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costs related to developing the RACT analyses and potential costs related to 
resulting emission reduction controls or measures.   
 
The Division requested that owners or operators of potentially subject boilers, 
turbines, engines, or kilns provide cost information concerning the proposed 
revisions but did not receive such cost information. 
 
IX. Gasoline transport trucks, testing facilities, terminals, and service 



stations 
 



The Division is proposing to update and streamline the requirements for 
gasoline transport truck testing and vapor systems.  
 
The Division processes 2,500 to 3,000 gasoline transport truck vapor integrity 
certifications per year. These gasoline transport trucks must be vacuum-
pressure tested annually. There are seven testing facilities. The Division is 
proposing to update the vacuum-pressure test in Regulation 7 with the more 
current EPA Method 27 test method. EPA Method 27 is the required test method 
in EPA’s NSPS and NESHAP for bulk terminals and gasoline dispensing facilities. 
Under the proposed revisions, the owners or operators of gasoline transport 
trucks must conduct this annual test using EPA’s Method 27 and maintain 
records associated with the EPA Method 27 test.  
 
There are approximately 40 bulk terminals in the DMNFR, six of which are large 
volume bulk terminals. Under the proposed revisions, the terminal operators 
must ensure that the gasoline transport trucks filled at the terminal have been 
tested annually according to EPA Method 27.    
 
There are approximately 2,200 service stations in the DMNFR. The Division is 
proposing to clarify that the service stations must ensure that petroleum 
liquids are transferred using a properly maintained, functioning, and leak-tight 
vapor system. 
 
The Division’s proposed revisions clarify the vapor systems standards and 
update the test requirements and associated records to align with the current 
federal standards. Therefore, the Division believes that the cost impacts will 
be minimal or even reduced due to the removal of the requirement for the 
Division to provide and gasoline transport truck owners or operators to apply 
the certification sticker. Further, there may be cost savings in streamlining 
conflicting requirements in the SIP and associated with EPA’s Method 27 and 
federal rules. 
 
The Division requested that owners or operators of gasoline transport trucks, 
bulk terminals, or service stations provide Colorado specific cost information 
concerning the proposed revisions but did not receive such cost information. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
The Division prepared this Final Economic Impact Analysis in accordance with 
the requirements of §25-7-110.5(4), C.R.S. Specifically, the Division utilized the 
methodology identified in §25-7-110.5(4)(c)(III), C.R.S.  
 
The Division has determined that there may be costs related to the proposed 
revisions potentially impacting owner or operators of oil and gas operations 
including costs related to additional LDAR inspections, responsive actions, 
recordkeeping, and reporting; costs related to controlling and inspecting 
additional storage tanks; costs related to inspecting additional pneumatic 
controllers, as well as associated recordkeeping and reporting; costs related to 
installing automatic storage tank gauging systems at new facilities; costs 
related to controlling emissions from storage tank loadout activities; costs 
related to the use of best management practices to minimize well emissions, 
and associated recordkeeping and reporting; costs related to the downstream 
transmission segment performance based program; and costs related to an 
annual emissions inventory program. Based on the information reasonably 
available to the Division, the Division projects that the proposal will reduce 
VOC emissions in Colorado by approximately 5,766 tpy and will result in 
reductions of methane/ethane by approximately 4,337 per year, with a cost of 
$10.5 million/year. The calculated cost per ton of VOC reduced ranges from 
$923 to $4,156 per ton. The overall cost effectiveness for the package is 
approximately $1,821 per ton of VOC reduced.   
 
The Division has determined that there may be costs related to the proposed 
revisions potentially impacting major sources (> 50 tpy VOC and/or NOx) in the 
DMNFR. There may be economic impacts of the proposed solvent use control 
and work practices should owners or operators of operations that use solvents 
have to change work practices or solvent use. There may be economic impacts 
of the proposed revisions expanding the combustion equipment standards 
should owners or operators have to conduct additional performance testing, 
combustion process adjustments, or recordkeeping. The Division has 
determined there may be costs related to developing RACT analyses for 
specified major sources. However, the specific potential costs are unknown due 
to the range of industries impacted and the varied number of emission NOx and 
VOC emission points at these major sources.  
 
The Division has also determined that there may be costs related to the 
proposed revisions potentially impacting gasoline transport trucks, truck testing 
facilities, terminals, and service stations. However, the proposed revisions 
update and align with current federal standards; therefore, the Division 
believes that the costs impact will be minimal or even reduced. 
 
Based on the above analyses, the Division believes the proposed revisions are 
cost-effective. The Division has provided an estimate of costs based on 
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reasonably available information and will consider any additional information 
provided by stakeholders. The Division requested that affected industry or any 
interested party submit information with regard to the cost of compliance with 
these proposed rule revisions. Where the Division received such information, 
the Division continues to evaluate and discuss the proposed requirements. 
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1190 St. Francis Dr. 
Santa Fe, NM  87505 
 
Comments submitted by email to methanestrategy@state.nm.us 



 
 



Comments of the Center for Civic Policy 
in Response to the Draft Technical Report 



of the Methane Advisory Panel 
 
 
I.  Introduction 



On behalf of the Center for Civic Policy (CCP), the University of New Mexico Natural 
Resources and Environmental Law Clinic (UNM Law Clinic) respectfully submits the following 
comments in response to the Methane Advisory Panel’s (MAP) Draft Technical Report (Draft 
Report). These comments are intended to inform the Oil Conservation Division (OCD) of the 
Energy, Minerals, and Natural Resources Department (EMNRD) and the New Mexico 
Environment Department (NMED) in their development of rules to reduce methane emissions 
from oil and gas production and transmission in New Mexico. 



CCP is a non-profit community-advocacy organization whose mission is to connect 
underrepresented communities in New Mexico to the public policy process and to increase voter 
participation and turnout.  CCP educates New Mexicans on a wide range of issues that impact 
our communities, including ethics and campaign finance reform, health care, tax and budget 
priorities, economic security, corporate accountability, and the environment. 



CCP partners with local and national organizations to advocate on behalf of New 
Mexico’s low-income and minority communities; among these organizations are Somos Un 
Pueblo Unido, New Mexico CAFé, OLÉ, New Mexico Voices for Children, New Mexico Dream 
Team, El CENTRO de Igualdad y Derechos, New Mexico Asian Family Center, and 
ProgressNow New Mexico.  While these organizations partner with CCP, these comments are 
made solely on behalf of CCP. 
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NMED and EMNRD established the Methane Advisory Panel (MAP) in response to 
Governor Lujan Grisham’s Executive Order directing the agencies to “develop a statewide, 
enforceable regulatory framework to secure reductions in oil and gas sector methane emissions 
and to prevent waste from new and existing sources and enact such rules as soon as 
practicable.”1 



CCP, represented by the UNM Law Clinic, was appointed to the MAP, along with 9 other 
representatives of affected communities and environmental nongovernmental organizations, as 
well as 17 industry representatives.2 The MAP’s task was to assemble technical information on 
processes and equipment employed by the oil and gas industry in order to identify control 
mechanisms that could best reduce methane emissions in New Mexico.  



In these comments, CCP urges NMED and OCD to develop regulations that will not only 
lead to cost-effective reductions in methane emissions but will also result in positive impacts on 
New Mexico communities by maximizing job growth, minimizing harmful surface impacts, 
maximizing state revenue that funds public education, and reducing pollutants that threaten New 
Mexicans’ health and wellbeing.   



Section II of these comments identifies the legal authority of NMED and OCD to 
consider public-interest and economic co-benefits, and identifies particular co-benefits that are 
important to CCP and the communities it represents.  Section III makes specific 
recommendations for methane control strategies that should be included in the proposed 
regulations because they not only will result in cost-effective methane emissions reduction but 
also will maximize community benefits and reduce community harms. Section IV identifies a set 
of policies that NMED and OCD should consider as complements to methane emissions 
reduction regulations that would further benefit New Mexico communities in oil- and gas-
producing parts of the state. 



 
II.  NMED and OCD Should Develop Methane Emissions Reduction Regulations 



That Maximize Community Benefits and Minimize Community Harms. 



Burgeoning oil and gas production in New Mexico, with its attendant increase in methane 
emissions, heavily impacts New Mexico’s communities.  Methane is a potent greenhouse gas 
(GHG), and reducing methane pollution will slow and lessen the harms of climate change on 
New Mexicans. Oil and gas production, however, causes other harmful health and welfare harms 
to New Mexico communities. At the same time, many of the same strategies used to reduce 
methane pollution from the oil and gas sector can also generate public-interest and economic co-
benefits for New Mexico communities. As  NMED and OCD consider rules to reduce methane 
emissions, they should develop regulations that maximize economic, social, educational, and 
health co-benefits while minimizing harms to communities’ health and quality of life. 



                                                
1 N.M. Exec. Order No. 2019-003 (Jan. 29, 2019), https://www.governor.state.nm.us/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/EO_2019-
003.pdf (last visited Feb. 2020).   
2 NMED and EMNRD Presentation, Developing New Mexico’s Oil and Natural Gas Methane Strategy (Summer 2019), available 
at www.env.nm.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2019/07/Methane-powerpoint.pdf (last visited Feb. 2020). 
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A. NMED Should Consider Co-Benefits Because EIB is Mandated to 
Consider Co-Benefits; OCD May Consider Such Co-Benefits. 



It is within both NMED’s and OCD’s authority to develop methane emissions regulations 
that take into account co-benefits to New Mexico’s communities.  New Mexico courts have 
explicitly recognized that state statutes sometimes grant regulatory authority to agencies through 
such “broadly applied terms as public interest, social well-being, environmental degradation, 
and the like.”3 As described below, the Oil and Gas Act and the Air Quality Control Act use such 
broad language to allow or require consideration of certain co-benefits.      



1. NMED should consider co-benefits because EIB’s authority to reduce 
pollution from Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) requires consideration 
of co-benefits.   



NMED has indicated that it will propose regulations to reduce methane emissions under 
its Air Quality Control Act (ACQA) authority to regulate ground-level ozone pollution (i.e., 
smog) in counties that are close to exceeding federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS).4  Ground-level ozone forms when Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), toxic 
compounds that readily vaporize and adversely affect human health, combine with nitrogen 
oxides (NOx) in the presence of sunlight.5  Methane emitted from oil and gas facilities typically 
contains high quantities of VOCs,6 so reducing methane emissions will also reduce VOCs.  



ACQA Section 74-2-5.3 requires the Environmental Improvement Board (EIB) – the 
entity charged with promulgating regulations under the ACQA – to adopt regulations for 
counties where pollution is within 95% of the NAAQS to keep those counties from exceeding 
the NAAQS.7  According to NMED, ozone concentrations in eight New Mexico counties meet 
this threshold, including in the four oil- and gas-producing counties of Eddy, Lea, Rio Arriba, 
and San Juan.8 



                                                
3 N.M. Mun. League, Inc. v. N.M. Envtl. Improvement Bd. 1975-NMCA-083, ¶ 13, 88 N.M. 201, 209 (concluding that, in part 
because terms like public interest, social well-being, and environmental degradation “were capable of reasoned application,” the 
New Mexico Environmental Improvement Board was within its authority to promulgate solid waste management regulations); 
see also Public Serv. Co. v. N.M. Envtl. Improvement Bd., 1976-NMCA-039, 89 N.M. 223 (acknowledging that “the ‘public 
interest’ is a broad enough concept to permit the Board to weigh how the public will best be served” in its development of sulfur 
dioxide emissions regulations). 
4 NMED and EMNRD Presentation, Developing New Mexico’s Oil and Natural Gas Methane Strategy at 11 (Summer 2019), 
available at www.env.nm.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2019/07/Methane-powerpoint.pdf (last visited Feb. 2020). 
5 U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, Ground-level Ozone Pollution:  Ground-level Ozone Basics, available at 
https://www.epa.gov/ground-level-ozone-pollution/ground-level-ozone-basics (last visited Feb. 2020). 
6 Lesley Fleishman et al., Clean Air Task Force, FOSSIL FUMES: A PUBLIC HEALTH ANALYSIS OF TOXIC AIR POLLUTION FROM THE 
OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY at 7 (2016), available at https://www.catf.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/CATF_Pub_FossilFumes.pdf 
(last visited Feb. 2020). 
7 ACQA Section 74-2-5.3 also explicitly allows EIB to promulgate regulations that are more stringent than federal regulations. 
The ACQA contains provisions that in some other circumstances prohibit EIB from promulgating regulations that are more 
stringent than required by federal standards. ACQA § 74-2-5.  
8 NMED, Ozone Containment Initiative Air Quality Bureau, Control Strategies (Sept. 26, 2019), available at 
https://www.env.nm.gov/air-quality/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/10/OAI_Presentation_09262019.pdf (last visited Feb. 
2020). 
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ACQA Section 74-2-5.3 requires the EIB to consider public-interest and economic 
impacts when promulgating regulations to prevent counties from exceeding NAAQS.  In 
particular, the EIB “shall consider the . . . public interest, including the social and economic 
value of the sources of emissions and subjects of air contaminants” as well as “energy, 
environmental and economic impacts and other social costs.”9  



In developing regulations it will propose to the EIB for promulgation, NMED should be 
mindful of EIB’s mandatory duty to consider these economic, environmental, and social co-
benefits.  



2. OCD’s authority to prevent methane waste under the Oil and Gas Act allows 
OCD to consider certain co-benefits.  



The Oil and Gas Act provides broad authority to OCD to prevent waste in the production 
or handling of crude petroleum oil or natural gas, including through rulemaking.10 Methane is the 
primary component of natural gas, and methane emissions from oil and gas facilities represent 
waste of this natural gas resource. OCD has indicated that it will use this authority to promulgate 
regulations to reduce methane waste.11  



  As the Oil Conservation Commission (OCC) has noted in prior orders, the duties 
assigned by the Oil and Gas Act to the OCD include “duties to prevent waste, protect correlative 
rights, and protect public health and the environment” (emphasis added).12  The Oil and Gas Act 
authorizes OCD to promulgate regulations to “protect public health and the environment” in 
specific circumstances. These include in the:  



• “disposition of nondomestic wastes resulting from the exploration, development, 
production or storage of . . . natural gas”;13  



• “transportation of . . . natural gas, [and] the treatment of natural gas”;14  
• “disposition, handling, transport, storage, recycling, treatment and disposal of 



produced water during, or for reuse in, the exploration, drilling, production, treatment 
or refinement of oil or gas . . .”15 



The Oil and Gas act also authorizes OCD to promulgate regulations to “require wells to 
be drilled, operated and produced in such manner as to prevent injury to neighboring leases or 
properties.”16 



                                                
9  NM STAT. ANN. § 74-2-5.3(A). 
10 Id. § 70-2-2. 
11 NMED and EMNRD Presentation, Developing New Mexico’s Oil and Natural Gas Methane Strategy at 14-16 (Summer 2019), 
available at www.env.nm.gov/wp-content/uploads/sites/15/2019/07/Methane-powerpoint.pdf (last visited Feb. 2020). 
12 State of N.M. EMNRD Oil Conservation Div., Order of the Comm’n In the Matter of the Hearing Called by the Oil 
Conservation Comm’n for the Purpose of Considering:  Application of the N.M. Oil Conservation Div., through the Envtl. 
Bureau Chief, for Adoption of an Amendment to 19.15.39 NMAC Adding New Sections Addressing Special Provisions for Santa 
Fe Cty. and the Galisteo Basin; Santa Fe, Sandoval and San Miguel Counties, Case No. 14255, Order No. R-13096-B at 10 (June 
18, 2009).  
13 Id. § 70-2-12(21). 
14 Id. § 70-2-12(22). 
15 Id. § 70-2-12(15). 
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In developing methane waste regulations, OCD should consider the potential co-benefits 
to the environment, public health, and neighboring properties consistent with these authorities.  



B. Methane Emissions Regulations Should Maximize Local Job Growth, 
Reduce Noise and Truck Traffic, Increase State Revenue for Education, 
and Protect People’s Health. 



Many cost-effective methane-control processes and technologies can also produce 
important community co-benefits. Chief among these are four co-benefits that are particularly 
important to CCP and the communities with which it works: (1) increased high-quality methane-
mitigation jobs for frontline communities and resulting economic benefits for New Mexicans; (2) 
reduced harms inflicted by noise and truck traffic from oil and gas operations; (3) increased state 
revenue generated from captured methane, some of which will directly fund increased 
educational opportunities; and (4) reduced locally harmful co-pollutants, especially VOCs and 
Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs).  



NMED and OCD should prioritize co-benefits at this foundation-laying stage of methane 
emissions rulemaking because the decisions NMED and OCD make now will have lasting 
implications for New Mexico communities. If the agencies choose methane emissions provisions 
that do not consider co-benefits crucial to New Mexicans’ health and wellbeing, they will 
potentially forgo important benefits for frontline communities that can go hand-in-hand with 
cost-effective methane emission reductions.   



On the other hand, should NMED and OCD choose methane emissions provisions that 
prioritize these important co-benefits, they will nurture local job growth and economic benefit, 
improve communities’ social welfare by decreasing noise and truck traffic, increase educational 
opportunities from methane-generated state revenue, and protect the health of New Mexicans 
who will experience less exposure to pollutants.  To the extent authorized by law, NMED and 
OCD should seek to maximize these benefits in developing methane emissions regulations.  



1. Inspire Job Growth 



In developing methane emissions regulations, NMED and OCD have the unique 
opportunity to advance job growth in New Mexico’s communities in the field of methane 
mitigation.  Governor Michelle Lujan Grisham prioritizes boosting New Mexico’s economy 
through job growth, and her gubernatorial campaign spotlighted the role of methane control jobs, 
finding that New Mexico ranks behind other western states in methane control jobs because other 
states “acted aggressively to reduce methane waste.”17  New Mexico could, Lujan Grisham’s 
campaign argued, “do the same if we act with strong, sensible regulations.”18  



                                                                                                                                                       
16 Id. § 70-2-12(7). 
17 METHANE MITIGATION:  MAKING NEW MEXICO A LEADER IN CLEAN ENERGY PRODUCTION, 
http://www.newmexicansformichelle.com/images/Methane-Mitigation.pdf (last visited Feb. 2020). 
18 Id. 
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New Mexico ended 2019 with an unemployment rate of 4.5%, the highest in the western 
United States.19 The unemployment rates for counties in the Permian and San Juan Basins, where 
oil and gas production is booming, range from a high of 6.4% in McKinley County to a low of 
2.8% in Eddy County.20 Oil and gas production particularly impacts these counties, and their 
communities should benefit from methane mitigation employment opportunities.   



Methane control technologies and methods analyzed by the MAP workgroup should open 
the door for job-skills training and job creation.  The MAP Draft Report analyzed methane 
control technologies and processes that can lead to job skills training and job growth, and NMED 
and OCD should prioritize those technologies and processes such that the full potential for job 
growth can be realized. 



2. Reduce Harms from Noise Pollution and Truck Traffic 



New Mexico oil and gas operations exist in close proximity to many New Mexico 
communities and, if not properly regulated, can adversely impact New Mexicans in their homes, 
neighborhoods, and schools.  The MAP Draft Report identifies aspects of oil and gas production 
– including industrial infrastructure, noise, and traffic21 – that can harm a residential 
community’s quality of life.22  New Mexicans in frontline communities are concerned about the 
quality-of-life effects on their communities from completions and recompletions, compressors, 
generators, storage tanks, and trucks, among others.23  



Oil and gas infrastructure generates damaging noise pollution from components such as 
drilling rigs, compressors, generators, pumping units, fuel and water trucks, cranes, and pumps.24 
Imagine trying to sleep, study, enjoy family and friends, and participate in everyday activities, 
inside or out, while being regularly disturbed by noise levels high enough to cause hearing loss, 
sleeplessness, biological stress, and emotional responses ranging from anger to disrupted 
thoughts.25  



In addition to being subjected to harmful noise pollution, New Mexico communities are 
harmed by increases in truck traffic associated with oil and gas operations. These harms range 
from dust to road damage to deadly accidents.  Just one stretch of US Highway 285 in the 
Permian Basin – known locally as the “Death Highway” – saw a 33% increase in accidents 
involving heavy trucks from 2017 to 2018.26  



                                                
19 New Mexico Department of Workforce Solution, LABOR FORCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT, https://www.dws.state.nm.us/en-
us/Researchers/Data/Labor-Force-Unemployment (last visited Feb., 2020). 
20 Id. 
21 See MAP Meeting #7, Infrastructure Planning Report at 1 (Oct. 10, 2019). 
22 See Mark Squillace, Managing Unconventional Oil and Gas Development as if Communities Mattered, 40 VERMONT L. REV. 
525, 533 (2016). 
23 See MAP Meeting #7, Infrastructure Planning Report at 1 (Oct. 10, 2019). 
24 See R. Timothy Weston and Tad McFarlan, K&L Gates LLP, Noise Regulation of the Shale Oil and Gas Extraction and 
Production Industry, 6th Law of Shale Plays Conference (Sept. 10-11, 2015). 
25 Id. 
26 April Reese, New Mexico’s Oil Boom Has Made Rural Roads Deadly, HIGH COUNTRY NEWS, July 2, 2019. 
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In proposing methane emissions regulations, NMED and OCD should choose cost-
effective processes and technologies where available that will reduce the negative impacts from 
noise and truck traffic. 



3. Maximize State Revenue for Education 



Wasted gas is wasted money.  To fund public and higher education, New Mexico relies 
heavily on revenue from royalties paid on oil and gas production on state and federal lands and 
from taxes assessed on that production.  In 2019, $1.36 billion in oil- and gas-generated revenue 
was funneled to New Mexico’s public schools and institutions of higher education.27  



It is estimated that $43 million worth of natural gas is wasted every year in New Mexico 
through leaks, venting, and flaring.28 That never-realized $43 million could have increased pre-K 
enrollment by 80% in New Mexico and provided early-childhood education for an additional 
7,300 New Mexican children.29  This forgone revenue is particularly important given that New 
Mexico ranks last of the 50 states for education.30  



NMED and OCD can turn this waste into revenue by implementing methane emissions 
reduction regulations that require robust leak control, effective system-wide capture, and re-
routing to sale of methane.  Such regulations will directly and positively boost educational 
opportunities for all New Mexicans.  



4. Protect New Mexicans’ Health 



People in Eddy County, Lea County, and San Juan County face higher cancer risks due to 
pollution from the oil and gas industry.31 The cancer risk for people living in Lea County, for 
example, is a staggering four times higher than the EPA’s level of concern.32 New Mexicans 
living and working near oil and gas operations can be directly harmed by toxic VOCs and HAPs 
emitted by oil and gas operations.33  



Raw natural gas contains significant volumes of VOCs and HAPs.34  Methane emitted by 
oil and gas production contains significant quantities of VOCs, which are rapidly vaporizing 



                                                
27 Kevin Robinson-Avila, N.M. earned $3.1B in oil, gas revenue in FY 2019, ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, Jan. 16, 2020. 
28 David Lyon, Environmental Defense Fund, Oil and Gas Development:  Impacts on Air Pollution and Sacred Sites (testimony 
before Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources Committee on Natural Resources United States House of 
Representatives) (April 15, 2019), available at https://naturalresources.house.gov/imo/media/doc/4.2%20Testimony%20-
%20Lyon%20-%2004.15.19.pdf (last visited Feb. 2020). 
29 Id. 
30 The Annie E. Casey Found., 2019 Kids Count Data Book:  State Trends in Child Well-Being at 29 (2019).   
31 Lesley Fleishman et al., Clean Air Task Force, Fossil Fumes: A Public Health Analysis of Toxic Air Pollution from the Oil and 
Gas Industry at 5 (Table ES-2: List of High Risk Counties) (2016), available at https://www.catf.us/wp-
content/uploads/2016/CATF_Pub_FossilFumes.pdf (last visited Feb. 2020). 
32 Id.   
33 See MAP Meeting #7, Infrastructure Planning Report at 6 (Oc. 10, 2019).  
34 Lesley Fleishman et al., Clean Air Task Force, Fossil Fumes: A Public Health Analysis of Toxic Air Pollution from the Oil and 
Gas Industry at 7 (2016), available at https://www.catf.us/wp-content/uploads/2016/CATF_Pub_FossilFumes.pdf (last visited 
Feb. 2020). 
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compounds linked to a range of adverse health effects, from headaches to organ damage to 
cancers.35  In addition, when VOCs combine with other pollutants in the presence of sunlight, 
they create ground-level ozone.  Communities exposed to ground-level ozone are at risk from 
health harms such as asthma and premature death, and such communities may experience 
increased emergency room visits and hospital admissions.36  Children, older adults, people with 
asthma, and people who work outdoors are most at risk from exposure to ozone.37 



Additionally, oil and gas production emit toxic HAPs that further threaten the health of 
people who live and work in or near areas where oil and gas are produced.38  These HAPs 
include benzene, ethylbenzene, and formaldehyde, which are linked to adverse health effects 
such as cancers, brain damage, birth defects, and respiratory problems.39 



Because VOCs and HAPs are interspersed with methane, if NMED and OCD require 
mitigation control technologies and processes that reduce methane emissions, they will also 
reduce emissions of VOCs and HAPs (where VOCs and HAPs have not otherwise been 
controlled). In particular, promulgating stringent standards to prohibit venting to the atmosphere 
at all stages of production will reduce the emissions of harmful VOCs and HAPs.  In so doing, 
NMED and OCD will help protect New Mexicans by reducing their exposure to these harmful 
chemicals.  



                                                
35 U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, Basic Information about Oil and Natural Gas Air Pollution Standards, available at 
https://www.epa.gov/controlling-air-pollution-oil-and-natural-gas-industry/basic-information-about-oil-and-natural-gas (last 
visited Feb. 2020). 
36 U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, Ground-Level Ozone Pollution:  Health Effects of Ozone Pollution, available at 
https://www.epa.gov/ground-level-ozone-pollution/health-effects-ozone-pollution (last visited Feb. 2020). 
37 Id. 
38 Id. 
39 Id. 
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III. NMED and OCD Should Choose Methane Control Strategies That Will Cost-
Effectively Reduce Methane, Maximize Community Benefits, and Reduce Community 
Harms. 



Several categories of methane emissions control equipment and processes studied by the 
MAP workgroup have particular potential to benefit New Mexico’s communities by nurturing 
job growth, maximizing revenue for education, minimizing surface impacts, and reducing health 
risks.  Accordingly, NMED and OCD should implement regulations that (1) require quarterly 
leak detection and repair (LDAR) and regular equipment maintenance and replacement; (2) 
establish standards to reduce venting and flaring; (3) require system-wide gas capture and re-
route to sale; and (4) advance comprehensive and accurate methane emissions reporting systems.  



A. Methane Control Strategies Should Require Quarterly Leak Detection 
and Repair (LDAR) and Equipment Maintenance and Replacement.  



NMED and OCD regulations should require quarterly leak detection and repair (LDAR) 
as well as timely equipment maintenance and replacement as a cost-effective methane-reduction 
strategy that will generate job growth in New Mexico communities, state revenue for education, 
and health co-benefits for New Mexicans.   



Fugitive methane emissions escape from leaking equipment components, including from 
connectors, covers, closed vent systems (CVs), flanges, instruments, meters, open-ended lines 
(OELs), pressure relief devices (PRDs), thief hatches, and valves.40 To ensure timely detection of 
and response to fugitive methane emission leaks, NMED and OCD should require that oil and 
gas producers perform LDAR inspections on a quarterly basis, as they are required to do in 
California, Texas, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, and Ohio, under varying circumstances.41 
Quarterly LDAR inspections will alert operators to leaking equipment in a more timely manner 
than do less-frequent inspections, prompting operators to respond according to regulations 
governing their maintenance and replacement of such equipment. These regulations should also 
require prompt repair of any leaks found, as is required in states such as Colorado.42   



To limit methane emissions from equipment, regulations should require the retrofitting or 
replacement of older technologies that are significant sources of methane emissions. Pneumatic 
controllers, for example, emit substantial quantities of methane, with continuous-bleed 
controllers releasing natural gas all the time.43  Regulations should require replacing or 



                                                
40 U.S. ENVTL. PROTECTION AGENCY, EPA-HQ-OAR-2017-0483, Equivalency of State Fugitive Emissions Programs for Well 
Sites and Compressor Stations to Proposed Standards at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart OOOa (Apr. 12, 2018), available at 
www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-
09/documents/equivalency_of_state_fugitive_emissions_programs_for_well_sites_and_compresor_stations.pdf (last visited Feb. 
2020).  
41 Id.  
42 See 5 Colo. Code Regs. § 1001-9 (2014). 
43 MAP Draft Technical Report at 12 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
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retrofitting continuous high-bleed pneumatic controllers with low-bleed pneumatic controllers,44 
as well as provide for alternative equipment and processes.45  



Methane also escapes from around the seals in centrifugal compressors, and regulations 
should require that wet seals be replaced by dry seals or by wet seals with degassing capture on 
centrifugal compressors.46 



Regulations that require both quarterly LDAR as well as equipment maintenance, 
retrofitting, and replacement will open the door to skills-training and job opportunities for New 
Mexicans and inspire the development of a local labor force skilled both in performing LDAR 
inspections and in equipment maintenance and replacement. Furthermore, both the timely 
detection of leaks through quarterly LDAR and the reduction of leaks through appropriate 
equipment management will reduce the costly loss of valuable methane, thus contributing to state 
revenue.  Finally, well-functioning equipment that minimizes methane leaks will also reduce 
leaks of VOCs and HAPs, providing New Mexicans with the co-benefit of reduced health risk. 



B. Methane Control Strategies Should Limit Venting and Flaring. 



NMED and OCD should adopt regulations that reduce venting and flaring at all stages of 
production and transmission as a cost-effective strategy that will increase state revenue and 
reduce adverse health risks by capturing, rather than wasting, methane, and by reducing the 
emissions of harmful co-pollutants such as VOCs and HAPs.  



Venting and flaring, coupled with poor infrastructure planning, are a leading source of 
methane waste and emissions.47  New regulations should reduce the length of time allowed for 
venting casinghead gas, with well-defined and minimally granted exceptions; establish a 
preference for flaring over venting; and establish performance standards to limit flaring. By 
creating regulations that effectively limit venting and flaring, New Mexico would join nine other 
states (Alaska, California, Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, and 
Wyoming) that currently limit venting and flaring.48  



While New Mexico regulations do, on their face, prohibit the venting or flaring of 
casinghead gas beginning 60 days after a well’s completion,49 it is widely acknowledged that 
exceptions allowing operators to flare or vent excess gas under certain circumstances are 
exceptions that often swallow the rule. Stricter regulations are necessary to ensure that 
application of the rule outstrips allowance of exceptions.  



To effectively limit the initial volume of methane emitted from a well, casinghead-gas 
venting or flaring should only be allowed for the first 30 – rather than 60 – days after a well’s 



                                                
44 See Path Forward 1.1, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 30 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
45 See Path Forward 1.2-1.4, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 30 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
46 See Path Forward 4.1, 4.2, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 102-103 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
47 MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 114 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
48 See 055-3 Wyo. Code R. § 39; 2 Colo. Code Regs. § 404-1-912; N.D. Cent. Code § 38-08-06.4; Utah Admin. Code r.649-3-20; 
Cal. Pub. Res. Code § 3300; Mont. Admin. R. 36.22.1220; 16 Tex. Admin. Code § 3.32; Alaska Admin. Code tit. 20, § 25.235; 
Okla. Admin. Code § 165:10-3-15(b). 
49 NM CODE R. § 19.15.18.12.A. 
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completion.50  Furthermore, to ensure that this rule is not weakened by exceptions, regulations 
should clearly define circumstances that warrant an exception; for example, regulations should 
clearly define the existing standard of “undue hardships” to aid OCD in making informed 
decisions in determining whether to grant or deny exceptions.51  Additionally, regulations should 
include a notice provision for proposed exceptions.52  



In general, regulations should prohibit operators from venting when they could flare 
instead.53 However, the practice of flaring still releases substantial volumes of methane, 
contributing significantly to emissions, because at least 2-5% of gas is not combusted during 
flaring.54 Some studies suggest that incomplete combustion contributes to even greater emissions 
of methane, as well as of CO2 and other pollutants.55  To best control flaring, regulations should 
require the adoption of high-performance flares for both new and existing flares56 as well as 
establish limits on flaring.57  



NMED and OCD should adopt regulations that minimize both venting and flaring, which 
would prompt operators to capture more valuable natural gas for sale, thus increasing state 
revenue.  And, reducing the amount of gas that is vented or flared will also reduce emissions of 
dangerous VOCs and HAPs, thus protecting New Mexicans’ health. 



C. Methane Control Strategies Should Require System-Wide Gas Capture 
Plans and Re-Route to Sale. 



NMED and OCD should adopt the cost-effective strategy of requiring infrastructure that 
will both ensure system-wide gas capture and enable operators to transmit captured gas to points 
of sale at all stages of production, thus positively impacting state revenue, job growth, and New 
Mexicans’ health and welfare.    



Methane regulations should expand the information producers are required to provide in 
Gas Capture Plans (GCPs), and they should require that thorough GCPs be completed before 
drilling can begin.58  To expand the information required in GCPs, regulations should require 
that producers address waste-prevention throughout a well’s lifetime, including addressing 
additional compression, plugging, and abandonment.59  It is critical that gas-capture 
infrastructure throughout the system be completed prior to drilling, since the bulk of gas is lost in 
the first years of operation, with volume exponentially declining over time.  Allowing producers 
to drill without having installed gas-capture infrastructure throughout the system will lead to 



                                                
50 See Path Forward 6.5, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 189 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
51 See Path Forward 6.13, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 193 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
52 Id. 
53 See Path Forward 6.3, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 189 (Dec. 19, 2019); Path Forward 6.14, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL 
REPORT at 194 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
54 MAP Draft Technical Report at 147 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
55 Id. 
56 See Path Forward 6.15, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 194 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
57 See Path Forward 6.16, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 194-95 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
58 See Path Forward 5.4, 5.5, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 134-35 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
59 See Path Forward 5.4, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 135 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
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waste through venting and flaring and potentially preclude subsequent infrastructure construction 
as gas resources dwindle.  



Opportunities exist throughout oil and gas systems to capture methane and route it to 
sale.  Regulations should require route-to-sale controls throughout the system, thereby 
prioritizing methane capture and sale over waste.  Methane regulations should require that gas be 
routed to a sales pipeline whenever possible as an alternative to venting or flaring.60 For 
example, regulations should minimize venting during liquids unloading by requiring that initial 
volume of gas be routed to sale rather than vented.61  In another process, regulations can 
minimize methane venting for workovers by requiring that, rather than simply venting methane 
when lowering wellhead pressure prior to blow down, operators should instead open the casing 
to a sales line.62  



New Mexico communities will benefit from methane regulations that include more 
rigorous GCP requirements to ensure system-wide gas capture and prioritize captured-gas route-
to-sale over venting and flaring.  By disallowing the waste of valuable methane, and by requiring 
instead that methane be diverted to sale, such methane regulations will increase state revenue 
that funds education.  Additionally, maximizing gas capture will result in the co-benefit of 
reducing emissions of VOCs and HAPs, thus protecting our communities’ health. 



D. Agencies Should Expand Methane Emissions Reporting and Monitoring.  



NMED and OCD should work to expand and improve the reporting of methane emissions 
in New Mexico, including through regulations. By seeking to continually improve data about 
methane emissions, NMED and OCD can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of methane 
regulations, which will in turn benefit the economy, welfare, and health of New Mexico 
communities.  



An advanced methane emissions reporting system should employ a range of reporting 
and monitoring tools to capture comprehensive reporting of methane emissions, as well as to 
track methane emissions reduction and to support compliance and enforcement.63  NMED and 
OCD can advance methane emissions reporting through a range of means, including through 
providing producers with clearer guidance for C115 reporting on venting and flaring as well as 
clear guidance on venting during completions and recompletions; refining the data requirements 
for OCD Form 129 and GCPs; establishing systems to identify potential reporting gaps through 
the use of data from satellite, tower, or mobile monitoring sources; and utilizing data from 
sources such as NMED’s 2020 Minor Source Emission Inventory (and from future inventories), 
the U.S. GHGRP, Descartes Labs Data Refinery, and the methane emissions mapping and 
monitoring initiative recently launched by the Environmental Defense Fund, Pennsylvania State 
University, the University of Wyoming, and Scientific Aviation Permian Basin.64  



                                                
60 See MAP Meeting #8, Venting and Flaring Report at 17 (Nov. 11, 2019). 
61 See Path Forward 7.2, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 220-21 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
62 See Path Forward 7.4, MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 221 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
63 See MAP DRAFT TECHNICAL REPORT at 288-89 (Dec. 19, 2019). 
64 Id. 
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IV. NMED and OCD Should Consider Other Policies That Complement Methane 



Reduction Regulations to Maximize Community Benefits and Minimize Harms.  



Beyond developing community-benefitting regulations that relate directly to reducing 
methane emissions, NMED and OCD should explore complementary policies that will enhance 
the health and wellbeing of New Mexicans most impacted by oil and gas production.  For 
example, to tackle the adverse impacts from noise and truck traffic related to oil and gas 
operations, NMED and OCD can foster beneficial relationships between New Mexico 
communities and oil and gas producers by encouraging or incentivizing effective and 
collaborative Good Neighbor Agreements (GNAs).  Additionally, to spur job growth and expand 
skills expertise in New Mexico communities, NMED and OCD could partner with the New 
Mexico Department of Workforce Solutions to create job-training opportunities in the methane 
mitigation industry.  Finally, to reduce communities’ exposure to toxic VOCs and HAPs, NMED 
and OCD can establish statewide well setback requirements that would help protect 
communities’ health and welfare.  



 



Conclusion 



New Mexico’s frontline communities bear the brunt of health, environmental, and 
quality-of-life impacts of oil and gas production.  In developing regulations to reduce methane 
emissions and methane waste, NMED and OCD can and should require reduction processes and 
technologies that will result in the greatest possible benefits to New Mexicans.  NMED and OCD 
will improve New Mexicans’ health and welfare if they choose methane-reducing options that 
will nurture job growth, minimize the negative impacts of noise and truck traffic, increase state 
revenue for education, and reduce emissions of VOCs and HAPs.  



CCP thanks NMED and OCD for the opportunity to provide these comments.  
 



Prepared by:  
/s/ Mara Yarbrough 



Mara Yarbrough 
Clinical Law Student 
UNM Natural Resources and Environmental Law Clinic 
Counsel to Center for Civic Policy 



 
Supervised by  



/s/ Gabe Pacyniak 
Prof. Gabe Pacyniak  
Faculty Supervisor 
UNM Natural Resources and Environmental Law Clinic 













From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: MAP Draft Methane Document Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:50 PM
Attachments: MAP Comments Dugan Production JA.zip


From: John Alexander <John.Alexander@duganproduction.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 2:51 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] MAP Draft Methane Document Comments
 
Ms. Ely:
Attached are my comments in response to the draft MAP document.  Dugan Production will have
other employees submit comments due to their various job responsibilities involving methane
production.
 
Thanks
 
John Alexander
Vice President
Dugan Production Corp
PO Box 420
Farmington, NM 87499
(505) 325-1821 ext. 1013 office
(505) 320-1935 cell
john.alexander@duganproduction.com
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] In Support of Nation-Leading State Methane Rules
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:53 PM
Attachments: Methane comments 02.20.20.xlsx


From: Camilla Feibelman <camilla.feibelman@sierraclub.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 10:19 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] In Support of Nation-Leading State Methane Rules
 
Dear Secretaries Cottrell Propst and Kenney - 


First thank you for all of your work to protect New Mexico's land, air, water and communities. Thanks also 
for leading the public dialogue leading to the creation of state methane rules. 


The Sierra Club's Rio Grande Chapter was represented on the MAP and will submit technical comments 
in a separate email. 


With this message I am delivering the names and contact information for 800 New 
Mexicans who signed the following petition using our system and who in some cases 
added a personal message. Those names and communications have been sorted to 
the top of the attached data file. 


Petition: 


We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and 
gas development. 


Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and 
ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a 
diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane 
Advisory Panel process. 


In response to the Methane Advisory Panel's draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to 
be considered in any methane regulatory system: 


1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow 
instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 
2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 
3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution 
throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 
4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and 
enforcement. 
5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 
6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and 
pollution while rules are being developed.


Thank you again for your work and consideration.


Sincerely,



mailto:NM.Methanestrategy@state.nm.us

mailto:Maddy.Hayden@state.nm.us



Methane comments 02.20.20.xls


			Email			First Name			Last Name			Address1			City			State			Postal Code			Action Date			Customized Message?			Message


			wmchbaker@gmail.com			William			Baker						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			1			Anyone who isn't blinded by greed or partisan blindness accepts the fact that the climate crisis is a bigger threat on many levels than higher taxes and job losses in the extraction industry. For decades Big Oil has been peddling the lies that controlling dangerous and unhealthy methane releases will lead to economic collapse in New Mexico, and that they are doing everything they can to control methane anyway so regulations are unneeded. The second lie has been disproven by NASA analysis showing extreme methane concentrations in northeast New Mexico. Colorado has called them on the second lie by implementing stronger regulations, and I don't think they have stopped drilling in Colorado. New Mexico should join the enlightened jurisdictions that are standing up to scare tactics and putting aside short-term worries to focus on serious long-term consequences.


			steven.rudnick@umb.edu			Steven			Rudnick			PO Box 33710			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			1			As a climate scientist, I can tell you that methane is currently responsible for 28% of greenhouse gas warming potential. This is likely to grow in the future as we figure out ways to reduce CO2 because much of this is the result of switch to natural gas from coal. We need to rein in the emissions.


			cynthgg@aol.com			Cynthia			Gefvert			2205 Cebolla Creek Way NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			1			As a licensed, professional geologist, I fully support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wkbarger@gmail.com			Ken			Barger			6 Via Optima			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			1			As a soldier, I was sent to fight for my country, and I still serve seek to serve my country. Thank you for working for the BEST we can be as New Mexicans and Americans, and I ask you to support rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development... as New Mexico leads the country in addressing environmental problems. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wkbarger@gmail.com			Walter			Barger									-			87507			2/19/2020			1			As a soldier, I was sent to fight for my country. The U.S. military has taken a major initiative to reduce its reliance on fossil fuels, both in reducing costs and as addressing climate change as a national security issue. I am highly concerned that the Trump administration lowering standards for fossil fuel consumption and emissions endangers both the security and health of the country I was asked to fight for. As a veteran, I ask you to support rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development, and carry New Mexico to the front of ecological sustainability. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. Thank you for working for the BEST we can be as New Mexicans and Americans, particularly in face of Trump's calls for us to the the worst we can be as human beings.


			bobbebird@gmail.com			Bobbe			Besold			302 Lomita Street			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			1			As you know, the methane plume form the four corners of NM is visible from space. As as you know, our government has done little to deal DIRECTLY with this global problem. And so: We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. NOW. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. There is NO TIME.


			ahansen@santafecountynm.gov			Anna			Hansen			2008 Kiva Road			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			1			Attached is a resolution that I have submitted to National Association of County on Feb 29, 2020 ENVIRONMENT, ENERGY AND LAND USE Proposed Resolution Requesting Action to Decrease Methane Emissions to Maximize Financial Return for American Taxpayers from Oil and Gas Development on Federal Public Lands Issue: Decrease Methane Emissions, Maximize Return for County Taxpayer from Oil and Gas Development of Federal Public Lands Methane, the primary component of natural gas, is a major greenhouse gas at least 84 times more potent than carbon dioxide, and it accounts for 25 percent of the human-caused climate change we are experiencing today. If the federal government decreases methane emissions and captures it during energy exploration, federal tax revenues could increase by $80 million over the next decade, putting more money directly into county governments? coffers. Proposed Policy: NACo urges federal action to limit methane leaks while increasing financial returns to the American taxpayer to protect public health and the environment. Background: Between 2009 and 2015, oil and gas operators on federal public lands wasted 462 billion cubic feet of natural gas, which is enough to serve 6.2 million households for a year and worth an estimated $1.7 billion. Methane, the primary component of natural gas, is a major greenhouse gas at least 84 times more potent than carbon dioxide, and it accounts for 25 percent of the human-caused climate change we are experiencing today. Natural gas produced from federal public lands is a publicly owned resource and its waste equates to lost federal revenue for local governments and communities that could be used to fund critical infrastructure projects, schools and public safety services. The U.S. Bureau of Land Management estimates that unregulated methane leaks will cost taxpayers up to $80 million in lost royalty revenue over the next decade. The American Lung Association has given poor grades to oil and gas producing counties because of emissions that escape along with methane that can cause ground-level ozone smog pollution and impact public health. With available technologies, it is economically feasible for oil and gas companies to reduce methane emissions, and the methane mitigation industry creates well-paying American jobs. Fiscal/Urban/Rural Impact: Plugging methane leaks will result in more natural gas sent to market, resulting in more revenues for local, state and federal governments, helping address the climate crisis, and protecting our communities? air quality and public health. Sponsor: Anna Hansen, Commissioner, Santa Fe County, New Mexico We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			terimicco@mac.com			Teri			Micco			32 Bosque Loop			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			1			Climate Change is an Emergency. Innumerable beings are dying as I type. We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. What would Love do?


			barbarawisoff@gmail.com			Barbara			Wisoff			2626 Marble Ave NW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			1			Dear Governor Lujan Grisham, I am upset that you are not doing more to end fossil fuel extraction in the Permian Basin in SE NM. We must implement just transition to green energy sources in NM for our people's health as well as for NM's future economic stability. Appeasing the oil and gas companies and making concessions is a downhill destructive path for your constituents. At a minimum, I support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. It isn't even enough that the state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gilatreethinners@gmail.com			Sandra and Glenn			Griffin			3701 Tracy Circle, Tracy Circle			Silver City			NM			88061			2/19/2020			1			Equal to 123 coal-fired power plants. We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			louellenkay@gmail.com			Lou Ellen			Kay			4904 Calabazilla Dr			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			1			I am joining this group email campaign because it is most vital that we deal with the release of green house gases now. We are already seeing the effects of climate change and they are worse than our best scientists had predicted. If we are to leave an Earth that supports life, including humans, we must act now. Please do this very important thing. We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marytcord@gmail.com			Mary			Cord			151 Gonzales Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			1			I know our state is heavily dependent upon oil and gas revenues. We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas extraction. But clear air and water are priceless. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			richard.barish@gmail.com			Richard			Barish						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/20/2020			1			It is absolutely essential to take strong, binding measures to limit greenhouse gases if we are to have any hope of preventing runaway climate change. Action must be taken at every level of government. Here in New Mexico, we must enact strong rules to limit the release of methane into the atmosphere. A recent article in the journal Nature (web address at the end of these comments) concluded that human activities are responsible for 25-40% more of the fossil methane in the atmosphere than had previously been thought. According to the UN Environment Programme, methane is responsible for at least 25% of global heating. These facts are frightening, but at the same time, it means that there is a great opportunity to reduce atmospheric methane and slow and limit warming. It is imperative that we do so. I support the six principles set forth by the Sierra Club for a methane regulatory regime: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. I strongly urge you to take prompt and decisive action on this urgent issue. Very truly yours. Richard Barish Nature article: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-1991-8.epdf?referrer_access_token=q-LY73Sg32bVBXLot2oAaNRgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0NsP7YL6bUMs5U2mb93hxTh3dwZVOOig02DPQ_6gyAu8aymFiuqKho1ZpyOC8M7T5CHyzfozTq2d3Itm-BRuSszwaDMM4MzYj4IPrGcH68C-fN8S-pypeVf2sN4VVAGACmXgjd0sb-kTg5cpFXdlntdw5zSmm0IuwIcWZNk1DZuvRiNoQJG_yUoUEZc0N_OUtSOMYBLpv4Ri2rtikxJC5ZbToz2_Uu2r0qRFUJZJ2ImDl-uLHJ7Tc7ztc5r58PdZJ_sGYjg4U8_fDpOLLnzgV2D1LQDvfkzeVsB9uINXAd4Jw%3D%3D&tracking_referrer=www.theguardian.com


			iangoebel@gmail.com			Ian			Goebel						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/20/2020			1			Natural Gas can only be considered a viable transitional energy source if it is itself contributing less and less to the problem of climate change. So if NM is going to be a leader in production, we should also be a leader in reduction (of waste.) The methane "hot spot" over the four corners area is an embarrassment and we should be doing everything in our power to capture usable fuel as we move toward renewable energy production.


			daisyklay@yahoo.com			Daisy			Kates			37 Dos Hermanitas			Placitas			NM			87043			2/19/2020			1			New Mexico is covered with a large cloud of methane. We need protections. We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gsalas@sms-results.com			Glen			Salas			901 Roma Ave NW			Albuquerque			NM			87102			2/18/2020			1			Please, please, as a leader in fossil fuel production we need national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance - that includes NO loopholes for small producers; minimizing methane and CO2 is part of the cost of doing business - for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tljurrens@yahoo.com			Terry			Jurrens			13535 Butterfield Trl NW			Deming			NM			88030			2/18/2020			1			Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jmkretchman@yahoo.com			Jane			Baker			107 Jack Little Dr Apt H3			Ruidoso			NM			88345			2/18/2020			1			Thank you for taking a proactive environmental stance on the Climate Crises. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			heiditoppbrooks@mac.com			Heidi			Brooks			4280 Indian Springs Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/18/2020			1			The environmental community is working hard with legislators, City Councilors and others to take the steps necessary to protect the climate. But our work will be in vain if we do not adequately, in the most effective way address the issue of methane waste. We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ed@creativegeckos.com			Edward			Mosimann			308 Highway 170			Farmington			NM			87401			2/18/2020			1			There is no necessary pollution from that which is not ultimately necessary. Bridge fuel? Okay, where does this bridge end? We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			murlock@wunjo.pair.com			Ann			Murray			POB 22			Cerrillos			NM			87010			2/19/2020			1			Today's news: Fossil Fuels Are to Blame for Soaring Methane Levels, Study Shows https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/19/climate/methane-flaring-oil-emissions.html I too support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			shultzaw@gmail.com			Albert			Shultz			208A La Cueva Rd			Glorieta			NM			87535			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support nation-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gatto_bauer@hotmail.com			H			Bauer			700 Morningside Dr SE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Let us be a model for how to move forward in energy policy! Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			comicsilver@gmail.com			June			Parsons			2830 Delicias Rd SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Methane is a greenhouse gas 80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide. It is also the main component of natural gas. During the fracking process, New Mexico oil and gas companies leak, vent and flare methane into the atmosphere -- so much that the wasted gas, if collected, could heat every home in our state. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			o2binnm@yahoo.com			Catharine			Stringfellow						Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Methane waste is not only detrimental to the environment and a waste of resources, but methane pollution has significant negative impacts on the health of people exposed to it. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			awbudge@live.com			Alexander			Budge			PO Box 654, 90A County Road 158			Abiquiu			NM			87510			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. New Mexico should take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			awbudge@live.com			Willa			Budge			PO Box 654			Abiquiu			NM			87510			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. New Mexico should take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			betsywindisch@yahoo.com			Betsy			Windisch			403 Valentina Dr			Gallup			NM			87301			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. This is a no brainer. Please make it so! The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sp_9062-h.3@comcast.net			Gordon			Parker III			2609 Acequia Dr SW			Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico must embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico must develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico must take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico must establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico must establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico must also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. 7. Do your job.


			lisab4628@yahoo.com			Lisa			Bowdey			PO Box 2655			Santa Fe			NM			87504			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be included in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring is known to be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lnmills@q.com			Laddie			Mills			6701 Bellrose Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and other pollution while rules are being developed.


			allysonsiwik@gmail.com			Allyson			Siwik			PO Box 91			Tyrone			NM			88065			2/18/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. Thank you for your leadership on the Energy Transition Act. I hope that you will continue your commitment to addressing the climate crisis by proposing rules that will stop methane waste from oil and gas development in NM.


			pbrimberry@earthlink.net			Patti			Brimberry			7609 Hannett Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. It ALL matters.


			russfltchr@gmail.com			Russell			Fletcher			1529 Kachina Ridge Dr			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. Thank you for carefully considering my request, and for your work toward a healthy and peaceful planet, because the earth is the only planet for all of us. Sincerely, Russell Fletcher


			cerbaugh@hotmail.com			Cate			Erbaugh						Roswell			NM			88201			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. I live in Roswell and we are very affected by oil and gas extraction, and the attendant pollution, going on in the Permian Basin. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cronshaw@nmia.com			F			Cronshaw			rural			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. We look forward to NM's leadership with the climate crisis. Thank you. Yours respectfully,


			majrm@earthlink.net			Marie			Fuentes			3709 Smith Ave SE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. Also, let us know how we can show support for the justice system. Why can't Barr be disbarred? We pay his salary to have him turn it over to donald's defense as his personal atty. Let us know how we can support the people of the justice department! Also, thank you for fighting for us!


			jwbachi@gmail.com			Jon			Whitsell			1000 Cordova Place, STE 547			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. Leaking methane also represents a lost revenue stream for New Mexico. The methane problem in the Four Corners area is so big, it can be seen from space. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lakemichiganpenguin@gmail.com			Mary			Barber			5 Balsa Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace ZERO tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also TAKE STEPS NOW under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dkrichels@gmail.com			Deborah			Krichels						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			colette.love-battista@aps.edu			COLETTE			LOVE-BATTISTA						ABQ			NM			87112			2/20/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. THE TIME TO ACT IS NOW!


			russfltchr@gmail.com			Russell			Fletcher						SANTA FE			NM			87507			2/20/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. Thank you for carefully considering my request, and for your work toward a healthy and peaceful planet, because the earth is the only planet for all of us. Sincerely, Russell Fletcher


			lrowell8881@gmail.com			Lonnie			Rowell						Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/20/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed. This is an urgent item! Respectfully, Lonnie Rowell Rio Rancho, NM


			catlyn43@aol.com			Catherine			Lynch						Corona			NM			88318			2/20/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, protect public health, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kahenney@gmail.com			Kim			Henney						Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/19/2020			1			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. This is a no-brainer. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pinyosal@yahoo.com			Sam			Bensusen			1321 Bitter Creek Road			mule creek			NM			88053			2/18/2020			1			Yes governor, I am impressed by your enthusiasm and willingness to do what's best for this state, regardless of what powerful oil people and politicians try to influence you to do. Please work to reduce methane released in NM and please do all you can to reduce fracking here too. Solar is the thing I want to see. Poor governor Martinez was handicapped by her apparent connection to oil and gas industry and actually made it more difficult, in her time in office, for homeowners to afford solar power. It makes no sense, my friend. Please continue to do your best. We love you!


			xavierobando@gmail.com			Xavier			Obando			524 Dartmouth Pl SE			Albuqerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			fredweinhagen@gmail.com			Dianne			Maughan			315 W 11th St			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			catloversusan@gmail.com			Susan			Kutz			4822 Camino Dos Vidas			Las Cruces			NM			88012			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			anne@anneaylor.co.uk			Anne			Aylor			3045 Buena Vida Cir			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			aadokos@gmail.com			Angelina			Dokos			501 Espanola St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lizcasanova@hotmail.com			Liz			Casanova			3401 7th St			Las Vegas			NM			87701			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cassandragaines@mac.com			Sandy & Cassandra			Gaines			2815 Floral Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mgong87502@aol.com			Marilyn			Gong			7 Camino Pinon			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			coachdugger@gmail.com			Doug			Dunkle			HC 74 Box 806			Pecos			NM			87552			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			billb@nmsu.edu			Bill			Byhower			286 Day Dreamer Dr # 7			Las Cruces			NM			88005			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			brooksidepoet@yahoo.com			John			Roche			11 Homestead Ln			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			janice.murphey@yahoo.com			Janice			Murphey			7225 Primrose Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			drumsnbeads@gmail.com			Jan			Leenhouts-Martin			36 Albers Valley Road			Regina			NM			87046			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			journeyhorse56@gmail.com			Jayne			Stewart			6100 4th St NW Ste A			Los Ranchos			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			karenykaren@msn.com			Karen			Dewig			442 Montclaire Dr SE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pruitts@snapruitt.com			Steve and Alicia			Pruitt			13335 Chaco Cliff Trail SE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hisway04@msn.com			Valencia			Hall			309 W Harris Ln # C			Ruidoso Downs			NM			88346			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jwilliams4159@gmail.com			Jan			Williams			4207 Stowe Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ephilhower@hotmail.com			Evelyn			Philhower			1615 Blanda Ct			Rio Communities			NM			87002			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			naima4323hum@gmail.com			Naima			Shea			4 Baya Ct			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			skylandsu@msn.com			Susan			Smith			204 Skyland Blvd			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			helenski49@gmail.com			Helen - please			Rynaski			PO Box 92			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			richard.martin101@att.net			Carol And Richard			Martin			56 T Bar T Dr			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			karebearcolin@hotmail.com			Karen			Colin			3324 Wesley Dr			LAS CRUCES			NM			88012			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kamarcan48@gmail.com			Karen			Marcantonio			33 Bluestem Dr			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			scarletsquids@gmail.com			Sandra			Serafin			PO Box 4676			Albuquerque			NM			87196			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kittkat25@yahoo.com			Jennifer			Charging			4209 San Pedro Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			meanolebat47@msn.com			Joyce			Cousino			607 Sunday Dr			Deming			NM			88030			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gwenniechef@yahoo.com			Gwen			McCloskey			1328 Espejo St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87191			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			revliz29@gmail.com			Liz			McMaster			2901 Hyder Ave SE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gerardbrad9@gmail.com			Gerard			Bradley			6008 Ponderosa Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			vicki@spanogle.net			Vicki			Spanogle			PO Box 672			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nickimarx@gmail.com			Nicki			Marx			204 Paseo Del Canon E # 2			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			amurbano@comcast.net			Audrey Marie			Urbano			PO Box 1103			El Prado			NM			87529			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gyocum@whittier.edu			Glenn			Yocum			426 Valverde Commons Dr			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mudwasp@windstream.net			Sara			D'Alessandro			PO Box 597			Cuba			NM			87013			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			delise9999@aol.com			Dianne Elise			Strauss			PO Box 8101			Santa Fe			NM			87504			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cedney@juno.com			Cynthia			Edney			PO Box 716			Sandia Park			NM			87047			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ralive9@gmail.com			R.A.L.			West			PO Box 20			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nlevit@windstream.net			Nancy			Levit			PO Box 324			Dixon			NM			87527			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wells547@comcast.net			Tom			Wells						Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mhcul@yahoo.com			Maury			Culberg			2 Calle Francisca			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jlaflamme2002@comcast.net			Jeff			LaFlamme			100 Principe De Paz			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sck01ster@gmail.com			Stephen			Klinger						Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			travlin2jg@msn.com			Judith			Gore			6111 Marta Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mleebrown1@gmail.com			Mary			Brown			3528 Roma Dr			Las Cruces			NM			88012			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			conklin_da@yahoo.com			David			Conklin			2900 El Toboso Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			skyrulejrj@yahoo.com			Jessica			Jakubanis			13904 Encantado Rd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wchristiandollahon@gmail.com			Christian			Dollahon			4330 Bogart Ln			Las Cruces			NM			88007			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ilsagarduno@gmail.com			Ilsa			Garduno			414 Vassar Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bj0009721@gmail.com			Bettemae			Johnson			420 De Soto St. SE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ronald.christ@me.com			Ronald			Christ			40 Camino Cielo			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mosadgirl7@gmail.com			Mileena			Olivares						Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sarahclaudia.s@gmail.com			Sarah			Stout			1317 Luana St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			abqmikki@gmail.com			Mikki			Aronoff			1017 Dakota St SE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			asoeiro68@gmail.com			Andrea			Soeiro			762 Agua Fria St # Y			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			spazztek63@gmail.com			Parker			Berg			4 Kuleco Ln			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			annmostcross@yahoo.com			Ann			Cross			1133 Tracy Pl			Carlsbad			NM			88220			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gayle@vancefirm.com			Gayle			Vance			2328 Via Seville Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nimiipu4@hotmail.com			Michael			Marvier			941 Calle Mejia Apt 1008			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rodguinn@mac.com			Rod			Guinn			12231 Mountain Haze Rd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			terrim@earthlink.net			Terri			Munson						Cloudcroft			NM			88317			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			weisburd@mac.com			Stefi			Weisburd			PO Box 579			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jllazaruk@yahoo.com			John			Lazaruk			11904 Soledad Canyon Rd			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jwilli52@hotmail.com			Janet			Williams			1200 Don Gaspar Ave			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lizzieboldt@yahoo.com			Elizabeth			Lesman			832 Hermoso El Sol			Alamogordo			NM			88310			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chiponline@icloud.com			Charles			Leavitt			4510 Olympus St			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stevej.burstein@gmail.com			Stephen			Burstein			13113 Bear Dancer Trl NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			penwit1@gmail.com			Charles			Miller			Unknown			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wldrnsswrk@comcast.net			John			Wilhelmsen			2 Alexi Ct			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tangerman7@gmail.com			Leslie			Mcintyre			19 Amber Ln			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sheridan.phillips@mac.com			Sheridan			Phillips			369 Montezuma Ave			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chris_neef@hotmail.com			Ann			Neef			6024 Redondo Sierra Vis NE			Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			blackfoot.vest@gmail.com			Lee			Vest			1901 Boyd Dr Trlr 11			Carlsbad			NM			88220			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mvrambout@gmail.com			Maryse			Vrambout			229 Rodriguez St Apt B			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			glendamurphy87501@yahoo.com			Glenda			Murphy			1390 Notorious Way			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			janemathesonhull7@gmail.com			Jane			Hull			8005 Willow Bloom Cir			Las Cruces			NM			88007			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			earthlg@gmail.com			Lynne			Gaffikin			Unknown			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dawn.mcintyre@comcast.net			Dawn			McIntyre			1528 Eagle Ridge Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kcxmartin@gmail.com			Ken			Martin			4932 S Fork Rd			Las Cruces			NM			88012			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dowelldirect@gmail.com			Donna			Dowell						Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			smartin317@gmail.com			Susan			Martin			31 Thistle Ln			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			betsybar77@gmail.com			Betsy			Barnett			1123 Narcisco St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jyrees1@hotmail.com			Janet			Rees			1400 Saiz Rd			Bloomfield			NM			87413			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			penwit1@gmail.com			Charles			Miller			3330 Calle Po Ae Pi, Apt. 4104, 27			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			noevil53@msn.com			Noe			Villareal			13 Alcalde Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			raumente@aol.com			Regina			Aumente			6 Santa Ana Loop			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			letitiabunge@gmail.com			Letitia			Bunge			72 Bloom N Shine Rd			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kburke@unm.edu			K			Burke			PO Box 1405			Fairacres			NM			88033			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			putuwilla@gmail.com			Willa			Roberts			PO Box 408			Chimayo			NM			87522			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cloudshroud@icloud.com			P.J.			Raymond						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			linnea.borealis@gmail.com			Linnea			Hendrickson			1312 Los Arboles Ave NW			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tiis.dzil.nimaz@icloud.com			Dorothy			Redhorse			PO Box 580			Sanostee			NM			87461			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nfo@canyonlights.com			Susan			Friend			231 Tano Rd # B			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			greggmanoff@yahoo.com			Gregg			Manoff			322 Garcia St			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jksawina@gmail.com			Jane			Sawina			65 Calle Amarilla			Corrales			NM			87048			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			scottlake@yahoo.com			Scott			Lake			6 Nambe Trl			Corrales			NM			87048			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			efaust@swcp.com			Elaine			Faust			200 Gallup Ave SW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			terryhancock1966@gmail.com			Terry			Hancock			407 Melody Ln N			Socorro			NM			87801			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			shiprock7@yahoo.com			Diane			Cook			3007 Municipal Dr			Farmington			NM			87401			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jrleith@hotmail.com			James			Leith			10801 Pino Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lrodgers13@yahoo.com			Lee			Rodgers			PO Box 1163			Tohatchi			NM			87325			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			amber.jeansonne@yahoo.com			Amber			Jeansonne			1045 Cinder Ln			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lurabrookins@gmail.com			Lura			Brookins			PO Box 1362			Santa Fe			NM			87504			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			juliesando@embarqmail.com			Julie			Sando			26088 E US Highway 64			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			diannawoods2@icloud.com			Dianna			Woods			903 W Alameda St			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mcdercott@msn.com			A Charlene			McDermott			489 Mission Valley Rd			Corrales			NM			87048			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			helcat11.16@gmail.com			C.			H.			PO Box 82913			Albuquerque			NM			87198			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marydrabbs@gmail.com			Mary			Drabbs			6900 Hensch Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joabowden@gmail.com			Joan			Bowden			1312 Nakomis Dr NE Unit H			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			artforlife45@msn.com			Carol			Nelson			PO Box 6			Jemez Springs			NM			87025			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mark.hawes@verizon.net			Mark			Hawes			8915 Tia Christina Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rainierrobert@gmail.com			Robert			Gilman			1632 Stanford Drive SE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			osopusljf44@gmail.com			Londa			Fowler			3116 General Chennault St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			abqmandypino@gmail.com			Mandy			Pino			5201 Roma Ave NE Apt 433			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carolboss11@gmail.com			Carol			Boss			2101 Altez St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			goodkaz@newmexico.com			Arifa			Goodman			PO Box 66			San Cristobal			NM			87564			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gcloos@earthlink.net			Gary			Loos			143 San Acacia Rd			San Acacia			NM			87831			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			randy.millertime@yahoo.com			Randall			Miller			104 PASEO DEL CONEJO			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			donnaredman96926@gmail.com			Donna			Redman			3033 Winston Meadows Dr NE			Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tara@quotidian.com			Tara			Bloyd			1706 W Alameda St # 10			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pw@pwross.com			P			Ross			PO Box 16258			Las Cruces			NM			88004			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stavride@hotmail.com			Alex			Stavrides			11600 Academy Rd NE Apt 3822			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			vjfaunt6591@cableone.net			Valari			Taylor			1535 White Pine Dr NE			rio rancho			NM			87144			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bridget@bellafortebooks.com			Bridget			Morris			42 San Sebastian Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			twinchester13@yahoo.com			Teresa			Winchster			PO Box 1287			Magdalena			NM			87825			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marthaleeennis@gmail.com			Martha			Ennis			209 Dartmouth Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cowboydog1@comcast.net			Rade & Linda			Orell			6713 Campfire Ln NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			srbaker1951@gmail.com			Sherri			Baker			10809 Clyburn Park Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rrose0817@yahoo.com			Rebecca			Rose			2850 Fairway Dr Apt 28			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			patsheely@gmail.com			Patricia			Sheely			604 Jeff King St			Gallup			NM			87301			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jj@pwross.com			J			Ross			PO Box 16258			Las Cruces			NM			88004			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			suezmac@gmail.com			Susan			Mcdonald			488c Arroyo Tenorio			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			33slhomer@comcast.net			Susan			Homer			5000 Sequoia Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			visconti87@gmail.com			Florencia			Visconti			1440 S Almendra St			Las Cruces			NM			88001			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			judy.alfred6@gmail.com			Judy			Alfred			58 Rustlers Trl			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jajwuth@outlook.com			Gregory			Raile			2215 Ambassador Rd NE Apt 93			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hayjay@ksu.edu			Haley			Jones			1914 Mountain Shadow Dr			Carlsbad			NM			88220			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rjpeirce@canyonlights.com			R			Peirce			18 Paseo De Aguila			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rkroll@zianet.com			Rebecca			Kroll			2945 Winterset			Las Cruces			NM			88005			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jeff.clark@sjc.edu			Jeff			Clark			PO Box 368			Santa Fe			NM			87504			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mystic50@msn.com			John			Poss			826 Thunder Rd SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marilynlohr@rocketmail.com			Marilyn			Lohr			401 14th St SW Apt 9			Albuquerque			NM			87102			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			retiredinnm@yahoo.com			Judith			Philcox			42 Sereno Ct			Corrales			NM			87048			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cwmetzler@gmail.com			Carolyn			Metzler			PO Box 26711			Albuquerque			NM			87125			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			floralmartinez@yahoo.com			Flora			Martinez			PO Box 65			Villanueva			NM			87583			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			betsy@beanplanter.com			Elizabeth			Kinney			315 Adobe			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			olddogsnewtricks11@gmail.com			Edwin			Seymour			207 N Combs St			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cdavidday@terradesigns.org			David			Day			1913 Gabaldon Ct NW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			deauserv@gmail.com			David			Deauville			PO Box 22641			Santa Fe			NM			87502			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bliny35@gmail.com			Byron			Lindsey			3027 Calle San Angel NW			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marshaom1@yahoo.com			Marsha			Oldakowski			27 Tierra Adentro			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			clweberb@mtu.edu			Cynthia			Weber			4 Crest Ct			Sandia Park			NM			87047			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kpierc08@gmail.com			K			Pierce			6719 Glenturret Way NE			Albuquerque			NM			87113			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joysone21@reagan.com			Joy			Nelson			3948 Pineridge Run			Las Cruces			NM			88012			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			smayi51@gmail.com			Mary			Winchester			5107 W Country Club Rd			Roswell			NM			88201			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pendunck@centurylink.net			Penny			Duncklee			1201 2nd St			Las Cruces			NM			88005			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dbradb4@comcast.net			David			Bradbury			1565 Cerro Gordo Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gringo@nmsu.edu			Katy			Stuckel			223 N Melendres St			Las Cruces			NM			88005			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sandyfye@gmail.com			Sandy			Fye			10908 Habanero Way SE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cmermier@unm.edu			Mermier			Christine			MSC04 2610 University of New, Mexico Mexicomexico			Albuquerque			NM			87131			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jbrytowski@gmail.com			Jamie			Brytowski			3259 Calle De Molina			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rhondahvaldez@yahoo.com			Rhonda			Berger			1331 Tesuque Dr			Espanola			NM			87532			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pacauate@gmail.com			Todd			Monson			1127 Narcisco St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hobbitmerritt@gmail.com			Nancy			Merritt			204 Chaparral Loop SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jrodman@nmsu.edu			Jay			Rodman			20 Windmill Trl S			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bhymer@rnsb.k12.nm.us			Y			Lee			Unknown			Ramah			NM			87321			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mtimholland@gmail.com			Michael			Holland			PO Box 82471			Albuquerque			NM			87198			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kenbugler@yahoo.com			Ken			Bugler			PO Box 824			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			irene_gale@comcast.net			Irene J.			Gale			3 Maize Trl			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carolynk9169@gmail.com			Carolyn			Kelly			4900 Purcell Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			annekea1@hotmail.com			A.			Andrews			PO Box 331			El Rito			NM			87530			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tc@theresacardenas.com			Theresa			Cardenas			6237 Cactus Canyon Trl NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jesmith@fms.k12.nm.us			Jeff			Smith			2101 N Cochiti Ave			Farmington			NM			87401			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			maryann@hlsnm.org			Mary Ann			Wolf-Lyerla			5608 Popo Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			edwenna@signalpeak.net			Edwenna			Earnheart			22 Starlight Way			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nwilliams@watershedwest.com			Neil			Williams			1288 Lejano Ln			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stamatov22@gmail.com			Suzanne			Stamatov			24 Bosque Azul			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jan.avent@csueastbay.edu			Jan			Avent			100 Circle Drive Compound			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			madelinearon@gmail.com			Madeline			Aron			1006 Richmond Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			larith@comcast.net			Lari			Howell			1855 Tramway Terrace Loop NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			johnwelc@nmsu.edu			John			Welch			2467 El Dorado Ct			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lseikkula@cnm.edu			Lori			Seikkula			9809 Admiral Nimitz Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ggdee@qwest.net			George And Dorothy			Gamble			201 Vuelta Roble			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			magda.altman@gmail.com			Magda			Altman			605 Alta Vista			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			halli@hallibourne.com			Halli			Bourne			930A Calle Cosinitas			Bernalillo			NM			87004			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			femmecherokee@hotmail.com			Angela			Christie			3505 Calle Cuervo NW Apt 214			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marciakellam@hotmail.com			Marcia			Kellam			4123 Big Sky Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			santd@tularosa.net			Dan			Santantonio			77 Black Forest Dr			Cloudcroft			NM			88317			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dreesephoto@gmail.com			Drew			Reese			1723 Medio St			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			plhull@gmail.com			Pieter			Hull			31 Valencia Loop			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mileinfive@hotmail.com			Gina			Ortiz			106 Victoria St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			theresamah7@yahoo.com			Theresa			Holahan			Unknown			Glorieta			NM			87535			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rxempress@comcast.net			Laurie			Kenjar			13631 Canada Del Oso Pl NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lthrtrc@gmail.com			Dennis			Dunnum			811 N Silver St			Truth Or Consequences			NM			87901			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pjxcal@yahoo.com			Paul			McDaniel			6409 Katson Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			murlock@wunjo.pair.com			Ann			Murray			PO Box 22			Cerrillos			NM			87010			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			walterjb1@yahoo.com			Walter			Bishop			400 Cactus Dr., Unit 841			Elephant Butte			NM			87935			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			faychazin@yahoo.com			Fay			Chazin-Seidelman			308 Morningside Dr SE Apt 201			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jakes@james-cooke.com			James			Cooke			3518 Eastern Ave SE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cawolf79@gmail.com			Crystal			Wolf			40 Carissa Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			martolo@icloud.com			Martin			Gilbert			Po box 922			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bookravens@gmail.com			Steven & Susan			Mayes			16 Mesa Pino			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sddent@gmail.com			Stephen			Dent			9 Crest Rd			Sandia Park			NM			87047			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			murlock@raintreecounty.com			Ross			Lockridge			PO Box 22			Cerrillos			NM			87010			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			claudiahaas2002@yahoo.com			Claudia			Haas			10817 Mahlon Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hickman@gonzaga.edu			Kent			Hickman			10815 Dandas Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			calluspink@msn.com			Mary			Mcdade			195 Saffin Dr SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			susyqvn@gmail.com			Susan			Van Note			538 E Palace Ave			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rballew@yahoo.com			Richard			Ballew			700 Fresno St			Tularosa			NM			88352			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			altrockr@hotmail.com			Richard			Altrock			716 Corona Ave			Cloudcroft			NM			88317			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mich16108@icloud.com			Michael			Aguilar			1605 53rd St NW			Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pcanyonrivers@gmail.com			Pamela			Canyonrivers Marshall			PO Box 374			Pecos			NM			87552			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ciara45@gmail.com			Paulette			Meier			7 ARMIN RD.			TIJERAS			NM			87059			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dggerke@hotmail.com			David			Gerke			11 Pine St			Carrizozo			NM			88301			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			john.bloom@comcast.net			John			Bloom			5620 Real Del Norte			Las Cruces			NM			88012			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			plmbam@hotmail.com			Patrick			McKee			4127 N Blackhawk Rd			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			danessence@comcast.net			Daniel			Vandolah			1837 Puye Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bhowell@infomagic.net			Brenda			Howell			320 State Route 50			Glorieta			NM			87535			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ktj27@hotmail.com			Katie			Johnson			518 Old Santa Fe Trl Ste 1			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			irenefertik66@gmail.com			Irene			Fertik			1004 1/2 21st			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			donaldgmeyer@comcast.net			Donald			Meyer			2707 Campbell Rd NW Trlr 11			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			daveweymouth@gmail.com			Dave			Weymouth			264 La Marta Dr			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			limorgan47@gmail.com			Linda			Morgan			8 Camino De Las Mananitas			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			judyluallen@comcast.net			Judith			Allen			14 Camino Ojo De La Casa			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			csassaman@ymail.com			Carol			Sassaman			PO Box 305			Hanover			NM			88041			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			patrice.schooley@comcast.net			Patrice			Schooley			50 Tunnel Springs Rd			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			burton.patrick@gmail.com			Patrick			Burton			11901 Giacomo Ave SE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			anne.wiesel@comcast.net			Anne			Martinez			6209 Arvilla Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hphilmarquez@hotmail.com			Henry			Marquez			2490 Margaret Dr			Bosque Farms			NM			87068			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nmexlady2u@aol.com			Patricia			Acosta			1335 Kaghan Loop			Rio Communities			NM			87002			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gary.holcomb@huskers.unl.edu			Gary			Holcomb			3723 Espejo St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			landra@thuntek.net			Landra			White			325 Shannon Pl NW			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cherdikala@gmail.com			Hari Rai			Khalsa			16 Walnut Loop			Espanola			NM			87532			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hackneymichelle@hotmail.com			Michelle			Hackney						Las Cruces			NM			88012			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mmelnd@msn.com			Michael			Melendez			608 Western Dr			Belen			NM			87002			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			briannas_mail@yahoo.com			Brianna			Lewis			834 Hidalgo Cir NW			Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ahlight@gmail.com			Adrienne			Ross			19 Cerro Blanco Rd			Lamy			NM			87540			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			leapblack@gmail.com			Lea			Black			19 Apache Ridge Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jodywellborn@hotmail.com			Jody			Wellborn			2405 W Picacho Ave Apt 35			Las Cruces			NM			88007			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			smithm@igc.org			Melinda			Smith			1835 Tierra Vida Pl NW			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cdishman@gmaill.com			Claire			Dishman			1000 Cordova Pl			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kathleen.martin88@yahoo.com			Kathleen			Martin			PO Box 904			Arroyo Seco			NM			87514			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			easyrib3@q.com			Ismael Rodolfo			Baca			5163 Golondrina NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lovedavidjane@me.com			Jane			Love			1601 El Camino Real St			Socorro			NM			87801			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			maureengonzales@yahoo.com			Maureen			Gonzales			PO Box 771			Chama			NM			87520			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ojosarco@gmail.com			Kathy			Riggs			HC 65 Box 76			Ojo Sarco			NM			87521			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kalonji.bobb@gmail.com			Kalonji			Bobb			2816 Charleston St Ne			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cntownsend.nm@gmail.com			C.			Townsend			455 Abo Ct			Bosque Farms			NM			87068			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tesnm1@gmail.com			John			Oconnor			86 County Road 74			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jkcliburn@cliburnenergy.com			Jill			Cliburn			45 Crazy Rabbit Drive			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			senoradeltelar@yahoo.com			Jennifer			Bryan			1620 La Cabra Ct SE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kplimos@yahoo.com			Domingo			Pardo			4544 Schiff Trl			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dorenda1950@msn.com			Dorenda			Morse			684 Littler Dr SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			robin@perfectbuttons.com			Robin			Pascal			58 Moriarty Rd			Edgewood			NM			87015			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sunmtnsft@aol.com			Peter			Roche			2916 Avenida Alamosa Apt C			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cschroeder126@gmail.com			Catherine			Schroeder			402 Sunset St			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cwaters101@msn.com			Caren			Waters			7251 Carrizo Dr NE			Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			woolley22002@yahoo.com			April			Woolley			PO Box 391			Springer			NM			87747			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			buchanansusan.k@gmail.com			Susan			Buchanan			4945 Rosemary Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ej.dunham@icloud.com			Elizabeth			Dunham			901 Nicole Pl			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pamandron4684@hotmail.com			Pamela			Bryant			101 W Daniel St			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			moxponce@gmail.com			J Michele			Ponce			PO Box 961			Mesilla Park			NM			88047			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rachelmares@gmail.com			Rachel			Mares						Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chriscalvert82@gmail.com			Chris			Calvert			230 Cibola Dr			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			garyowenfaas@yahoo.com			Gary			Owen			24 Monticello Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chemenochoa@msn.com			Chemen			Ochoa			1 Altura Dr			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			etiennecowper123@gmail.com			Etienne			Cowper			1917 E Idaho Ave			Las Cruces			NM			88001			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			debmmichel@q.com			Deborah			Christensen			6 Sandhill Rd			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joymibsen@gmail.com			Joy			Ibsen			6118 Edith Blvd NE Unit 89			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			louknowles47@hotmail.com			Louis			Knowles			3428 Parsifal St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rowest45@gmail.com			Mark			Miller			1729 1/2 Agua Fria St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tctbt5@yahoo.com			Hanh			Nguyen			1027 Shirley St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ccw@artworld.us			Catherine			Williamson			PO Box 322			Ojo Caliente			NM			87549			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			risfawnser@tvn.net			David And Leslie			Patterson			1696 High St			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			drhein@nmsu.edu			Deborah			Rhein			4965 Cripple Creek Rd			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			oceanblu62@gmail.com			Debra			Doll						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jmh_1304@hotmail.com			Joseph			Hall						Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jrley1@msn.com			Jill			Ley			11607 Herman Roser Ave. Se			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marie@merchantmorgan.com			Marie			Morgan			215 W Alicante Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			francine.foster66@icloud.com			Francine			Foster			2303 Cedros Cir			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dawn.czapski@comcast.net			Dawn			Czapski			6900 San Vicente Ave NE Apt 108			Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ctc.seamster@gmail.com			Teresa			Seamster			104 Vaquero Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ggaarden4@q.com			Allen			Gaarden			205 Cerro De Ortega Dr SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sbsbycl@aol.com			Carol			Gajewski			4753 Lluvia Encantada			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			krdouglas52@gmail.com			Karen			Douglas			360 Los Cordovas Rd.			Rancho De Taos			NM			87557			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			polybear@sdc.org			John			Stokes			1006 Leroy Pl.			Socorro			NM			87801			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			soozinm15@gmail.com			Suzanne			Eiseman			154 Camino Rayo Del Sol			Corrales			NM			87048			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rmaayan@msn.com			Ruth			Maayan			3001 Calle Obispo NW			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			arina87105@yahoo.com			Arina			Caster			2947 Cabral Trl SW			Albuquerque			NM			87121			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			laurieintaos@gmail.com			Laurie			Moreau			PO Box 1942			El Prado			NM			87529			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dulce1021@hotmail.com			Justin			Sweet			432 Sycamore St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nmgoat@msn.com			Marie			Anderson			PO Box 933			Carrizozo			NM			88301			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mboolenm@earthlink.net			Marilee			Boole Morinaga			PO Box 22062			Santa Fe			NM			87502			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stevedonahue@q.com			Paula			Donahue			812 Alvarado Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dizavitz1024@gmail.com			Diana			Zavitz			10224 Elmhurst Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tpijoan@comcast.net			Teresa			Pijoan			2120 Durand Rd SW			Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rwc505@gmail.com			Robert			Cantua			PO Box 1406			Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			46coyote@gmail.com			Janet			Reid			602 Carmel Rd			Rio Communities			NM			87002			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			drwaymire@comcast.net			David			Waymire			1901 Shirlane Pl NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kates_1@msn.com			Deborah			Sandoval			438 Ridgecrest Ave			Los Alamos			NM			87547			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			clmoen35@gmail.com			Lynn			Moen			824 9th St NE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			srichmond57@hotmail.com			Shelly			Richmond			17 Nancys Trl			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			808timothy@gmail.com			Tim			Scalzone			4568 Aguila Rd SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dwhollandphd@gmail.com			Dennis			Holland			1008 Paseo Del Gallo			Bernalillo			NM			87004			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			14leatherwizards@gmail.com			Janice			Phelps			PO Box 10			Villanueva			NM			87583			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joelsantafe@gmail.com			Joel			Bennet			1000 Cordova Place #814			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chilton@unm.edu			Chilton			Gregory			1104 Marquette Pl NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			daisyklay@yahoo.com			Daisy			Kates			37 Dos Hermanitas			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ecocathy@gmail.com			Cathy			Kumar			520 Los Ranchos Rd NW Apt 8			Los Ranchos			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pollymoto@hotmail.com			Polly			Neville			913 Candelaria Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			leucovorinsaves@outlook.com			Roger			Kulp			110 Dallas St SE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dechens108@gmail.com			Diane			Paolazzi			2313 Callejon Hermosa			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			warrenj@wlu.edu			James			Warren			PO Box 9516			Santa Fe			NM			87504			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kkaltobelli@yahoo.com			Kathleen			Altobelli			Unknown			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pamgilchrist1@gmail.com			Pam			Gilchrist			74 Monte Alto Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jbtv2@aol.com			Jack			Thayer			115 El Rey Dr			Corrales			NM			87048			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bodica6086@yahoo.com			Margo			Wyse			110 El Otro Lado Rd			Mimbres			NM			88049			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			velvetlace35120@aol.com			Lori			Solanki			110 Otono Rd			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mudpie8@gmail.com			Lisa			Giombolini			9177 Night Sky Ln NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lmzunne@gmail.com			Laurie			Zunner			10410 Apache Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tlcarrell@shipsofdiscovery.org			Toni			Carrell			39 Condesa Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			awebster.sar@gmail.com			Al			Webster			20 Silver Saddle			Lamy			NM			87540			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rtlfrds@yahoo.com			Artie			Alfreds			7131 Toulon Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ronfaich@comcast.net			Ron			Faich			9400 Snowheights Blvd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mms911pac@gmail.com			Marcia			Starns			140 Big Horn Ridge Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			icjcpapc@gmail.com			Irene C			Johnson			619 S Cedar Ave			Roswell			NM			88203			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			leslie@crowfootdesign.com			Leslie			Waltzer			1304 Calle Joya			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pgnm@comcast.net			Pat			Duncan			1080 Carnival Ave NW			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			yogini850@gmail.com			Laura			Stewart			8 Vista Precioso			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hodgejones@comcast.net			Hodge			Jones			3100 Jane Pl NE Apt K101			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sheakers@mac.com			Diana			Shea			5113 Spinning Wheel Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			theta.art@gmail.com			Mary			Kinninger			602 Wyona St			Truth Or Consequences			NM			87901			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			raimundherberg@gmail.com			Raimund			Herberg			1101 Don Gaspar Ave			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			furdaluvofdogs@gmail.com			Ludmilla			Bernal			16 Separ Rd			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			louisabarkalow@me.com			Louisa			Barkalow			612 Spruce NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jnr200396@yahoo.com			Roger			Southward			165 Camino Barranca			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jeffcolledge@hotmail.com			Jeffrey			Colledge			PO Box 455			Truchas			NM			87578			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mjj@desertgate.com			Molly			Smollett			PO Box 26			Las Vegas			NM			87701			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			malibuyorkie@yahoo.com			Melba			Marsh			1614 7th St NW			Albuquerque			NM			87102			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ayoderusk@aol.com			Anitay			Rusk			PO Box 46361			Rio Rancho			NM			87174			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			the.mary.johnston@gmail.com			Mary			Johnston			1 E Rachel Ln			Corrales			NM			87048			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bobfralick@comcast.net			Robert			Fralick			13001 Skyview Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joanmart48@gmail.com			Joan			Martinez			4837 Deer Trail Rd			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mprandoni@gmail.com			Marita			Prandoni			42 Sudeste Pl			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			aish160@zoho.com			Valerie			Cranmer			44 Canilla Loop			Belen			NM			87002			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			virginiabgaines@gmail.com			Virginia			Gaines			52 Estambre Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			abqnurse44@gmail.com			Charlotte			Smith			228 Calle Del Rey SW			Albuquerque			NM			87121			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kristinamturner@hotmail.com			Kristina			Turner			1510 Brown Rd.			Las Cruces			NM			88005			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			djblanton1@gmail.com			Debra J.			Blanton			8312 Springcroft Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ed@chelsea.net			Edward			Birnbaum			926 Circle Dr			Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mardel18@aol.com			Lucinda			Ray			Unknown			?			NM			Unkno			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stellablue1031@hotmail.com			Dana			Robeo			508 Tulane Dr SE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carolgtempleton@gmail.com			Carol			Templeton			6008 Jagged Peak Rd. NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			beach3329@msn.com			Linda			Gardner			3329 Blume St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			shelbyhallmark@yahoo.com			Shelby			Hallmark			4225 W Tom Lyons Dr			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			catherinejobling4677@comcast.net			Catherine			jobling			2817 Diamond Springs Dr			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cclements@live.com			Charles			Clements			2141 N Solano Dr Apt 305			Las Cruces			NM			88001			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			eshajann@gmail.com			Janice			Ballard			3021 Pueblo Puye			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			findingrien@yahoo.com			r			Toups			36 Raven Ravine			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marpa.milloy@gmail.com			John			Milloy			Unknown			Vallecitos			NM			87581			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			elizacog2@gmail.com			Elizabeth			Cogburn			PO Box 11			Arroyo Seco			NM			87514			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			belskoid@yahoo.com			Starr			Belsky			1305 Serinna Ct			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mpluzier@gmail.com			Maresa			Luzier			107 Square H Rd			Edgewood			NM			87015			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			john.lundborg@gmail.com			John			Lundborg			104 Queen Aire Ct			Ruidoso			NM			88345			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cleonardp@msn.com			Carl			Peterson			10700 Holly Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ciaobella1@mac.com			Rosalie			D'Angelo			8847 Desert Fox Way NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			slaromero@gmail.com			Sandy			Romero			1431 Santa Cruz Rd			Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bo.cinesthetic.30.yx@gmail.com			Bo			Bergstrom			30 Village Rd			Silver City			NM			88061			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			omalleyjones713@yahoo.com			Emily			Boehms			4609 Delamar Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jelmhorst1@gmail.com			Jeanne			Elmhorst			9605 Arvilla Ct NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			k9berta@gmail.com			Roberta			Knusmann			3200 19th Ave SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nathan.nielsen@gmail.com			Nathan			Nielsen			20 La Entrada			Placitas			NM			87043			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			indigo52@live.com			Susan			Rarick			49 Road 2345			Aztec			NM			87410			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			abateand@hotmail.com			Andrew			Abate			5851 Anderson Ave SE Apt 25			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jamihart@comcast.net			Dr.Jami D.			Hart			1027 Golden Yarrow Trail			Bernalillo			NM			87004			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			avgraham27@gmail.com			Amanda			Graham			400 Garcia St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bsmith82@yahoo.com			Brandon			Smith			505 Quartz St			Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nikhilkm@yahoo.com			Nikhil			Lucas Kamat			610 Sycamore St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wallythered@gmail.com			Derek			Wallentinsen			11024 Montgomery Blvd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			adobedaves@gmail.com			David			Stephenson			40 Twisted Pine Rd			Cerrillos			NM			87010			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			betsywht@gmail.com			Betsy			White			2730F Calle Anna Jean			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			susisantafe@gmail.com			Susan			Perry			PO Box 23567			Santa Fe			NM			87502			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joycecasey@gmail.com			Joyce			Casey			104 Camino Del Campo Unit 48			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			briofyv@aol.com			Phil			Briones			874 Bronze Hill Ave			Santa Teresa			NM			88008			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			paulstoehr@centurylink.net			Paul			Stoehr			313 Park St			Socorro			NM			87801			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			peggyfroelich@gmail.com			Peggy			Froelich			625 Madrid Rd			Jemez Springs			NM			87025			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			history13@aol.com			Diane			Bloom			2457 Tyler Loop NE			Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			priscillamvaldez@msn.com			Priscilla			Martinez			5308 La Colonia Dr NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			arttherapy@aol.com			Susan			Benjamin			234 1/2 Ambrosio St.			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			azzuel08@gmail.com			M.			Cascio			2808 Violeta Cir SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chrysanthil@aol.com			Chrysanthi			Lawrence			1721 Espinacitas St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lbernhardt@mail.com			Lisa			Bernhardt			3960 Mora RiverRd SW			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tomlj2000@netscape.net			Pat			Jones			3101 S Socorro St			Deming			NM			88030			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rutheyinabq@gmail.com			Ruth			Morris			PO Box 81362			Albuquerque			NM			87198			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			shines104@yahoo.com			Stephanie			Shine			104 Music Ln			Ponderosa			NM			87044			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			el2@twenty15.com			Edward			Leblanc			531 Dolores St # A			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bonpolo@comcast.net			Bonnie			Poloner			PO Box 1023			Mesilla			NM			88046			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jwmeta@comcast.net			Jolene & Wayne			Maes			PO Box 531			Corrales			NM			87048			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lucindafuqua@gmail.com			Cindi			Fuqua									NM			88345			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jcbaan36@yahoo.com			John			Banister			1205 Jefferson St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jswilken@comcast.net			Jane			Wilken			22 Cerrado Loop			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rustj@swcp.com			Russell			Woodward			137 Buckboard Rd			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mesawolflady@gmail.com			Patricia			Callaway			40 Raven Ridge Rd			Rowe			NM			87562			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cmbarber@me.com			Carol			Maynard			79 Calle Encanto			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ssteinhart@comcast.net			Sydnae			Steinhart			7058 Calle Estancias			Las Cruces			NM			88007			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			yvette@mountainairfilms.com			Yvette			Tapp			1255 Avenida Morelia Unit 204			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hadden@expertiva.com			Theresa			Hadden-Martinez			3 Sombra Del Monte Rd			Placitas			NM			87043			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cathylmo@icloud.com			Cathy			Morrison			11100 Gibson Blvd SE Unit K234			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			robertfischoff@gmail.com			Robert			Fischoff			PO Box 2743			Silver City			NM			88062			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			acastell2@earthlink.net			Andrea			Castellanos			PO Box 3193			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			acastell2@earthlink.net			Andrea			Castellanos			PO Box 3193			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			midbarnm@aol.com			Karen			Milstein			13 Blue Jay Dr			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			budhennessy@comcast.net			Huntley			Hennessy			1 Inspiration Dr			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			allen@olsonaglaw.com			Allen			Olson			PO Box 14			Cerrillos			NM			87010			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hobo17pollie@gmail.com			Les			Roberts			PO Box 199			Serafina			NM			87569			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			merry.harsh@mygait.com			Merry			Harsh			612 E 7th St			Silver City			NM			88061			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			svcsarah@gmail.com			Sarah			Crawford			205 E Mesa Ave			Gallup			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nocturnalwind4@gmail.com			Esteban			Ramirez			5824 Desert Sparrow Pl			Santa Teresa			NM			88008			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			diane505@gmail.com			Diane			Door			518 Old Santa Fe Trl Ste 1			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			shepardoflight@yahoo.com			Eric			Apodaca			13 Apache Plume Rd			Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dbrenner22@gmail.com			David			Brenner			2920 Plaza Blanca			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			akusantafe@gmail.com			Aku			Oppenheimer			2129 Candelero St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			asdeming@hotmail.com			Anita			Deming			2015 N Main St Apt F			Silver City			NM			88061			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			snowonthemtn@gmail.com			Julie			Joyce			130 Sombrio Dr			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			soup0509@gmail.com			Joni			Dobran			60 Pinon Heights Rd			Sandia Park			NM			87047			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			c_m_robert_939@q.com			Mary			Robert			5721 Alegria Rd NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bettykuhn@yahoo.com			Betty			Kuhn			1415 Miracerros Ln S			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marajeff@q.com			Mara			Matteson			Unknown			Cochiti Lake			NM			87083			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lesslyn13@gmail.com			Lynn			Lessard			6200 Montano Plz Dr NW Apt 437			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kah0801@gmail.com			Kat			Hans						Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ewanenmacher@gmail.com			Erika			Wanenmacher			1422 Agua Fria St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			johnjroig@gmail.com			John			Roig			1651 Placita De Luna			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tommipm@msn.com			Thomasine			Montoya			4115 Sabana Grande Ave SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			elcalhoon@gmail.com			Erika			Lyons						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bettekorber@icloud.com			Bette			Korber			5B Angelitos Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dentonmccullough@hotmail.com			Denton			Mccullough			920 N Richard St # P			Carlsbad			NM			88220			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			psevents@brownrice.com			Patricia			Sauter			PO Box 2346			Ranchos De Taos			NM			87557			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jvbethel@mac.com			Joann			Bethel			4305 Dancing Ground Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			roo87401@yahoo.com			Wayne			Mietty			4945 Leslie Pl			Farmington			NM			87402			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ashastout@gmail.com			Asha			Stout			122 Camino Rio Apt B			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pggsll@msn.com			Peggy			Sullivan			3780 Alabama Ave Apt D			Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cnoftsker@gmail.com			Chris			Noftsker			15 Tennis Ct NW			Albuquerque			NM			87113			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carollicini@me.com			Carol			Licini			790 Paseo De Florencio			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mccarteram1@aol.com			Angel			Mccarter			5213 Candelaria Rd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			fcullen@vaudeville.org			Frank			Cullen			PO Box 519			Edgewood			NM			87015			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kittysplace729@gmail.com			Kathryn			Robert			3185 Wingate Meadows Dr NE			Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			barbaralenssen@comcast.net			Barbara			Lenssen			2227 Calle Cacique			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			smith_davisdeb@yahoo.com			Deb			Smith-Davis			PO Box 9256			Santa Fe			NM			87504			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tibetlifespring@aol.com			Carolyn			Takhar			4 San Francisco Rd Unit 1030			Ranchos De Taos			NM			87557			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			trish.heck@gmail.com			Patricia			Heck			47 Oxbow Dr			Silver City			NM			88061			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ssuzannehartle@yahoo.com			Sherie			Hartle			906 Osage Ave			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sselbin@hotmail.com			Susan			Selbin			505 San Carlos Ct SW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			punkefer@comcast.net			Pat			Unkefer			2 Jemez Lane			Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hdbasz2@yahoo.com			Diane			Bass			Unknown			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mjbutler68@comcast.net			Michael			Butler			53 Olguin Rd			Corrales			NM			87048			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			canyon1300@msn.com			Charlene			Reader			1300 Canyon Rd Lot A			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			highvelg@yahoo.com			Robert			Manna			3549 N Northwest Dr			Hobbs			NM			88240			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tntalbot56@gmail.com			Thomas			Talbot			210 Mesa Vista Rd			Anthony			NM			88021			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			woofybubbles@gmail.com			Christopher			Hodge			24 Vuelta Susana			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rakraimer@gmail.com			Rebecca			Kraimer			4500 Panorama Dr			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			daseined@yahoo.com			Erin			Gonzales			1923 Kiva Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pambello@outlook.com			Pamela			Bello			2889 Nickel St Apt A			Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joliveri403@gmail.com			Joan			Oliveri			403 Las Marias Dr SE			Rio Rancho			NM			87124			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cmeow2000@yahoo.com			Cynthia			Hull			3415 Ciniza Dr			Gallup			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ramseylofton@gmail.com			Ramsey			Lofton			3811 Smith Ave SE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			xannin2@yahoo.com			Shannon			Patrick			2922 Lake Valley Ave			Las Cruces			NM			88007			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			earmijo@zianet.com			Esther			Armijo			1011 Eagle Wings Rd			Las Cruces			NM			88007			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			earmijo@zianet.com			Esther			Armijo			1011 Eagle Wings Rd			las Cruces			NM			88007			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ddmcadams@msn.com			Dixie			Parker			26 Via Getruditas Loop			Pecos			NM			87552			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sylviabarela@hotmail.com			Loretta			Bifulco			4460 Mesa Del Oro Loop			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wcox36@yahoo.com			Wendy			Cox			601 Tascosa Ln NW			Los Ranchos			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			robertson.david51@gmail.com			David			Robertson			3112 Calle De Alamo NW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nucca1957@yahoo.com			Edna			Lusk			3316 Palomas Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jennmedwards@yahoo.com			Jennifer			Edwards			9019 Vistas Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87113			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stupin44@gmail.com			Dr. David			Stupin			51 Vista Redonda			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ursulahofer4@icloud.com			Ursula			Hofer			2019 Galisteo St Ste M3			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lwob@mac.com			Stephen			Schmidt			21 Calle Debra			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			econurse@gmail.com			Shannon			Caruso			51 Tablazon Rd			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tvb.reiki@gmail.com			Therese			Van Buskirk			1002 Kopra St			Truth Or Consequences			NM			87901			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bilioff39@gmail.com			Barry			Ilioff			1658 High St			Las Cruces			NM			88011			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dbcooney@q.com			Donald			Cooney			3330 Calle PO AE Pi Apt 11111			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			scarfoot@mac.com			Rickey			Hudson, Md			1193 Bobcat Blvd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			richardecooley@gmail.com			Richard			Cooley			10343 Oso Grande Rd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			a22webster@earthlink.net			Allison			Webster			2 Twin Tree Ct.			Cedar Crest			NM			87008			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pgrace116@gmail.com			Patrick			Grace			27 Sunset Rd			El Prado			NM			87529			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			drepitt@spinn.net			Gary			Strong			77 McMillen Rd			Tijeras			NM			87059			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cfox@aviandesign.net			Charles			Fox			119 W Berger St Apt 3			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			meanolebat47@msn.com			Joyce			Cousino			607 Sunday Dr.			Deming			NM			88030			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mon.archuleta@gmail.com			Monica			Archuleta			3018 Calle Princesa Juana			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pvcorrea@earthlink.net			Prudy			Correa						Pueblo Of Acoma			NM			87034			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bookgirl@swcp.com			Nancy			Rutland			284 Andrews Ln			Corrales			NM			87048			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wkipnis@gmail.com			Bill			Kipnis			PO Box 2034			El Prado			NM			87529			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dianne@diannestromberg.com			Dianne			Stromberg			PO Box 23742			Santa Fe			NM			87502			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			foxandska@yahoo.com			David			Kennedy						Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			annyaish@annya-ishtara-dance.com			Patricia			Whalen						Taos			NM			87571			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sarah.taylor.ellis@gmail.com			Sarah			Funk						Las Vegas			NM			87701			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lramirez@nmsu.edu			Laura			Ramirez						Las Cruces			NM			88005			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hofjan@gmail.com			Janice			Hoffman						Las Cruces			NM			88001			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			priremke@gmail.com			Priscilla			Remke						Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cynthia_mcnamara@yahoo.com			Cynthia			Mcnamara						Albuquerque			NM			87125			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			blarmstrong1052@yahoo.com			Barb			Armstrong						Mountainair			NM			87036			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nanseeking@gmail.com			Nancy			King						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			reina@newmex.com			Donna			Reina						Taos			NM			87571			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			caturnbow5@gmail.com			Chris			Turnbow						Corrales			NM			87048			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jvshipsky@aol.com			Judith			Shipsky						Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			howls4wolves@gmail.com			Patricia			Akers						Taos			NM			87571			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			imaginethehours@aol.com			Fiana			Shapiro						Albuquerque			NM			87102			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			budbinck@gmail.com			Harry			Binck						Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bonnievendig@yahoo.com			Albert			Dole						Silver City			NM			88061			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			adamaks@msn.com			Patricia			Carlton-Mcqueen						Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			madams55@comcast.net			Mike			Adams						Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stardlc@hotmail.com			Debra			Cameron						Edgewood			NM			87015			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pambell_2000@yahoo.com			Pamela			Bell						Gallup			NM			87301			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marigayl@netzero.com			Marilyn			Hoff						Arroyo Hondo			NM			87529			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			steve@nomeaning.net			Stephen			Malmberg						Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			abqbakers@gmail.com			Edwin			Baker						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			patflegrand@gmail.com			Patricia			Legrand						Los Ranchos			NM			87114			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bverdewell@live.com			Elizabeth			Greenwell						tijeras			NM			87059			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			quazimaudo@yahoo.com			Kai			Theophilus						Corrales			NM			87048			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kreggor@gmail.com			Jeff			Acker						Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			m3dbxr@gmail.com			Mary			Robert						Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			aja712@yahoo.com			Rachel			Gift						Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			annemascovich@gmail.com			Anne			Mascovich						Taos			NM			87571			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ledesertrose@swcp.com			Tisha			Le Rose						Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kasedla@swcp.com			Kathryn			Sedlacek						Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			celery_nm@yahoo.com			Anne			Petrokubi						Taos			NM			87571			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pennytruitt@hotmail.com			penny			truitt						santa fe			NM			87508			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marguay121@gmail.com			Patti			Day						Taos			NM			87571			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			erin.gould0810@gmail.com			Erin			Gould			1615 Sigma Chi Rd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			seachadhe58@gmail.com			Shelagh			Geoghegan			PO Box 126			Velarde			NM			87582			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			b_donnell@msn.com			Bruce			Donnell			11 Camino Crosby			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			meghan.murphy1@loop.colum.edu			Meghan			Murphy-Sanchez			600 16th Street NW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			smithm@igc.org			MELINDA			SMITH			1835 Tierra Vida NW						NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pruitts@snapruitt.com			Steve and Alicia			Pruitt			13335 Chaco Cliff Trail SE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dylanconnelly@gmail.com			Dylan			Connelly			800 Piedra Vista Rd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kkaleik@live.com			Keana			Kaleikini			1704 Brookside Dr			Farmington			NM			87401			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cfox@aviandesign.net			Charles			Fox			119 W Berger St Apt 3			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			janeshoenfeld@gmail.com			Jane			Shoenfeld			2800 camino del bosque			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			robertfischoff@gmail.com			Robert			Fischoff			PO Box 2743			Silver City			NM			88062			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			oscarsimpson3@yahoo.com			OSCAR			SIMPSON			3320 12TH ST NW			ALBUQUERQUE			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jnj@centurylink.net			Judith			Novak			250 E Alameda St Apt 333			Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			awebster@cnsp.com			V.			webster			2 silver saddle			lamy			NM			87540			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			xannin2@yahoo.com			Shannon			Patrick			2922 Lake Valley Ave			Las Cruces			NM			88007			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hickman_kent@yahoo.com			Virginia			Hickman			10815 Dandas Drive NW			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cynthgg@aol.com			Cynthia			Gefvert			2205 Cebolla Creek Way NW			Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			evalyn@newmexico.com			Evalyn			Bemis						Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			newmexicosteve@outlook.com			steve			scheld			2901 Quail Point DR NW			albuquerque			NM			87120			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			katy.sheridan@gmail.com			Katy			Sheridan			861 Silver Ave SW			Katy			NM			87102			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ksbkboo@gmail.com			Kathleen			Bankroff			2002 Larrazolo Rd sw			Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			officelpjcs@catholiccharitiesgallup.org			Rose Marie			Cecchini			503 W Highway 66			Gallup			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hofyeh@yahoo.com			Jeffrey			Hoffman			1433 Dartmouth Dr Ne			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dhs1958@hotmail.com			Donald			Smith			PO Box 1344			Capitan			NM			88316			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bcampbell@valornet.com			Barbara			Campbell			PO Box 775			El Rito			NM			87530			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sunmtnsft@aol.com			Peter			Roche			2916 Avenida Alamosa Apt C			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			featherbush@cybermesa.com			Susie			Hart			2 featherbush ct			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dgreatmassage@aol.com			Denise			Flores			6102 LaPaz Rd NE			RIO RANCHO			NM			87144			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			imjenniches@gmail.com			Isabelle			Jenniches			414B Camino Don Miguel			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			grelbik@gmail.com			David			Ther			16 SOMBRA DEL MONTE RD			Placitas			NM			87043			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			farkadelic@msn.com			Stephen			Farkash			2104 Gila River Rd. NE			Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nortykalishman@gmail.com			Norty			Kalishman			1043 Columbia Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			journeyhorse56@gmail.com			Jayne			Stewart			1600 4th Street NW, Suite A #261			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			karenbentrup@yahoo.com			Karen			Bentrup			12605 Colony Pl NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sselbin@hotmail.com			Susan			Selbin			505 San Carlos Ct. SW			Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			beth@bethbeloff.com			Beth			Beloff			20 Polaris Rd			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wparkerwood2@mac.com			Wendy			Parker- Wood			17 Garden Park Circle NW			Wendy			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			eshanes01@gmail.com			E			Scantlebury			PO Box 154			Caballo			NM			87931			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cd_ohare@hotmail.com			Craig			O'Hare			2601 Sol y Luz Loop			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ellajoan@highfiber.com			Ella			Fenoglio			4427 Avenida del sol NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bodica6086@yahoo.com			Margo			Wyse			110 El Otro Lado Rd			Mimbres			NM			88049			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			maitingmd@gmail.com			Mai			Ting			214 CR 84			Mai			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kpossin@winona.edu			Kevin			Possin			1012 Calle Dorthia			Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			vespa63@aol.com			Tanya			Field			1224 3rd St SW			Albuquerque			NM			87102			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marigayl@netzero.com			Marilyn;			Hoff			PO Box 295			El Prado			NM			87529			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gary.holcomb@huskers.unl.edu			Gary			Holcomb			3723 Espejo St NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carolbens@gmail.com			Carol			Benson			1749 miracerros pl ne			Carol			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cheyenne-bodie@live.com			Harriett			Clementson			31 Camino De Las Huertas			Placitas			NM			87043			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			daniela.roth@hotmail.com			Daniela			Roth			707 Cortez St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cathypiekos@gmail.com			Catherine			Piekos			13112 Pinehurst Ave NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dynamicmindstutoring@gmail.com			Aurora			Craig-McBride			7303 Montgomery Blvd NE J228			Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sladeranch@gmail.com			Susan			Slade			2311 ranch club rd, pmb 166			Silver citu			NM			88061			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			johnwilson333@gmail.com			John			Wilson			90 Big Cat Vista, po box 86			Magdalena			NM			87825			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			priscillamatlack@gmail.com			Priscilla			Matlack			5 Vera Cruz, PO Box 1254			Cedar Crest			NM			87008			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ahill@salud.unm.edu			Alan			Hill			617Tennessee NE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			quinncampbell33@gmail.com			Quinn			Campbell			4100 Silver Avenue Southeast, APT 207			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kmezoff@gmail.com			Kathleen			Mezoff			508 Cabezon Ct.			Gallup			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kitcody@hotmail.com			Kathleen			Cody			3821 Palo Duro Ave NE			Albq			NM			87110			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			iris.keltz@gmail.com			Iris			Keltz									NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ssivinski@gmail.com			Sharon			Sivinski			1412 Dartmouth Dr. NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			santidearagon@gmail.com			Santiago			De Aragon			523 Calle De Los Hijos			Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			biota@comcast.net			Deb			Martin			1901 San Rio Ct NW			Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			omphil@yahoo.com			Philip			Burington			16005 Furnace St. Box 7			Organ			NM			88052			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			rodguinn@mac.com			Rod			Guinn			12231 Mountain Haze Rd NE			Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			corvaire@gmail.com			Elaine			Hinman-Sweeney			1118 Upland Drive NE			Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nancycp650@gmail.com			Nancy			Copeland			12 Vai Secunda			Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mcdercott@msn.com			Charlene			Mcdermott			489 Mission Valley Rd(PO Box 1814)			Corrales			NM			87048			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			abqnurse44@gmail.com			Charlotte			Smith			228 Calle Del Rey			Albuquerque			NM			87121			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jksawina@ail.com			Jane			Sawina			65 Calle Amarilla			Corrales			NM			87048			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dggerke@hotmail.com			David			Gerke			11 Pine St.			Carrizozo			NM			88301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lareynis@gmail.com			Lee			Reynis			9232 Guadalupe Trail NW			Alameda			NM			87104			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			francine.foster66@icloud.com			Francine			Foster			2303 Cedros Circle			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			nonamg@aol.com			Nona			Girardi			913 Estates Drive			Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jasmine-moon@msn.com			Mary			Ownby			80016 Lobo Cp			Grants			NM			87020			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chemenochoa@msn.com			Chemen			Ochoa			1 Altura Drive			Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			texlawman9@gmail.com			Ralph			Dowden			1116 Axtell Street			Clovis			NM			88101			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wsgross@msn.com			Sharon			Gross									NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			osopusljf44@gmail.com			LONDA			FOWLER									NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			juliette@unm.edu			Juliette			Cunico			123 Dartmouth Dr, SE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ronfaich@comcast.net			Ron			Faich			9400 Snow Heights Blvd NE			Ron			NM			87112			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			smdiazmd@gmail.com			Susan			Diaz									NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			simmonscj@msn.com			Carolyn			Simmons			PO Box 605			Sandia Park			NM			87047			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ruthrhoad@icloud.com			ruth			rhoad			110 e hill			gallup			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			patsheely@gmail.com			PATRICIA			SHEELY						GALLUP			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carol.sassaman@gmail.com			Carol			Sassaman						Hanover			NM			88041			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			joanmart48@gmail.com			Joan			Martinez						Silver City			NM			88061			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			asims98891@aol.com			Ann			McCartney						LOS LUNAS			NM			87031			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			richardecooley@gmail.com			Richard+E			Cooley			10343 Oso Grande Road NE			Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marydrabbs@gmail.com			Mary			Drabbs						Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			andreisharma@unm.edu			Andrei			Sharma						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			john.watsonjones@gmail.com			John			Watson-Jones									-			87540			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gittwolf@gmail.com			Mera			Wolf						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			alyssaventimiglia@gmail.com			Alyssa			Elliott									-			87123			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			elisemadison@gmail.com			elise			madison						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			atomedi2@gmail.com			Angelo			Tomedi						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dklaus6@gmail.com			Deborah			Klaus						Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			paigeanna@comcast.net			Paige			Grant						Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			onenvrnos@hotmail.com			Cynthia			Torres						Jemez Springs			NM			87025			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			katznikolai@gmail.com			Nikolai			Katz						Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ravim@gmail.com			Ravi			Wadhwani						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			santafewells@icloud.com			Natalie			Wells						Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cedney@juno.com			CYNTHIA			EDNEY						Sandia Park			NM			87047			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jwilli52@hotmail.com			Janet			Williams						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lmzunne@gmail.com			Laureen			Zunner						Albuquerque			NM			87112			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			catloversusan@gmail.com			Susan			Kutz						Las Cruces			NM			88012			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cliftonbain33@gmail.com			Clifton			Bain						Arroyo Hondo			NM			87513			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ellynderman626@gmail.com			El			Derman						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hosenose@comcast.net			Nathan			Smith						Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mccallum@unm.edu			Crawford			MacCallum						Tijeras			NM			87059			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mtimholland@gmail.com			michael			holland						abq			NM			87198			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ismat.scaff@gmail.com			Colette			Scaff						Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			denysc@cybermesa.com			Denys			Cope						Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carolyn.bemis55@gmail.com			Carolyn			Bemis						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			trsshltn@gmail.com			Teresa			Shelton						RUIDOSO			NM			88355			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			heartsin505@yahoo.com			Dorothy			Noe						Placitas			NM			87043			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hmpburto@hotmail.com			Kathy			Burton									-			87124			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			janetpadma@gmail.com			Janet			Mariano						Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jbrown@newmexico.com			Judy			Brown						Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sromeling73@gmail.com			Shannon			Romeling						Taos			NM			87571			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ejprice@zianet.com			Elisabeth			Price						Albuquerque			NM			87102			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jlkrakow@msn.com			Janet			Krakow						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sashi138@gmail.com			MONTE			CUPP						Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			safecookies@aol.com			Mona			Frazier						Gallup			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			monablaber@gmail.com			Ramona			Blaber						Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			midbarnm@gmail.com			karen			Milstein						Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			laurakn32@gmail.com			Laura			Kuenn						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marthaleeennis@gmail.com			Martha			Ennis						Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			barbaralenssen@comcast.net			barbara			Lenssen						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lucygent@gmail.com			Lucy			Foma			714 Rosita St			Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ji37zo@gmail.com			Dennis			Kane						Dennis			NM			87102			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cjduransouth@gmail.com			Candace			Duran						Gallup			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sportmom4u@aol.com			Christine			Davis						Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chilton@unm.edu			Chilton			Gregory						Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jflama6470@yahoo.com			Justin			Friedman						San Cristobal			NM			87564			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			monika.laendle@gmail.com			Monika			Laendle						Glorieta			NM			87535			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			el2@twenty15.com			Edward			LeBlanc						Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jimjanetmura@gmail.com			James and Janet			Mura						Rio Rancho, NM			NM			87124			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jnj@centurylink.net			Jan			Novak						Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ronald.christ@me.com			Ronald			Christ						Santa Fe			NM			87506			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gavurnikm@gmail.com			Martin			Gavurnik						Santa Fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			echrisp37@gmail.com			Eric			Chrisp						Albuquerque			NM			87105			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stacie_slay@yahoo.com			Stacie			Slay						La Plata			NM			87418			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			deborahmadison@earthlink.net			Deborah			Madison						9771			-			87540			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sjmcnall@yahoo.com			Shirley			McNall									-			87410			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			spla@swcp.com			Sarah B			Pla						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mag48mac@hotmail.com			Penelope			Mainz						Albuquerque			NM			87153			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jnr200396@yahoo.com			Roger			Southward						Placitas			NM			87043			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bsingaraju@msn.com			Camille			Singaraju						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ninewinks@yahoo.com			Bonnie			McNairn						Taos			NM			87571			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			palaherb@gmail.com			Herbert			Hoffman						Albuquerque			NM			87109			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mortierml@yahoo.com			Mark			Mortier									-			87501			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dcoss1@yahoo.com			David			Coss						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			merry.harsh@mygait.com			Merry			Harsh									-			88061			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			iyb@newmexico.com			Ingrid			Bucher						Los Alamos			NM			87544			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cathymcmanus31@gmail.com			Cathy			McManus						Edgewood			NM			87015			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mchapman87501@gmail.com			Mitchell			Chapman						Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			debris007@hotmail.com			Deborah			Risberg						Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			debmmichel@q.com			Deborah			Christensen									-			87031			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			andersonbuxton@msn.com			Tim			Buxton						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mtnclan@msn.com			Randall			Phipps						Tijeras			NM			87059			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			aliveb@gmail.com			BRYCE			BROKAW						Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			klobato73@gmail.com			Krisenda			Lobato						Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			anne.cerruti@gmail.com			Anne			Porter						Gallup			NM			87301			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			junipermoon@fastmail.fm			Tami			Linder						Rio Rancho			NM			87144			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jlorimer@unm.edu			joel			lorimer									-			87108			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dremily@live.com			Emily			Rothman						albuquerque			NM			87110			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			marciakellam@hotmail.com			Marcia			Kellam						Santa Fe			NM			87507			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			catdogcritter1942@yahoo.com			Sr. Catherine			Clemons						GALLUP			NM			87305			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			stavride@hotmail.com			ALEX			STAVRIDES						Albuquerque			NM			87111			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			oatahcosa@gmail.com			Mairo			Lucero						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hmkadams@icloud.com			Hildegard			Adams						Albuquerque			NM			87122			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dechens108@gmail.com			Diane			Paolazzi						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kyle.g.maxwell@gmail.com			Kyle			Maxwell						Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tdparsons@msn.com			Don			Parsons						Las Vegas			NM			87701			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tdparsons@msn.com			Don			Parsons						Las Vegas			NM			87701			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jclark.osu65@gmail.com			Jack			Clark						Lamy			NM			87540			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ahlight@gmail.com			Adrienne			Ross									NM			87540			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			kathrynt@swcp.com			kathryn			turnipseed						albuquerque			NM			87104			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			carlton505@comcast.net			Patricia			Carlton						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dana_price@gmx.com			Dana			Price									NM			87110			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			djupson@aol.com			Dona			Upson						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sarahclaudia.s@gmail.com			Sarah			Stout						Santa Fe			NM			87505			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			david_505_smile@yahoo.com			David			Morrison						Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hezy23@gmail.com			Sandra			Shoshani						Santa Fe			NM			875-1			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			wardmccartney@gmail.com			Ward			Mccartney						Belen			NM			87002			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			jvc@ftitel.net			John			Van Cleve						Silver City			NM			88061			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			j-pnavarrete@cybermesa.com			Patty			Navarrete						Taos			NM			87571			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			mrekow@hotmail.com			Mitchell			Rekow						Albuquerque			NM			87120			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			susanjschuurman@gmail.com			Susan			Schuurman						Albuquerque			NM			87104			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			caramcculloch@gmail.com			Cara			McCulloch						Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ranchorelaxonm@yahoo.com			John			Thayer						Buena Vista			NM			87712			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			lizbessin@gmail.com			Liz			Bessin						Santa Fe			NM			87501			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			notforgettingod@yahoo.com			Maria			Jaun?kais						Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			emilywithnall@gmail.com			Emily			Withnall						Missoula			MT			59801			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			karenbonime@yahoo.com			Karen			Bonime						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			highvelg@yahoo.com			bob			m						hobbs			-			88240			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ebotpam@msn.com			Pamela			McBride						Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			earmijo@zianet.com			Esther			Armijo						las Cruces			NM			88007			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pruitts@snapruitt.com			Steve and Alicia			Pruitt						Albuquerque			NM			87123			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			leucovorinsaves@outlook.com			Roger			Kulp						Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			sierraterra@gmail.com			Leigh			Hudacek									-			87506			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			eolson617@gmail.com			Emelie			Olson						Taos			NM			87571			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			michaelpatty@msn.com			Patty			Rhoderick						Bernalillo			NM			87004			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			thunderbow777@hotmail.com			Sherri			Kalman						Albuquerque			NM			87198			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pgnm@comcast.net			Pat			Duncan						Los Lunas			NM			87031			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			ryanlopresti74@yahoo.com			Ryan			LaRosa-LoPresti						Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gmrsfo@aol.com			Geraldine			Rohrkemper						Albuquerque			NM			87121			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			tangyvines@yahoo.com			Ben			Estrada									-			87108			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			dougday48@aol.com			Doug			Day						Las cruces			NM			88012			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pitttaylor@gmail.com			Laura			Taylor						Brooklyn			NY			11201			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			m3dbxr@gmail.com			Mary			Robert						Albuquerque			NM			87114			2/21/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			bsbeattie@yahoo.com			Brenda			Beattie			221 N Melendres			Las Cruces			NM			88005			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cjduransouth@gmail.com			Candace			Duran			1815 Mariyana Ave			Gallup			NM			87301			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			deniseoconnor8427@comcast.net			Denise			O'Connor						Albuquerque			NM			87107			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			chooshgai.bitsi@gmail.com			Robyn			Jackson						Flagstaff			AZ			86004			2/20/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			gramkitty1@yahoo.com			Carolyn			Romero			11509 la vista grande dr ne			albuquerque			NM			87111			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			anncdebaca@sellersvuyersnn.com			Ann			C ? de Baca			426 Girard NE			Albuquerque			NM			87106			2/18/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			s.mount@aol.com			Sean			Mount			07 Cienega Canyon Road			Placitas			NM			87043			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			patslgratz@gmail.com			Patricia			Stern			5300 Eubank Bl, NE, 8F			albuquerque			NM			87111			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			camille.e.simmons@gmail.com			Camille			Simmons			P.O. Box 605			Sandia Park			NM			87047			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			hamilton355@hotmail.com			Sarah			Hamilton			73 Juniper Hill Loop			Cedar Crest			NM			87008			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			cdn.ontheroad@gmail.com			Carol			Nagan			102 Slane Ave			Nogal			NM			88341			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			vdelill@yahoo.com			Victoria			Kay			808 Solano Dr NE			Albuquerque			NM			87110			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			pennytruitt@hotmail.com			penny			truitt			4 cerrado rd			santa fe			NM			87508			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


			afasinger@gmail.com			Anita			Amstutz			410 Morningside Dr. SE			Albuquerque			NM			87108			2/19/2020			0			We, the undersigned, support national-leading rules to reduce methane waste and pollution from oil and gas development. Strong methane safeguards will help protect our climate for future generations, keep our air clean, and ensure a fair return for New Mexico taxpayers. The state has taken a broad, inclusive approach to bring a diversity of stakeholders, businesses, and conservation organizations together through the Methane Advisory Panel process. In response to the Methane Advisory Panel?s draft technical report, it is critical for these six principles to be considered in any methane regulatory system: 1. New Mexico should embrace zero tolerance for methane waste and pollution, except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety. 2. New Mexico should develop and finalize nation-leading methane regulations in 2020. 3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency decision-making steps. 4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate compliance and enforcement. 5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and accountability. 6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Time To Take A Stand
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:24 PM


From: Sharon Shoemaker <shoemaker714@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2020 8:27 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Time To Take A Stand
 


Now would be a great time to make it clear that the Governor's comment to the Oil
and Gas Association that you work for them. You can do that by not allowing the oil
and gas industry participants call the shots leading to weak regulations without the
capacity to enforce even those.
Those companies have a huge investment in New Mexico and most are sunk costs.
They aren't going anywhere. You are in a position of strength which will allow you
to do the right thing for New Mexico residents and our environment.
I believe that the next budget will include increases that will allow you to hire many
more inspectors. And I'd establish a rule that if companies continue to hire away
new inspectors, those companies move to the top of the inspection list.
We need to have aggressive targets for repairs - 30 days for simple fixes and 90
days for more complex. And, $ 5000/day for any delays.
Other states (like Colorado) have aggressive requirements for emission control.
(Our chile may be better but Colorado trumps us on limiting damaging to their
environment).
Don't allow any more wells to be drilled by a company until they have completed all
repairs and installed state of the art emissions controls.
Failure to comply should result in hefty fines. 
Repeated failures should result in fines of at least $50.000 per incident which
should be applied to mitigate impacts of violations in the most damaged areas like
the San Juan Basin which is listed as one of the most toxin environments in the
country.
Put New Mexico residents and our environment first. 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
Sharon Shoemaker
Santa Fe, NM
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Comments on the MAP draft technical report
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:43 PM
Attachments: MAP Report Comment Draft 2.20.20_Final.docx


From: Thomas Singer <singer@westernlaw.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 9:07 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Comments on the MAP draft technical report
 


Please accept the attached comments by the Western Environmental Law
Center on the Draft Technical Report by the Methane Advisory Panel.
 
 
Thomas Singer, PhD
Senior Policy Advisor
Western Environmental Law Center
Cell: 505-231-1070
singer@westernlaw.org
www.westernlaw.org
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February 20, 2020





Comments submitted via email to nm.methanestrategy@state.nm.us





Adrienne Sandoval, Director


Oil Conservation Division
Energy, Minerals and Natural Resources Department


1220 South St. Francis Drive
Santa Fe, NM 87505





Sandra Ely, Director


Environmental Protection


New Mexico Environment Department


1190 St. Francis Dr. Suite N4050
Santa Fe, NM 87505





Re: Comments on the Methane Advisory Panel draft technical report 





Dear Directors Sandoval and Ely,





The Western Environmental Law Center (hereinafter “WELC”) appreciates the opportunity to submit the following comments on the New Mexico Methane Advisory Panel’s Draft Technical Report.[footnoteRef:1] WELC served on the MAP Panel, participated in its deliberations, and contributed to the writing of the draft report. We served as co-lead with midstream company executives on the Infrastructure Planning and Venting and Flaring sections of the draft report. And we are committed to supporting action by the New Mexico Oil Conservation Division (“OCD”) and New Mexico Environment Department (“NMED”) to promulgate strong, nationally-leading rules to cut methane pollution and waste, including through related initiatives, such as the Ozone Attainment Initiative.  [1:  The Western Environmental Law Center (“WELC”) uses the power of the law to defend and protect the American West’s treasured landscapes, iconic wildlife and rural communities. WELC combines legal skills with sound conservation biology and environmental science to address major environmental issues in the West in the most strategic and effective manner. WELC works at the national, regional, state, and local levels; and in all three branches of government. WELC integrates national policies and regional perspective with the local knowledge of our 100+ partner groups to implement smart and appropriate place-based actions.
] 






In these comments, we highlight the most important findings and recommendations coming out of the Draft Report on how the OCD methane rule, in particular, can effectively reduce and prevent waste of associated gas caused by the widespread and problematic mismatch between natural gas production and the takeaway capacity available to bring produced gas to market. Effective, proactive recommendations identified in the MAP Report include: (1) reform of the C-115 venting and flaring reporting system, (2) stronger requirements for gas capture planning, (3) tighter restrictions on gas venting, and (4) increasingly stringent performance standards for the total amount of gas that operators are allowed to flare. These policies were pioneered by the State of North Dakota in 2014 and adopted by the Obama Administration in its 2016 BLM methane waste prevention rule. To the degree that production and takeaway capacity cannot be aligned geographically or temporally, we encourage OCD and NMED to consider action to prohibit new or expanded oil and gas production operations and to curtail existing operations until such capacity is available. 





Producers, midstream operators, state and federal regulators, and state and federal land managers collectively, but not necessarily in coordination, play a role in determining the timing, extent, and location of new or re-fractured oil and gas wells, natural gas gathering and boosting systems (i.e., pipelines and compressors) and processing plants. Currently, takeaway capacity planning occurs primarily within individual segments of the oil and gas value chain or within individual firms, and takes the form of multiple individual decisions by those entities, with some, but often limited, information exchange and coordination. Individual producers make decisions to acquire new leases, drill new wells, re-complete existing wells, operate and maintain existing wells, and invest in flow lines and compressors. Midstream companies build or expand gathering systems, boosting stations, and processing plants to serve targeted concentrations of production. Oversight is provided by Federal, tribal, state, and local agencies through leasing, and permitting and other approval processes for different aspects of these activities. In practice, this disjointed decision-making leaves large amounts of gas production without a route to market.





A critical outcome of all of this activity is, ultimately, the alignment or misalignment, between the volumes and locations of gas produced, particularly with respect to the associated natural gas produced at oil wells, and the capacity of natural gas gathering and processing systems to bring that gas to market. Where there is insufficient available gathering, compression, and processing capacity for the amount of gas produced, operators must handle the gas through other means. Gas that is produced but not beneficially used by the producer at the well or fed into the gathering system is typically vented or flared, and substantial volumes of gas continue to be vented and flared in the state, with volumes tracking the ongoing production boom. Both venting and flaring release pollution and constitute waste—the loss of the natural gas resource that could otherwise be sold into the market—that harms the climate, exacerbates public health impacts, and causes a loss of royalties that could otherwise be used to support critical public services, in particular public education.





Below, we update the venting and flaring data presented in the Infrastructure Planning and Venting and Flaring sections of the MAP Report with an analysis of recently-available calendar year 2019 reported data, including information on total volumes and the performance of individual operators. We then review the key recommendations contained in these sections to drive reductions in and prevention of future venting and flaring. 





I. ASSOCIATED GAS VENTING AND FLARING CONTINUED IN 2019 AT VERY HIGH, UNACCEPTABLE LEVELS 





WELC conducted an analysis of the volumes of associated gas identified as vented and flared during 2019 through OCD’s C-115 reporting system and made available on the OCD Statistics webpage.





As shown in Table 1 below, in 2019, total flaring reported to OCD was 30.8 million mcf. This represented an 8% decline from 2018 flaring levels, but was still roughly double the amount of gas flared in 2017. Total venting in 2019 was 2.1 million mcf, down 32% from 2018 levels and roughly equal to the amount vented in 2017. Total venting and flaring was 2% of total gas production, compared with 2.4% in 2018 and 1.3% in 2017. 





Table 1: Total Reported Venting and Flaring 2017-2019 (mcf)


			


			2017


			2018


			2019


			Percent change ‘17-‘18


			


Percent change ‘18-‘19





			Flared


			14,886,176


			33,421,502


			30,782,507


			125%


			-8%





			Vented


			2,123,438


			3,115,734


			2,115,448


			47%


			-32%





			Vented +Flared


			17,009,614


			36,537,236


			32,897,955


			115%


			-10%





			Gas Production


			1,305,868,647


			1,508,677,191


			1,653,441,866


			16%


			10%





			% of gas production


			1.30%


			2.42%


			1.99%


			86%


			-18%











(Source: OCD C-155 data see http://www.emnrd.state.nm.us/OCD/statistics.html)





Given the drop in the number of new wells drilled between 2018 and 2019, the decline in venting and flaring is not surprising. According to OCD statistics, wells spud in 2019 declined about 27% from the prior year (914 vs. 1260), and, since wells produce at their maximum volume during their initial months of production, the decline in venting and flaring in 2019 may be explained by the drop in drilling as opposed to measures taken by operators to reduce venting and flaring. 





The absolute volumes of venting and flaring remain unacceptably large, and together released roughly 6 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent into the atmosphere (at a 20-year GWP), roughly the same amount of climate pollution as the two remaining units of the San Juan Generating Station. Further, as discussed by the MAP, it is likely that venting and flaring is under-reported to OCD, possibly by a significant amount. According to OCD statistics, only 75 operators reported venting and flaring in 2019 out of a total of approximately 400 operators reporting oil and gas production in New Mexico. It is also important to note that calendar-year 2019 venting and flaring volumes may be understated in this analysis due to a lag in reporting on December 2019 activity.





In terms of the absolute amounts of gas vented and flared, twelve operators reported flaring over 1 million mcf, including six of the top ten oil producers in the state. Two operators reporting flaring over 3 million mcf of gas, and three operators reporting flaring over 2 million mcf. One operator reported venting over 1.3 million mcf of gas in 2019, which constituted over 60% of all gas vented. Another two operators, one of which is a top-ten oil producer, reported venting over 200,000 mcf. In all, over 18 operators reported venting in 2019. While the total volume of venting declined in 2019, this is in large part due to a single operator that previously reported very large volumes of venting and little flaring and is now reporting the reverse.





Many operators vent or flare a very significant share of their gas production. Three operators reported venting and flaring over twenty-five percent of their production (with one close to eighty percent), while eight operators vented and flared over ten percent of their production. An additional six companies, two of them top-ten oil producers, vented and flared over five percent. In sharp contrast, four top-ten oil producers vented and flared less than 1% of their gas production.. Operators producing associated gas with relatively little reported venting and flaring presumably have coordinated their planning and operations with midstream companies to optimize the location and timing of anticipated production for takeaway. Associated gas producers with high reported rates of venting and flaring presumably have not taken action to ensure sufficient access to gathering and processing system infrastructure to accommodate their gas production, leading to unacceptable levels of waste and pollution.





II. THE SYSTEM FOR REPORTING VENTED AND FLARED VOLUMES MUST BE IMPROVED (PATH FORWARD 6.7, 6.8 AND 10.1)





The MAP discussed challenges with current C-115 venting and flaring reporting, including uncertainties regarding compliance by operators and what emissions are being reported. 





The MAP discussed the need for clear guidelines for reporting in the rule to ensure consistency across the state in how flared gas volumes are reported. The MAP Report included recommendations that OCD provide guidance on acceptable methods for venting and flaring measurement and estimation, and on the types of venting and flaring to be reported; i.e., in general, higher pressure vents and flares from associated gas production and completions/recompletions. WELC strongly supports the improvements described below.





Specifically, the MAP Report recommend reform of C-115 venting and flaring reporting to ensure that all venting and flaring from oil and gas production and gathering upstream of the processing plant is reported on a monthly basis consistent with clear standards, including venting and flaring that occurs: 





· due to lack of connection with a pipeline; 


· during completions/recompletions, including during initial flowback;


· in response to upsets, disruptions, capacity constraints throughout the system;


· in the course of maintenance activities;


· from operation of pneumatics, tank vapors, and flaring of such vapors;


· each of operator’s temporarily abandoned well, if venting occurs; and


· any other sources of venting and flaring that can be measured or estimated.





Again, according to OCD statistics, only 75 operators reported venting and flaring in 2019 out of a total of roughly 400 that reported oil and gas production in New Mexico. To address the risk if not reality of massive under-reporting, the MAP Report includes a recommendation that OCD adopt a third-party audit or verification program to ensure that operators are complying with reporting requirements given past high levels of non-compliance. The Report also recommends that the rule establish fines and other consequences for failure to report or inaccurate reporting, and require venting and flaring reports to be certified by appropriate officers of reporting company. It also recommends that OCD continue to make venting and flaring data publicly available online to ensure transparency and accountability. 





Developing more consistency across the state in how flared gas volumes are reported will reduce ambiguity and confusion for industry on what they are required to report, enhance data quality, help the state to maintain efficient and effective methane rules, requirements, and reduction targets, and benefit the public in better understanding how NM’s natural resources are being used, conserved, or wasted. 





III. KEY POLICIES TO REDUCE ASSOCIATED GAS AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT VENTING AND FLARING FOR INCLUSION IN THE RULE





As discussed above, venting and flaring in New Mexico remains at unacceptable levels as drilling for oil continues at high rates while infrastructure investment to get associated gas production to market lags. 





According to OCD statistics, drilling permit applications received in 2019 totaled 1905, compared with 2299 in 2018 and 1433 in 2017, while 914 wells were spud (i.e., drilling commenced) in 2019 compared with 1260 in 2018 and 987 in 2017. While C-115 data indicate some decline in venting and flaring volumes last year, the absolute amounts are still large, with many operators venting or flaring significant amounts and percentages of their production. OCD statistics confirm that waste of natural gas in the state from venting and flaring continues to be a major problem. The MAP Report identified several policy innovations that WELC strongly supports for inclusion in the methane rules to reduce and prevent this continued waste:





1. Strengthen gas capture plan requirements (Path forward 5.4 and 6.7): Gas capture planning provides the state with an opportunity to intervene in a classic market failure. At present, there are harmful inefficiencies in the flow of information between natural gas producers and midstream companies. Comprehensive GCP requirements would greatly improve this information flow, helping drillers schedule well development based on available takeaway capacity and helping midstream companies schedule system expansion to accommodate forecast aggregate gas production. To support OCD’s duty to prevent waste, augmenting the APD approval process with better gas capture planning would provide a critical tool to ensure that producers have obtained transportation and processing capacity for wells proposed for drilling at the time they go into production. This is critical given the steep production decline rates documented for shale oil and gas wells in New Mexico.[footnoteRef:2]  [2:  “Permian Basin decline rates have ‘increased dramatically’ amid ongoing slowdown,” Journal of Petroleum Technology, December 12, 2019, available at https://pubs.spe.org/en/jpt/jpt-article-detail/?art=6355] 






Expanding the information required in adequate gas capture plans will ensure that operators produce plans that actually result in delivering gas to market or disposing of gas through means other than venting or flaring. For operators seeking APDs for wells without firm drilling schedules or sufficient information to forecast production, OCD should establish a process for conditional APD approvals with requirements to update GCPs when the required information is available before final drilling approval is granted.





The MAP Report contains specific recommendations for information that should be required in gas capture plans, including:





· Well location; expected drilling, completion, and first production date; forecast volumes and pressures;





· The information above from multiple wells if operators are planning multiple wells in same area within a reasonably foreseeable timeframe;





· Operators’ other current production and venting and flaring in the vicinity of proposed wells;





· Identification of the intended gathering system and processing facility for gas production, including pipeline size, pressure, and available capacity now and for the period over which the well is projected to produce;





· Certification that operators have communicated the above information to midstream companies;





· Certification that midstream company have/will have capacity to accept projected gas production volumes from the specified well(s);





· If pipeline capacity is not projected to be available, proposed alternative gas use/disposal (with demonstration that operators have the ability to implement such plans; e.g., if reinjecting gas, including permit applications submitted; if planning to generate for the grid, including communications with grid operator, etc.); and





· Measures to prevent waste over the life of the well, including additional compression and adequate bonding for plugging and abandonment.





2. Condition grant of APD on adequacy of GCP (Path forward 5.5): Gas capture planning will not be effective in reducing venting and flaring unless plans demonstrate how gas will be delivered to market or otherwise beneficially used and unless they can be implemented in a timely fashion. Accordingly, the MAP Report contains the recommendation, which WELC strongly supports, that the rule condition the grant of an APD on submission of an adequate GCP. This policy will ensure that all operators submit plans with every APD and demonstrate firm transportation and processing capacity. It will also make the submission of these plans enforceable with minimal state effort. We further recommend that implementation of approved plans should be required as a condition of permit approval; where approved plans are not adhered to, the rule should subject operators to fines and other penalties and, if appropriate, authorize revocation or suspension of the underlying permit pending compliance.





3. Strengthen prohibitions on venting, set overall limit on flaring, and establish automatic consequences for failure to meet the limits (Path forward 6.14, 6.16, 6.17): We support the MAP Report’s recommendations to allow venting only when flaring is technically infeasible, during emergencies, or where flaring is prohibited, for example due to wildfire risk. We further support the MAP Report’s recommendation that OCD set an overall limit, without exceptions, on the total volume of gas allowed to be flared by all operators. This limit should take the form of a minimum percentage and/or volume of total gas production that must be marketed or otherwise beneficially used, and the limit should be ratcheted up over time. The BLM methane rule began with a capture rate of 85% that increased over several years to 98%. The limits established in North Dakota are significantly lower and are not ambitious enough for a rule that will serve as a model for national leadership on methane. Given the 2019 venting and flaring volumes and operator percentages discussed above, WELC recommends that the flaring limit begin at 95% and ratchet up to 99% over five years.





A performance standard that sets a limit on flaring has the virtue of allowing operators to determine how to meet the limit rather than requiring the state to select or mandate use of particular technologies or operating practices. Allowing some remaining flaring recognizes that avoiding flaring in some circumstances, such as emergencies, may not be possible, but does so without requiring industry and OCD to engage in the burdensome process of case-by-case requests for exemptions, reviews, and determinations.





A percent flaring limit can be easily enforced using C-115 monthly production and flaring data. To incentivize operators to comply with the limit without administrative burden for the agency, automatic consequences for failure to meet the limit should be established in the rule; for example, a schedule of fines per mcf gas flared/vented in excess of the limit, a requirement that operators be in compliance with limits as a precondition for issuance of new APDs, and/or a requirement that production be curtailed to a level that will bring flaring within the limit. The effectiveness of North Dakota’s rule has been undermined by lack of enforcement or consequences for operators that consistently fail to achieve flaring limits. Establishing automatic penalties would provide a clear, consistent incentive for operators, minimize the enforcement burden on OCD, and integrate lessons learned from the approaches employed, to date, in other jurisdictions. 





4. Require that well spacing/density, unitization, and multi-well drilling plans address surface waste prevention (Path forward 5.9, 5.10, 5.11): OCD approvals of well spacing/density rules, unitization agreements, and multi-well drilling plans also provide important opportunities for the agency to require operators to consider and address methane waste reduction and prevention. 





For example, the Oil & Gas Act defines “surface waste” of natural gas as, in part, “resulting from the manner of spacing.” NMSA § 70-2-3(B). To date, OCD/OCC spacing/density decisions have typically focused on underground reservoir recovery, with surface waste issues given little attention. However, the Oil Conservation Commission has previously applied this authority in at least one case to a decision between two different proposals by selecting the alternative shown to result in greater environmental protection and less surface waste. See OCC Order No. R-14876 (2019). This should be established as policy through the rule; i.e., that operators be required to provide estimates of potential surface waste from proposed spacing/density rules (operators already provide estimates of underground reservoir recovery efficiency), consider waste reduction and prevention opportunities including takeaway capacity, and adopt measures to prevent waste before well spacing/density patterns are set across oil or gas pools. 





Unitization agreements can also incorporate surface waste prevention considerations by requiring information regarding the location and timing of planned drilling and infrastructure development to better synchronize production with midstream investment. The model U.S. Bureau of Land Management unit agreement includes provisions regarding the “proper conservation of the oil and gas resources in the unitized area,” requiring information regarding the number and locations of wells, proposed order and time for such drilling, and a summary of operations and production for the previous year.” 43 C.F.R. § 3186.1. These elements provide a starting point for providing that unitization agreements, for all oil and gas resources in New Mexico, not just federal public oil and gas resources, account for surface waste of natural gas including venting and flaring from inadequate takeaway capacity.





The rule should also encourage operators to submit Comprehensive Drilling Plans/Master Development Plans/Geographic Area Plans to afford regulators a more expansive picture of field-level development and avoid piecemeal review and approvals. 





Colorado Oil and Gas Commission Rule 513, for example, provides for “Geographic Area Plans” that “are intended to enable the Commission to adopt basin-specific rules” and are intended to cover an entire oil and gas field or geologic basin, likely encompassing the activities of multiple operators, in multiple sub-basins or drainages, over a period of ten (10) years or more.” 





Similarly, Colorado Oil and Gas Commission Rule 216 provides for voluntary “Comprehensive Drilling Plans” that can encompass multiple operators (but are more typically limited to a single operator) and are “intended to identify foreseeable oil and gas activities in a defined geographic area, facilitate discussions about potential impacts, and identify measures to minimize adverse impacts to public health, safety, welfare, and the environment, including wildlife resources, from such activities.” 





The U.S. Bureau of Land Management’s “Gold Book,” on page 8, also provides for “Master Development Plans” for “all or a portion of the wells proposed in a developing field.”[footnoteRef:3] See also Bureau of Land Management Information Bulletin No. 2018-061 (June 26, 2018) (providing for consolidation of multiple well applications as well as sundry notices and rights-of-way applications in a given field or area within a single Master Development Plan). [3:  Available at: https://www.blm.gov/programs/energy-and-minerals/oil-and-gas/operations-and-production/the-gold-book.] 






5. Share information between OCD, NMED, and the State Land Office (“SLO”) to support waste reduction and prevention (Path forward 5.6): OCD, NMED, and SLO each have information that could be useful to their sister agencies. Making this information easily available across all agencies could improve agency performance in achieving methane waste reduction and prevention. For example:





· OCD could provide information to SLO about areas with high venting or flaring rates to consider reorienting leasing away from areas with takeaway bottlenecks;





· SLO could provide information to OCD about rights-of-way applications, supporting OCD evaluation of gas capture plans and requests to change well spacing and density provisions;





· OCD could provide Gas Capture Plan, APD, and C-115 venting and flaring information to NMED to support air quality monitoring of well completions/recompletions and any subsequent venting or flaring; and





· NMED could provide data about excess emissions to support OCD verification of C-115 venting and flaring reporting and to inform consideration of requests by operators to change well spacing and density provisions.





IV.	CONCLUSION





Methane waste is caused not just by individual sources, but also by a market failure in how upstream and midstream oil and gas operators plan for, invest in, and operate interconnected networks of production, gathering, and processing infrastructure. We strongly encourage OCD and NMED to develop strong, nationally-leading methane pollution and waste rules that addresses these interconnected networks—e.g., the spatial location and temporal sequencing of infrastructure, from well-head to gathering lines to boosting stations to processing facilities. In so doing, New Mexico can foster innovation in industry planning, investment, construction, and operations and better synchronize upstream production with midstream pipeline, compression, and processing capacity—all in service of climate action, improved public health protection, and the public interest. 





Respectfully submitted,





Thomas Singer, Ph.D.


Senior Policy Advisor


Western Environmental Law Center


Taos, NM 87571


505-231-1070


singer@westernlaw.org














Erik Schlenker-Goodrich


Executive Director


Western Environmental Law Center


Taos, NM 87571


575-613-4197


eriksg@westernlaw.org 
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Time to draw the line
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:28 PM


From: Sharon Shoemaker <shoemaker714@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 4:47 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Time to draw the line
 


Fix the leaks and limit emissions NOW. See NY Times article detailing how Oil and
Gas is a greater climate threat and right now, New Mexico O & G companies are
leading source of methane. 


https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/19/climate/methane-flaring-oil-
emissions.html  
Sharon Shoemaker
Santa Fe New Mexico
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Methane Rulemaking - Comments
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02:17 PM
Attachments: AEC Methane Comments.pdf
Importance: High


From: Kyle Armstrong <kaa@armstrongenergycorp.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 4:11 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Cc: kalpers@aecnm.com; rhillman@aecnm.com; rga@armstrongenergycorp.com
Subject: [EXT] Methane Rulemaking - Comments
 
Director Ely:
 
Please find attached comments submitted by Armstrong Energy Corporation concerning the
upcoming rulemaking on methane.
 
We very much appreciate the opportunity that small independents had to participate in the MAP
process.
 
Thank you for your consideration.
 
Kyle A. Armstrong
Armstrong Energy Corp.
PO Box 1973
Roswell, NM 88202
575-623-2999 x 328 (Direct)
505-250-6677 (Cell)
kaa@armstrongenergycorp.com
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Methane regulatory system
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:55 PM


From: David Fieldson <david_505_smile@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 9:35 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Methane regulatory system
 
The methane regulatory system should include:
1. New Mexico should embrace Zero Tolerance for methane waste and pollution,
except in very narrow instances where venting or flaring may be necessary for safety.
The polluting industry should pay for all monitoring technology at each location. The
agency should validate the monitoring equipment and monitor all carbon and other
emissions.
2. New Mexico should develop and finalize national-leading methane regulations in
2020. By 2021 all regulations should be implemented. The industry should be fined
for any 6 month period that does not show a 10% decrease in methane emissions
3. New Mexico should take a comprehensive approach that addresses methane
waste and pollution throughout the oil and gas supply chain and at key agency
decision-making steps.
4. New Mexico should establish straightforward, data-based decision tools to facilitate
compliance and enforcement.
5. New Mexico should establish requirements for public transparency and
accountability.
6. New Mexico should also take steps now under existing authorities to minimize
methane waste and pollution while rules are being developed.


It is relatively absurd that the 4 corners methane cloud has not decreased over
several years:


While Colorado has some of the most lauded oil and gas regulations for


reducing methane emissions in the country, that doesn’t do much good


for residents near the “Four Corners Methane Hot Spot” that crosses into


New Mexico, where regulations have been all but nonexistent, officials


say. Clearing the Four Corners methane cloud
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Clearing the Four Corners methane cloud
Over the decades, the oil and gas industry has become close
neighbors with residents of Southwest Colorado and n...
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It is relatively absurd that methane leaks were identified and not taken care of. It is
relatively absurd for the industry to blame natural leaks when technology has pointed
to industry infrastructure


In 2016 NASA researchers concluded that many of the region’s highest-emitting


sources were associated with the region’s oil and gas production and distribution


infrastructure.  Now yet another study confirms this tie and should put the hot spot


debate to rest. New study confirms (again): New Mexico’s methane hot spot largely


tied to oil and gas pollution


New study confirms (again): New Mexico’s
methane hot spot largely tied t...
Jon Goldstein
In 2014, NASA scientists published their discovery of a methane “hot
spot” hovering over New Mexico’s San Juan B...
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The study finds that just 10 percent of the individual methane sources are contributing
half of the emissions. NASA Study Analyzes Four Corners Methane Sources



https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/OTuICrkvDQurnW83syKbn8?domain=jpl.nasa.gov





NASA Study Analyzes Four Corners Methane
Sources
A NASA-led team has analyzed a "hot spot" of methane emissions in
the U.S. Four Corners region, quantifying both...


Thanks for the consideration that will only be given again to oil and gas while ignoring
NM citizens and while humanity begins to suffer from climate change


Sincerely,
David Morrison
205 Pueblo Solano Rd NW
Albuquerque, NM 87107
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: Methane Comments for State of New Mexico
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:01:51 PM


From: Jerry McHugh <jmchugh@sanjuanbasin.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 2:28 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Cc: Lori Walters; Jim Winchester, IPANM Executive Director; 0-MOG, Ryan Merrion
Subject: [EXT] Methane Comments for State of New Mexico
 
Ladies and Gentlemen,
 
San Juan Resources, Inc. natural gas and oil producer exclusively in New Mexico’s San Juan Basin. 
Owned by Jerry McHugh, Jr. and his wife, Stacy McHugh, SJR was founded 30 years ago and strives
to be an integral, strong, efficient independent producer.   However, low natural gas pricing
threatens much of SJR production as a number of SJR wells currently don’t have ample revenue to
meet high operating expenses.  Natural gas commodity pricing is at all-time low level--- rock bottom
revenues.    SJR is a producer with many small volume wells.  These wells hold acreage under and
around the leases SJR operates with efficiency and under proper ESG guidelines.   
 
In commenting on the proposed methane rules, it serves the State of New Mexico to have
rulemaking which supports the independent producer who operates these low volume wells.  It
doesn’t make sense (or Cents) to strap a bunch of expensive methane equipment (additional
operating costs) on low volume wells when they’d become more uneconomic, shut-in, and plugged
and abandoned.  Several consequences aggressive methane rules are promulgated on low volume
wells: 
 
1)  Natural gas and oil revenue lost forever to the Tax and Revenue Department;
2)  Loss of valuable jobs of well operation companies or independent contractors;
3)  Loss of ‘legacy leases’ and potential to develop other formations, employ new technologies on
these leases.   
For Example-----If these methane rules shut-in and P&A’ed wells happened in the Permian Basin,
then HUGE amount of drilling in the State would NOT have happened on the ‘legacy leases’, usually
developed by independents and sold to larger companies.   Independents are the one’s taking the
exploration risks on their acreage, finding more economic resources in the State. 
 
I encourage the methane rule makers to “DO NO HARM TO THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER” and the
low volume wells they operate.  I am available to answer questions or provide more comments.   Thx
for opportunity to comment.
 
Best,  Jerry McHugh, Jr. 
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SAN JUAN
RESOURCES, INC.
Jerry McHugh, Jr.
1499 Blake St. #10C
Denver, CO  80202
C: 303.550.5958
T: 303.573.6333
www.sanjuanbasin.com
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Comments Regarding New Mexico Methane Advisory Panel Report
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:00:09 PM
Attachments: CMES Comments Regarding New Mexico Methane Strategy.docx


ATT00001.htm


From: Isaac Brown <isaac@38northsolutions.com>
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2020 1:20 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Comments Regarding New Mexico Methane Advisory Panel Report
 
Dear Sir Or Madam,


Please find comments from the Center for Methane Emissions Solutions regarding the New
Mexico Advisory Panel Report.  


Please let me know if you have any questions,


Isaac Brown
Executive Director
Center for Methane Emissions Solutions
202.531.8277
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The Center for Methane Emissions Solutions





Comments Regarding New Mexico Methane Advisory Panel Report





February 14, 2020 


BY Electronic Submission 


Adrienne Sandoval


Oil Conservation Division Director 


1220 S. St. Francis Dr.


Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505





Sandra Ely


Environmental Protection Division Director


1190 St. Francis Drive, Suite N4050


Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505





The Center for Methane Emissions Solutions (CMES) is a coalition that represents the views of companies in the methane mitigation industry in the United States, including the leak detection and repair (LDAR) space. 


The methane mitigation industry is a robust and growing American industry. More than 100 companies have headquarters in the U.S., and there are more than 500 methane mitigation facilities located across the country, in 46 states, including New Mexico. 


In response to the Methane Advisory Panel’s Draft Technical Report, CMES offers these thoughts: 


1. Frequent LDAR Monitoring:  Frequent LDAR monitoring of oil and gas production facilities and compressor stations is an effective and, cost-effective, method to address fugitive emissions.  The State of Colorado, which requires regular monitoring of well production sites serves as an important case study.  In its annual “LDAR Annual Report Summary” the Colorado Air Pollution Control Division reported that 143 companies reported a total of 23,866 leaks in 2018 alone.[footnoteRef:1]  Of those leaks, only 280 required a delay before being repaired, underscoring the fact that most leaks are accessible and can be fixed for a reasonable cost.[footnoteRef:2]  Methane mitigation companies provide a range of services and tools that can help oil and gas producers comply with this requirement cost-and-time effectively. [1:  Colorado Air Pollution Control Division. “LDAR Annual Report Summary.” September 30, 2019.  Found online at https://environmentalrecords.colorado.gov/HPRMWebDrawer/RecordView/1458522
]  [2:  Ibid.] 






This experience is further validated by a study recently conducted to measure the effectiveness of LDAR surveys by quantifying emissions at 36 unconventional liquids-rich natural gas facilities in Alberta, Canada.  In it, 36 facilities were visited twice by the same detection team: an initial survey and a post-repair re-survey occurring ~0.5-2 years after the initial survey. Overall, total emissions reduced by 44% after one LDAR survey, combining a reduction in fugitive emissions of 22% and vented emissions by 47%.  Furthermore, >90% of the leaks found in the initial survey were not emitting in the re-survey, suggesting high repair effectiveness. However, fugitive emissions reduced by only 22% because of new leaks that occurred between the surveys. This indicates a need for frequent, effective, and low-cost LDAR surveys to target new leaks.[footnoteRef:3] [3:  Arvind P Ravikumar et al 2020 Environ. Repeated leak detection and repair surveys reduce methane emissions over scale of years
Res. Lett. in press https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/ab6ae1
] 






2. Pneumatic Devices:  States like Colorado require operators to inspect their gas-powered pneumatic controllers as part of routine leak inspections. This requirement is prudent and should be considered by New Mexico.  A statewide standard for pneumatic devices is readily achievable and practical





Moving Forward


CMES appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments and would be pleased to serve as a resource as the OCD and NMED move forward with the regulation of methane and VOC emissions and waste from oil and gas facilities. If we can be of service please do not hesitate to contact our Executive Director, Isaac Brown at info@methanesolutions.org.








 












From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Comments on MAP Report
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:03:01 PM
Attachments: NMELC Comments on MAP Rept.pdf


From: Charles de Saillan <cdesaillan@nmelc.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 11:42 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Comments on MAP Report
 
Our comments are attached.  Thank you.
 
- Charles de Saillan
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Input for Methane Advisory Panel Report / EMNRD and NMED
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:57:31 AM


From: Baji Rankin <baji.rankin@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2019 2:23 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Subject: [EXT] Input for Methane Advisory Panel Report / EMNRD and NMED
 
Hello,
I am writing to provide input into the MAP draft technical report.  THANK
YOU for doing a thorough report  describing methane emitting equipment
and processes in the oil and gas industry and potential mechanisms for
reducing those sources.  I agree with any and all ways of reducing the
sources of methane emissions cited in the report.


I am ALSO writing to emphasize the importance of looking at how to create
energy sources — natural to New Mexico — that will avoid ALL methane
production.  I urge MAP, EMNRD and NMED to consider how quickly
and effectively and efficiently NM can invest in and move in the direction of
MORE WIND- and SOLAR-generated power.  I see that this is the future
of power in NM and in the United States.


While it is important REDUCE, where possible, menthane production in oil
and gas production, it is also extremely important to invest in WIND- and
SOLAR-generated power in NM.  NM has an abundance of WIND and
SOLAR resources.  I want to see NM using more and more  WIND and
SOLAR resources!!


THANK YOU!!  I would appreciate your feedback on my suggestions.


All the best.


Baji Rankin


The key to ensuring high-quality early childhood education for ALL children is to 
develop an effective, diverse, well-prepared, and well-compensated early childhood


workforce.
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Baji Rankin, Ed.D.
Excellence and Equity in Early Childhood Education
Education and Advocacy Consultant
baji.rankin@gmail.com
P.O. Box 575
Arroyo Seco, NM 87514
505-235-1432
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From: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
To: Hayden, Maddy, NMENV
Subject: Fw: [EXT] Request for public comment: Compliments, secondary problems and complimentary alternate solutions
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 11:59:49 AM
Attachments: Correlation of Methane Concentrations and Drought Levels in the US.pdf


From: Timothy M. Leonard <TMLeonard@TapTheSun.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2020 3:21 PM
To: Methanestrategy, NM, NMENV
Cc: lwaldrop@illinois.edu
Subject: [EXT] Request for public comment: Compliments, secondary problems and complimentary
alternate solutions
 
Good Day!
 
First, my compliments to the group at large for the profound effort being demonstrated
in New Mexico to address the problem of methane concentrations. The general public
needs to know clearly how significant the effects are when the presence of methane
has 20 – 30 times the effect of carbon dioxide in retaining heat within the atmosphere.
 
I would like to make the observation, of which I can find no mention of anywhere on
the internet, that the single methane concentration above Four Corners, detected by
NASA, coincides with the most drastic drought conditions in the country. I have
attached a brief comparison of the two phenomena.
 
While working on a solar concentration project where the gases methane, carbon
dioxide and water were combined and heated to extreme temperatures (1000 C.)
which by the process of ‘gas reforming’ were converted to carbon monoxide and
hydrogen, both of which are highly flammable and create ‘SynGas’ used in the same
way as pure methane or natural gas but containing twice the energy per unit volume, I
realized that a high concentration of methane, such as that in Four Corners,
combined with carbon dioxide and water vapor in the air, then heated with intermittent
‘dry lightning’ would systematically cause the same reforming process, only a little at
a time. The uncontained hydrogen would drift upwards and the carbon monoxide,
being highly reactive, would then strip the oxygen atom off of any remaining moisture
in the vicinity, thereby further reducing the moisture content of the air and releasing
more free hydrogen that has apparently collected further up in the atmosphere in the
form of ‘hot atomic hydrogen’ in what is known as the thermosphere. As the air is
systematically reduced in humidity, it then draws moisture from the earth to balance it,
like any good desiccant, and produces the drought effect.
 
Although researchers have been somewhat puzzled by this recently discovered
hydrogen layer only 250 kilometers up, I contend this naturally-occurring gas
reforming phenomena probably exists and is contributing to the accumulation there.
 
As a last remark… I mentioned above the solar project that sparked my observation
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Correlation of Methane Concentrations 
and Drought Levels in the US 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Well over two years ago, NASA spacecraft 
produced this image of the USA using 
specialized detectors that ‘see’ methane 
(natural) gas. In addition to the expected 
outgassing of decaying farm produce waste in 
the mid-west (yellowish areas), there are two 
significant clouds of methane specifically due 
to human activities or negligence; Leakage in 
the southwest Four Corners oil & gas fields 
(bright red spot) and some very large 
commercial cattle/pig feed lots in Southern 
 California (yellow spot). This same image was recently reprinted in the ABQ Journal with an article on methane.  



 
It would seem, perhaps, there are insufficient direct comparisons of the various components of today’s issues. A 
clearer view of ‘coincidences’, real or imagined, can stimulate more depth of consideration when directly 
compared, in this case; graphically. This comparison, accomplished by overlaying the second image on top of the 
first, physically or geographically, correlates the worst of the southwest drought (dark red), now many years old, 
with the high concentration of methane in the atmosphere over the Four Corners (Utah, Colorado, Arizona and 
New Mexico) area caused by known leakage from oil and gas mining. Methane retains more than twenty times 
the heat as carbon dioxide when present in the atmosphere. It is a dangerous greenhouse gas. It is unlikely that 
some specific test or experiment will inextricably link methane to drought; and therein lays the problem; without 
direct proof of cause and effect, no one can be forced to pay for a solution.



 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The information is there; all over the 
internet, where these images came from; 
and in this case, directly from nasa.gov. If 
drought ‘somewhere’ is divorced from 
methane ‘somewhere’ by segregation of 
references to each, it is easy to see that the 
Dr.-Robert-Kehoe-types could pass off the 
circumstances as unrelated, opting instead 
for ‘natural desert conditions’ in the 
southwest or ‘temporary (?) weather 
anomaly’. Then there is the newest popular 
rebuttal to the obvious… 
 
 “I don’t believe it!”… 
 
Timothy M. Leonard 
Precision Solar Technologies Corp. 
Tijeras, New Mexico 
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Atmospheric methane concentrations mixed with carbon monoxide and water vapor 
provide the ideal gas supply for a heat-activated chemical reaction known as gas 
reformation. The process, using all three gasses, produces hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide, both highly flammable in large concentrations.  



In bulk, the resulting gas mixture is a synthetic fuel known as SynGas; which, when 
burned, produces carbon dioxide and water vapor.  
 A second effect of free carbon monoxide in the atmosphere is that the chemical 
attraction to an oxygen source is sufficient to ‘rip’ the oxygen atom from a nearby 
molecule of water leaving carbon dioxide, hydrogen and residual heat. It is the same 
effect that will cause fatal gas poisoning to humans. 
 In chemical molar terms, there is more free hydrogen formed than carbon monoxide 
from this reforming process. 
 In 2016, researchers at the University of Illinois established the existence of high-
altitude, hot H atoms and NASA has previously mapped atmospheric hydrogen and 
deuterium; it would seem there could easily be a source for subsidizing the atmospheric 
hydrogen content when one combines the ready availability of raw materials (methane, 
water and carbon dioxide) in the presence of lightning. 
 With this chemical reaction active, carbon monoxide that is formed will seek out the 
most readily available oxygen atom which will often be a nearby water molecule. This 
conversion would diminish the water content in the nearby atmosphere and reduce the 
likelihood of condensation both from the lessened quantity of water and the heat activity 
involved. These results could definitely be associated the drought conditions seen in areas 
heavy in atmospheric methane such as Four Corners in the SW U.S.A. 
  












on the possible atmospheric effects… it has gone unfunded by investors even though
it can take the raw ‘dirty methane’ being flared at oil and gas mining operations, purify
it using the solar reforming process and generate large amounts of electricity through
turbine generators. The technology does not suit the private or governmental
investment/grant templates due to its typical application as a distributed system rather
than concentrations on large fields that produce fast exit strategies and high-profile
media coverage. It would be a constructive move if the NM EMNRD could locate
some funding to pursue this methane mitigation project. It has actually already been
tested to a 25% power output level… not that much left to do.
 
I have copied the principal investigator of the engineering group at the University of
Illinois working on the hot atomic hydrogen phenomena on the off-chance this
concept can help with their research.
 
Cheers,
                Tim
 
Timothy M. Leonard
President
Precision Solar Technologies Corp.
#10 Camino del Senador
Tijeras, NM 87059-7631
 TMLeonard@TapTheSun.com 
(505) 281-0399 Voice
Skype: t.m.leonard
www.precisionsolartech.com 


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.  If you have
received this email by mistake, please let us know by e-mail reply, delete it from your system, and don't copy or disclose its contents to anyone.
Thank You.
Copyright (C) 2018 Precision Solar Technologies Corporation
 This message has been scanned by AVG V2018(r) prior to transmittal.


No trees were harmed in the sending of this message, however, a large number of
electrons were terribly inconvenienced.
Time heals all ills... hopefully, fairly soon after it creates them...


P Save paper - do you need to print this email? Please only print if absolutely
necessary.
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